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A b s t r a c t

The aim of this study is to examine the evolution of 
the language of Sinhalese fiction from i860 - 1970* As 
there is a large number of authors in this period, our 
attempt will be only to deal with prose fiction* The prose 
romances of the late nineteenth and the early twentieth 
century, and the novels of the modern times are discussed 
and analysed with regard to themes, subject-matter, in
fluence of foreign authors and the language* In our ana
lyses of the language of fiction, it must be made clear, 
we will not be approaching from a purely linguistic point, 
of view, but rather from an aesthetic and literary point 
of view*

As most of the early writers of Sinhalese fiction 
used the styles of classical prose and some modern nove
lists also draw inspiration from it, an attempt is made 
at the beginning of this study to present a brief history 
of Sinhalese prose from earliest times up to the early 
nineteenth century* In chapter 2 we will be examining the 
contribution of the Sinhalese Christian writers to the 
language and various aspects of the literary revival in the 
nineteenth century as regards the development of the langu
age* From chapter 3? we will be discussing the nature and 
evolution of Sinhalese fiction, its language, the attitudes 
of the early readership towards fiction and the ax^pearance



of the novel proper after the second world war* As the 
form of fiction underwent new changes after this period 
its language too followed suit to become a medium suita
ble to express the ideas and experiences of the modern 
times.

The evolution and development of the language of 
Sinhalese fiction will be examined in our study with 
synopses from selected v/orks of fiction, analyses and com
parisons of themes and techniques and with extracts exem
plifying and illustrating the gradual development of the 
language as a rich and powerful medium to express the 
complicated human problems, the consciousness and the ex
periences of the modern age*
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CHAPTER I 

THE BACKGROUND OF SINHALESE FICTION

A survey of the evolution of Sinhalese -prose*
■MWVfcatrmit mmi ■■'III*  ■ !!>*!■ II ■■ I;i ■■ r f iM H T i ■!!!■■ iiimiiii* I W P'P ’MWHMMMfcfMfin W > ll'̂ w ft r »H| m ■#! > ■■■

In this chapter I propose to observe some of the his to-
rieal factors concerning the evolution of Sinhalese prose

/

from the earliest times of Sinhalese literature to the nine-
/

/teenth century. Our main interest will be some important 
classical pxrose works which are representative of each liter
ary period, and not; poetic works, in accordance with the 
scope of this study. For a better understanding of the 
problem of the language of modern Sinhalese fiction, a; general 
knowledge of literary aspects. of classical Sinhalese prose will 
be most helpful* We must also emphasise the fact that our 
concern in this chapter will not be the presentation of a com
prehensive historical survey of classical Sinhalese prose 
since such sf&dies are already available.(l.)

The history of Sinhalese literature can be traced back

(l.) Wickramasingha, Martin. Simhala Sahityaye Nangima Colombo- 
1945.
Wickramasingha,Martin. Sinhalese Literature. Tr. by E.R. 
Saratehandre 1949*
Sannasgala, Puncibandara. Simhala Sahitya Vamsaya Col.1947 
Godakumbura, C.E. Sinhalese Literature Colombo 1955* 
Kulasuriya, Ananda.. Simhala Sahityaya Vol. I & II 
Maharagama 1961.
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as far as the Anuradhapura period of Ceylon’s history.
(3rd. century B.C. - 10th. century A.D.) Although it can 
be presumed that expression flourished even in the early part 
of the Anuradhapura period and some literary works were 
produced, no evidence of any of those works is extant today.
A few works of great importance to the student of the history 
of Sinhalese prose, from the latter part of the Anuradhapura 
period are available.

Before going into a, further discussion on these extant 
works from/Anuradhapura period it is necessary to consider 
the other anurces and evidence of literary activities ini this 
period. These sourcess and evidenceocan be classified into three 
categories as follows: 

i. Inscriptions.
ii. Commentaries and historical chronicles written in Pali, 

and
iii. The extant Sinhalese works.
Hundreds of inscriptions scattered all over the island, 

dating from the 3rd. century B.C. are the best and earliest 
evidence of the existence of writing in Sinhalese. These ins
criptions help us to trace the ^origin of the Sinhalese lan
guage and its. evolution* and development ass a medium of liter
ary expression. The inscriptions which belong to the early 
part of the Anuradhapura period are of great linguistic value 
but of no literary value as they consist of only a few words
or in some cases a few sentences. The inscriptions began to 
be lengthy with time, and so some of them written during the



latter part of the Anuradhapura period provide us with a style 
comparable with that of the classical prose works written imm
ediately after the Anuradhapura period, in the 12th. or 13th 
century. Among these many inscriptions the following can he 
mentioned here due to the significance of their language: 

i.Two Tablets of Mahinda iv at Mlhintale. 
i i * Slab inscript ion Tbf ;;K&syapa V  /-rat" Ahuradhapura •

iii.Slab inscription of Mahinda iv at Jetavanarama. (l.)
It will be a long task to consider passages from a num

ber of important inscriptions, hence we will quote a passage 
from Kasyapa’s inscription as the king himself is known as 
an author of some literary works:

’’Mangul-^sfhasun-rak-gal-taia aray vajan-bera-sinaynen 
rupu varanan adi manda sihda si-parakmen vajamba anat 
-apiriseyi somi -nimala -guna vaturen jiyal sanahayi 
sasun ariyu Lakdiv -polov -mehesana parapuren himi 
mapurum Buddas -Siri-Sangboy Abahay maharaj hat ja 
Sang Banday apa bisev rajniyan kushi heva dunu-sana- 
hime yuva raj bisev siri pamana- yasa-tej- hir-sandnen 
lov pahayay siya vikmen saturan manda pala -nimala- 
kit-vaturen lov -at patul debiseva ja Salameyvan 
Abahay maharaj yutar Mirisiviti Sahgsen-Aram Kasub 
-raj -maha-veher ari pansiyan vasvay sulab satar-

(l.) Epigrajihia Zeylanica. London 1907 Vol.I,II.; Vol. I,III; 
Vol. I.



pasayen pujay sasun kot huvay ati- nakara Mahgul -maha- 
veya dakun dor -asanhi raj-ved-hal karay rov biya samay 
Podonavul Fulundavulu -yen ket kam sulab kot sir! Lak

t

lohduruvay sa biya nivay rat-soyay sat biya nera nana 
jayin nan seyi Bud-band karay siyal isirayen pujay da 
sanen Bud-ruvan ariyay Dhamu-ruvan kavari seyakin pujanemi 
ho yana adahas puray Abhidham desun kasun pat aravay 
maha puja kota sasun sitvami yana sit dolnen hjara paya 
hamuyehi e me dham desun viyakhan kala siya basnen Bud- 
guna vanu rivi anvayen bat Saha -kula-kot Oka raj-kulat 
tala tik apa purumuvo......ff

c

( ’The great king Salameyvan Abahay was conceived ini the 
womb of our anointed queen Sang Banday, being born unto 
his Majesty Buddas Siri 3angboy Abahay Maharaj, lord 
(by right of) lineal descent of the great lords of the 
soil :6f the island of Lanka; who promoted the (Buddhist) 
religion, having comforted the people with showers of 
(his) boundless, all-embracing, gentle and pure quali
ties, and who flourished with the prowess of a lion, 
having ascended his auspicious lion-throne which was 
like unto a rock of safety, and having exhausted the 
ichor-like pride of his elephant-like enemies with his 
words which were like unto terrific roar of a lion.
(His Majesty) born of the twice anointed queen, received 
at the very instant of his birth the auspicious unction 
of yuvaraja(heir-apparent) and illumined the world with 
the glory and the majesty of the sun and the moon. With 
his own valour, he subdued enemies; and with the waters 
of the unsullied fame (thus) wide-spread, he (anointed) 

the hands and feet of his people.
He (re-) built the Mirisiviti(vehera), the Sangsen 

Aram and theKasub-raj-maha-veher, oaused five hundred 
monks to reside, and honouring (them) with gifts of the 
four priestly requisites, raised the standard of the



religion. By establishing royal medical halls near* the 
southern gate of the auspicious high-street in the inner 
city he alleyed the fear of disease, by affording faci
lities for the cultivation of fields by means of (the 
tanks) Podonavulu and Fulundavulu, he caused (this) il
lustrious Lanka to prosper, (and thus) dispelled the fear 
of famine. By inspecting the country, he removed the fear 
of enemies. In various ways he made converts to Buddhism 
from diverse nationalities, (and) made offerings out of all 
his wealth. By (celebrating) relic festivals, he honoured 
the Buddha-gem. In fulfilment of the resolution (ap
pearing in his words) ’how shall I honour the Dhamma gem* 
he caused the Abhidhamma discourses to be transcribed on 
plates of gold (and therewith) made a great offering. 
Yearning in his heart to establish the Buddhist religion 
he preached that same Dhamma in the presence of (his) 
esteemed teacher, and ogxtolled the virtues of the Bud
dha in his own language....’) (l.)
The language in this inscription shows how the Sinhalese 

writers had begun to follow the lengthy, elaborate style of 
Sanskrit prose. But they had not yet begun to borrow Sanskrit 
words in great numbers. The use of teeming rhetoric in praise 
of the king, and the Buddha, can be taken as first signs of the 
formation of the eulogistic style which became popular later 
on in the works like Butsarana. The vocabulary in these ins
criptions, in general, is not very different from that in the 
few prose works of the 10th century. The language of Dhampiya

(l.) Text and translation from Epigraphia Zeylanica,London. 1907 
Vol.I. Part II PP.hl/52
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Atuva Gatapadaya, the authorship of which is attributed to 
king Kassapa V, bears special resemblance to the language 
of this inscription. The king himself, as is mentioned 
in the inscription^ made some commentaries in Sinhalese on 
Buddhism.

According to Geiger’s classification of the history of / 
Sinhalese language, the language of the 10th century belong 
to the mediaeval period(l.) It was during this period (from 
the 8th to the 13th century) that we can find the appearance 
of most of the aspects of modern Sinhalese.

In some of the Pali commentaries of Buddhaghosa and the 
historical chronicles such as the Dipavam.sa and Mahavamsa, 
some evidence is found revealing the fact that the Sinhalese 
language was used for various, kinds, of religious writings from 
the earliest times of the establishment of the Buddhist order 
in the island. It is said that Ven. Mahinda pioneered the 
translation of the commentaries to the Bhddhist scriptures 
from Magadhi (Pali) into Sinhalese in the 3rd century Br.C. 
which were later known as Helatuva(2.)• These Sinhalese com
mentaries were in use until they were re-translated into Pali 
in the 5th century by Bhddhaghosa. They were existing, how
ever, for five or six centuries after this as seme quotations 
from them are found in the -ADhampiya Atuva Gatapadaya of

(l.) Geiger, Wilhelm. A Dictionary of the Sinhalese Language.
Colombo 1935* Vol.I Part I. Introduction*

(2.) Saratthappakasini, ed. F.L. Woodward. London 1929 
Papanca Sudani. (Introductory verses) ed. Giridara 
Ratanajoti. Colombo I898.



Kasyapa V.(lOth century). In most of the Pali Vamsakathas
(historical chronicles) mention is made to their having been
first written in Sinhalese. For example:

"Sadesa-bhasaya kavihi sihale 
Katampi vamsam jina-danta-dhatuya 
HIruttiya magadhikaya vuttiya 
Karomi dipantara-vasinan api”. (l#)

(’The history of the tooth relic of the Lord, 
which has been composed by the poets of Sihala 
in their language, I shall translate into Magac* 
dhi for the benefit of the people of other 
lands too.*)
If we accept these reports as historical facts we can 

assume that even in the early part of the Anuradhapura period 
the Sinhalese language had been in a sufficiently developed 
state to narrate various stories in Buddhist literature and 
to comment on the subtle points of Buddhism. It is in fact 
a great loss for the student of the history of Sinhalese 
literature that none of the Sinhalese works from that early 
period survive; yet we can only know that the language in which 
those works were written had been pleasant:

"Apanetvana tato aham Sihalabhasam manoramam bhasam 
tanti-naya-anucchavikam aropento vigatadosam,f(2.)

(’I shall translate it from the beautiful Sinhalese/Language 
removing mistakes, into the Pali language1.)

H&re Buddhaghosa refers to the Sinhalese commentaries or 
Helatuvas. He praises the language in which they were written

(l.) Dathavamsa. Stanza No.10. ed. Ananda. M. Colombo 1956 
(2.) Buddhaghosa. Papanca sudani. ed. Ratnajoti. Giridara 

Colombo 1898. p.l.
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as beautiful. To deserve such praise from a great foreign scho
lar like Buddhaghosa, the Sinhalese language must have been plea
sant in sound and rich in expressive power. The efforts of Budd
haghosa were however not so favourable for the development of 
Sinhalese literature as they were for Pali literature. All 
the scholars of the country must have mainly concentrated on 
producing books in Pali after this time as it became the of
ficial language of the Theravada Buddhists. Thus Pali attained 
royal patronage causing Sinhalese to fall into a second place.
And yet it was only through Sinhalese that the administrators 
and the clergy could approach the masses, so most of the royal 
declarations of decrees and special grants continued to be made 
in Sinhalese and the clergy and other writers on religion had 
to use Sinhalese for narrative and expository works for the be
nefit of the ordinary people.

The extant Sinhalese works from the late Anuradhapura 
period are, Dhampiya Atuva Gatapadaya, Sikhavalanda Vinisa and 
Siyabaslakara. The first of these three is a glossary to the 
Pali commentary, Dhammapadatthakatha, and the author is king 
Kasyapa V.(913-923A.D.)• The language of this work is similar 
to that of the inscriptions of the 10th century and it also 
consists of various strata representing early, independent styles 
as. well as the mixed style of later centuries which is abundant 
in loan words from Pali and Sanskrit.(l.)

(l.) Godakumbura, Charles. Sinhalese literature. Colombo 1955
PP. 31/33



The second prose work, Sikhavalanda Vinisa written about 
the same time as Dhampiya Atuva Gatapadaya, is a manual of* 
disciplinary codes for Buddhist monks. Thus, quite expec- 
tably in a book of this nature, there are no descriptions of 
literary value. As far as the style is concerned this work is 
written in a lucid, simple and powerful language in which we 
maybe able to trace a relationship to the style in a work like 
Amavatura•

The third work, Siyabaslakara, is a metrical composition 
on poetics. Opinions differ as to the authorship of this work 
though it is mentioned in the work itself that it was written 
by a certain king by the name of ’Salamevan*. Despite its being 
an adaptation of the Sanskrit work, Kavyadarsa by Dandin, Siya
baslakara readily shows the development of the language in 
clarity and sensitivity asj a medium of literary expression. 
Through the evidence found in this work we can also gain know
ledge of the kind of poems that existed in the Anuradhapura 
period. According to the author ofSiyabaslakara, the only 
kind of poem that was lacking in Sinhalese literature by his 
time was fCamput (l.) This statement indicates that by the time 
Siyabaslakara was composed, most of the other kinds of poetry 
such as Mahakavya, Khanda kavya etc., must have been existing 
in Sinhalese. In the Sanskrit poetic tradition, both prose 
and verse were meant by the term !kavya’.

(l.) Siyabaslakara. ed. Bentara Dhammasena. Colombo 19U8.
Verse 13.



The type of poems called 'Campu', to which the author of 
Siyabaslakara wished to draw the attention of Sinhalese poets, 
is a mixed form of prose and verse. Thus we can assume that 
there must have been existing individual prose works at the 
time of this author, along with works of verse.

After the Anuradhapura. period during which the works men
tioned above were written, we come to the Polonnaruva period 
of Ceylonese history which is of great significance concerning 
the development of Sinhalese prose. During this period (1017- 
1235 A.D.) and in the following centuries a number of books 
were produced some of which are mere exegetical works and 
others are important as works of literary value. It is this 
second kind of books which are known among the common people 
as fmaha bana kata pot1 (Great books of virtuous sotries), 
which have inspired the Sinhalese writers through the centuries, 
until today.

The popular stories narrated again and again in these 
prose works hear a close affinity with the ancient fiction 
of world literature. As Robert Scholes has observed, the word 
'fiction* covers a large range of stories:

!*A fiction is a made-up story. This definition covers 
a lot of territory. It includes the home-made lies 
we tell to protect ourselves from annoying scrutiny, 
and the casual jokes we hear and re-tell as polite 
or impolite conversation, as well as great visionary 
literature like Milton*s Paradise Lost or the Bible 
itselt". (l.)

(l.) Scholes, Robert. Elements of Fiction, Oxford University
Press. 1968. p.l.



According to this definition of fiction we can easily 
include the Buddhist stories in Sinhalese classical prose works 
in the same category* Some of these stories: are not made-up 
like usual fiction but are taken from folklore. Most of the 
stories about the present life of the Buddha and his disciples 
may be true or made-up ones: whereas a large number of the Jata- 
ka stories are considered to be adaptations of pre-existing 
folk stories* A number of detailed studies have been car
ried out by various scholars on the development and nature of 
the Jatakas. Some of them have pointed out how the Jatakas 
have been developed into their present state by means of legends 
Veda and Puranas. (l.) Whatever are the sources of these 
Buddhist stories, most of them carry some elements of human 
nature and realistic pictures of the social life of ancient 
India and Ceylon. The Sinhalese writers of later times, when 
they re-told these stories, fused them with their personal 
experience and attitudes causing them to be full of fact as 
well as fictitious elements, which may be taken as a prominent 
aspect even in modern fiction.

Among the classical prose works such works ass Amavatura. 
of Gurulugomi, Eutsarana of Vidyacakravarti, Saddharma Ratna—

(l.) Rhys Davids, Buddhist Birth Stories. London 1878
De G-okuldas, Significance and Importance of Hatakas.
Calcutta 1951.
Sen, B.C. Studies in the Buddhist Jatakas. Calcutta 1930



Taliya* of Dharmasena- and Pansiya Fanas Jataka Pot a. are note
worthy as they include narratives of both religious and liter
ary importance. Some other minor works such as Daham Sarana, 
Sanga* Sarana, Thupavamsa. etc.,belonging to the period of 13-1 J+th 
centuries, can he mentioned as attempts at narrating some 
interesting stories; in a popular style.

Considering the perpetual popularity they have enjoyed 
among the masses, such works as Pujavaliya of Mayurapada- and 
Saddharmalankaraya of layabahu Dharmakirti, written in Dambadeni 
(1235-1283 ,A.D.) and Gampola (133U-1U15 ,A.*D*) periods respec
tively, deserve to be mentioned as two major prose works.

These and many other works of prose of varying degrees of 
literary value have been preserved by the Buddhist priests 
and ordinary people through the centuries out of the great res:- 
pect for their contents and belief in the word of the Buddha.
The ancient Sinhalesc reader was never critical of these 
stories, but read and enjoyed them with many other villagers, 
and believed them to originate from the mouth of the Great 
Master. According to the long prevailing tradition the 
Buddhist monk always employs stories to illustrate his sermons. 
Thus not only for general reading purposes, but also for the 
benefit of the preacher the ancient Sinhalese writer had to 
narrate Buddhist stories.

Thus the authors of some of the extant prose works are 
priests themselves. This characteristic has led some modern 
critics; to the conclusion that classical Sinhalese literature



was created by monks and that is why it is nothing but 
religion. This is only a superficial assumption. In ancient 
Ceylon, it is true that it was the clergy who mainly controlled 
education. The laity was not, however, prevented from learn
ing and moreover, Buddhism is a religion based on wisdom and 
it always encouraged people to be intelligent. Probably a la
rge section of the general masses in the island must have been 
unable to gain learning due to economic reasons. But the 
royalty was always the patrons of both religion and education, 
and they themselves acquired knowledge of various arts and 
sciences. A number of kings in ancient Ceylon have made their 
names known among the classical writers and generally the 
literary quality of their works is regarded in higher esteem 
today than that of the works by clergy. Two of the finest 
pieces of Sinhalese prose, Amavatura and Butsarana, are the 
works of lay-authors. Thus on a parallel with the clergy the 
laity too have been interested in the production of literature 
in Sinhalese. This fact leads us to think that there must 

 ̂ be some other reasons for classical Sinhalese literature to 
be religious and devotional. According to basic disciplinary 
precepts in Theravada Buddhism the priests and earnest lay 
devotees are prevented from dancing, singing, playing musical 
instruments and all other kinds of worldly entertainments.(l.)

(l.) Digha Nilcaya. Brahmajala Sutta. ed. T.W. Rhys Davids and 
J. Estlin Carpenter. Vol. I. London 19^9 • PP* 11>-13
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It was later considered that even poetry and drama were 
included among the 'mean sciences'('tiracchina vijja*) un
suitable for a monastic life.(l.) Thus the monks were 
prohibited from composing such songs or other forms of 
literature as would conduce to mere worldly pleasure and 
enjoyment. There is evidence in the history of Sinhalese „ 
literature that the monks took it for granted that they could 
produce compositions whose purpose was not temptation but 
edification. The Buddha himself was never an extremist as far 
as the arts were concerned as; there are some occasions on 
which he granted permission for the enjoyment of things of ae
sthetic beauty.

It was on this religious background that a tradition grew 
up in Ceylon which encouraged the writers and poets: to concen
trate on themes and subject-matter drawn from Buddhist liter
ature. This can be regarded as a reaction against the tradi
tion of Sanskrit literature of exploiting Hinduism and its 
mythology. The Sinhalese poet was so attracted by Buddhist 
themes that he believed that the best result he could gain 
from his talent was by describing the life of Bodhieatta.(2.) 
He considered it as an act of merit, while the readers; too

(1.) Dambadeni Katikavata. Katikavat Sangara. ed. D.B-.
Jayatilaka. Cblombo.1922. p.6»

(2.) Kavsilumina. king Parakramabahu. ed.Valivitige Sorata.
Vellampitiya 19U6. p.b.. VerseU.
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expected to read books of religion believing it to be fruitful 
both in this and the next existence. Thus, under these cir
cumstances the ancient Sinhalese writer, whether he belonged to 
the clergy or laity, was obliged to employ religious themes 
according to the tradition and requirements of society.

An interesting feature in classical Sinhalese prose works 
is the recurrence of the same story. This is not because of 
an inadequacy./ of the Buddhist repertoire to provide the 
Sinhalese writer with a sufficient number of stories, but due 
to the popularity as well as some special characteristics of 
a certain type of stories. Thus some Jataka stories such as 
Vessantara, Sasa and Kusa and the stories of the subjection 
of 'Angulimala','Alavaka1 'Halagiri', and the episode of
the three daughters of Mara trying to tempt the Buddha were 
very popular and repeatedly narrated in classical Sinhalese 
literature. These and some other stories were apparently con
sidered in popular tradition as more meritorious than the rest 
of the Buddhist stories and also they could be easily used to 
exhibit the Buddha's saintly as well as his superhuman powers. 
The significance of the recurrence of these stories is the 
divergent styles used by various writers to narrate them.
Bach successive writer tried to narrate these stories in his 
own style though the influence of the earlier styles is dis
tinct in the styles of some later writers.
The styles of narrative of some important classical prosef r  Tirrwi r r~w r ii i  i ■  i nwf 1 i i t t t h t .  nH tny»« rni .  — phiw ■ m w ii *  * r t ^  -|, <!*"■ ■w i i in  i lihfcMP     .  m  i mlwwwt*\>tm n . i i t f - . ' - w  i~ m fcCM'Tm i. — m  a

writers:

Gurulugomi's Amavatura may be regarded as the oldest



narrative prose available today. The terse, straightforward 
and simple style of this work haŝ  been highly admired by most 
writers on the history of Sinhalese literature, (l.) Gurulu- 
gomi makes a crisp blend of sporadic Sanskrit and Pali words 
with predominant Blu words (old Sinhalese words). He has not, 
nevertheless, allowed his style to be sonorous with Sanskrit 
words, unlike most other writers of the Polonnaruva period.

GurulugomiTs style in Amavatura seems to be a blend of 
the plain language of the inscriptions of the Anuradhapura 
period and that of the explanatory works which are generally 
known as *Parikathas1• Gurulugomifs other work, Dharmapra- 
dhipika, is itself a 'parikatha' in which an elaborative 
style has normally been employed, with the exception of the 
poetic style in a story like Sulu Kalingu. Godakumbura thinks 
that there is a third style also in Dharmapradipika, that is 
a 'middle way' of mixing the Sanskritized style and the Blu 
or the pure Sinhalese style. (2.) Unlike in Dharmapradipika, 
in Amavatura the author could employ one style throughout the 
work, as it is a collection of similar stories. Because of 
its similarity to the language of the inscriptions Wickrama
singha has reached the following conclusion:

"The Amavatura of Gurulugomi is written in a style and

(l.) Godakumbura. op. cit. Chapter VII.
(2.) Godakumbura. op. cit. pp. 50/51*
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a spirit which comes very near what might he called 
indigenous. His language is in essence the language of 
the inscriptions handled and modified by a great 
master", (l,)

We can agree with Wickramasingha as far as the first of 
these statements goes and as for the second, we have to modify 
it as the style of Gurulugomi is not only a masterfully hand- . 
led and modified language of the inscriptions but also a mix
ture of the language of fparikathasf and something closer to 
what we may suppose to have been the common speech in the late 
Anuradhapura and early Polormaruva periods*

Some of these aspects of Gurulugomi1s style can be seen 
in the following passages:

"acarya ovun tama sana ativa banana se daka aya ha ohu 
sasahga ati s'eyayi bind! !ohu maramif siti. *idin ohu 
maruyem vim nam, disa pamok aduru tamakara silpa 
ugannata giya daruvan dos dakva marayi kiya vatala 
silpa ugannata enno noveti1. ese vanna ha mata Xabha 
piriheyi, ese bavin silpa samaharayata upacarayayi ki
ya -minis dahasak marannata kiyami.1 ekantayen eyin 
ekek ohu marayi sita puta minis dahasak maruva manava, 
ese vanha silpayata upacara kalaveyi kiya, api anirata- 
himsn noka.rana kulehi upamiamha. ese nokata hakkayi 
kiya, silpayata upacara nokaranria palanodeyi putayi 
kiya. he pancayudhagena acaryaya vaMa ataviyata vada 
ataviyata vadana tanhidu, ataviuadhya yehidu ataviyen

v  i> *

nikmena tanhidu sita minisun marayi." (2.)

(l.) Wickramasingha, Martin. Sinhalese Literature. p*67
(2.) Gurulugomi, Amavatura. ed. Kodagoda .^nanaloka,

Colombo 1959* Ti?,13* *
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( !So when the teacher saw that they spoke as it were 
from kindness to himself, his heart was moved to 
quarrel; for he thought, there must be somewhat 
between him and her. Then he thought also: I must 
kill him, Yet if I kill him, it w.ill be spread abroad
how the chief teacher of the province finds faults
with those that come to him to study learning; and 
thereby my profit will fail. Therefore I will say 
to him that he must now perform the final service 
to his studies by the slaying of a thousand men, for 
surely one of that multitude will slay him. So he 
spoke to him and said, "Son, thou must now kill a 
thousand men, and thereby perform thy service to thy 
studies". Then answered the lad, "1 am born of a clan 
that does no harm unto others; I cannot do it." If 
thou perform not this service to thy studies, they 
bring thee no fruit my son". So he took the fivefold 
weapons and bowed down before his teacher, and went 
and took his place at the entrance to the forest, and 
in the midst of the forest, and at the way out of the 
forest, and there he killed men*') (l.)

What strikes us at once in this style is its simplicity 
caused by the paucity of ornamental elements which is also the 
principal aspect in the Pali narrative style. In many stories 
in Amavatura, the inspiration of Pali style is clearly seen.
Considering this characteristic some critics come to the con
clusion that G-urulugomi is only a skilful translator but not 
a creative writer of great talent. There are some other critics

(l.) Translation from An Anthology of Sinhalese Literature
upto 1815 • ed. by Reynolds, Christopher. UNESCO,1970 p.59
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who strongly object to this view on the grounds that nobody 
can prove that Amavatura is a direct translation of any single 
Pali work. (2.) In creating his stories G-urulugomi has fol
lowed not only Pitakas but also Atthakathas. Thus he re-created 
stories to suit his purpose illustrating the Buddha's power 
of taming various kinds of obstinate beings.

As is seen in the above passage G-urulugomi is not fond of
using figures of language except on some occasions either 
when a simile or metaphor is essential or found in the original 
story. In his narrative, we find the occasional use of con
necting and ending parts such as 'he thought' and 'he said' 
showing Gurulugomi's awareness of relating a story for an 
audience, which is also a universal phenomenon of story tel
ling. If a narrator uses these tags too frequently It may
damage the free flowing of the story and affect the reader's
interest. Gurulugomi has not only been conscious of this fact 
but also has been careful to avoid all kinds of unnecessary 
rhetoric and descriptive phrases*

The stories that Gurulugomi has selected are illustrative 
of the Buddha's wisdom and physical strength as well as super
human powers. The writer, however, does not try to arouse sen
sational feelings by eulogistic descriptions on superhuman

(l.) Suravira, A.V* Simhala Sahitya Sampradaya. Colombo 1966.
p.106. “ ^



powers, but exposes the incidents as naturally as possible 
leaving the reader at his own discretion to understand the' 
virtue© of the Buddha* Thus G-urulugomi has developed a 
style which appeals to the intellect of the reader and not 
to his emotions* For further examination of Gurulugomi*s 
style it will be useful to quote another passage:

" ekalhi ditthamangaljka gliantayehi hancLa asa javanika 
aturin balanni, ohu durin ennahu daka, kavareyi 
pilivisa, sandalekayi yanu asa api kinam akusa-layak 
kalamha ho, ma nasna kalak vanne veyi, pirisidu 
vannata yanuyem sadalaku ditimuyi siriru vevulva, 
garaha kelapiya, dasnata vaha diya geneva, sadalaku 
dut asa'. nam ki muva deviya manavayi raithaya navat- 
vagena hama get a di yav'a gos pahayata nangaha •" (1 •)

( 1 Then Ditthamangalika heard the sound of the ball, 
and peeping forth .from the curtains, she beheld 
him coming afar off and inquired who he might be* 
They said, 1 it is an outcasts, *. Then she said.:
1What misdeed have I done? Of what evil is this 
reward? It is indeed the time of my destruction 
that went to purify myself and have met an outcast:ef 
and she shuddered and did spit in horror and said 
to her hand maidens:1Bring water straightaway; it 
is meet to wash the eye that has seen the outcasts, 
and the mouth that has spoken his name. So she 
washed and she turned bank the chariot and sent 
away all that was loaded therein into the house, 
and returned to her upper chamber*f) (2.)

(1 •) Amavat.ura • p * 14
(2.) An Anthology of Sinhalese Literature, pp. 33/34*
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Here again we see a natural, terse and fast moving style * 

The passage includes a dramatic situation from the character 
of Ditthamangalika, the proud princess who beheld an outcaste 
for the first time in her life and after washing the eye that 
saw him and the mouth that uttered his name returns home, 
giving up her Journey to water-sports. The reader knows that: 
her behavour in contempt of the outcaste is only as a result 
of the social system she belonged to. As the story develops 
the Sandola (the outcaste) goes on fasting demanding Dittham
angalika to be given him in marriage. G-urulugomi develops 
the story to a climax of ruthless irony when the neighboiirs 
fulfil his desire out of sheer fear of becoming all of them 
outcastes if the Sandola died in the neighbourhood, as such 
was the tradition.

Due to its appropriateness for depicting character realis
tically as well as its clarity, a. number of later writers have 
admired and saught inspiration from G-urulugomi1 s style. Some 
patterns seen in such beaiitiful phrases as, fohu durin ennahu 
daka1, *api kinam akusalayak kalamha ho1, ’pirisidu vannata ; 
yanuyem sadalaku ditimuyihave become highly esteemed idioms 
in Sinhalese eversince. To sum up our discussion on Gurulugo
mi !se style we can quote Wickramasingha once again: fthe 
language that Gurulugomi created on this model stands unrival
led by even the modern language of today in its vigour and 
simplicity and straightforwardness.’ (l.)
(l.) Wickramasingha. Sinhalese literature, p.68.
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In contrast with the simple style in Amavatura we can 

examine the ornate style in Butsarana. Vidyacakravarti, the 
author of this work, has been very similar to Gurulugomi in 
selecting the stories but his treatment of them is different 
to a large extent. Vidyacakravarti, unlike Gurulugomi, has 
expressed his great affection and belief in the Buddha fol
lowing Indian Bhakti writers (the literature of faith). The 
circumstances which necessitated devotional literature during 
the Polonnaruva period have been discussed by many writers 
on the history of Sinhalese literature. According to Buddhist 
philosophy extreme faith in Buddha is not necessary to ach
ieve Nirvana. The significance of the Sinhalese Bhakti 
writers for our study is their efforts to develop the language 
by creating; .;a variety of styles and expanding the vocabulary 
with Sanskrit words. Borrowing words mainly from Sanskrit 
and occasionally from other Indian languages like Tamil, they 
probably coined many new words. Let us now consider a passage 
from Butsarana:

u evelehi alavaka yaksayage dvara rakavala siti gadrabha 
yaksa avut sarvajnayam vahamse vanda 1 svamini 
novelehi meyata vadavadale kumakata dohoyi vicaleya. 
e asa svarni daruvanan ’gadrabhaya, eseya, novelehi 
tage yaksa'. vimanayata amha, idin tat a nobar ivimnam 
ada me ekaraya tage me vimanayehi davas galavamha, 
to eyata' anudanayi vadalaseka,
’e asa gadrabha nam yaksa, svamini masatu tanaka numba 
vahanse vasat’ hot mata bari noveyi, ita dadi vu 
alavaka yaksayage vimanaya, svamini, e alavaka yaksaya



ita kruraya, numb a vahanse vaniyavunge bas no asayi, 
mav piyan noda vandi viriya, raa danna tansita me vi- 
manaya elcantayen pinakata sarahuva nudutu virimi, me 
vimanayehi asanna tana u kolin vagira giya le vaturu 
genatibena niyava bala vadalamanava. e yaksaya k& mini 
balathot maharatak ihilkota liya haki minissuya, ita

$  r

candaya, numbavahanse vannavunge guna danna ekek noveyi. 
e dan teme baharaya. ohuge ambuvo gehiya, numbavahanse 
brahmacari bava nodanni, itama candaya, me vimanayehi 
vasana hava. nokamattemi svamini kivaH. (1.)
(fAt tbat occasion tbe gate-guardian demon of Alavaka, 
called Gadrabha yaksa, having approached tbe compas
sionate one and having worshipped him said, ’Sire, 
why have you come at this unwonted hour?1 Having 
listened to him, tbe master said, ’Yess, Gadrabha,
I have come to your abode at thiss unwonted hour; if 
you don’t mind I would be pleased to spend one whole 
night in this abode. Will younpermit me?1 Having lis
tened to him, the ’yaksa1 called Gadrabha said, ’Sir, 
if you should reside in an abode which belongs to me,
I would certainly not mind it. But this abode does 
not belong to me. This is the possession of the mighty 
Alavaka. Sir, this yaksa named Alavaka is cruel. He 
will not listen to a person like you. He has never 
worshipped his parents and as far as I can recollect 
this place has certainly never been receptive to 
virtues. Behold in this abode, the blood that has 
flooded from the two corners of his mouth and spilt 
on the floor. If you consider the number of human 
beings be has devoured, it would be like destroying

(l.) Butsarana. ed. by Lankananda, Labugama. Colombo, i960 
P.137.



the progeny of a vast country* He is certainly 
treacherous. And knows not the virtues of a great 
master like you. He is not in at present but his 
consorts are. He is unaware of your having renounced 
worldly pleasures (Brahmacari). He is extremely violent. 
I would not like you staying in this abode.1)

In this quotation there are a few characteristic aspects 
of the style of Vidyacakravarti. Vidyacakravarti is very fond 
of using Sanskrit words although he retains some features In 
the older Sinhalese styles. His sentences are generally 
verbose in contrast with the laconic style of Gurulugomi,
To narrate stories for the common reader for arousing devo
tional sentiments this elegant style of Vidyacakravarti seems 
more suitable. The abundance of difficult Sanskrit words was 
not an obstruction because in ancient Ceylon the literature 
was listened to by the common people and not read by them 
individually. The people who read for listeners at the temple 
or at some other social occasion were mostly Buddhist monks 
who were able to explain the difficult words. The old Sin
halese writer thus had to think of the requirements of a col
lective readership. In between the narrative they had to in
sert subtle matters of religion, as is well seen in the stories 
in Butsarana, so that the listeners could pause from time to 
time from the actual story for a discussion on the doctrine 
under the guidance of the learned reader.

As the main purpose of writing was invoking feelings of 
devotion, Vidyacakravarti*s style has consequently become 
sensational. Unlike Gurulugomi he uses hundreds of epithets 
and words and phrases of respect creating an elegant and 
elaborate style unprecedented in Sinhalese* Obviously this 
style became more popular among the subsequent writers than 
that of Gurulugomi, because it was ideal for the preacher.
The predominance of hybrid style and long, exaggerated des-



c piptions of superhuman powers of the Buddha and miracles 
has not completely wiped out the poetic intuition of the 
writer# Some of his descriptions are still the most beau
tiful prose poems in Sinhalese. The last story in Butsarana, 
Vessantara Jataka, includes some of the best examples. In 
this story, the writer*s insight into humanity, shill in poe
tic description and mastery of the language are highly dis
played.

As we have mentioned before there have been a number of 
other prose writers after Gurulugomi and Vidyacakravarti who 
followed their styles and techniques but on a rather distorted 
level. The only writer of prose, in the classical period, 
whose independent style reaches the same standard as that of 
these two masters is the author of Saddharmaratnavaliya, 
Dhammasena Thera. His creative power and mastery over the 
idiom of the language are well depicted in his lively and 
humorous style. If we compare some other prose works of this 
age, such as Pujavaliya of Mayurapada Thera, Saddharmalan- 
karaya of Jayabahu Dharmakirti and Saddharmaratnakaraya of 
Vimalakirti, we will be able to see that Dhammasena Thera 
displays more creative talent than any of these subsequent 
writers. Most of these classical prose writers seem to have 
considered themselves as performing the duties of the preacher 
rather than being literary artists.

Saddharmaratnavaliya is one of the most impoi^tant prose 
works after Amavatura and Butsarana. All modern writers of



the hist.ory of Sinhalese literature have dealt with great; 
enthusiasm with the style of Dhammasena. They have repea- 
tedly pointed out how Dhammasena blended wit with edifying 
Buddhist stories using the speech of the villagers, while ; 
making the b:est use of the popular proverbs of the day. So 
he has been praised as the only ancient Sinhalese writer 
who has depicted awareness of contemporary life in Ceylon.
De Mel observes that Ratnavaliya is one of the most signi
ficant works in classical. Sinhalese literature because of 
its originality in the treatment of the stories; and strik
ing style, full of poetic expressions and humour:

"As early stories of Sinhalese literature were meant 
more to be listened to than to he simply read, the 
dominant device for the narratives was a speech 
based prose which established its ascendency mainly 
through Saddharmaratnavaliya.
His words are closer to those of the ordinary peasant 
than those of the scholar or the elite. The following 
passage clearly illustrates this quality of his proseV11
"Hayi putanda numba.ta batut vuvamanada? ataramaga 
asaval gama apage yalu sitana kenek ata* ovunge getae i

vadagena batkagena yava.u (Saddharmaratnavaliya, G-hos- 
aka Sitanange katava. • p.213)*
(!Why my dearest son, do you need any food for the 
journey? On the way there is such and such a friendly 
merchant in such and such a village. Enter that house 
and have meal and go forth.•••*)
"Here words such as ’hayi’, ’putanda;1, ’batut*, ’asaval’ 
’yalu’ and ’vadagena’ are quite common, colloquial 
words and were not used in some of the early Sinhalese
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books* But these words when combined with the rest 
of the already used classical words, create a style 
of Dhammasena1s own which is fresh in flavour and 
can be characterised as a style designed to convey 
subtle experience* It is clearly seen that Dhammasena 
combines a classical style with a speech-based style*!l(l*)

It will be useful to examine another quotation from
Saddharmaratnavaliya, for further discussion of its, style:

11 e striyage samarib tamange geyima kellaka ha bandi veseti. 
o tomo e kella kerehi irsya ativa a banda situvala kan 
nasa kapapiya ek muluva tibena gabadavaka la dora pi- 
yala taman kala katayutta sangavanu niya viharayata 
gosin bana asamhayi samanan kandavagena viharayata 
gosin toana asa asa hunha. ikbitten e upasikavange- 
nakenek geta avut doraharapiya kellata, kala mula daka

° a
una halavuya* oyit viharayata gosin sivvanak piris

4

madasita tamata kala gahataya budunta danvuha.% t ® °
buduhuda e asa bana vadarana sek ......tf (2*)

('The husband of that woman was in love with a girl in 
their own house* She was. jealous of that girl and 
tied her up and cut off her nose and ears* There
after she shut her up in a secret room and, in orden 
to conceal her deed, asked her husband to go to the 
monastery with her to listen to the sermon. Thus they 
went to the monastery and began to hear the sermon*
Then a certain relation of that woman visited her house

(l*) De Mel, Sunanda Mahendra* A Literary Study of Saddhar
maratnavaliya* (Thesis submitted to the University of 
London for the Degree of M* Phil. 1970* (p*177-178)

(2.) Saddharmaratnavaliya, Published by Sahitya Pracaraka- 
samagama. Colombo 1952. p* 988.



and opened the door* S'eeing the unjust, punishment of 
the girl the relation untied her and set her free.
The girl went to the monastery and in front of the 
four types of devotees informed the Buddha about the 
injustice done to her. After hearing that the Buddha 
started to preach thus.....')

This is an example of the general narrative in Saddhar- 
fnaratnavaliya. Sentences are simple and short. Except the 
few sporadic Sanskrit words the vo.cubulary is unmixed Sin
halese. Words such as 'muluva tibena', 'na kenek', 'mula* 
'oyit' and 'gahataya' exemplify the author's fondness of 
using the speech of the day. The style of Dhammasena is not 
always as elegant as that of Vidyacakravarti nor as clas
sical aŝ  that of G-urulugomi but it is lively and crisp with 
its unique blend of written Sinhalese, the vocabulary of the 
preacher and the ordinary speech.

When we third?; of the features in the style in Saddarrna- 
ratnavaliya which we have discussed above briefly we can take 
this work as the first turning point in the history of Sin
halese literature towards a popular medium, fusing experiences 
of contemporary life to religious stories and increasing the 
power of expression of the language. The popular story-teller' 
style in 'Pansiya Panas Jataka Pota' includes some of the 
characteristics of Saddharmaratnavaliya in a less effective 
and decayed fashion. The authorship of this collection of 
Buddhist birth stories is attributed in common tradition and



in Culavamsa to King Parakramabahu IV of Kurunegala. But 
modern scholars think that this large and painstaking work 
must have been accomplished by a board of translators under 
the patronage of this king. What concerns us here is the 
style in this work. It is obvious that there are a variety 
ofstyles in Panstya Panas Jatakapota but they are not very 
different from each other.(l.) The work as a whole exhibits 
a simple narrative style. On one hand this style can be 
considered as further popularization of the refined styles of 
the Polonnaruva period and on the other it indicates persis
tent endeavours of the writers to satisfy the taste of the 
common reader. Following is an example of the narrative 
style in Jatakapota:

(" ikbitten e lobhi velenda navatat e getagos 'palamu 
ma bala piya giya taliya geneva, yamtara milayak topata

m

demi* kiyala ilvuya. e as§ kumarikavage maniyo ohata 
bana doda apage laksayak vatana ganaran taliya adama- 
datak nupusna kaleya. tata svami daruvaku vani ek 
dharmistha velendana kenek apata dasak milad'i e aragena

t o .  *
giyovedayi kivuya. e asa etema' laksayak vatana ganaran 
taliyen pirihi giyem vedayi! *mata vuye balavat hani- 
yekayi upannavu balavat soka ativa sihi elavagannata 
asamarthava visangnava tama ata tibu badut e gedarama

(l.)i. Jayatilaka. D.B. 'Sinhala Sahitya LipiT Colombo 1956
ii. Suravira. 'Sinhala Sahitya Sampradaya !. Chapter V.
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vaguruva han peravi pili hela, palam danda mugurak' 
men alvagena bodhisatvayan vahanse pasu passehi luhu- 
bandavagena yanne, ganterata pamina, yannavu bo^dhisa-' 
tvayanvahanse daka, 'embala totiya, oruva rahdavayi' 
anda gasaliya. e asa bodhisatvayan vahanse totiyata

* "S T

kiyannahu oruva apassehi karakava nopadavayi valakuya. 
t.ama kl bas nogivisa norahda padana oruven yannavu 
bodhisatvayan bala bala sitiyavu e lobhi velehdata9 *
balavat soka upanheya. laya unuva giyeya. vaveka pali 
valallak. men layaphli giyeya,11
(thereupon the miserly hawker, having visited that house 
once again said as follows, 'Gould you hand over that 
plate which I saw earlier? I.would like to pay a slight 
amount for it,' Having listened to this the mother of 
the young girl reproached him and said, 'You estimated 
our gold plate which is actually worth a hundred thousand 
gold pieces at just half a grain of madatiya; a certain 
hawker who would be like a master to you bought it from 
us paying a thousand gold pieces.1 Then the misserly 
hawker thought to himself* I am deprived of that gold 
plate which is worth a hundred thousand gold pieces and 
I am smitten with a great disaster*' Thus failing to 
retain consciousness, dropping all the gold coins he 
had on him, and his goods, loosening the clothes he 
was wearing, holding the bar of the scales as a club, 
he chased after the 'bodhisatva' and arrived at the ferry 
bank. There he saw the 'bodhisatva* going away in the 
boat and called to the boatsman, *0h, boatsman, stop 
the boat, stop the boat.' The bodhisatva, having heard 
this told the boatsman, 'Do not turn the boat round.'
Thus he prevented the boatsman from going back. The 
miserly hawker seeing the bodhisatva, regardless and 
not complying, sailing off in the boat stood there 
gazing and grieved immensely* Then his heart burst.
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Hbt blood spouted out of his mouth. He had ai burst 
heart like the split mud in a dried lake')

As in the language in Saddharmaratnavaliya, a tendency 
towards using the speech of the day can he seen in this work 
too. The translators have used the language of the elite in 
some places, especially in summing up* the religious essence 
or the moral element of the stories. In the above example 
we find such words as 'lobhi', 'laksaya', 'svami', 'visag- 
nava-' , etc., which are borrowed or derived from Sanskrit.
But still their presence does not make the language unin
telligible for the common reader because such words have been 
mixed in Sinhalese language for a long time and the people 
were familiar with their meanings. Along with these few 
Sanskrit words we find the frequent use of ordinary speech, 
as well as pure Sinhalese words; e.g. 'balapiya'giya*, 'yamtam 
milayak topata', 'banadoda', 'aragena giyo veda', 'han perevi 
pili hela*, etc. Here we must not forget the fact:- that 
'Pansiya Panas Jataka Pota' is not an independent work of one 
author but translation by several writers. Like Amavatura 
of G-urulugomi which is a translation from Pali, showing the 
creative talent of the author yet carrying the influence of the 
original stories; to some extent, Pansiya Panas Jataka Pota 
too displays^ its indebtedness to Jatakattakatha, the original 
work. But it undoubtedly carries with it the current idiom 
of the language and has continued to fascinate readers ever- 
since«

By the llj-th century the Sinhalese language had undergone



a long evolution under the influence of Pali and Sanskrit. 
From the 12th century the Thmil language has exerted some 
influence on Sinhalese as a result of the political and 
religious relations between south India and Geylon. So the 
language of the li+th and 15th centuries as depicted in 
Jatakapota, Saddharmalankaraya etc., possesses:; an. immensely 
developed vocabulary and structural features.

The prose after the Kurunegala period became less power
ful as a literary medium. The country was politically un
stable and as a result the nation constantly lost its unity. 
The kingdom had to be moved from place to place quite often 
because of invasions from south India and due to conflicts 
between native leaders. Hot only the prose literature of 
this time but other forms of art such as poetry, painting and 
sculpture depict the cultural decline caused by the political 
disorder.

Saddharmalankaraya is a major prose work belonging to 
the G-ampola period (ll+th century) which deserves attention 
owing to the nature of its stories and extremely popular 
narrative style, (l.) Most of the prose works we discussed 
above include stories of Indian origin. It is very rarely 
that we find a story in them with a local background. But

(l.) Rajakaruna.,Ariya-- Sinhala Navakatwe Arambhaya.Golombo
1972. p.123
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many of* the stories in Saddharmalankaraya are set in Ceylon.
So the Sinhalese reader finds this work significant as he 
can read about the life, places and history of his own country. 
In some stories the characterisation and poetic descriptions 
are so interesting that we may be able to trace the continuation 
of the styles of the authors of the Polonnaruva period:

,fhiru ras kalambak v&ni e sariralokaya daka uddala 
br'ahmanaya, ita ascaryamatva* Tkavara alokayak dohoyi 
vismapatava balanuye svarnatilakava daka kamayen umatuva 
mahatvu sokayen dahagat sarira ativa hunuvu asvasa 
prasvasayen pirunu mukha nasika kandulu dharaven tetvu 
netra* ativa visangna vuha* ikbiti mahda asillekin 
labanalada asvasa-. ati e brahmana tema balavat rogayakin 
piditavu purus.ayaku men kehdirigaga rajagen nikma tama 
vasana geta gosin yahalu mitrayin kandava ovunta kiya- 
nuye femba yahaluveni yamkisi mitrakenek apadartayak 
pavati kalhi tamage yahaluvan atnohara samipayata 
elamba sitidda duk sapa dekhi samavu sit attahuda 
mitrayinge yahapatgunaya prakasa keredda asu kenekun 
nindakatayutu nugunayak ata., sangava vesedda kalamana 
katayuttehi yodadda* nokalamaria deya valakadda mitrayo 
namut ohumaya.kamayehi ita lolvu Svarnatilaka nam 
striyak tamage nilnuvan namati tadavu sarapraharayen 
mage sit namati sariraya vida kadakada kotapuva , age 
mukha namati ranpiyumehi alumkalavu mage netranamati 
brungayo. dedena mandakut ma sihinokota Svarnatilakavag"e 
mukhanamati padmayehi ma alava veseti* e nuvan namati 
brungayan dedena ha samanga mage cittayada lajja namati 
maha gamburu agala ha usva sitiyavu dhairya namati 
mahapavura mudun pana nikmina. viparltava; peraliyavu 
sit ati heyin vatahennavu kisikaranayakut nata. siyalu 
digantaya andakara vuvakmen calitava vataheyi. dan



mata pilasaranava sangraha karavayi kiha.*' (l.)
(The brahmin Uddala saw that beam which was like a beam 
of sunshine and became very stunned and looked to see 
where it was coming from# Then he saw Svarnatilaka and 
went mad with love* His whole body burnt with longing, 
his mouth and nose filled with hot breath and his eyes 
filled with tears. He fainted there at once. He 
became conscious soon afterwards and just like a person 
suffering from a grave illness went out of the royal 
palace groaning, and entered his house. There he sum
moned his friends and colleagues and pleaded with them:
* The true friends are those who do not desert friends 
in distress, are constant at times of trouble as well 
as at times of comfort, speak about the virtues of 
their friends, conceal their blameworthy qualities, 
support them.in good deeds and prevent them from bad. 
(So my friends) A woman called Svarnatilaka, who is 
most lascivious in sexual pleasure, has pierced and 
shattered into pieces the body of my heart, shooting 
with the sharp arrows of her blue eyes. My eyes like 
two bees have become so fond of her mouth as of a gold 
lotus flower and I am enticed by the lotus of her 
mouth. Together with those two bees of my eyes my heart 
too has crossed the deep moat of shyness and flown over 
the high wall of determination. My mind is so confused 
and I have become absent minded* All directions seem to 
be shaking and darkened. Help me now in this trouble 
and console me.)

This passage shows that Xayabahu Dharmakirti, the author,

(l.) Saddharmalankaraya, Tebhatikavarga, ed. Pandit Batuvantu- 
dave# Golombo 1918. p. 51#



was capable of treating a;, story with dramatic Incidents and 
lively character. Here we see the Brahmin Uddala falling in. 
love with Svarnatilaka at first sight* The humour in the 
original plot has been developed into relentless sarcasm by 
exaggerating the confusion in Uddala*s mind. He was for a 
long time of such a peculiar nature that he despised even the 
sight of a woman. But at this moment Svarnatilaka!s sexual 
attraction was so powerful that he lost his consciousness and 
implored his friends to help him marry Svarnatilaka. As the 
story develops we find the author’s ability in story-telling 
following the lines of previous prose writers. But the language 
bears evidence of his imitating the verbose style of Sanskrit 
prose writers of latef* times. In the above quotation the 
sentences are rather long and different from those of Pansiya 
Panas Jataka Pota and Saddharmaratnavaliya. With time this 
ornate style became popular among the educated prose writers 
of the Kotte and Kandy literary periods. In a closer exami
nation of the above passage we can notice another character
istic in the prose style of these later writers. This parti
cular characteristic is the use of Sanskrit poetic expres
sions, or to be more exact the use of rhetoric, similes and 
metaphors at every possible place in the composition. This 
kind of imitation of Sanskrit poetics is not entirely a new 
aspect in Sinhalese prose. We have seen that a rather early 
writer like Vidyacakravarti had borrowed quite lavishly from 
Sanskrit poetry. He could,nevertheless exhibit his originality
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in many other aspects* Writers like Dharmakir*ti have become 
imitators of Sanskrit prose in its declined stage and used 
these borrowed similes and metaphors only as superfluous or
naments* Such figures of language as * the bees of blue eyes, 
arrows of glance, red lotus of mouth* etc*, would not be of 
any interest to the reader familiar with ancient Sanskrit and 
Sinhalese poetry.

A work like Saddharmaratnakaraya, written in the late 
15th or early 16th century, shows the further degeneration of 
Sinhalese prose as a result of writers being more and more 
imitative and confining themselves to religious aims, and the 
culture- being more disintegrated. In the Folonnaruva and 
Dambadeniya periods *a common style* was being formed and 
becoming established in Sinhalese prose. As T.S. Eliot has 
said a well matured culture is necessary for* the development 
of such a stable common style:

,fA classic can only occur when a civilisation is mature; 
when a language and a literature are mature; and it 
must be the work of a mature mind’.'
But the age in which we find a common style, will be 
an age when society has achieved a moment of order and 
stability, of equilibrium and harmony; as the age which 
manifests the greatest extremes of individual style 
will be an age of development or decay.1' (l.)

After the lipfch century the Sinhalese civilisation lost 

(l.) Eliot, T.S. ’What is a classic?* London. 19b5 PP* 10 and 111.



its stability and harmony under circumstances we have dis
cussed before. Most kings and nobility of this time did 
not have the peace of mind or time to patronise literary 
activities. The composers of poetry very closely followed 
Sanskrit poets and their purposes were praising the royalty 
and propitiating the gods. Poetry also became a medium for 
displaying a knowledge of languages and poetics and skill 
in making specific compositions. These characteristics are 
seen to some extent in the prose works of the Kotte period 
(l6th century). In the following examples from Saddharmarat- 
nakaraya some of these imitative features can be observed:

"ekalhi marakunjarakesarindravu apamahatanan vahan se
hiru astayata yannatapalamuva mara parajayakota jaya-
gena vada unkalhi; dasa dahasak sakvala divya brahma ^
naga suparna yaksa raksasa siddha vidyadaradihu esanda
maruparadibavata satutuva fapa buduhu dinuhayi*
apabuduhu dinuhayi* katinkata mahathanda pavatva
kulmatin kelaganan pilihisa natavamin unun veta atulpa
atin at paharamin* payin paya tabataba hisavata at, -
naga asurusan demin vamatagena akulva dakunatin atpo-
lasan demin dandatanri alavanni rudravina ekatin gena
udananga tatin tat rangadidi uren ura paharamin?

©

beradavul morasu a pasangaturu badut gena yayaminudu 
suvanda mal suvandatel kapuru agaru kaluv'al gugul dum- 
lamin ranmala atingena pun kalasa pilkalamba dhaja 
visiri talvata adivu pujabhandayen atin at sarahamin 
unun seda paradava diva avut bomahda rasva. fl(l.)

(l.) Vimalakitti, Baddharamaratnakaraya, ed. Dharmakirti? K.L. 
Colomboo 1912.p. 13h*
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('Therexipon the Bu&da who is like a lion to the eleph
antlike Mara, having conquered the Mara before dusk, be
came victorious. Then various divinities, brahmas, 
nagas (cobra) suparnas (a kind of fairy birds) yaksas 
(demons) raksasas,(another kind of demons) and siddhas 
and vidyadharas (ascetics with superhuman powers) from 
ten thousand universes, regarding the victory of the 
Buddha became joyful. Then they made a loud noise and 
spread the news from mouth to mouth, 'Our Lord the Buddha 
has won, Our Lord the Buddha has won.* Thus having 
spread this happy news, waving millions of cloth ban
ners over their heads, making applause by touching 
against one another’s palms, stepping in rhythms, 
waving their hands over their heads, snapping their 
fingers, clenching their left hands and clapping with 
their right hands, and taking instruments such as 
'dandatantri', 'alavanni', 'i*udra' and 'vina' in one 
hand, holding them up and playing string by string, 
brushing against one another's shoulders, playing drums 
such as 'bera','davul', and'morasu' along with the rest 
of the fivefold musical instruments, making the atmos
phere fragrant with sweet smelling flowers, oils, cam
phor and the smoke of 'kapuru',’agaru1,’kaluval* and'gugul' 
and taking garlands of golden flowers with offerings 
such as 'punkalas, pilkalamba, daja, visiri and talavata* 
in their hands they rushed forth and gathered at the 
Bodhi.....')

This is a style moulded for the purpose of collective 
reading or as we discussed earlier to be recited in a sing
song way for a large gathering of devotees. This is not a 
style suitable for creative narration. Long sentences with 
compounds and conjunctions make the reading tedious. More



attention is paid to the external embellishment than to the 
free movement of the action of story. This kind of verbose 
writing is often used by the writers of devotional litera
ture. The predominance of Sanskrit words show the writer's 
aim of making his prose elegant and sonorous. Attention 
should be paid to another feature in the language of this 
quotation, that is the use of incomplete lines of verse or 
the style which is called 'Vruttagandhif in Sanskrit. This 
device of making prose rhythmic gained popularity among 
Sinhalese writers in the 14th century. In such works as 
'Sinhala Bodhi vans a* , !~ba-laidasirita1 etc., believed to have 
been written in the Dambadeniya period, this style of semi- 
metrical sentences has been used* None of these works wherein 
the authors have paid a considerable amount of attention to 
the embellishment of language can be regarded as a creation 
of high literary value. In the passage above, phrases such as 
'kulmatin kelaganan pilihisa natavamin, unun veta atul pa 
atin ata paharamin, payin paya taba taba...' are examples of 
the 'vrttagandhi1 style. The whole of this work is not 
written in a style of this kind. It includes a variety of 
styles. Some of the stories are written in similar style 
to that in the Pansiya Panas lataka Pota. It can be useful 
to examine a quotation of this type in order to understand 
the common style of story-telling which prospered in the 
Dambadeniya period and which persisted through two centuries 
(14th and 15th) although the later writers have not made any
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effort to develop it.

!,mese varin vara sivuru poravamin harimin obi moba pana 
avidimin sitiyadima ambeniyan bada daru kenek ativuha?..c «

satvana varayehi sivuruhara gihigeyi vasa davaseka gos 
sisa nangul viyadandu gena get a avut bitakkana nangul

Q <3

viyadandu tabala hina redikadaheyin andakada araganna 
pinisa vada hoiia kussigeta vanlia. evelavata ohuge ambe- 
niyot molkota vid'ava tamabava nodana aparaharava vada- 
heva nidanniya. esekalbi asipiya piya tibetat muva 
vivarava dekonin kunukela dhara vahenneya. dari atibe- 
yin badat mabatva tibenbeya.H (From tbe story of Gitra- 
gatta Tbera.) (l.)
(While be was becoming a monk and getting out of monk
hood time and again and playing around, bis wife became 
pregnant. During tbe seventh time at borne, be went 
one day to plough in tbe field and came back taking tbe 
plough and yoke to bis bouse. And be placed tbe plough 
and yoke against tbe outer wall and went into tbe 
kitchen to take bis dressing cloth in order to change 
bis lain cloth. At that time bis wife, who had been tired : 
after pounding rice was sleeping carelessly in a very ! 
repulsive manner. As she was sleeping like that, with 
closed eyes, her mouth was open and exuding bad-smelling 
saliva. Her stomach looked big as she was pregnant.)

The writers of this time have not tried to maintain this 
simple and terse style of narrative throughout their works.
This story of tbe monk, Gitragutta, involves a realistic 
picture of tbe life in Buddha!s time. And just like tbe author

(l.) Vimalakirti, Dbammadinnacariya, Saddharmaratnakaraya, 
ed, Nanavimala, Kosgoda. Colombo* 1931• P*385*



of Saddharmaratnavaliya, this author too infuses his experi
ence of contemporary life by means of the selection of words 
from current speech. Instead of creating variety in subject- 
matter and developing a rich and powerful narrative style 
these writers, as Vikramasinha says, have paid considerable 
attention to such devices as Vrttagandhi style:

’’The adoption of a new style known as *vrttagandhi1 in 
works like the Daladasirita, Dambadeni A.sna and Kuveni 
A.sna is evidence of the fact that the writers of these 
books became aware of the monotony that had crept into 
the language by this time, both in respect of style and 
subject-matter. But the ’vrttagandhif style died a 
natural death before long, as it was itself a euphonic 
device incapable of expressing anything new,f.(l.)

After the Saddharmaratnakaraya in the l6th century, there 
is no evidence of any other prose work of much literary value 
until the 18th century. When we consider the gradual decline 
of the political stability and the civilisation of the island 
during the three centuries from the 16th to the 18th, it does 
not seem surprising that there has not been a single author 
who could maintain the expressiveness and richness of poetic 
quality of the language through a significant prose-work.
It is true that both verse and prose remained and continued to 
be practised despite all the social and political disturbances 
and economic difficulties of the time. As the history of the

(l.) Wickramasinghe. Sinhalese Literature, p. 108



world has repeatedly shown the rise or the fall of a civili
sation happens as a whole. Thus the last symbol of unity 
and strong patronage for the Sinhalese civilisation was the 
administration of the King Parakrmabahu VI of Kotte in the 
15th century. After his death the culture of the Sinhalese 
entered on a path of decline which continued until the revi
valist movement of Saranankara Sangharaja*

The Revivalist Movement of Saranankara Sangharaja.(1691-1779)

The religious and literary activities started by Valivita 
Pindapatika Asarana Sarana Saranankara. Sangharaja(l•), are 
considered as one of the causes of the modern cultural renai
ssance in Geylon. Beginning the life of a monk with great 
difficulties he became the most significant religious and . 
literary figure in his time and received the necessary royal 
patronage from King Kirti Sri Pajasinha (17^7-1782). The 
purification of the order of the Buddhist Sangha (the brother
hood) resulted in the rehabilitation of the old educational 
system. A number of colleges (Pirivenas) were started wherein 
hundreds of students from both clergy and laity learned subjects 
such as Buddhism, Sinhalese, Pali,, . Sanskrit, Poetics, etc. 
Soon afterwards a regeneration occured which can be regarded

(l.) Vacissara, K. ’Saranankara Sangharaja Samaya,f 
Colombo, i960*
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as the foundation of the Sinhalese literary, development in 
the 20th century* A number of prose works and various kinds 
of verse compositions were made by the scholars of the Sara- 
nankara school.(l.) Many writers and poets of this school 
lived in the south of Ceylon and their works are known today 
as the literature of the Matara Period* As most of the liter
ary works of Kandy and Matara writers are still available 
we are able to evaluate them in more detail than the literature 
of previous periods*

The literature of the 18th and 19th centuries can be 
devided into two categories according to the style and struc
ture: i*e* the sophisticated and the popular* Works such as 
*Sarartha Sangraha1, one of the many works of Saranankara 
Sangharaja, fAsadisa da kava;’ by King Rajadhi rajas inha,
'Kavmini Kondola1 by Pattayame Lekam and !Kavmini Maldama1 by 
Katuvane Muhandiram, are some of the works which can be clas
sified as sophisticated works or works by scholarly waiters 
and poets. There is a large number of folk poems such as 
1Yasodharavata1, 1 Tunsaranaya*, !Muva Jatakaya*, *Pattini 
Halla1, etc.?which belong to the popular category. The pedan
tic writers and poets were well versed in ancient Sinhalese, 
Pali and Sanskrit literatures and they attempted to keep in 
line with the classical literature. Most of them suffer from

(l.) Hevavasam, P.B. G-. *Matarayugaye Sahitya Dharayan ha 
Sahitya Nibandha.1 Colombo 1966. pp.19-30.



lack of essential poetic sensibility and contemporary con- 
sciousness. Sbme of these pedantic writers could imitate the 
older writers and poets skilfully. Their concern has been 
the exhibition of knowledge rather than producing enjoyable 
literature. The popular poets were more independent and aware 
of the reality around them* Although they selected their themes 
from among the Buddhist stories, unlike the scholarly writers 
they used a style and figures of speech closer to their daily 
speech than to that in the older literature. An extensive 
literary analysis of the popular literature of this age has 
been carried out by S.M. De Mel. (l.)

A detailed discussion on the poetic works of the 18th 
and 19th centuries is not relevant for our study. But in 
order to complete the discussion on the evolution of the 
narrative prose it is necessary to examine a. few examples 
from the prose works of this time. Among prose works 'Sara- 
rtha Sangraha1 by Saranankara Sangharaja, ’Upasaka Janalan- 
kara1 by Moratota Dhammakkhandha and ’Sinhala Milinda Prasna1 
by Hinatikumbure Sumangala are note-worthy. Here I propose 
to consider the style in Sarartha Sangraha, a work by the 
Sangharaja himself. As we mentioned before, the Sangharaja
was a great scholar and as Vacissara has said in ’Saranankara
Sangharaja SamayaJ(2.) he had the mastery of six languages* 
 —        -
(l.) De Mel. S.M. ’A survey of Minor Jataka Poetry in Sin

halese literature with special reference to the Neviil 
Catalogue of Sinhala manuscripts in the British Museum. 
(Thesis presented for the Degree of Ph.D. in the Univer
sity of London 1972.)(2.)Vacissara, Kotagama. Saranankara SangharajaSamaya.
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In this particular work which is his major work in Sinhalese, 
Saranankara displays his command of classical Sinhalese litera
ture and deep knowledge of Buddhist scriptures. The motif 
of this hook is similar to those of Amavatura and Butsarana.
It is written to describe how Buddha became suitable for the 
epithet *buddhaf in the same way as Amavatura is written to 
justify the appropriateness of the epithet iPurisadamma 
Sarathi*. In the Polonnaruva and subsequent periods the in
fluence of the Hindu mythology on Sinhalese Buddhist people 
caused the rise of a Buddhist devotional literature, and the 
corruption in the order of the Sangha in the Kandy period 
necessitated the writing of a treatise like fSarartha Sangh- 
rahaf on the spiritual and superhuman powers of the Buddha. 
Saranankara, being the chief Buddhist monk in the country, 
must have tried to prevent his fellow monks from indulging 
in occult sciences and various kinds of exorcism. Therefore 
in this work he has reproduced the life story of the Buddha 
and some of his great disciples in a rather elaborate way, in
cluding a large number of features from the Buddhist doctrine. 
But the author has not been succesful in maintaining a vivid 
and lucid style throughout the work. In some stories we find 
some passages of fine prose which are simple and pleasant.
But these also seem to be borrowings from earlier writers and 
not to be original. Following is an example of the general 
style:

nVisuddha gunaratna pravarakaravu e sarvagna rajottama- 
yanan vahanse purva janmantarayehi siyalu satvayanta



vada kamativa, hit a ka'mativa pasukamativa, yogaksema 
kamativa; kimekda me siyalu satvayo kesenam sraddhaven, 
srutayen, silayen, tyagayen, pragnaven, dhana dhanyayen 
ksetra vastuven, dvipada catuspa&a Jatingen dasa karma- 
karayingen gnatimitra Janayingen vadeddohoyi sita siyalu 
satuntavadakirimehi sit ativa upakara kala seka. (1.)
(’That great omniscient Lord of ours like a mine of pure 
Jewels of virtues, in his past life helped all beings, 
urged by a desire for their progress, wellbeing, com
fort and better peace of mind; and wishing, fMay all 
these beings progress in faith, wisdom, virtue, genero
sity, intelligence, wealth, crops, fields, houses, two- 
legged and four-legged animals, slaves and servants, 
kith and kin11)

We can compare this long tedious style with the following 
passage from the same author which exemplifies his indebted
ness to the traditional poetry:

sarvaloka kalpadrumavu e sarvagnayan vahanseta anan-
4

tapariyantavu budun palamuvana damsak desariavata vada 
hihdinavu saddharmabliumiyehi pananagi buddhasanayak
viya, maha muhuda ralapela mada anduru vidaha udaya 
parvatayata pananang'avu samapanas yodun lahiru madalase 
e buddliasanayata pana; nangi siyalahgin buduras kahda 
harinta- patangatseka, divu divu e buduras bambalova gasi

e r

sakvalin sakvala pana divanta patangata. ekenehi nisa 
namati kantava tarupela namati gela mutudam palanda 
nilvala namati kesvati tana diknamati hastayen sahdaras 
namati divasalu vida handa bambalo namati mini otunu

(l.) .Saranankara. Sararthasangrahaya, ed.Seelaratana Thera,H. 
Colombo. 1927. p*30



dar'a tunXo namati &riga solava kaumada riamati asa dalva 
brunga riada riamati gayana paturava mage svami daimvange 
marigul bana pujavata mese sarasi sitagata. ekenehi atama 
alankaravu svarnatodu dekak tibuvase samapanas yodun 
hirumaridala pascima cakravata karnaya saraha sitagata. 
purva cakravaka kanin pananangi ekun panas yodun sarida 
maMala prabha villi duvamin s itagat a • ” (1 -)

(’There was a special seat for the Buddha on that particular 
spot where innumerable numbers of Buddhas had delivered 
their maiden sermons. Then the Buddha, ascending that 
seat like the sun emerging out of the waves of the 
ocean and climbing up to the mountain of ’sun-rise*, 
started to emit his shining aura„ And the beams of that 
aura began to run all over the universe, through the 
world of the Brahmas and from universe to universe. At 
that moment the night, like a woman, prepared herself 
for the festival of the maiden sermon like this. She 
adorned her neck with the pearls of stars, made up her 
hair of dark clouds, dressed up with the soft divine 
clothes of the moon-light taking them with her hands of 
the directions, crowned her head with the world of 
Brahmas which was like a jewelled crown, shaking her 
body of the three worlds and opening her eyes of water- 
lilies and singing the songs of bees. At once there 
appeared two suitable ear-rings for her, one of them 
being the sun, which is fifty ’yoJanas’ in diameter, on 
the eastern mountain (the two mountains were like her 
two ears.’) (2.)

1.) Sararthasangrahaya. p.267
2.) Compare: ’Enaluyam Sirivamiyalo nuvan ganria "? :

ddahdru a vara* sanda' - ' saysnathi pada. vanvi ’ 
(Kavsilumina. v.327. ed. by M. Siddhartha. Colombo.1926)
”( When the attractive girl of early morning was appear

ing, the morning sun and the setting moon shone like 
her two earings.,f
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Even when the authors were not much concerned about the 

literary elegance of their work, from a literary viewpoint', 
as is seen in this work, we can see their admiration of the 
Sanskrit poetic tradition* The use of Sanskrit words helped 
them create a hybrid style in order to satisfy the needs of 
the educated readers, who were few in number but were the 
patrons of literature, such as the king and the nobility.
This particular writer, while describing a night, borrows 
imagerjr from older Sinhalese poets who had borrowed them from 
Sanskrit poets. The description of the night, likening it 
to a woman adorning herself with ornaments and flowers, does 
not suit the situation in this story. This description is 
suitable for a romantic story but not in a situation where 
a sermon about the transience of life is about to be delivered. 
When writers of prose as well as the poets of later times 
were imitating earlier literature, in many instances they 
were careless about the appropriateness.

In an examination of other prose works produced by the 
scholars of the Saranankara school, in the 18th century, we 
can see that most of them have tried to follow the same method 
as Saranankara in imitating the styles of the prose writers 
of the Polonnaruva and Dambadeni periods. Their attempt was 
to provide Buddhists with as much reading material as possible 
of the kind that is naturally required at a time of religious 
and literary revival. Among these works, the following can 
be mentioned as noteworthy: Sri Saddharmavavadasangrahava of
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Siddhattha, Buddharakkh.ita of Tibbotuvava, S’arva jnagunalan- 
karaya (anonymous) and Vimanavastuprakaranaya translated from 
Pali by Gammulle Ratanapala.

While the scholarly writers were engaged in producing 
books on religion, on the line of earlier prose writers, there 
were other writers who produced a number of books on various 
other subjects in a style closer to the spoken idiom of the 
time. For a long time, as Suravira has pointed out, (l.) 
these books were not recognised by Sinhalese critics or scho
lars. Some of these works, which can be regained as represent
ing a minor or a popular tradition in Sinhalese prose can be 
named as follows:

i. Rajavaliya* 
ii. 8inhale Vidupota.

iii. Tri Simhale Kadayim ha Vitti. 
iv. Sangharaja Badhu Cariyava. 
v. Alakesvra Yuddhaya.(2*)

To understand the kind of language in which these popular 
books are written we can examine the following passage from 
the Tri Simhale Kadayim ha Vitti. (The Boundaries and Stories 
of Three Simhale.):

,fmema madivu rate karana hara vena mokada manda kiya
ahun balum kala tahedi salakaranne nam, deyyo buduvanta

*

(l.) Suravira, A.V. Simhala Sahitya Sampradaya. p.27.
(2.) ibid.

See also Godakumbura. Sinhalese Literature, pp.127/134.
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mema Sri Lankadvipayehi rajakarana Devanampatissa raj- 
juruvot Mihihdu niaha svamin vahanset Mihintale Hiranda 
nam dagoba karava navata Sri Mahabodhin vahanse pihitu- 
vana pinisa Arata nam rajakumaraya Dambadiva rajakarana 
Dharmasoka rajjuruvanta kadapan ara rajjuruvan vahanse 
sat davasak pevi sita ran sahita hiriyalin yoda telan 
dakunu sri sakhavata salakunu kalaheyin ahasata erdhi 
yemin suyanda kalal piru ran katarame vada un kalhi..“(l) 
(’When the (king) asked how it was about the other parts 
(of the country) besides this occupied region, he was 
informed thus: Your Majesty, King Devanapa Tissa of 
this Sri Lanka and most venerable Mahinda, after the 
completion of the work of the Dagoba called Hiranda at 
Mihintale, thought of planting the sacred and auspicious 
Maha Bodhi and sent prince Arata with gifts (to get it) 
from King Dharmasoka of India. Then that great king 
after observing Uposatha for seven days, marked the 
holy south bough with oil mixed with gold and hiriyal, 
and then that sacred bough sprang up to the sky and 
appeared in the golden bowl filled with a kind of sweet 
smelling soil.1)

(ii) “vena mokada manda kiya ahun balum kala tanedin, ira 
handa pavatina kaleta deyyo buduvanta. Dodamdeniya 
sitiya eka kanavandum strige ankota mivage hatanedi ahun't • 1
talum nati nisa Soli ratata gos Soli rajjuruvanta e• * t
arovittiya salakala tariedin Solirajjuruvn mahabala
senaga pirivaragena avit yuddhakota dolosdahasak siri
Sinhalayen allagena Soli ratata aragena giyeya.“(2.)* *

(’When (the king) inquired about other incidents, ’Your 
Majesty, may you become a Buddha during this era,(Kalpa)

(l.) Tri simhale Kadayim saha Vitti. ed. by Marambe, A.J.W.
Kandy 1926. p*7«

(2.) ibid. p.7.
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(here is another incident): at the fight that broke 
out because of a certain buffalo with broken horns which 
belonged to a widow at Dodamdeniya, there was no inquiry 
by the then king of Ceylon and the case was taken to 
the Soli king of Soli kingdom, who promptly invaded 
G'eylon with a mighty army and fought, and he captured 
twelve thousand Sinhalese and took them to his country 
as prisoners.’)

(iii)“Siriyammal.saha age mavu rajjuruvan visin malvatte
vasala navatva nitara a veta yana siritak viya. malvatte 
nitaravada pala adiya atinisa eva balimata pilimatalavve 
adikaramata yama niyamayakva tibimen Siriyamma saha 
Pilimatalavvet rahas mitratvayak ativuha. mese sitina 
atara Siriyamma garbhaniva putrayek laddiya." (l.)

' (’The king made Siriyamma and her mother stay in the palace 
in Malvatta and used to visit her often.As .Pilimatalavve 
had an order to go to Malvatta to attend to various work 
there, as a result of his frequent visits, a secret affair 
began between him and Siriyamma. And meanwhile Siriyam
ma became pregnant and had a son.’)
In these quotations, the general idiom of spoken and 

written language of the Kandy period, especially the 18th 
and early 19th centuries, has been used which indicates the 
disregard of these writers for the elevated and verbose styles 
practised by the educated writers. Phrases such as ’vena mokada
manda kiy§’,’ahun balum*, ’deyyo buduvanta1, ’ ira saiida pava-

*

tina kaleta’, etc. are directly taken from the speech of the

(l.) ibid.p.70.
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time. In theKadayim books which apparently belong to the 
18th century, the style reflects the social disparity 
of the common people and the royalty. These writers employ 
such terms as *deyyo buduvanta* which they actually used

a

in their speech to address the royalty. In the example 
iii, the style seems to belong to a later period than that of 
examples i and ii. The fast moving narrative of this Vitti 
story, viz. Madurapuren a Vittiya, (The story of those who 
came from Madurapura), is not much different from the style 
in some Sinhalese fiction of the late 19th and early 20th 
centuries. Thus these Kadayim and Vitti books and other 
prose works of the 18th and 19th centuries, written by 
members of the masses, are interesting and useful in a study 
of the evolution of the language of modern Sinhalese fiction 
and of the use of spoken language for writing.



CHAPTER II 

The Sinhalese Christian Literature.

The Portuguese, the first European nation to mile some 
regions of Ceylon, and who brought Christianity to the island, 
soon after their arrival in the l6th century, started mis
sionary activities on a large scale. The Portuguese brought 
not only a new faith, but also a whole new culture with them 
for the Sinhalese people. Customs and habits of the Portu
guese must have been quite an attraction to the natives of 
Ceylon at that time whose political system together with 
their culture had become disintegrated. Portuguese mission
aries could, therefore, convert a; considerable number of 
Buddhists and Hindus to Christianity in a. short time. When 
this new religion and new political administration were 
taking root in the coastal regions of the island, the Sinhalese 
language began to develop with hundreds of borrowed and derived 
words from the Portuguese language.(1.)

The missionaries understood from the beginning that in order 
to propagate their doctrine among the natives they had to 
learn the vernaculars. So they learned the vernaculars,
Sinhalese and Tamil and tried to establish firm and close 
relations with the Sinhala Buddhists and Tamil Hindus. Some

(l.) Influence of Portuguese on the Sinhales Language.
Hettiaratchi, D.E. Journal of Boyal Asiatic Society 
C.B. Vol. IX Part I New series. 196/4..



of the missionaries tried to write hooks of prayers and 
to compile word-books in Sinhalese for the use of the 
Church.

As Rev. Dr. Peiris has remarked, even at such an early 
date as 15^5 Jesuit fathers of the college of St. Paul in 
G-oa had composed a Sinhalese book of Christian doctrine for the 
benefit of certain Sinhalese princes who were living with them 
as political refugees. Further, Dr. Peiris observes that in 
l6l0 the Jesuit missionary of Malvana translated several 
books into Sinhalese with the help of a native scholar. Among 
other Portuguese scholars father Emmanuel Costa and Fr.Pierre 
Berguin who wrote grammars of Sinhalese in 1620 and 16U5 res
pectively should be noted. About the same time a. Franciscan 
missionary called Antonio Peixoto is said to have composed 
poems and dramatic works in Sinhalese, (l.) Most of these 
works by the Portuguese writers are not extant today. The 
few remaining copies are said to be preserved in some Museums 
in Portugal, Holland and in the British Museum. Although 
Catholic and Christian writers of these two centuries may 
have constantly been producing some kind of works in Sinhalese 
it seems they were not accepted by the general public to the 
same extent as those of Buddhist writers. Our opportunities 
to discover the extent to which they were read and enjoyed

(l.) Peiris, the Right Rev. Dr. Edmund. ’Sinhalese Christian
Literature of the xvii th and xviii th Centuries*.
Journal of &oyal Asiatic Society, Ceylon Branch, 
xxxv No. 96. 19k3>



by the Sinhalese Christian community are few and limited. 
Although the Sinhalese Christian literature did not become 
established as a powerful living tradition nor produce 
unique works of literature to be enjoyed by the common'; reader 
regardless of religion, it has created other features which 
have been influential on modern Sinhalese literature. The 
rapid development of the language and the introduction of 
nev/ themes are two of these important features.

The Dutch who came into power in the Portuguese territory 
in Ceylon in 1658, paid considerable attention to establish
ing and promoting their faith, the Reformed Christian Religion 
among their Ceylonese subjects. They had better plans for 
this purpose than the Portuguese, (l.) Under the instruction 
of the government all the clergymen learnt the vernaculars 
of the island, They established schools and seminaries on 
wide sc^le. These vernacular schools and seminaries contri
buted to the production of Sinhalese Christian literature.(2.) 
It would be interesting to consider a few scholars in the 
Dutch period who produced some Sinhalese translations and 
books for learning Sinhalese at this time, 

y | Fr. Simon Cat was a well known Sinhalese scholar who
           ___
(l.) Goonewardhana. K.W. The Foundation of Dutch Power 

in Ceylon, 1638-1658. Djambatan. Amsterdam. 1958.
(2.) Education Establishments of the Dutch in Ceylon.

by the Rev, Palm. J.D. Journal of the Royal Asiatic 
Society. Vol. I. Uo.I. 1847-



has a number of Sinhalese boohs to his credit including a 
Sinhalese-^utch D i c t i o n a r y  and a Sinhalese translation of 
a part of the G-ospel of St. Matthew. Another contemporary 
of Simon Oat, Johannes Ruel, wrote the first Sinhalese 
grammar in the Dutch period. The Christian Sinhalese writers 
have thus been mainly interested in producing grammars, dic
tionaries and translations of important Christian works.
Such books as the Lord’s Prayer, the Creed, the Ten Com
mandments and a Catechism had been translated into Sinhalese 
before 1681 and about the yean 1710, a series of five Cate
chisms were in use. (l.)

The most important event of the ^utch period in Ceylon 
was introduction of modern printing into Ceylon. The first 
Sinhalese book to be printed appeared in 1737. Soon after
wards many other books were published. One of the most im
portant works of this time is the translation of the four 
Gospels by Rev. Wilhelmus Conyn in 1737. It may be useful 
at this juncture to examine a passage from this translation:

"tavada yesus vahanse e asa etanin navakin vanagahaba 
as aka t a' giyaseka, tavada samudaval e asa nagaravalin 
unnanse kara payin giyoya. tavada yesus vahanse elibasa 
bohoma samudavgk dutuseka, tavada unnansege cittaya 
ohunda karunaven kalambi ohunge ledunda suvakalaseka.

* t t

tavada savas unama unnansege siksay© unnanse langata
* r

(i.) Dr. Peiris. op. cit. p. 170.



avit me sthana vana gahabaya, tavada velava dan pasu- 
vejjeya, gambadava gos unda ahara velandamata ganda 
samudaval arinavaya kivuva. ehet yesus vahanse ohunda 
yanta kariyak nata uMbalama ohunda kanda dipallayayi

S _  *  J

ohunata kiseka, tavada ohu unnanseta pan pasakut
14 to

mastakayo dedenekut misa apata metana n'dta kivuva...** t
tavada unvahanse eva mehe ma langata genevayi kiseka.. 
tavada samudavalata- tanavillehi ihdinata panivida* t  ̂ *
demin tavada e panpasat mastakayo dedenat aran udumiyava 
ahas tale bala asirivada kalaseka. tavada binda pan 
siksayinta duns'eka, tavada siksayo samudavalata dunnuva• (1)

c o  f »

(* When he heard what had happened Jesus withdrew privately
by boat to a lonely place; but people heard of it, and 
came after him in crowds by land from the towns. When 
he came ashore, he saw a great crowd, his heart went 
out to them, and he cured those of them who were sick.
When it grew late the disciples came up to him and
said ’this is a lonely place, and the day has gone; 
send the people off to villages to buy themselves foodI 
He answered, 1 there is no need for them to go, give

j

them something to eat yourselves.* *A11 we have here1,they j 
said, *is five loaves and two fishes.* *Let me have them*, : 
he replied. So he told the people to sit down on the 
grass; then, taking the five loaves and the two fishes, 
he looked upto heaven, said the blessing, broke the 
loaves and gave them to disciples; and the disciples 
gave them to the people.*)(2*)

When we compare the Sinhalese translation with the
extract from the English Bible we can think that the translator
(l.) Het Heylige evangelium onser heeren en 2alignkers 

JESUS CHRIST! ha de beschryuinge van de mannen Cods 
en H.Evangelisten, Matthew, Marcus Lucas en Johans, 
uyt Het oirfonkelyke Criekes in de Singhaleesche Tale..1 
Colombo. 1739. P. 29.

(2.) The Hew English Bible , New Testament, Oxford University Press. Cambridge University Press. 1961. p .27
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has tried to he as faithful as possible to the original.
He has successfully overcome the difficulty of finding 
Sinhalese words for certain ideas in the Bible which were 
completely new in Sinhalese* The predominance of words taken 
fi»om the speech of the day is a noteworthy feature, such 
terms and words as 1 vanagahaba *, ’unnanse1, payin’,, ’elibelsa’, 
’ohunda’, ’savas unama1, ’velava dan pasuvejjeya1, ’yanta-

*  t

kariyak nata’, etc.»show how closely the translator followed 
the idiom of the everyday speech. Some times the style of 
Conyn is so bright with local colouring that we can compare it 
with that of the Saddharmaratnavaliya. Conyn never uses high 
flown language. He has developed a simple, easily understand
able language for the benefit of the ordinary reader, though 
it is not devoid of defects. Although he was very familiar 
with the spoken language he had not well mastered the idiom 
of the literary language. This lack of mastery over the natural 
rhythm and idiom of the language has been ai common defect in 
the Sinhalese Christian writings of later times too. During 
the Dutch period the Sinhalese Christian literature became 
rapidly prolific and literacy was spreading among the people, 
although a common literary style had not been firmly estab
lished. It will be helpful for our study to quote a few. re- 
marks on the language of Sinhalese Christian literature by 
Rev. Dr. Peiris:

”lt can be assumed that our translators had a fair 
knowledge of Greek, Latin and Hebrew. But of Sinhalese
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they seem to have known only a great deal of the spoken 
idiom of the time and not much of the literary language. 
...••••..•••it may not be out of place to point out 
certain general defects, common to all the religious 
works issued by the Dutch printing Press of Colombo:
"l. Clarity and elegance are often sacrificed for slavish 
adherence to the idiom of the original language; the 
sentences are generally involved and awkward.
2. There are too many loan words, especially from 

Portuguese 1
3. In the inflexions of verbs and nouns, grammar is 
sometimes violated: e.g. Singular verb with a plural 
noun, direct case instead of the oblique.
i*.!The orthography is often irregular, especially in 
the use of dental and cerebral, S, N, L; and such 
peculiar forms as frastriya1(night) 1tipasava1(thirst) 
fpavistraya1(clean)’mashtakaya1(fish) occur frequently. 
On the other hand these translations are not without 
their merits. Their vocabulary is extensive and they 
have presented for us a large stock of words, both 
learned and unlearned, which would otherwise have been 
lost-. Moreover as they grew out of a literature that 
cultivated a simple and forthright, style, they made 
for an influence in our literature which is one of 
leisure and not of action." (!•)

A writer like Fr. Jacome Goncalvez shows a high command 
of the classical literature. He arrived in Ceylon in 17059 
to help the Catholics in Ceylon who were suffering severe 
suppression under the Dutch government. In a short time he

(l.) Rev. Dr* Peiris, op.cit. p.173



gained a sound knowledge of the Sinhalese language and became 
the most prolific Christian writer in the 18th century. He 
is said to have written 22 Sinhalese books* Among these works 
’Devaveda Puranaya* is supposed to be his masterpiece. The 
style in this work has been compared to that in Pujavaliya 
by the critics. The following passage from 'Dukprapti Pra- 
sanga*, another prose work by Fr. Goncalvez, characterises: 
the preciseness and vividness in his style:

"e nisa judayo ma alia vada karati. yadamvalin bandagena 
yati. kasavalin tala dnge mansa le siduru karati. 
nusulana baravu kuruse karE taba kapala kandata genvh

t

ehi siyalu sabha idiriye ma nirvastra kota ema kurusehi
ana gasa marati. e nisa mage maniyani ovun atata pranaya
dennata yannaya. ita kanassalu novi mata avasara denava « 1 u — sondeyi kiya vadaleya. me vacana pirisidu devamaniyo
asu sandehi imunak lapattegasa vadunase soka gini kandak
kusehi vadi avili, netra deka karldulu ulpat dekak vi
susumla oga anda kiyanne *...... u (1 •)
(*Then the Jews will take me and torture me; bind me with 
chains and whip me to bleed. They will make me carry 
the unbearable cross up to the mount of Golgotha and 
stripping me naked in front of all men and women, will 
crucify me there. Then, mother, I am now going to give 
them my life. Do not worry about it, and allow me to do 
so. When the holy mother of the Lord heard these words, 
there sprang up a great fire of sorrow as if she has 
been shot with an arrow in her bosom, and her eyes were

(l.) Gdncalvez, Jacome. *Dukprapti Prasanga* Colombo. 17 4̂-2. 
pp. 2-3*



like unto two fountains of tears; and sighing with 
exceeding sorrow, thus she began to speak."

As is seen in this passage the style is emotive, lively 
and vivid. Goncalves has b:een successful in retaining the 
sensational, mood of the original work in the translation.
Despite the fact that the speech of the time dominates this
style, the translator* s command of classics such as Amavatura
and Butsarana is seen in his skilful construction of sentences
and infusion of poetry into his prose.

In the 18th and the 19th centuries the translation of 
the Bible into Sinhalese was done again and again as the 
previous translations were never satisfactory. The latex** 
writers who undertook this task have, however, followed the 
styles of their predecessors. As we observed befox*e, their 
purpose to develop a powerful and common Sinhalese style could 
not easily be achieved due to the long history of the Sinha- 
lese language being closely related to the Buddhist philosophy. 
The Europeans brought not only a new religion to Ceylon but 
also an entirely new civilisation. Therefore using the Sinha- 
lese language to express the ideas of that new religion and 
new culture would naturally be difficult. Some of the most 
significant Christian terms such as *godf, !soul! and ’heaven* 
were translated into Sinhalese as *deviyanvahanse1, *atmaya* 
and *svargayaf, which would not make the same impression to 
the Sinhalese reader as the original would do to the European
reader, because these Sinhalese words have been used to con
vey completely diffextent meanings through the centuries. God
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is not omnipotent or omnipresent to the Sinhalese person and 
heaven is not the goal of his life. But we must not forget 
the fact that language develops with new ideas, for which new 
terms and words have to he coined or found, and these new 
terms and words become the idiom with time* When we consider 
the evolution of Sinhalese prose in the last two centuries 
we may see that the Christian writers have rendered a great 
service to its development.

After the British came into power in 1815 in Ceylon, a 
new era in literary activities started due to the political 
unification of the country and the expansion of education.
In 1817f a Sinhalese translation of the Bible by William 
Tolfrey was published. But it was not a complete translation 
and after his sudden death the continuation of his work was 
entrusted to a: board of translators. When compared to the 
earlier translations Tolfrey*s work seems successful. Tolfrey 
had been well versed in ancient Sinhalese literature and tra
ditional grammar. Bkt there were some other Christian Sinha
lese scholars dissatisfied with these translations mainly 
because their language was not perfect and idiomatic. The 
campaign against the Sinhalese translations of the Bible was 
led by S. Lambrick of the Kotte mission. He was not satisfied 
with only making criticisms but went as far as to produce a*. 
Sinhalese Bible himself. This controversial work wherein he 
displayed his criterion of the ideal style, is known as the 
Kotte translation and appeared in 1833*



Some of the criticisms made by Lambrick on the Govern
ment publication of the Sinhalese Bible are worth consider
ing at this juncture. Lambrick*s observations are found in 
a letter submitted by him to the government and in the pre
face to his translation of ’Gospel according to St. Matthew’.
In this letter he criticises the language in the Sinhalese 
Bible published by the Comombo Auxiliary Bible Society, 
displaying his knowledge of the language of the Glassies as 
well as of the contemporary common speaker. He emphasises 
simplicity in the language:

"That the language of the new testament is far too high 
to be understood by men of ordinary literary attainments, 
it presents itself even the proof, by having annexed to 
it a Glossary. Every page of it abounds with words 
derived from Sanskrit and Pali roots, never heard in 
conversation, and rare occurrence in common books; and 
the inflections both of the nouns and verbs are, for the 
most part, different from those of ordinary use both in 
speaking and in written communications.”(l.)

This criticism would seem plausible if we read even a 
few pages of any of the earlier versions of the Sinhalese 
Bible published in the 18th and 19th centuries. The parti
cular authorised translation criticised by Lambrick is said 
to have been carried out with the help of some highly quali
fied Sinhalese scholax*s. Still they have not been able to

(l.) Lambrick, the Rev. Samuel. A letter addressed to the
committee of the Golombo auxiliary Bible Society, requesting a new translation of the scriptures into
Sinhalese on a model entirely different from that of the version printed under their auspices.Cotta.1823*p*l



develop a style preserving the idiom of the common speech 
and blending it with the clarity and expressiveness of the 
classical language. As Lambrick further remarks: 1 The 
words in common use are rejected, not because of their being- 
impure in any sense of the word, for the most learned native 
employs them habitually*1(l.) Although Lambrick proved his 
arguments with sufficient facts and examples and attacked the 
attempt at writing in the language of the old times, the 
Board of Translators did not agree with him. Instead the 
translators replied to him defending their method of using 
the language* A quotation from their letter would be of in
terest for our study:

t!It must be acknowledged, that at the earlier period 
of their labours the translators entertained some 
doubts whether the style of language adopted by Mr. 
Tolfrey was not a little too elevated, as from its 
purity and grammatical accuracy it differed from the 
patois of the maritime provinces, but by the time they 
had completed the New Testament and prepared the 
Glossary, their doubts were completely removed, and 
having become masters of the subject, they volunteered 
to commence the Old Testament, adopting the same style 
and diction as being far preferable to that with which 
they were before acquainted and experience has convin
ced them that it is by far the better adapted for af
fording a correct rendering of the Sacred scriptures *"(2)

(1) ibid. p .7(2) A letter in defence of the existing Sinhalese version, 
also an examination of the first six chapters of the 
Gospel of St. Matthew, presented by the Rev. Mr. Lambrick 
as a specimen of the style of Sinhalese recommended for 
adoption in a new version. !By The Board of Translators. 
Colombo. 1823. p.18.



The controversies between the writers of Sinhalese 
Christian literature are significant as they show us the 
state of the literary language of the 19th century, as well 
as the concern of the writers about the intelligibility of 
their writings to the general public. More than any Buddhist 
writers after the l6th century, these Christian writers had 
to be concerned about the language because their purpose was 
to convince the Sinhalese Buddhist community of the truth of 
Christianity. Therefore writers like Lambrick emphasised 
writing in pleasant, simple and vivid language rather than 
depending on the out of date language of the Buddhist classics. 
Some of the ideas of those critics are progressive and modern 
and they must have exerted considerable influence on deve
loping the language of modern Sinhalese fiction, because it 

\ was a style similar to the language of these Bible translations 
that some of the Buddhist writers of the 19th century and the 
editors of periodicals employed for some time.

It would be useful to consider a few extracts from Sinha
lese Bibles translated at this time. The same passage from 
the Bible which is quoted on page is selected here in order 
to examine comparatively the evolution of the Sinhalese style
employed by the subsequent translators:

HYesus vahanse e asa eyin nikma navakin aranyastanaya-
kata udakalava giyaseka. mahajanayo e asa nuvaravalin
nikma payin unvahanse pasu passehi giyahuya. yesus
vahanse godabasa bohojanayan daka ovun kerehi anukampa 

*

kota ovunge rogaturayanta suvakalaseka. savasvu kalhi 
unvahansege sisyayo taman vahanse kara avut me vanan-



tarastanayaka. velavada ikmagiyeya. janayo gamvalata 
gos tamanta bhojana miladi ganna pinisa ovun hariya-

c

manavayi kivahuya. ehet yesusvahanse ovunta yanta kam 
nata, ovunta anubhava karanta devyayi vadalaseka. evita

t ,  i  °
sisyayo pupa pasakut matsyayan dedenekut hara ankisivak 

*

mehi apata natayi kivahuya. evita unvahanse mahajana- 
yinta trina matuyehi hindinta anakota pupa pasada matsya-

» V r
yan dedenada ragena svargaya desabala asirvada kota 
pupa kada sisyanta dunseka. sisyayo mahajanayinta 
dunhahuya. e siyallo anubhavakota truptiyata paminiya-

6  o

huya.u(l.) (See page $3 for the translation.)
It is the language of this version that Rev. Lambrick 

criticised as too elevated and highflown and unidiomatic.lt 
is true that we do not find any of these defects in this 
particular passage. But when compared with the translation 
of Conyn this seems more sophisticated and closer to the style 
in Buddhist classics. Although Lambrick thinks that words 
such as *pupa!, T anubhava1 karanava *, Asirvada1, etc., are 
pedantic, we have to admit that the ordinary Sinhalese reader 
would not find them difficult to understand. But he is not 
unreasonable if he criticises for not having chosen such words 
as *kavum!, 'kanava1 and fasirivaclaf which convey the same 
meaning and which were in use in conversation. Although the 
critic is not supposed to recommend to the writer the type 
of words he should select, in this particular case we can 
appreciate Lambrickfs preference for using a living language

(l.) The Sinhalese translation of the New Testament of Our 
Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. Colombo Auxiliary Bible 
Society, 1817. p. bk»
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in literature instead of a language no longer in use either 
in conversation or in general communication*

Now we can examine and compare the corresponding passage 
from Lambrick*s own translation:

"Yesus e asa eyin pitatva kala idamakata rahas lesa 
navakin giya. samuhaya e asa nuvaravalin pitatva ohu 
passe payinma giyaya* yesus goda basa samuhaya daka 
anukampakota ovungen ledunta suvakalaya. savas vu 
kala golayo ohu langata avit meka kala idameka, danata 
kal pasuva giyaya, samuhaya gamvalata gos tamunta kama

*  H

miladi ganna pinisa ariya manavayi kivaya. evita golayo 
roti pahakut matsyayan dedenekut misa vena mokavat mehi 
apata natayi kivaya* ohuda eva malangata genevyayi 
kivaya* evita ohu samuhayata tanakola pita inta anadi 
roti pahat masun dedenat aragena svargaya desa bal'a 
asirvada kota golayanta dunnaya. e siyallomatama tamanta 
sahena, pamana kaviyav"(l*)(Refer to the English transda- 
tion on page gs. )

The translators of this version, obviously Rev. Lambrick 
himself, in comparison with the previous quotation, have fol
lowed the idiom of the everyday speech. Their attempt at 
developing a suitable style for the Christian literature in 
Sinhalese was based on the current conversational language, 
not on the classical prose. Here, in this passage we find 
such drastic changes as not using the respectful word *vahanse1 
after the name fyesus* as did all previous translators. In a

(l.) The Holy Bible translated into Sinhalese by missionaries 
from the Church Missionary Society. Cotta.1832. p.19



way we may note that this particular change is not idiomatic 
in Sinhalese. Because unlike many European languages, in 
Sinhalese terms such as fvahansef and Tutumaf are used at the 
end of* the names of honourable persons, except in some early 
works like Amavatura. Quite apart from this the other changes-; 
such as fkala idama1, ’ledunta*, fgolayof, ’kama', fpassef, 
'payin', 'roti', 'mokavat' etc.,'show how closely the transla
tors of the Kotte version have followed the conversational 
language and tried to avoid the language of the elite, (l.)
The structure of the sentences and the inflections of verbs 
and nouns too are based on speech in many instances and not 
on traditional grammar. The verbal form which ends in 'aya' 
('yanavaya' kivaya, etc.) is a popular verbal form in Kandy 
period which is still used by some Sinhalese writers. This 
kind of simplification of the language is of remarkable im
portance when we study the evolution of the use of language 
in modern Sinhalese fiction. (2.)

Christian Literary Activities: the late 19th and eaxfly 
20th century.
i~ 11 nmiii min—■ 1 n up ■ p. .i — w m.i ■ ihii i Bimilii tff rt

Christian literary activities were continued throughout 
the 18th and 19th centuries. As far as the translation of the 
Bible is concerned these activities were continued until the

(l.) Lambrisk, Samuel, !Vyavahara vacana valin pitapat karanda 
yedunavu suddhavu matev visin livvavu yahapat aranaivalya. 
Church Mission Press, Cotta, n.d.

(2.) See also Rajakaruna, Ariya. Simhala Navakatav,e Arambhaya 
pp.56-57



20th century. The Ghristian writers of the 19th century 
not only engaged in translating the Bible into Sinhalese 
but also attemped to translate some other literary works 
of religious importance and also to create original works.
The many attempts to translate the Bible into Sinhalese indi
cate that the translators were not satisfied with their 
Sinhalese style and revised it repeatedly to develop a perfect 
Sinhalese style. The Colombo Religious Tract Society spon
sored the publication of these early translations. The Kotte 
Mission which was radical in its attitude towards the deve
lopment of a suitable Sinhalese style had criticised the 
language of the Sinhalese Bible published by the Tract Society 
and produced a translation of their own which was based on 
the idiom of the spoken Sinhalese, but the Kotte Mission had 
to agree with their critics and later on they have revised 
their version. Saratchandra makes the following remarks on 
these revisions:

"The result of the criticisms was that the Kotte version 
was revised in l857jt_a noteworthy feature of the revi
sion being that fto,xw.as changed to fnumbaf. In a- 
second revision published in 185^, the verbs were given 
the proper inflexions of the literary language, but in 
a further revised edition printed in 1862 on behalf of 
the Baptist missionary society, the verbal, forms of the 
Kotte mission were retained in preference to the liter
ary words. In the version of 1910, however, with which 
Rev. Stephen Coles, Bishop R.S, Copleston and Rev. C.W. 
de Silva were associated, the literary verbs were again 
recalled, to be retained in the version of 1919 and the
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Union version of 1938«u(l*)

The criticisms of the Kotte Mission are significant as 
they were based on the fact that the language of the transla
tions should be intelligible to the general, reader* This 
fact wasi accepted by later Christian writers who tried to 
capture the idiom of both the spoken and literary Sinhalese*
For example, in the revision of their version of the Bible 
in 1910, *The British and Foreign Bible SocietyT (Ceylon 
Auxiliary) mentioned in the title page that "this version 
has been corrected and revised according to the revised 
English version and compared with the previous Sinhalese 
version*" In comparison with the previous Sinhalese Bible 
they have tried to simplify the language maintaining the 
genuine idiom of both the spoken and literary Sinhalese. The 
style of this version can be examined in the following 
quotation:

"e prastavehi yesns vahanse sabat davasaka goyem ket madin 
giyaseka* unvahansege golayo badaginiva karal kada kanta 
patangattoya* pharisiyo e daka obavahansege golayo sabat 
davasedi nokata' yuttak keretiyi kivoya. unvahanse ovunta

* e

katakotai davit tamatada tamasamaga; sitiyavuntada badagini-
** *  J  «

vil kalhi kalade, enam deviyan vahansege gruhayata atulva, 
pujakayanta misai tamatavat tamasamaga sitiyavuntavat kantai

* ° * *  f

yutu n&ti pidu roti k§ hati nokiyevvahuda? nohot pujakayan 
sabat davasedi deva maligavedi sabat hadakota nivaradi vanabava

(l.) Saratchandra, E.B* Slnahlese Faction. p*77



vyavastavehi nokiyevvahuda? numbalata kiyam, deva. 
maligavata vad'a uttamayek mehi sitiyi. numut mama 
karunava misa yagaya nokamattemi yana kime artaya 
nuMbala danagena sitiyahunam, nivaradi karayan varadacfca 
patnokarannahuya. maknisada manusya putraya sabat 
davasata svamiyayi kiseka."(l.)

('Once about that time Jesus took a walk on the Sabbath 
through the corn fields, and his dsciple§, feeling hun
gry, began to pluck some ears of corn and eat them.
The pharisees noticed this, and said to him ’Look your 
disciples are doing something which is forbidden on the 
Sabbath, * He answered, ’Have you not read what David 
did when he and his men were hungry? He went to the house 
of G-'od and ate the consecx»ated loaves, though neither 
he nor his men had a right to eat them, but only the 
priests. Have you not read in the Law that on the 
Sabbath the priests in the temple break the Sabbath and 
it is not held against them? I tell you, there is some
thing that is greater than the temple here. If you had 
known what that text means, "I require mercy, not sacri
fice", you would not have condemned the innocent. For the 
Son of Man is sovereign over the Sabbath.") (2).

Here we see how the translators have tried to mould all
the verbs according to the grammar of the literary language.
A simple style is used which is understandable when read to
illiterate people. Some words such as ’badaginiva*,’karal*
and *roti’ have been taken from ordinary speech and used with
a new beauty of expression. The use of words such as ’vyavasta’
(l.) Colombo, British and Foreign Bible Society: The New 

Testament of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ in 
Sinhalese. 1910.p.37

(2.) The English Bible, New Testament. Oxford University Press. 
Cambridge University Press. 196l.p.21.



’gruhaya* and ’yagaya’ imply the attempt of the translators 
to adorn their style with harmony by mixing Sanskrit words 
with those of the spoken language. It will be useful to 
compare the passage from the translation of 1817> which I 
quoted earlier in this chapter, with the corresponding- 
pass age in this version for further discussion on the evolution 
of the style of the Sinhalese Bible:

HYesus vahanse e asa etanin pitatva. oruvakata nangi 
vanantarastanayakata venva giyaseka. samuhayo e asa 
nuvaravalin pitatva unvahanse soya payin giyoya. un- 
vahanse nikmavit samuhaya daka ovunta anukampa ativa 
ovunge rogin suvakalaseka. savasvukalhi golayo unva- 
hanse langata avit ’me vanahi vanantarastanayaka. 
velavada ikma giyeya. samuhayan gamvalata gos tamanta 
kama miladi ganna pinisa ovunta yanta hariya manav&yi’ 
kivoya. ehet, yesus vahanse’ovunta yanta kamak nata 
numbala ovunta kanta dipallayayi’kiseka. ovunda apata 
mehi tibenne roti pasakut, masun dedenekut pamanakyayi 
kiyoyo. unvahanseda *eva mehi malahgata genell'ayayi 
kiseka. unvahanse samuhayata tanakola pita hindaganta 
anakota rotI pasat masun dedenat ragena svargaya desa:

t  (

bala asirvsida kota î otl kaoLa golayanta dunseka, golayo 
samuhayant a dunnoya.” (1 *)
(For the English translation, see page G3. )

A comparison of this passage with that of the version 
of 1817 will show that the latter is not substantially dif~ 
ferent as far as the language is concerned. But it reflects 
a clear influence from the controversial translation of the

(l.) The Sinhalese Bible. 1910. p.i+9*



Kotte Mission as it has borrowed a number of words from it. 
Words such as ’ oruvakal^a * , *vanantarastanayakata’, ’venva’, 
’samuhayo1, ’golayo1 and ’kama’ are preferred instead of 
’navakin’, ’aranyastanayakata’, ’udakalava’, *mahajanayo’, 
’sisyayo’ and ’bhojana* of the earlier translation, res
pectively. The translators of this new version have not, 
nevertheless, been able to produce any literary or poetic 
development of the.style apart from modifying the verbal 
inflexions and slight simplifications of the vocabulary.
Not only the criticisms of Nev. Samuel Lambrick of the Kotte 
Mission but also those of some Sinhalese critics like James 
de Alwis must have caused these later revisions of the 
language of the Sinhalese Bible, (l.)

T-he Sinhalese Christian writers also pioneered the 
Sinhalese drama. In the latter part of the 19th century they 
wrote and produced a- number of Sinhalese plays mainly on 
religious themes, to which they were able to attract Buddhist 
spectators too. The first Sinhalese ’nadagama*,’Hariscandra 
Nadagama’, is a translation of a Tamil story and is supposed 
to have been written by a Catholic. A pioneer of the Sinha
lese ’nadagam1 style was Pilippu Sinno who is said to have 
been a Catholic as /well. (2.) Among these plays, v/hich were

(l.) ~ , James de Alwis. Sidat Sangara, Introduc
tion. Colombo. 1851*

(2o) Vikramasinha. K.D.P., Nutana Sinahala Sahityaya.
Colombo. 1965. p* 373*
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written at the end of the 19th century, were ’Jusepat Katava*, 
’Susev Katava1 and ’Helena Katava1, all based on Christian 
stories. W.C. Perera was another prominent Catholic writer 
of ’nadagams’ whose work ’Orison and Palenthon* gained much 
popularity.(l.) ’Dinatara Nadagama* is another popular play 
written by a Catholic. The authors of these early Sinhalese 
plays performed an important service in the evolution of modern 
Sinhalese literature as they created necessary incentives and 
consciousness for creative literature. The language of early 
Sinhalese drama was a mixture of the speech of high society, 
the style of the Sinhalese Bible and that of journalism. When 
we later examine the language in early Sinhalese fiction we 
will see the great influence the language of early Sinhalese 
drama has exerted on it.

The Sinhalese Christian writers translated various other 
stories, too. These stories are mainly biographies of famous 
Saints and missionaries.(2.) The style of some of these 
translations are very pleasant and striking. We can consider, 
for example, the style in ’Kanvaveda saksivu suddhavu Lusiva
1.J V ikramas inha .K.D.P.Nu tana Sinhala Sahityaya.p.377
2.) See: i. Hotes on the Rev. Pr.D.J.B.Callet.Miss.Apost

by W.D.Barnabas.Colombo.1889 
ii. Huthge Katava.(The story of Ruth.) Translated 

by C.W. de Silva Colombo.1892 
iii. Esther Bisavage Katava.(The story of Esther.)

Tr.by C.W. de Silva Colombo 1892* 
iv. De Zylva Caritaya.(The life of the late Rev. 

Peter Gerhard de Zylva. Apostle of Moratuva 
by C*E.de Silva. Wellawa.tta .1909 

v. (The life of St. Antony of Padua) .Tr. by A.Mendis 
Senanayake. ’Paduvavehi Suddhuvu Anthony Dharma 
Caritaya. Colombo.1886.
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munisvarige iivita katantaraya. (The life story of saint Lucia.)

"katu pahduru mada prabodhavu alamkara malak seda, ghana 
andhakarayehi gilisiti pudgalayinta diptimat albkayak 
menda, bhagyavanta lusiya munisvarl me lokayehi praka- 
savubavin unvahansege vismapat dharma gunangaya dakviya 
yutuvanneya.11
’'suddhavu kanyatumange atmaya tula bhayanaka kunatuvak 
se mahat sokayak ipaduneya. enam jesu svami daruvanta 
tamava kapakala bavin-lavkika vivahayak gana mahdakvat 
kalpanakaranne keseda? suddhavu kanyavarunge samuhaya 
katuva nitya moksa sapa vihdimata tama kandavanu labu 
bava gana kisi set anumanakale nati namut tamage hruda 
abhyaixtarayehi sighravelavakata soka sahita cancalayak 
atagatteya.u
"pujava ivaravu kalhi ehi pamina sitiya senaga tama tiamange 
niyam gamvalata harl giyo. namut suddhavu lusiya munis- 
vari maniyot samaga natarava suddhavu agida kanya tumange 
sri dhatuval damatibuna dagab karanduva idiriye dohot 
mudun di vahdava^i kannalav kiyamin.......tr(l*)

(1 It is right to reveal the virtues of Saint Lucia as she 
achieved fame in this world like a beautiful flower 
blooming in a thorny bush .̂r.d a bright light for those

t

who are lost in the dark1. j
’Like a violent storm, a deep sadness was born in the soul 1jof this Holy virgin. This was because she had devoted
herself to Jesus and could not think of a worldly marriage«j
Although she was not doubtful of being summoned to the 
eternal heaven along with the other saintly sisters, a

(l.) Chounavel, 33* ’Kanyaveda Saksivu Suddhavu Lusiya munis- 
varige Jivita Katantaraya,f (Life of St. Lucy in Sinha
lese.) 1887* pp.1;8,*19*
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sudden sorrowful hesitation was born in her mind*1
’When the ceremony was over the assembly dispersed and re
turned to their towns and villages. But Lucia stayed 
with her mother and began to say prayers kneeling in 
front of the casket bearing the Holy relics of Saint 
Agida. )
The poetic aspects of this style and its liveliness show 

the writer’s mastery over the various strata of Sinhalese.
The imagery in the first quotation e.g. ’like a flower bloom
ing in thorny bushes’ and ’like a bright light for those who 
are lost in the dark* illustrate his familiarity with both 
the folk and classical traditions in Sinhalese poetry. All 
three passages are written in a style comparable with that of 
early Sinhalese novels. The image of the storm used to present 
the mental conflict of Lucia is particularly effective, and 
such conscious use of imagery is very rarely found in early 
Sinhalese fiction. Unlike most other Christian writers who 
coined new words which were usually unidiomatic or borrowed 
from classical works and used in inappropriate contexts this 
writer has carefully used the words he borrowed in proper 
contexts. Words and terms such as ’pujava’, ’niyamgam’,*sri 
dhatu’ and ’dohot mudundi’ can be given as examples though a 
term such as ’dhatuval dama tibuna1 can be taken as an instance 
of a defect that was common to every Sinhalese Christian writer. 
This term is not idiomatic because a native Sinhalese speaker *
would never say ’dhatuval’(relics) but ’dhatu’ or ’Dhatun- 
vahansela’ and also he would never say ’dhatu dama tibu’ but



'dhatu tanpatkara tibu'. These kind of1 unidiomatic terms 
are, however, not as abundant in Ghounavel's style as in 
many other Christian writers**

There have been some other Christian writers who have 
gone further than the authors we have discussed above in order 
to incorporate a popular and simpler style* These Christian 
writers were the missionaries who really went to meet the 
common people to proselytise them and learnt their speech*
We can take a work like 'Nona saha Aya' (The Lady and the

■nrTrn~rTnnffTim*tTn in T 'i r i  irrmi.m-iim-li i~~»n rrrfmf-mrin m »  w

Ayah), for example. This is said to be an Indian story il
lustrating the Ten Commandments* I qnote:

" davasak da aya age dorakada bat kaka indadi nona maha- 
tmayada ahdina kamare vadak karamin vadivela unnaya. 
ayada halseru bagayaka bat saha ita hohda maluvyanja- 
nayakut ativa dilihennavu pittala tatiyakata aragena 
vatura sembuva saha bulat tattuvat pattakin tabagena 
batkamin unnaya. aya nisansalava batkamin inn a atara 
saginnen nasinta lanvu andinta hariyakara vastrayak 
nattavu vayovruddha striyak age midulata avit, dta 
acara karala, deviyan vahansege namayen, hingamanak 
dent a kiya illasitiyaya ." (l,)

('One day the Ayah was eating some rice at the front 
door of her apartment and the Lady of the house was 
sitting in her dressing room doing some work. The 
Ayah keeping a shining brass bowl of water besides 
her and also a betle-holder, was eating a plate of

(l.) Sherwood. Mrs (Mary Martha); Nona Saha Aya. Colombo.
I889. p.2.
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rice of about half a measure with a delicious curry.
While she was enjoying her meal, an elderly beggar 
woman who was about to die of starvation and wearing 
only a rag, came to her compound<» She saluted the 
Ayah and begged for something in the name of G-od.T)
This is the style of the Sinhalese folk story.(l.) Some

verbal forms such as ’dilihennavu*,’nasinta lanvu*, ’nattavu1,
etc.,belong to the literary language. The presentation of
dialogues in this work is noteworthy as the author has adopted
the same method as in the Sinhalese drama of her time:

"Ayah: ’Nona mahatmayanani elca bohoma hondayi’kiya
uttaradunnaya.1

Nona: ’Palamukota uyannage kulikarayaya. ohu lofcu
pavulak atteki. ohuge stri mona andame striyakda
kiya mata kiyanta puluvanda?1

Ayah: *kulT karayage stri matak karanava asi oluva
solava !ane nona mahatmaya kulikarayage stri
kavadavat nudutu andame kamakata nati kammali* *
striyekya. a davasa tissema suruttu bomin bulat 
vita kaka vadivi innavaya. nona mahatmayage tagga 
labanta a sudusu kenek novanabava mata sahatika-

o  r

yayi *kivaya.u (2.)
( !Ayah; !0h! that is a very good thing, my Lady, she 

replied.
Lady: ’The first one is the servant of the cook. He is

a man with a big family. Gan you tell me some
thing about his wife?1

(l.) See ’Parker. H. Village folk-tales of Ceylon. London 
1910-ll|. HDe Silva, Simon, J. Sinhalese Folk
lore. Colombo* 1925*

(2.) Nona Saha Aya. p.6.
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Ayah: (Shaking her head in disapproval, hearing the

name of* the cook’s wife), ’Oh! my Lady, I have 
never seen such a lazy woman. She spends the 
whole day sitting , in the same place, smoking 
cigars and chewing betle. I am sure she does 
not deserve your gift»1)

When we discuss the language of some of the early Sinha
lese novels in the following chapter, we will be able to see 
that some of the early Sinhalese novelists have followed 
this method of using dialogues. This writer has especially 
maintained the life and flexibility of the ’day-to-day* speech 
whereas the early novelists failed to do so*

Trans1ations of Engli sh nove1s s

An important■feature in literary activities of this 
period is the translation of some well-known novels, among 
which ’The Pilgrim’s Progress’ was one of the earliest. Panjini 
Obeyesekera. has observed the significance of these translations 
as follows:

’’Experiments in the Sinhalese novel were the most dramatic 
expression of the impact of English and European litera
ture (the latter only through English translations), 
on the newly evolving liter&tui^e of modern Sinhalese.
The short vignette, the moral tale, the courtly poem, 
and the religious fable had all been forms known to 
the classical literature; but the novel was something 
entirely new and was soon very .popular. The eax^liest 
works in the genre were translations; a surprisingly 
mixed selection of works such as Gulliver’s Travels



(1888), The Arabian Nights (1894) and Pilgrimfe Progress 
(1885)." (1.)

We can discuss the style in fKristiani karayage vandana- 
gamana* which is the Sinhalese translation of The Pilgrim*s 
Progress for two reasons: firstly it was the first English 
literary work to be translated into Sinhalese; secondly . 
it is one of the best Sinhalese translations produced by a 
Christian writer. The parabolical theme in the Pilgrim*s 
Progress suits Ceylon very well xvhere the people were used to 
instructive stories with religious themes. The following 
extracts will give us an idea of the style in the Sinhalese 
version:

** e koyi hatida kivot ane mage priya bharyave, mage sura- 
tal daruvahe, mage karapita mahat barak tibena nisa 
mata kisideyak karanta nupuluvana. arat ahasin ginnak 
avit ape me nuvara dala yanabavada e vinasayedi mata 
saha mage bharyava vu numbatat mage suratal daruvo vtl 
nuinbalatat, galavimata mahgak sambanunot apavinasa vana

ft 4

bavada ekantayen danagatimi. e galavena manga tavama 
mata penune natayi kivaya, ohuge- ambudaruvo me kima 
ahala bohoma puduma vunaya.’1 (2,)

(*0 my dear wife, said hie, and you the children of my 
bowels, I your dear friend, am in myself undone, by 
reason of a burden that lieth hard upon me; moreover,
I am for certain informed that this oux* City will be 
burned with fire from Heaven, in which fearful overthrow,

(l,) Obeyesekere, Ranjini Layawati, The Impact of English 
Criticism on Modern Sinhalese Criticism, University of 
Washington, Ph,D, 1968.p,62 (2,) Kristiani karayage vandana gamana, Parts 1 and 2, 
Christian Literary society, Colombo. 1895• P»4



both myself with thee my Wife, and you my sweet babes, 
shall miserably come to ruin; except'. . (the which, yet 
I see not) some way of escape can be found, whereby 
we may be delivered. At this his Relations were sore 
amased.11 (l.)

The translator seems to have been largely influenced by 
the simple and elegant narrative of the original work. He 
employs the least number of Sanskrit words. The popular 
verbal form of Kandy period which ends with the suffix ya, 
is preferred by this translator, too. In dialogue as well as 
in the narrative he employs the common speech. Some very 
common words such as !vinasaT, ’bharyava* and ’karunava* which 
are originally Sanskrit, but easily understood by every body 
are found. Consider this extract from a dialogue:

. "Muranduva: *tavat modayo sitinnan* mama kiyana hatiyat
ahala yanta varen. oyakara pissek visin 
numba kotana gena yanneda kiya danne kavda 
moda novi yanta hariyanna ‘kivaya.

Namenna: ’yahaluva mama me mitraya ekka yannatat,
ohu labana deyak labannatat tinduvatama

C 5

hita gattemi. hohdayi, Kristiyan, me yanta 
yana idamata para numba dannavada?1

Muranduva: ’mama gedarata hari yami. mama ohoma mula-
vecca hituvakkara ekalage samagamata ekatu 
novemi T kiya giyaya.11 (1.)

(Obstinate: fWhatI more fools still? be ruled by me and 
go back; who knows whither such a brainsick 
fellow will lead you? G-o back, go back, and 
be wise.*

(l.) Bunyan, John. The Pilgrim’s Progress* London 1945 
edition, p.12.

(2.) Kristiyani karayage vandana gamana. p .28



"Pliable: ’Well, Neighbor Obstinate, (said Pliable) I
begin to come to a point; I intend to go 
along with this good man, and to cast in my 
lot with him: But my good Companion, do you 
know the way to this desired place?

Obstinate:’And I will go back to my place, said Obstinate.
I will be no Companion of such misled fantas
tical Fellows.’)(l.)

Here we find the translator, while being faithful to the 
original, has tried to keep in with the idiom of the spoken 
Sinhalese. The allegorical names of the characters in the 
original work have been so skilfully translated into Sinhalese 
that they sound as if they were real indigenous people. The 
names ’namenna’ and ’muranduva* for ’Pliable* and ’Obstinate’

S'

may be given as examples. We saw in the foregoing discussion 
that some other Christian writers have attempted to write 
in simple Sinhalese. But the style in this work is, by far 
the best attempt. The early Sinhalese novelists could have 
learnt a great deal from this translator.

The Expansion of Modern Education and its place in Modern 
Sinhalese Literature.

During the latter part of the 19th century the expansion 
of English education and traditional Sinhalese education had 
played a vital part in all national, religious and literary

(l.) The Pilgrim’s Progress. p.l6
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revivals. We saw in the previous chapter that the Dutch 
rulers and missionaries had started some schools in Ceylon 
where the students were given a primary education in some 
modern subjects such as mathematics .and history but mainly 
in religion. But it was during the British conquest that 
a stable and systematic education policy was introduced which 
brought about some major transformations in the island.
Because of this transformation the static, agrarian society 
began to change into a more flexible, modernising one. As 
Robert N. Kearney has aptly observed, "Education after the 
last decades of the nineteenth century spread from Colombo 
and a few other cities to all but the most remote rural 
areas and advanced from primary to secondary and eventually 
to university and professional training. A middle class of 
public servants, doctors, lawyers, planters and businessmen 
developed." (l.)

The more the schools were established the more prominence 
was given to the learning of English. The government encouraged 
it because they wanted more and more English educated person
nel to be employed in the public service. The missionaries 
supported the spread of English education as they believed

(l.) Kearney, Robert N. ^ommunalism and Language in the 
Politics of Ceylon. Duke University Press, Durham.,
North Carolina. 1967* P*19



it was the best way to convert more natives. The people longed 
for English education because it opened the door for them 
to enter the government service and heightened their social 
status at the same tiine.(l.) Mrs. Obeyesekere gives a fine 
summary of the history of education in the latter part of the 
19th century:

u In 1846, the Legislative Council of C’eylon decided in 
favour of education in Sinhalese and Tamil. Thirty 
native schools were established, the majority of which 
of course were in the western provinces which was the 
more developed region. Gradually, as the idea of mass 
education began to catch on, more schools were estab
lished in the rural areas. These were not very well 
equipped, but the medium of instruction, (for what 
little instruction there was) was in the vernacular• tf(2)

The urban society was obtaining an English education in 
well equipped colleges and the rural population had to be 
satisfied with the so called vernacular education. Of course 
very few of them could send their children to English colleges 
in town. This education system was well suited to the purpose 
of the British rulers and the gap created by it in Geylonese 
society still remains. The establishemnt of some ’Pirivenas* 
(traditional schools run by Buddhist monks) during the second 
part of the 19th century can be regarded as a revolt against 
the discrimination created by the English education. Although

(l.) Obeyesekera, Ranjini D. op. cit. p.25 
(2.) ibid. p .25



English was taught in these Pirivenas, the learning of native 
languages, ancient and modern Indian languages and traditional 
grammar and prosody was given prominence. At the beginning the 
scholars who received their education in Pirivenas could not 
expect to join the public service. Those who wished and did 
become government servants had been educated both at English 
colleges and Pirivenas.

The English education and Pirivena education have both 
played Important roles in the modern literary revival. The 
former provided the student with a knowledge of what was 
happening in the West and created an interest in science and 
art forms such as fiction and drama* The latter made the 
student consciuus of his past and made him proud to be versed 
in traditional arts and native languages.(1.)

Newspapers and Periodicals.

The latter part of the 19th century saw the appearance 
of a large number of Sinhalese newspapers, journals and perio
dicals. These media of public communication opened the door 
for various kinds of writing which caused the advancement 
of a general prose style that was immediately adopted by the 
writers of fiction. As Saratchandra says, the newspapers 
followed the idiom of the common speech:

" It was with the newspapers that the language began to

(l.) See also Ruberu , Ranjit, Education in Golonial Ceylon.
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"be extensively employed, for the purpose of prose 
writing, and particularly for prose fiction, after 
a comparatively long period of disuse. The newspapers 
followed, largely, the idiom of the common speech, since 
they had to go outside the literati and reach the 
uneducated as well.’’(l.)

At the beginning the newspapers had to employ the language 
which had fallen into a stagnant state after the l6th century. 
However, once in use the language began to change with the 
proliferation of journalists and the ever widening reader
ship. As In any other aspect of Sinhalese literature the 
first newspapers and journals to appear were on religious 
issues and purposes. The first ever Sinhalese periodical 
’Masika Tagga*(l832) (The Monthly Present), was mainly devoted 
to telling Biblical stories in simple language. Soon after
wards ’Lanka Nidhanaya* (The Treasure of Lanka) was started 
by the ’Colombo Religious Tract Society*. Neither of these 
periodicals lasted long.

The main service rendered by the early newspapers and 
periodicals was cultivating a habit of reading as a pastime 
and a taste for reading stories for the sake of story interest, 
but not for the purpose of gaining merits, learning or instruc
tion. It was through the newspapers and periodicals that the 
famous religious and literary debates of this period were

(l.) Saratchandra, E.R. op.cit. p.52



carried out (which we shall discuss later in this chapter).
I shall, however, mention at this juncture the ’Sastralankara- 
ya (1853) &nd ’Yatalaba* (1854) periodicals of which the former 
is considered to be the first Sinhalese magazine of literary 
importance. It was through these two magazines that the 
well-known literary debate ’Savsatdam Vadaya* was. carried 
out.

following the example of the Christians the Buddhists, 
as well, started newspapers and periodicals for the benefit 
of the Buddhist community in responce to the attacks launched 
by the Christian publications. One of the remarkable early 
Buddhist periodicals is ’Samyak Barsanaya1(I863)(The True 
Doctrine) edited by the famous Buddhist monk Mohott.ivatte 
Gunananda. Among Christian periodicals;'Ruvan Maldama1(1866) 
is noteworthy as it published various stories and introduced 
the serialising of novels.

By analysing a few passages from the periodicals of this
time we can learn the significance of them in the evolution
of modern Sinhalese prose:

/ —" Srimat srighana sugata tatagata sarvagnayan vahansege
caranaravinda sarana parayanavu mehi matu nam safrdahan
karana apavisin srilankadvipa vasinge ubhaya Idkscrta
sansiddhiya sandaha buddhadharmayada, adhunikayange
danaganima sahdalia sastragam pilibahda karunuda, unun
visin evana anunta apah&sayak n&ttavu sudusu liyumda
mahavu arancida, ovunovunge sanka vinodaya pinisa
pilivisa evana karunu adiyada antargata kota ’Satyasa- 
muccaya ’ nam prakaranayak masakata varak prakSsa karanu



"lab'e. eya satpurusayan visin gen a grahana dharana vasayen 
sit'hi taba ubhaya lokarta sansiddhiya s and alia utsaha 
katayutuyi 0 ,f (Satyasamuccaya, 1863? N,S.Fernando)

(!I, who am a great devotee of our Lord the BUddha, and 
whose name will appear below, shall publish a monthly 
magazine, by name fsatyamamuccaya, to present Buddhism 
for the benefit, in this world and the next, of the 
people of Lanka, and in order to publish educational and 
religious information for the common man and questions 
by readers, Also to publish those letters to the editor 
that would not cause annoyance. May good gentlemen 
receive it cordially, read it and learn from it and
benefit themselves in both this and the next world.1)

This shows that, as with most editors of newspapers and 
periodicals of the early period this one too has preferred to 
employ a highflown style although he emphasises that he aimed 
to reach the common readers. Most of the editors of that 
period were highly versed.in classical Sinhalese literature and 
Sanskrit and Pali. They preferred to employ a style highly 
SanskritiBed as is seen in the above example, but the general 
style of journalism naturally found its way towards a popular 
simple style* In the beginning the newspapers and magazines 
carried mostly articles on subjects such as Eastern medicine, 
astrology, prosody, grammar etc; which encouraged the scholarly
writers to employ a "high-flown11 style.

At the beginning of the 20th century, we see the appea- 
r*ance of some periodicals devoted to literature. f̂ iveka 
Kalaya1 (1902) and ’Pustakalaya1 (l9o5) which were edited 
by Bentota Albert Silva, published stories of various kinds,
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literary articles and reviews, and reached a wide circle of 
readei*s. While serialising Sinhalese novels, Albert Silva 
published a series of brief accounts of classical literature 
in 1Pustakalaya*, Another popular literary periodical of this 
time was 'Sinhala JatiyaT(1903) edited by Piyadasa Sirisena 
in which short stories and poems were published along with 
sensational articles on the subject of the betterment of 
the Sinhalese nation and Buddhism. In this magazine, it 
should be noted, Piyadasa Sirisena first serialised most of 
his own novels. W.A. Silva, another popular and major literary 
figure of the early 20th century, edited the magazine ’Sirisara* 
in which he too serialised his own novels.

It Is interesting to see that some of the writers of 
that time understood their task as the pioneers of modern 
Sinhalese literature to develop the flexibility and sensi
bility of the language. With the proliferation of newspapers 
and periodicals; the Sinhalese language and literature, which 
has not been highly regarded by the upper circles of society 
for a long time, started to attract their attention* As one 
writer has remarked in the magazine ’Orantha Prakasa*:

"The Sinhalese language has been in use only at Buddhist 
temple-schools, government vernacular schools and by 
ordinary people like farmers for some time. But now, 
it has spread among our nobility too, though to a small 
extent." (l.)

(l.) Vikramasinha, K.B.p. op.cit. p.79



A detailed and complete account of Sinhalese newspapers
and periodicals will not be presented here as it has been
covered by other writers.(l.) Nevertheless, a brief account
would help us to learn of the development of prose in the
Sinhalese novel. The first Sinhalese newspaper, Lankaloyaya
which appeared in I860, was soon followed by a number of others
published for various purposes. The nature and role of these
early newspapers was similar to that of the periodicals.
'Lakmini Pahana*, started in 1862, existed until 192U. This
newspaper often published introductory accounts of classical
literary works and reviews and criticisms of contemporary
Sinhalese novels. As a reaction against the fLakmini Pahana*
the Catholics started fLakrivi Kirana* in 1863* 1Snanartha
Pradipa1 is another major Catholic newspaper which played an
important part in religious and literary debates at that time.

The late 19th century and the early 20th century saw the
appearance of a number of periodicals, weekly newspapers etc.,
devoted to humour. The first of these was fKavata Katikaya1

£

(1872). Some of these humorous newspapers like fKavata Mutta! 
were so popular that they continued to be published until very 
recent times. The funny and comic articles and stories pub
lished in these papers were mostly based on facts drawn from

(l.) i.<* Saratchandra, P.P. Sinhalese Novel.
ii. Vikramasinha, K.D.P., Nutana Sinhala Sahityaya.

iii. Pragnasekera, Nalukohdayave, Ven. Sinhala Puvatpat 
Sangara Itihasaya. Vol.l. Colombo 1970.

iv. Obeyesekera, Panjini.D. Op.cit.
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contemporary society and this necessitated the use of the 
real speech of the people.

The awareness of some of the journalists of that time of 
the style of others is a noteworthy feature in the history of 
Sinhalese newspapers and periodicals. 1 quote one of those 
instances:

lf Apart from this there is a saying that it was only 
after the appearance of Lakrivi Kirana that the Sinha
lese people learnt to write good Sinhalese. This ideai 
of this editor is wrong because of the fact that we 
can write good Sinhalese though we hardly ever do read 
the Kirana• It would be more correct, if he said that 
writing has developed at this time due to the estab
lishment of schools in many areas, the easy access to 
printing machines, and the development of reading 
facilities .................How could it be possible for
Lakminipahana to exist for one year before the appear
ance of the Kirana if we had to learn good writing from 
this editor? Any one can witness the elegance of the 
style of Lakminipahana of that year by comparing it 
with that of any other newspaper of today.u(l,)

Tliis kind of criticism was often made and gradually the 
controversial writers had to simplify their styles. The pro
cess of simplification was largely expedited by the reviews 
and literary debates which were carried out through these 
newspapers. I quote one example of the style of the reviews 
of this time:

11 ...... meyin 1 montikristOf katava gana mahat pitu• * *

(l.) From a quotation in Sinhala Puvat pat Sangara .......
Pragnasekera, p.231. Vol. 2.
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gananak apate ariyata kanagatu vemu. mebandu katavastu 
valin mahat prayojanayak atayi nositamu. katavastu bna 
karame nikam kalaya gatakarannange citta vinodaya 
pinisayi. ebavin matu mattata gahana kalapavala mebandu 
katavastu adangu nokota ugatamana silpasastra pilibanda 
karunuma antargata karatnam manavayi sitamu. loke bo- 
hodena ’arabiyan nayitf ramayanadi kata kiyavimata 
kamati veti. e sampapralapavalin kalaya gatavenava misa 
ubhaya lokayatama artayak na/ta. manusyayakuta attavu 
kalaya itama svalpayaki. e svalpakalayat nispala kata 
kiyavimata, nadagam sellam balimata gatakalot prayo- 
janavat de kiyavimata ha yahapat katayutu karantada 
kalayak koyinda?" (l.)
(..........We cannot approve devoting such a number of
pages to the story of Monte Cristo. We cannot imagine 
how these stories would benefit the reader. Stories
are needed only for idlers. So we expect to read more
useful and knowledgeable items in the future issues.
Most people in the world have a great liking for stories 
such as Arabian Nights and Ramayana. These useless 
stories are good for nothing but to waste time. The 
life span of a human being is very short. Therefore it 
is a sin to waste time on reading meaningless stories 
and going to the theatre. We must save our precious 
time to read meritorious books and perform good deeds.)

This is a translation of a passage from a newspaper re- 
view(2.) of the first number of a periodical called !Sihala 
Sangarava*. The writer clearly expresses his attitude towards

(l.) Pragnasekera, K. op.cit. p.263«
(2.) ’Lakmini Pahana’. 12th October. 1893*



modern stories and fiction which is the traditional Sinhalese 
Buddhist belief that literature of worldly themes and aims is 
useless and harmful to society* At the time when this review 
appeared in Lakmini Pahana a great interest and enthusiasm 
was growing among Sinhalese people for fiction and theatre* 
Therefore some traditional writers thought it their duty to 
protect the Sinhalese culture from these new trends* As it 
was difficult for them to prevent the Sinhalese Buddhists from 
reading new stories or going to the theatre the only reaction 
which was possible for the Buddhist writers or conventionalists 
was to begin a new tradition suitable for their ideals* The 
religious and nationalistic plays written by John de Silva 
and the early Sinhalese novels of Albert Silva and Piyadasa 
Sirisena are examples of this reaction* They borrowed the form 
of the novel and drama from the Western literature or from 
Christian literature in Ceylon and used it for their own pur
pose of saving Buddhism and the Sinhalese nation from wester
nization.

?he other important feature in the above passage is the 
simple style. This style reminds one of the speech of a 
Sinhalese scholar educated in a temple school or of a Buddhist 
monk. Terms such as *cittavinodaya pinisayi* and hnanavayi 
sitamu* are examples of this particular style. At the same 
time we notice the lavish use of colloquial words such as 
’apate Mriya1(wasted), 'nikam kalaya gatakarannan1 (idlers) 
and ’adangu nokota* (not included) along with familiar
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Sanskrit'words.

i . 9 A l C l a ssical Sinhalese books;

As a result of the literary revival and expansion of 
education at this time, scholars began to edit and publish 
the major works of the classical literatureo With the 
establishment of *Pirivenasf more and more Sinhalese, Pali 
and Sanskrit books were needed., At the same time the British 
G-overnment in Ceylon too paid some attention to these ancient 
books and some English educated scholars like James de Alwis 
published Sinhalese books with English introductions 
and translationso(l.) These new editions made the ancient 
literature of the Sinhalese easily accessible to a large 
number of readers. Before that, these books existed in the 
form of palmleaf manuscripts in libraries at Buddhist temples 
and they were handled and used with respect by a limited 
number of Buddhist monks and students. The only way of access 
to them for the layman was listening to them on fPoya Days1 
at the assembly at the temple when they were read to them 
rhythmically by an able priest or an elder.

After the establishment of ’Pirivenas* and government 
vernacular schools these ancient books became prescribed 
texts for examinations. Thus towards the end of the 19th 
century most of the classical Sinhalese works had been printed. 
Together with the other features such as newspaers, periodicals

(l.) Alwis, James de. Sidat Sangarava. Colombo. 1852



and drama, these classical works too influenced the Sinha
lese prose writers of this period• The reading of thesebooks 
caused the Sinhalese Buddhist writers to adhere to themes 
of instruction and moral issues. They were also inspired and 
enchanted by the styles and vocabulary of the classical writers 
and fried to imitate them. A.s a result of this influence from 
the classical works, writers preferred to employ the style 
known as !the literary Sinhalesef or the written Sinhalese• (l.) 
It was not considered scholarly or respectable to write in 
Tspoken Sinhalese*. This created such a deep dichotomy that 
the Sinhalese novelists of the early period were reluctant to 
use the colloquial language even in dialogues. The language 
of the Sinhalese novel, nevertheless, had a tendency for sim
plification and instances of this are found even at its very 
early stage.(2.) One may argue that this dichotomy of * liter
ary* and ’spoken* languages in Sinhalese has existed from very 
early times. What must be emphasised here is that after the 
publication of classical works in the latter part of the 19th 
century the Sinhalese writers cultivated an enlivened nostalgia 
for the classical styles and grammar and began to imitate them 
thinking it a sign of true learning to be able to write in a 
highly Sanskritised and grammatical style that may be intel
ligible only to the elite.
(l.) He Silva, Sugatap.ala• ihhalese Language. • l$6k 

Ceylon Government Press.
(2.) Be Silva, Sugatapapa. The Language of Modern Sinhalese 

Pilose Literature. 1 Nut ana Sahitya Vicara*. 1963 
Ceylong Government Cultural Department.



Publication of Folklore;

Another feature in the literary activities in the latter 
part of the 19th century and the early part of the 20th 
century, which should be accounted as one of the influences 
on the evolution of modern prose, is the ptiblication of 
Sinhalese folklore. Obviously this interest in the folklore 
was first ci^eated by the English scholars in Ceylon. The 
excellent collection of Sinhalese folklore by H. Parker 
is the best example.(l.) In 19259 J. Simon de Silva edited 
another collection of Sinhalese Folklore which was published 
by the Christian Literary Society in Colombo. This editor 
was helped and instructed in his work by the British govern
ment agent of G-alle, and the introduction written by him 
shows that he considered folksiories as the best source to 
understand the life and culture of the common people of a 
country.(2.) As this has been used as a set book at govern
ment vernacular schools for a long time, the stories have 
become highly popular. Most of these folkstories are related to 
a common, wise or humourous saying. I propose to gu.ote 
'The story of a Jaggery Seller* on which is based the proverb 
* It is just like the story (or saying) of the Jaggery Seller*.
('hariyata sudu hakuru karayage katava vageyi*)

(l*) Parker. H. Village folk-tales of Ceylon. London.1910-14* 
(2.) De Silva. Simon. J. Sinhalese Folklore. Colombo 1925
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11 ektara rajakenekuta hakuru dena minihek sitiyeya. ohu 

e hakuru nitararaa suden genat deyi. dinak rajjuruvo 
ohuta kaWkota numba tapam sudata kesi hakuru

r a a

vatkarannedayi asuha. ohu uttara demin svamini ran 
matullen pera, ranbhajanaye vatkota, ranhanden hahdiga4 *
pan polkatuvala vatkaranaheyin hakuru suduyayi kiya.
rajjuruvo eya shbhyayi piligatha. dinak rajateme sellam
pinisa gos hari enavita yata ki hakuru velendage
geyi midulen paminlyeya. ohu me velavata amudayak
gasagena loku kalumati bhajanayak polkatu handakin

<• 6

hahdigamin xuolkatuvala hakuru vatkaranu daka:ayi bola 
eda ta ma samaga kive mehemadayi asiya. evita e miniha, 
devayan vahansa, kima ehema namut kirlma mehemayayi 
uttara dunneya* rajjuruvo kata nokara yanta giyaha*"(l)

(’There was a jaggery maker for a certain king. He 
always provided the king with white jaggery. One day, 
the king called him and asked; ’How do you make this 
jaggery white?1 ’My Lord,1 the man replied, ’the 
jaggery becomes white as I filter (the treacle) with 
a gold ’matulla1, puur it in a gold bowl, stir it with 
a gold spoon, and make it in gold pans.1 The king 
trusted his words* Another day when the king was 
returning after a stroll he happened to pass by the 
house of the jaggery seller* The latter ws^s, at that 
time, wearing a loin cloth and stirring a big black 
bowl with a coconut-shell spoon. The king saw it and 
asked, ’Fellow, this method is not what you said the 
other day?’. ’My Lord, that is how it is said, but 
this is how it is done,11 the man replied. The king 
went away, without saying anything.1*)

(l.) Simon de Silva, J. op.cit. p*6.



All the stories are written in a style similar to this. 
It is the same simple style which is used by villagers when 
they enjoy themselves telling these stories to each other.
But we should notice how the editor has changed the sentence 
endings slightly with verb forms such as ’kiya’, ’asuha’etc.? 
which are found only in the grammar of the written Sinhalese. 
Some connecting forms such as ’vatkota’ and ’kat&kota’ and

■i

also ’uttara demin’ too belong to the pattern of the written 
language because in the spoken language these expressions 
become ’vakkarala’, ’katakarala’ and ’uttara dunna’ respec
tively. This modification of the language may be the result 
of an attempt to attract the attention of the elite and also 
to teach the writing of good Sinhalese to students.

’Mahaddna Muttage Katava’ is another popular folk story 
of the Sinhalese. The episodes in this story are satires of 
pedants *(l.) They are about the mock adventures of’Ma'hadana 
Mutta’ or ’the wise of the wise’ and his five acolytes* The 
form of this story is somewhat similar to that of the western 
picaresque story. The travels of Mahadanamutta remind us of 
Joseph Andrews in Henry, Fielding’s novel. But the story of 
Mahadanamutta Is short and entirely full of light humour and 
therefore it cannot be considered as a picaresque novel such 
as Joseph Andrews or ’Bead Souls’ by G-ogol. The interesting

(l.) Mahadana Muttage Katava. ed. Simon Perera. 1897#



aspect of these publications of folk stories to us is pos
sible influence they must have had on early Sinhalese nove
lists and the adoption of popular styles for writing*

If we compare the following extract from Mahadanamuttage 
Katava with that from the Sinhalese folklore by Simon de 
Silva, we will see that the style has not been changed in 
twenty eight years, (the former appeared in 1897 and the 
latter in 19250

H adikalaye mahadana muttayayi panditayek sitiyeya*
ohuge vada panivida karana, polba rnunayi, kotukitayyayi, 
rabbada ayyayi, puvabbadillayi, idikatu ..pancayi yana

a a *

namin golayo* pasdenek sitiyoya* me sadena tavat gola 
balayin soyana pinisa hana disavala gam niyam gamhi 
avidagena yana atara dinak ratri kukula ahdalanta 
palamu ovunta gahgak sambavuneya. me ganga. biyakaru

t

bavin avadi velavaka etaraventa yutu natayi . maha
danamutta kalpanakota gahgava nidida avadidayi pariksa 
kirima pinisa kotukitayya ehi yaviya. ohu ra nisa 
mangata eliyakaragena a tama at§ tibuna hulu eliyat 
gena ganga ayinata gos at in sitagena hula tikak gahge
ob'ab/dluvita !suru, suru* ga dum da enava daka biyavi*.

<»

s'(h )+  o o e » * « o  a  «  •  •  •  \  J L  •  /

(!0nce upon a time thei'e was a wise man called Mahada
namutta. He had five obedient pupils who were called 
Polba Muna(The one with a face like a half-coconut), 
Kotu kitayya (the one as thin as a stick), Rabbada 
Ayya (the red one), Puvabbadilia (the one like an 
a2?ecanut tree) and Idikatu Panca (the little one like 
a needle) • One day they set out wandering through

(1 *) Mahadana Mutt age Katava * p •1•



many villages and towns and found a river early in 
the morning, before the first cook crow* Mahadana
mutta thought that it would not be safe to cross that 
river if it were not asleep. So he sent Kotukitayya 
to check whether the river was asleep or awake. Kotu
kitayya went up to the river, and inserted the flam
beau he was carrying in the water to find whether the 
river was asleep or not. As the flambeau touched the 
water it started to smoke with a sputtering sound 
like *suru, sura* and Kotukitayya became frightened....)

The story develops with more humorous incidents which 
always end with a foolish decision made by Mahadanamutta to 
save himself and his pupils from the problems they met with 
or foolish solutions given by him to the people who sought 
his help. As. we saw in the foregoing analysis of the story 
of the Jaggery seller the style in this work too is modified 
so as to be consistent with basic grammar of the literary 
Sinhalese. The verbs (sitiyoya, sambavuneya, yaviya) areto

inflected. But the simplicity and vocabulary of the original 
folk story is largely preserved. While most scholars were 
contemplating the revival of classical literature by editing 
and publishing works from it, it is interesting to see that 
some others were thus taking interest in folklore.

Among various writings of this time we find some pam
phlets written on diverse subjects. These pamphlets as in any 
other language were written both in prose and verse for the 
purpose of propaganda. Some of the Sinhalese pamphlets were
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published by Buddhist and Christian writers in order to 
attach each others* religion or to reply to the rival groups. 
The writing of pamphlets is significant here because it is 
necessarily an approach to the masses which require the tise 
o:̂  their language. The style in Sinhalese pamphlets at this 
time is similar to that of newspapers and debates. When we 
discuss the language of debates later in this chapter we shall 
see aspects common to the language of pamphlets, too. Fol
lowing are some of the pamphlets published in this period:

i.uGavtama Budun saha Buddhagama hevat gavtama budunge
jivitaya pilibafidavu pravruttiyada ohuge dahama saha
tunsaranat pariksa kara balirna atuluva tunpitakayada
gana karanalada pariksanayak.u (l.)

*

ii. Dala&a Maligava. (2.)
iii. Henapota Rohot Henapolla. (30
iv. Sabava Sodisi Itirima. (Truth seeking) (UO
v. Rupa Adahima gana suddha liyavillen Pitapat karagat

Vagantivalya. (Selections from the Bible on the subject
of idolatryO (5*)

vi. Gautama Budun ka.vuda ? (Who is Gautama Buddha?) (6.) 
vii. Mityavada Khandanaya (A tract attacking Jesus Christ. 

A reply to the above work.) (7*)

(l.) Published by The Wesleyan Press, Colombo. 1890.
(2.) Religious Tract Society , Colombo.1892
(3 O  Author*s name is given as. A.D.G. Printed at Sasanabhi- 

vruddhi Press. 1893*(pl&ce not given.)
(1^0 Alahakoon . D.J. Sastradhara Press 1889.
(5.) Cotta. 1831*
{6.} Colombo.I889.
(7.) Colombo.1889.



Translation of World Literary works.

In our discussion of the literary activities in the 
latter part of the 19th century we have seen that the winters 
at that time had already paid some attention to works of 
fiction in world literature. The translation of works like 
’The Pilgrim's Progress' as we saw was an early task of this 
kind. During the same time we see that some other major works 
from English and Sanskrit have been translated or adapted into 
Sinhalese. The short narratives and parables published in 
periodicals and the requirements of the vernacular schools can 
be regarded as the reasons for these translations. The 'Rama- 
yana' and 'The Arabian Nights' are among the earliest of these 
translations. The styles as well as the romantic elements 
in these works have exerted considerable influence on the 
early Sinhalese novels.

Before considering a few passages from the translations 
of 'The Arabian Nights' it will be helpful to quote a modern 
Sinhalese critic on the significance of these translations:

" Pietion entered our literature from European and Indian 
sources in the shape of direct prose translations.
These translations both provided models for the earlier 
novelists who had no first-hand acquaintance with the 
English novel, and also helped to mould the language 
into a suitable medium for the writing of original 
fiction*"(l.)

(l*) Saratchandra. Sinhalese Pietion. p*65



In our discussion on the early Sinhalese fiction-writers 
we shall be able to see how true SaratchandraTs speculations 
are* Some Sanskrit works such as Pancatantra or Hitopadesa, 
although they were translated into Sinhalese before The Arabian 
Nights, have been as attractive as the latter to the early 
Sinhalese novelist. This may be attributed to the fact that 
the narratives in the Arabian Nights opened up a completely 
new kind of romantic world without any obvious religious coat
ing or purposes. On the one hand these stories were similar 
in structure to the Buddhist stories and on other the fantas
tic and adventurous elements in them made it easy for the 
Sinhalese readers to enjoy them.

However populax1 these translations may have been there 
were some scholars, strict Buddhists of course, who were 
against them and criticised them as obscene and vulgar. A 
number of such criticisms of the translations of Ramayana and 
the Arabian Nights have been quoted by Ariya Rajakaruna:(1.)

11 There are some editors of neY/spapers who spend money 
on publishing such useless rubbish as Ramayana and 
Arabian Nights.” (Lakmini Pahana, 31-July-1909) (l«)

Although there have been criticisms like these the 
popularity of these new stories continued and is v/idespread. 
Opposition to the Ramayana and other Sanskrit fiction has

(l.) Rajakaruna, Ariya. Sahitya Ruciya ha Navakata Vicaraya 
Golombo. 1970. pp.lU-15.

(2.) ibid. p*15«



existed for a long time in Sinhalese Buddhist society. The 
celebrated Sinhalese poet of* the 15th century Totagamuva Bahula 
condemned these stories as meaningless, harmful ones*(l.) The 
criticisms against: the translations of a work like Arabian 
Nights are, due to its secular, entertaining aspects, quite 
understandable•

Two Sinhalese versions of this work were published in the
same year. Arabi Yamini Vilasaya (1891) and Arabi Nisollasaya
(1891)* The first of these versions ,*Arabi Yamini Vilasaya* was
translated by P.A. Perera. This is not a complete translation.
The following remarks from the introduction may throw some
light on our subject.

” Although the scholars of ancient times have written 
a number of books on religious and other subjects, they 
never wrote books like these which are enjoyable and 
interesting to the readers.”

” Due to the lack of a. book written in simple language 
for the ordinary reader, we have decided to translate 
this work. Our attempt was to write in simple, idio
matic Sinhalese as best we could."(2.)

Through these remarks we can observe the growing resent
ment among readers about conventionalists and purists of the 
language who employed a highly Sanskritised style. When he 
says his attempt was to write simple and idiomatic Sinhalese,

(l#) Kavyasekara. ed. Pannaloka II. 1935* Canto.9*Verse.35*
(2.) Perera, P.A. Arabi Yamini Vilasaya, Colombo. 1891.

The introduction.



ill
lie must have been sniping at the Christian writers, too*. How. 
we can examine the style of this ambitious translator:

" mese nobo velavak katakaramin sitina atara, muda 
desin it a bhayankara vu ghosavak ha handak da asf 
bhayin trasta vuha. elcenehi mud a vivarava eyin kalu 
kanuvak akara mokakdo pananaiiga valakul dakva usva 
nopeni giyabav dutuha. me darsanayen ovunge bhaya 
dvigunavi ekenehima nangita ovunta sangavT sitinta

* U y -a
puluvanayi sita gasak mudunata nanguno. ehi pamini 
ksanayema muda vivara vuhavu stanaya desa balukala 
e kaluvu lcanuva visalavi verala desata gaman kala 
bav dutaha .11 (1.)

('When they had a little advanced, the sea became 
troubled before them, and there arose from it a 
black pillar, ascending towards the sky, and ap
proaching the meadow. Struck with fear at the 
sight, they climbed up into the tree, which vms 
lofty; and then they gazed to see what this might 
be.')(2;)

The Sinhalese translator does not try to give a word for 
word version. He presents the story, sometimes avoiding the 
poetic descriptions in the English translation.

As he has promised in the introduction the translator 
has succeeded in writing in idiomatic Sinhalese to a large 
extent. He has not, nevertheless, been able to employ a 
remarkably simple style* But neither is his language too 
high flown to be difficult for the general reader to under
stand despite sporadic Sanskrit words such as *bhayankara1,

(l.) Perera, op.cit. p.11
(2.) The Arabian Nights1 Entertainments. Translated by Edward William Lane, vol.l. London.1925*P.6.(The Sinhalese 

translators have used A.G-allan's and J.Mason's English versions of The Arabian Nights.’)
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'ghosa', 'trasta* and 'darsana19 As the story progresses 
the narrative style becomes simpler and more natural:

,!pera ek rajek hat a putrayelc vuyeya.e kumara vanahi 
dadayamata ita priyamanapa atte viya. eheyin rajada 
ohuta e sellama karanta avasara dumieyi. nitarama

o  *

puta samaga yanta amati hata anakaleyi. ek dinak 
rajakumara tema dadayamata giyeya. I?( 1.)

f  r

('The king above mentioned had a son who was ardently 
fond of the chase, and he had a Wezir whom he charged 
to be always with his son wherever he went* One day 
the son went forth to hunt.1)(The Arabian Nights* 
Entertainments* *P«35)

The sentences are relatively short and the adherence to 
verb forms of the classical prose remains unchanged. In 
Sinhalese folklore too there are similar characters to those 
in Arabian Nights such as kings, ministers, merchants, beg
gars, exorcists, giants and mysterious caves etc. Both 
consist of similar incidents and structures to some extent. 
Therefore the translators of the Arabian Nights could not 
have faced any difficulty in finding suitable words, as they 
could follow the style of folk stories.

'Arabi Nisollasaya*, as we mentioned above, was published 
in the same year as 'Arabi Yamini Vilasaya*. The latter was 
begun by T. Karunaratna and later continued by Albert Silva.(2.) 
G-enerally the style of this version is not very different 
from that in the previous one. A closer comparison will show

(l.) Perera, P.A. op.cit. p.57
(2.) Karunaratna, T. Arabi Nisollasya. Colombo.1891*
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that the style in Arabi Nisollasaya is more pedantic and 
elegant:

u Mese sokayen piditava hunkalhi e situvili siyailama 
ksanayakin duribhuta vimata karanavak dutuyeya. mali-

c  % i

gavehi rahas dorak hadissiyen vivrutavl strihu visi-
denek in pitata. avahuya. ovun madhyayehi agamehesi 

*

tomoda vadiyaya. ema mehesiyage rajasri lilaven paha- 
suveruna anit strin gen venkota handina gata haki viya. 
e mehesi tomoda tartariya raja taman sohoyuruvu sultan 
agaraju ha katuva dadakeliyata giyeyayi sita e rajahun

*  t

gruha kavuluva samipayata parivai’a strin ha vadiyaya.”
■  ̂1.)

Following is the passage ‘ from the English version from
which the above passage has been adapted:

(’Now there were some windows in the King’s palace com
manding a view of his> garden; and while his brother 
was looking out one of these, a door of the palace 
was opened, and there came forth from it twenty females 
and twenty male black slaves; and the King’s wife, who 
was distinguished by extraordinary beauty and elegance, 
accompanied them to a fountain, where they all disrobed 
themselves, and sat down together.”(2.)

This style resembles that of the early Sinhalese novels.
So it shows us how the styles of Sinhalese classical literature, j
Christian literature, newspapers and some other minor forms
such as folklore, evolved towards the uniform style of the

(l.) Karunaratna. T. Arabi Nisollasya* p.i|.
(2.) The Arabian Eights’ Entertainments. op.cit. p.ij..



Sinhalese novel of the mid-twentieth century. As we have 
seen, it was not only the style in the Sinhalese translations 
of Arabian Nights that inspired the early Sinhalese novelists 
but its content and form too. Despite the fact that most 
early Sinhalese novelists lack deep human interest or realistic 
depiction of character, they took a long step towards modernity 
when they began to write stories devoid of extreme religious 
purposes. Instead of moral teachings in the religious fable 
these novels are full of romance, violence, kidnappings, mi
racles and mystery. This shows us the extent to which The 
Arabian Nights has influenced the early Sinhalese novelist. 
Presumably some of the early Sinhalese novelists like Albert 
.Silva and Simon Silva had read English novels, but they have 
not tried to translate any English novel into Sinhalese.

Literary and Religious Debates;

A number of Sinhalese writers have dealt with the impor
tance of the various literary and religious debates that took 
place during the time under discussion in this chapter. They 
have all pointed out the' effect these debates had on the 
language.(l.) These debates also helped a great deal in 
creating a tendency among the literati, as well as the common 
reader to some extent, towards critical reading.

(l.) Saratchandra, E.R. op.cit and Vikramasinha,K.D.P. op.cit.



The first of these literary debates was Savsatdamavadaya» 
This started as a result of a .comment on the Sinhalese poem 
Gangarohanavarnanava . (1.) , made by De Alwis in the introduc
tion to his edition of Sidatsangara.(2.) This controversy 
and a series of others that persisted over a long period Y/ere 
carried out through newspapers and other journals. The eager
ness and feeling for violent controversy was so high that some 
newspapers sprang up overnight just in order to express the 
views of one side. As most of the controversies were on in
terpretation of text or grammatical subjects, the debators 
were generally obliged to write in a pedantic style. But when 
they forgot their scholarly aims, as has happened several 
times, and were taken up by personal afflictions and irritated 
by ruthless criticism, they wrote in their natural speech and 
went so far as to use slang words. Because of this simpli
fication of the language through severe criticisms, it became 
more and more flexible and suitable for writing about purely 
secular subjects.

The following excerpt from Savsatdam vadaya exemplifies 
the highly scientific style used in controversies at the begin
ning :

H tavada guruya, laghuya yana dedenata vada, mehi varna 
nati bavata karana, svatre svaro yanadiyehi sanyogayakhu 
ho vyanjana msitrayak 'hu ho parakota ati svaraya tema

(l.) Disanayaka, Thomis Samarasekera, Gangarohana Varnana
Matara, 1932. Second Edition.

(2.) De Alwis, James. Sidat Sangarava. Translated into English
with introduction. Colombo.1832.
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gurni bava ha jayatra mitrayuyi yanadiyehi vigraham
yi hi tana vyanjana matravu makaraya parakota ati
hrasvayage gurutvaya vu bavada, chandopades;ayehi, ’
ekaksaran bhavedukta atyukta dvayaksaran bhavet’

*  *

yanadiyehi ekaksaraya uktanam chandasa veyi. dvyaksara 
atyukta nam chandasa veyi ki bava ha siyaluma ganayinut 
aksara tuna tuninma vu bavayi. me sama karana nisama sav 
sat dam ki maganaya varna tunakinma yuktaya. e nam 
gurvaksara tunaya, in antima dam ki gurvaksanayehi 'm>ya- 
nna onlvata dam kive ekama gurvaksaraya dam kiya 
dekata- kadanta bariya .11 (1.)3 * fr
(-And thepe is nothing except the short and long letters 
here which is exemplified in such instances as ’svatre’, 
’svaro* etc., which illustrate that the vowel preceding 
a double consonant or a final consonant is counted a 
long one and in the word ’vigraham’ which is found in 
’jayatra mitrayu* etc. The short vowel before the con
sonant * m* becomes a long one. In the science of prosody 
the metre of one syllable is called ’atyukta1 while 
all the ’gamas’ consist of three syllables (or letters). 
In the light of all this evidence, the ’magama’ of the 
words ’sav sat dam* can be clearly seen as consisting 
of three syllables (letters). Therefore there are 
three long syllables, and although it has been intended 
to divide the last syllable ’dam* into two to make 
use of *m*, this last syllable cannot be so divided.)

This kind of highly Sanskritised style was used at the 
early stages of the controversies because the opposite party 
also wrote in a similar style. The style conforms with the 
subject though it is not easily understood by the common

(l.) ibid. introduction by Abhayavikrama. P.P. p.XIII
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reader'. As the time went by more and more controversies were 
started and more and more writers from various levels of the 
society took part in them.(l.) As is seen in the following 
example, the style was gradually getting simplified:

"me mitrayage adahasa kopamana laguda? gurutuma ki 
pamanakinut piriven himiyan piligat nisat sastra nis- 
cayakayi piliganima agnana gocaraya. oya depolama sas- 
trayata pramanayonam, mitrayage liyume Panini, Katya- 
yana, Patanjall adi Sanskrita vyakarariacarya puratanaya- 
nge nam saiidahan kale ltumatada? mitrayatama mitrayage 
vacana asthira vanakala, sessanta lcese sthira veda? 
sanskrita vyakarana sastraya puratanayan visin tana 
avasan kara tibena ekaki”.(2.)
(!How false is the opinion of my friend! It is not foolish 
to accept something owing to the fact that it was said 
by one’s teacher and the principal of the Pirivena? If 
those two are the criteria: for the matter, why has the 
writer mentioned the names of Sanskrit grammarians 
such as Panini, Katyayana, Patanjali etc., in his article? 
How could the writer convince bthers if he is not cer
tain of his own ideas? Sanskrit grammar is a science 
which has been thouroughly perfected by the great scho
lars of the past!)

This passage is taken from an article written for the 
Sidatsangaravadaya (1889) which was carried out through the 
papers Satyasamuccaya and hakmininahana. Although the language 
has been simplified more than that of the previous example,

(l.) Panca Mahavadaya. ed. by Dharmabandhu. T.S, 3rd. edition. 
Colombo.1970.

(2.) Satya samuccaya. 13th July,l889.
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a considerable number of Sanskrit words still remain. The 
sentences are getting shorter and create a friendly and lively 
tone.

The following is a reply to the above writer. It too 
shows the tendency towards simplification:

lf.....*ita hetuda anantayi* e kese vetat vyakarana 
sahita sanskruta bhasavehida, patu taravu bharatadi

V

potvalada anunavu paricaya ati, svabhasavehida prama- 
nakarivu uttama acaryayakhuge vadak bavama sista sam- 
matayai. tavada tudave paMitumageda siddhanta sangraha 
vyakhyanayak daknalabeyi. ehi puratana vyakaranaya 
anuva mehidi liya . .tibena bava peneyi. sampradaya s'akti- 
yada manayi. ma visin me sahdaha pasitina kim vyartha 
nam, me balana madyastha vyaktayoda panditavarayoda me 
kim hara damati. ,f(hakminipahana,l889)
(!........ and plenty are the reasons for it. It Is
obvious however, that this is a work bjr a scholar well 
versed in Sanskrit language and grammar and such great 
works as Bharata and those in our own language. Furhter, 
there is an exegesis of Siddhanta Sangraha by the 
pundit of Tudave. That also is written following 
the ancient grammar. If the facts I put forward turn 
out to be false; impartial critics and great scholars 
may throw them away.!)
In early Sinhalese fiction, this kind of language has 

been used to a considerable extent. Some of those early 
v/riters of fiction such as Albert Silva and Piyadasa Sirisena 
have themselves taken part in controversies.

The following can be refer/red to as some of the most
important controversies which are of interest to the student



of the history of modern Sinhalese literature: Janaki Harana 
Vadaya, Guttila Vadaya, Kavminkondola Vadaya, Kukavi Vadaya, 
Bentota kavi Vadaya and Varangana Vadaya.(l.)

The social background in early Sinhalese fiction.

Judging by the number and variety of literary and 
educational movements in the late 19th century we have 
discussed so far in this chapter we can assume that there 
must have been considerable social and nationalistic acti
vities too, during this period, which were related to the 
emergence of a middleclass, whose life is often depicted in 
Sinhalese fiction. As Kearney observes, the new middle class
in Geylon soon set out to play a very active part in political
and other fields:

“Modern political awareness originated with the appearance J 
of sentiment for the reform of the colonial regime in |
the direction of Ceylonese self government. These j
political stirrings closely followed the emergence of j
an educated, affluent and largely urban middle class j
among the Sinhalese- and Tamils late in the nineteenth 
century. “(2.)

As he further says it was the expansion of Western ;
education which largely created feelings for social reform
and accentuated the growth of the new middle class with less •
connections with the masses_and^the_ancient__traditions_of_the 
(l.) See for further detail: i.Obeyesekere.Ran;)ini D.

op.cit.pp.50-55ii.Vikramasinhe.K.D.P. Mitana Simhala Sahityaya.pp.150-170 
(2.) Kearney, Robert, N. op.cit., p .21



t country^ and more relations with the western civilisation:
“The rise of the middle class is intimately connected with the 
expansion of education in English, which gained momentum in 
the last decades of the nineteenth century. The increasingly 
available white-collar careers universally required literacy 
in English, the language of government and commerce.11 (l.)
The members of this class toolc active parts in the national 
revival later in the nineteenth century and it was they who 
struggled for political independence from the British admi
nistration, which they obtained in 19 4̂-8. But despite their 
role in the political field this middle class maintained an 
alienation from the traditional culture and literature. It 
is true that there were some scholars like James de Alwis 
(l823~l878) and Sir Bkron Jayatilaka (186U-19W4-) who contri
buted towards the revival of Sinhalese language and literature 
although they belonged to the English educated middle class.

Another aspect in the social changes during the British 
administration in Ceylon is the impact of commercialism and 
its relation with the middle class. The value system inhe
rited from western commercialsim caused, although very slowly, 
a remarkable change in the rural agrarian society, too. This

Ichange first began its appearance in the low-country of Ceylon j 
as far back as the 18th century. I

(l.) Kearney, Robert,N. p.23.



The well known Sinhalese novelist and critic Martin 
Wickramasingha writes that modern social change started 
with the commercial changes in the European period in 
Ceylon:

,fEor the long time of two or three hundred years 
i our systems of bartering and other business affairs, 

and industries were undergoing a change due to
*V;> v*"'^ European influence. Remote rural areas too under

went these changes later. And this was such a drastic 
change that even the social and geographical atmos
phere of the country was affected. As a result of 
clearing vast areas of forests for new plantations,

. the landscapes have been disfigured to a large extentu(l)

These social and economic changes are depicted in modern 
Sinhalese fiction where the problems of the middle classes 
became a repeatedly exploited theme.

In the novels written at the end of the last century 
and at the beginning of the present century, it is only in 
a very limited way that the social changes are depicted. But 
such prolific novelists as Piyadasa Sirisena and W.A* Silva 
show that they were aware of the changes that were taking 
place at that time. The other novelists, as we may well see

(l.) Wickramasingha, Ma^in. Sinhala Lakuna. Colombo.19U8
p .68.
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in the next chapter, were more concerned with light humour, 
religious propaganda or entertaining the reader by stereo
typed love stories. For the Sinhalese Buddhist writers the 
most important problem was the spread of Christianity and 
western culture. When we discuss the novels of Piyadasa 
Sirisena we will see that he was a didactic writer and he 
looked at the social transformation from a religious point 
of view. At the same time he was extremely nationalistic.
The later novels of Martin Wickramasingha treat the social 

vchanges with an economic approach. But some other writerst
like Albert Silva who wrote prior to these two novelists 
do not seem to have much interest in their contemporary 
society.

Modern fiction or the form of fnovel* entered Sinhalese 
literature as a result of the English education in Ceylon. 
Most of the early novelists are known to be English educated 
and they must have read some English novels. When they 
wanted to write novels in Sinhalese they could not follow the 
English novels fully because they were writing for Sinhalese 
readers to whom this was an entirely new form.

There was a time when the Sinhalese people thought it

a ’great thing* to be educated in English and considered 
vernacular education as mean and valueless as far as govern
ment service and social status were concerned. Even the



novelists of the 1950s and 60s deal with characters belonging 
to the middle class both urban and rural who have completely, 
or to some extent, severed links with the traditional Sinhalese 
society* This was the natural and essential result of the 
education they obtained from the English colleges under the 
British administration. As mentioned above, the activities 
of the missionaries were closely related with the education 
system.(l*) Therefore, we can agree with the observations of 
Mrs• Qbeyes ekere:

"The effects of British education policy .had been to 
create a sharp dichotomy in the world of Sinhalesee intel 
ligentsla. The political, social and economic pressures 
within the society tended to emphasise the importance 
of an English education. The missionary societies, 
heavily subsidized by grants from the Government, ran 
most of the English schools. Their alms were primarily 
to proselytize and in order to do this effectively they 
had to wean the students away from the national language 
and the literature. Sinhalese literature was too close
ly linked with the heathen religion to be safely 
introduced into the school curriculum. There are still 
people who remember being punished as children for 
speaking Sinhalese during school hours." (2.)

(l.) See The Ceylon Antiquary and Literary Register. Vol.IX 
October. 1923* Part.II. The G-overnment Schools 
180^-1820 by L.J. Gratiaen.

(2.) Obeysekere. Ranjini. D* op.cit. p*57»



Thus the English language became the only effective 
means for the middle class Sinhalese to join the rapidly 
westernising upper* circles.

Those who joined this new society were the privileged, 
ones. They climbed to high ranks in the administration and 
became the friends of the rulers. All the rich merchants, 
planters, doctors, lawyers, landed gentry etc.,became the do
minating social figures in the country. They adopted a 
European way of life, and even their houses and gardens were 
designed after European models to fulfill their bourgeois 
aspirations.(1.)

But beside the recipients of an English education and of 
the traditional education given by Pirivena schools, there 
sprang up a third group, a bilingual group in the society.
They learned English in government colleges and Sinhalese, 
Pali, Sanskrit etc., in Pirivenas. In the revival of Sinhalese 
literature in the late 19th century and early 20th century, 
the contribution of these bilingual writers is of great im
portance. For instance, novelists of the early period such 
as Albert Silva, Simon de Silva , Piyadasa Sirisena, W.A.
Silva and Martin Vickramasinha are all bilinguals (and so are 
most of the contemporary novelists.) (2.) The problems and 
structure of the bilingual society as well as the modern skate

(l.) See Also : Ludowyk, E.F.C. The Story of Ceylon
London.1967.pp.218-225 (2.) Obeyesekere, Ranjini.D. op.cit. p.59



of the middle classes will be dealt with in later chapters in 
this study.

Our main concern in the present chapter was to examine the 
beginning of the Ceylonese Christian literature; its expan
sion and contribution to Sinhalese prose. We saw, in brief, 
how the Christian writers were busy with producing books 
on various subjects, although they never forgot their prime 
purpose, the propagation of Christian faith. These various 
writings are important in the history of modern Sinhalese 
literature since they saved the Sinhalese language from 
stagnation. There were some other activities and forces at 
that time which too are of importance in studying the evolu
tion of prose styles. These we have examined under subtitles 
such as newspapers and periodicals, translation of world 
literary works, publication of folklore etc. All these aspects 
of the literary movement at this time contributed to the cons
tant use, flexibility, enlargement of vocabulary, and develop
ment of the power of expression of the language. The discus- 

I sion and analysis of the language of Sinhalese newspapers and 
^periodicals need more detailed treatment, which I am not 
i permitted by the scope and space of this essay.



CHAPTER III

The Beginning of the Sinhalese Novel.

Writers of modern Sinhalese literature differ in their 
opinions as to who was the first Sinhalese novelist. Sa-ra-t- 
chandra credits Simon de Silva (187U-1920) as the first Sinha
lese novelist. "The first piece of original writing in Sinha
lese that could be called a novel proper is A. Simon de Silva!s 
Meena,!,(l.) Later on other writers have tried to give the 
credit to Albert de Silva(1866-1919)(2*) All these writers 
agree that there were two other writers before Simon de Silva 
and Albert de Silva vis. Fr. H. Kannangara who wrote 'Grama- 
pravruttiyak*(1876) and Isaac de Silva(I8i|lj~l907) the author 
of fVasanavanta saha Kalakanni Pavulf(The Fortunate and 
Miserable Families). The work of Kannangara, ’Gramapravrut- 
tiyak!(A village story) is apparently not available today but 
Saratchandra gives a short account of it* According to Sarat- 
chandra this too was a story about two families like that of 
Issac de Silva. He observes that 'the work itself does not 
possess much literary or artistic value*.(3.) If we agree 
with Saratchandra we have to admit that none of the three 
writers prior to Simon de Silva had understood the aspects of 
the modern novel.
(l*) Saratchandra,E.R.The Sinhalese Novel.Colombo*1950.p.83 
(2*; De Silva, K.H. ,Sinhala navakatave purogarniya.Colombo 1966.

Vikramasuriya,S• !Sinhala navakatavata mangapadima
Kandy. 1970.

(3 .) Saratchandra, 8 .R. op.cit.p.78.



In our discussions on the works of some of these early 
writers of fiction we shall see that neither Isaac Silvanor 
Albert Silva has followed the structure or other techniques 
of the English novel which was at a highly developed stage 
at that time* Obviously both these writers must have read 
some English novels* It is through these readings that they 
must have considered writing fiction* Under some circumstances 
which we shall discuss later in this chapter they could have 
produced good novels following the English models, but they 
could not but succumb to more powerful indigenous trends* In 
his recent Sinhalese book on the origin of the Sinhalese novel 
ilriya Rajakaruna observes in detail how some of the earliest. 
English works of fiction such as Bunyan*s The Pilgrim*s Prog
ress and The Life and Death of Mr* Badman influenced Isaac de 
Silva*(l*) In the chapter on Simon Silva in this work 
Rajakaruna presents some newspaper reviews and other evidence 
showing how Simon Silva- was considered in his time as the first 
Sinhalese novelist*

Rajakaruna quotes the following remarks from a review in 
the Times of Ceylon of 17th July 1905»

" Mr. A* Simon de Silva, of the P.W.D*, favours us with 
a copy of a work of fiction in Sinhalese, the first of 
its kind in the vernacular.n(2*)

(1•) Ra j akaruna, Ariya * * Sinhala Navakatave Arambhaya *
Colombo*1972 (2*) Rajakaruna, A* op.cit.p* 130*



The rest of the evidence given by Rajakaruna too indi
cates that Meena, the work of* Simon Silva was accepted by 
the critics and readers at that time as the first Sinhalese 
novel. In his conclusion Rajakaruna agrees with Saratchandra* 
opinion, i.e. Simon Silva was the first Sinhalese novelist.

It is true that Simon de Silva’s work bears more dis
tinguishing characteristics as a novel than those of Isaac 
Silva or Albert Silva, but we must not forget that they share 
many common features, too. Saratchandra takes Simon Silva 
as the first Sinhalese novelist by applying the modern theory 
of the novel and comparing his work with the work of Isaac 
Silva, and Albert Silvav If we consider the Sinhalese writer 
who Introduced the idea of writing fiction in the general
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sense of the term we will have to regard Isaac Silva as the 
first Sinhalese novelist. A long discussion on this subject 
seems, nevertheless, inappropriate for the present study. It 
will be quite sufficient for us to know that the Sinhalese 
novel originated as the result of collective efforts of those 
early writers such as Isaac Silva. H.Kannangara. Albert Silva 
and Simon Silva in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
century.

Saratchandra, who first introduced modern English cri
ticism of the novel into Sinhalese literature, created a 
dichotomy in the Sinhalese novel by naming some of the early 
Sinhalese works as, ’fiction’ and some others as ’novels1.(1)

\ (l) Saratchandra.B.R. ’Sinhala Navakaka Itihasaya La Viearaya* 
P. 39.
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In our essay we shall be using both these terms interchange
ably, as the modern reader tends to regard them as synonymous. 
Also most of the eminent critics writing in English today use 
both ’ fiction1 and ’novel* without much distinction. In English 
the word novel is not very old. As Ian Watt says,’our usage of 
the term tnovelf was not fully established until the end of the 
eighteenth century.’(l) Fiction was the older term. After the 
writers started to produce works of fiction with more realistic
aspects a new term was needed and ’the novel1 came into exis
tence.

"Briefly, they have seen ’realism* as the defining charac
teristic which differentiates the work of the early 
eighteenth century novelists from previous fiction"(2)

Various kinds of stories, fables, the epic and past his
tory can be generally called vfiction.^ These stories, despite 
some of them being creations of one person, hardly embody in
dividual experiences or realistic pictures of life. The modern 
novel possesses these two qualities and differs from traditional
fiction. But it was only a> later development or a new aspect of 
fiction. When we are not confined to the strict sense of the j

fl) Ian Watt. The Rise of the Novel. London 1967»P«10 
f2) Ian Watt. ibid.p.10.
(3) Lubbock,Percy.The Craft of Fiction.London 1921. Raban, j

Jonathan.The Technique of Modern Fiction.London 1968. '
Booth,Wayne.The Rhetoric of Fiction, Chicago.1961• j
Gass,William.H. Fiction and the Figure of Life .New York.1970. 
Giddin,James. Postwar British Fiction.Cambridge.1962.
Lodge,David.Language of Fiction,London.1966. ( These books 
and many others deal with the modern novel although they 
use the term ’fiction*. They also reflect the fact that both 
the terms ’novel* and ’fiction’ mean the same in the modern 
usnge.
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Isaac de Silva, author of family chronicles in Sinhalese.

Vasanavanta saha Kalakanni Pavul (1888) (The Fortunate 
and miserable families) by Isaac de Silva consists of two 
stories written with a; religious purpose. The first part 
narrates the story of the lucky family. The head of the 
family, Charles, is a newly converted Christian. Against 
the will of his parents he marries Lucy because he realised 
she was very virtuous and religious. Soon after their marriage 
the husband and wife discuss Sinhalese customs of giving dowry 
and conventional restrictions for a girl on choosing her own 
husband. Lucy is worried because they have no child, but 
Charles consoles her and asks her to pray to God for a child. 
Despite growing poverty they live a true religious life.
Another important character in the story, Fr. Ribb, becomes 
their family friend and moral guide who encourages their faith
fulness by criticising other Sinhalese people for their re
luctance to donate to the church. After some time Lucy gives 
birth to â daughter and she was called Sara. As the child 
grows she starts to dominate the story. When badly hit by 
poverty, the topic of dowry recurs in the family discussions* 
Bara grows*up as a true Christian young lady pleasing both 
her parents and neighbours. Some time afterwards Lucy has 
two more children, Willy and Emily. Then the author devotes 
a few chapters to various happenings in the life of these three
children. In some of these incidents Fr. Ribb finds a chance 
to convert more and more Sinhalese people to Christianity.



With the help of this priest Charles begins some business 
affairs and overcomes his economic difficulties. Then long 
descriptions of his generosity are presented, implying it 
to be the virtue of a true Christian. He helps a young man 
in the village, Joseph, and appoints him his assistant in busi- 
ness and later gives Sara to him in marriage. Being 1modern* 
parents, Charles and Lucy ask Sara., befox*e the marriage, if 
she agrees with their choice. On occasions like these the 
author* does not forget to cr*iticise Sinhalese conventions.
There is another character in the story, a. rich ’Muhandiram* 
who asks for* Sara, for his son. But Charles does not change 
his decision* The wedding of Joseph and Sara takes place 
according to western styles. Thus the story of the fortunate 
family ends with the happy marriage of Sara and Joseph.

The second story presents a miserable family who were not 
faithful to their religion. This story is more naturalistic 
than the previous one. This is also set in the same rural 
background. Martinus, the husband, wished to get married to 
a religious woman like Lucy. Instead he finds Layisi Nona, 
a troublesome woman. John, their son, is mischievous and 
disobedient to both his parents and teachei*s. The mother 
makes him even worse through her over-care of him. Because 
of continuous quarrels in the family and the carelessness of 
the wife Martinus fails to protect his family from destruction. 
One day Martins sees, to his surprise, his wife attending mass. 
Soon afterwards he realizes it was not out of revived religious



faith hut only as *a fashion* that she went to the church.
She gives expensive parties in order to imitate the wester
nized high society. In the meantime, through various incidents 
John’s malevolent behaviour is presented. If Sara in the 
former story is the symbol of the good, John is the symbol of 
evil. The neighbours dislike the whole family because of 
John. Troubles befall Martinus one after the other due to the 
impudence and misdeeds of his wife and son and he lets himself 
fall into drunkenness and anger. After some time John runs 
away from home. Martinus finds it impossible to face society 
in such a wretched and miserable state and runs away too. 
Layisinona is left alone in the village, but she does not give 
up her hopes and goes in search of her husband and son. One 
day Martinus and John, who did not recognize each other, start 
fighting at a tavern. Quite coincidentaly, Layisi Nona arrives ■ 
there and in the end all three of them are reconciled.

In presenting this story Isaac Silva employs *dialogue 
form* more than ’narrative form*. He follows the natural idiom 
of speech to a large extent in dialogues and employs a nar
rative style similar to that in the Sinhalese Bible. However 
much we find defects in Isaac Silva’s work as a novel we 
cannot forget the pleasantness and fresheness in his style.
The following excerpts characterise the conversational style 
employed by Isaac Silva:

" itin cauls mag©* katantaraya patanganta yanakala mata 
bohoma kanagatu hitenava, enam mage taruna kalaya mage 
hitata bohoma bara duka vedanava &ti kalayakva tibuna.

a



11 e araaarukam siyallenma ma galev mage deviyan vahanse
tula mama bohoseyin satutu vemi. mama balakalaye sitama

! devabhaya attiyakva sitiya. tarunakalayedi mata hatagat
kalpahava nam kasadayak nobhhda intayi. ese kalpanavune
mage adahillata badha novana hsitiyata, mage kamatte

*  *

hatiyata purusayek toraganimata sii^itak sinhala minisun 
at are natinisat...... ,r( 1.)

( 'So, Charles, to start to tell my story will be arousing 
many sorrowful feelings in my mind* That is because in 
my youth my mind was full of perpetual unhappiness and 
pain. Now I am pleased with my Lord who saved me from 
all my suffering. I have respected God since my child
hood. When I was young I imagined I would never get

* married, because there is no custom among Sinhalese 
people to choose a husband according to my will; so as
not to hinder my faith........')

,f attatama oya karana gUna mamat bohoma baradureta hita-r *
nava. vadiya terum yanta vune mama bharyavak vunata 
passeyi* pradliana kota stri tamange purusayinta kata
ka rant avat, purusayin gana katakarantavat giyama, kopa- 
mana amaru vindinavadai? la j javenavada ? purusay'age nisi-
nama kiyantavat,'umbeyi? kiyantavat kopamana amarudai?* ^
samahara stri purusayoTtamuseyi' kiya kiya nan nadunana 
ayin vage katakara. ganna eka kopamana vihiluvakda?"(2.)

( 'Actually I think about these matters very seriously 
and began to understand these things better after I 
became a. wife. For example, when a woman wishes to 
address her husband, or happens to talk about men in 
general how embarrassing she finds it? And how shy she

(l.) Silva, Isaac. 'Vasanavanta saha Kalakanni Pavul.
Golombo. 1888. p.6.

(2.) ibid. p.lh*



becomes 1 How difficult it is for them to call their 
husbands by their first names or to call them 'you'*
Some husbands and wives call each other 'tamuse* as 
if they do not know each other intimately. How ridi
culous that isi)(l)

The words spoken by Lucy suggest her honesty and straight
forwardness in character. A phrase such as fdeviyan1vahanse 
tula mama**.#1(I am happy in God) shows the hybrid aspects 
in the language of Christian writers of this period. The 
phrase 'deviyan vahanse tula., 'agrees neither with the tradi
tional idiom nor with the idiom of the speech. This cannot 
be taken as a substantial defect in Silva's style. His success 
in using the spoken language and mixing it with words and 
terms from literary language (especially that of the Sinhalese 
Bible) permeates the whole work# Slight modifications such as 
'yanakala' instead of 'yanakota', 'enam' for 'eka nan' or 
*e tamayi1, 'kalaye' for 'kale' etc., show that the author was 
not completely free from the tradition. Sentences such as 
'bohoma bara duka v e d a n a v a . ' d e v a  bhaya attiyakva..', 
'bohoma baradureta hitanav^', 'kopamana amaru vihdinavada* etc., 
are fine examples of the v/riter's ability to fuse the ordinary 
speech with poetry.

The following instance exemplifies the use of more 
naturalistic conversational forms and the influence from drama

(l) Sinaalese 'uinba' and 'tamuse' may be translated into 
French more accurately than into English as *Tu* and
'Vous' respectively.
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in the method of using dialogue:

"Sara: 'malli api ada nikan iskblayak vage tiyamu. ara
kamare iskolelu. mama gurunnanselu. uinba lama- 
yilu, honde?’

Willy: *ha itin mama potak aran iskoleta ennan goyyo*.
Sara: 'tikak hitapan, mama gurunnanse vage vevalak

hoyagannakan.f
Willy: 'goyyo, ganavanan rnata ba.'
Sara: !iia malli gahanta neveyi, gurunnanse vage sara

kara kara nikan boruvata ate tiyan inta.'(l.)
r  *

(Sara: 'Brother, let's play school today, that room is
the school, I am the teacher, and you are the 
children, O.K.?'

Willy: 'O.K. girl, I'll take a book and come to the
schoolo'

Sara: 'Wait a minute, I'll fetch a cane just like the
teacher.'

V/illy; 'Hey, miss, I won't come if you are going to
cane me.'

Sara: 'No, brother, I am not going to cane you actually,
it is just to frighten you while I pretend to be 
the teacher.')

The innocent and playful behaviour of the young children 
has been captured here by using the natural words that child
ren utter on similar occasions. These examples denote that 
Isaac de Silva was well aware of the significance of style in 
the novel. Phrases such as 'nikan iskolayak vage tiyamu* and 
'umba lamayilu* show Silva's keenness in capturing the nuances 
in the speech of the children. Unlike other Sinhalese writers

(l.) De Silva, Isaac, op.eit. p.2k



of his time he did not use an ornate and elevated style even
in descriptions. In descriptions as well as in the narrative
we see an influence from the Sinhalese folklore:
f i. n ita elalu patada, bohoma kalupatavu kaluruva ati

vatakuru asda, mada lepatavu piricca kammulda, idiccat *
miris karal dekak vanivu tol da, vattukala nasayakda,

r tmattanv'u nalalada, siriyaven piruna punci muhuna ati
a

Sara dakinnange pudumayaya. sitiyaya .!,(1 •) 
ii* u Rib unnanse giya pasu savas vana turu Sara age kamara- 

yen eliyata avevat, mammata muna gahunevat nata.
’t  *

Caals da savas vena vita gedara avevi namut venada
purudu andamata Sara issarahata giyet nata* Caals da
geta godavi ohuge kamarayata gos andum tiba enavat ha
samaga Lusy issarahata avit Caals geyi venin kamara-

%

yakata ahdagahagena gos Rib unnanse a bavat, ara % °
karanava Sara samaga ki hat it, Sara andu ha-fit evele 
patan lamaya tavama kamarayen eliyata navit muhuna

* 4

ande obagena inria bavat mevana turu Lusy eka nudutuvak 
men unbavat siyalla Caals samaga kivaya. ,r( 2.)

i. (f..... with fair complexion; round, shining blue eyes;
with plump cheeks red in the middle; with lips as red 
as two ripe chillies; with a nose like that of a statue 
with a shapely forehead and with pretty face full of 
charm little Sara was the wonder of all those who 
saw her.*)

ii. (fAfter the Rev. Ribb had left Sara did not come out 
of her room nor meet her mother until that evening*
A1though Charles came home at the usual time she 
did not come out to see him. Charles went into his

(l.) Be Silva, Isaac* op.cit*p.2iw 
(2.) ibid.p.107*
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'room, changed and came out and was met by Lucy, who 
took him into another room. Then she informed him 
that the Rev. Ribb had called and that he had spoken 
to Sara about 'that matter* , and also how the child 
wept and had not been out of her room since. Lucy also 
told him that she had not paid any attention to all 
this.*)

As we saw before the most memorable character in this story 
is Sara. Although she is made the typical romantic heroine, 
towards the end we find some originality in her character. In 
the first of the extracts above the terms *elalu pataf (fair 
in colour) 1kaluruva ati* (painted black) 'piricca kammul*
(plump or full cheeks) and *vattukala1 (sculptured) belong to 
the repertoire of the folk poet, not to the classical writer. 
This is a revolutionary change in Sinhalese prose, as. the 
tradition was to employ elevated language in descriptions of 
women, cities, nature etc. Also the expression 'Sara dakin- 
nange pudumayava sitiyaya' (Sara was the wonder of those who 
saw her) indicate how the Sinhalese writers of fiction had 
begun to coin new. terms’ mostly under the influence of English to 
express certain ideas. Later, as the language began to deve- 
lop we see hundreds of new terms being coined by the novelists. 
Am expression like 1dakinnange....T is entirely new In Sinha
lese but it enchants the reader as it presents the beauty of 
the girl most powerfully. In the second extract what we see 
is the general narrative in this work. It is well balanced 
and controlled; it resembles the style developed by the trans
lators of the Bible but not that of the Classical Sinhalese



literature. But the rhythm is similar to that of folklore.
Consider the verbal forms, ’eliyata avevat’ (came out...),

%

fmammata muhuna dunnevatf (did not face her mother), ’issara- 
%

hata giyet’(not went forth) etc.,and phrases like ’evele 
patan lamaya ta-vama.. * * (from that moment the child had not 
yet..), which show the extent to which the author borrows from 
the spoken language.

In the second part of the book, where we find the story 
of the miserable family, the author deals more with contem
porary society. Being one of the first to write modern fiction 
in Sinhalese it is interesting to see this writer drawing cha
racters from real life. In this story he could therefore 
employ the actual speech of the characters even more easily 
than in the first story although the two stories do not greatly 
differ from each other as far as the general style is concerned*

Albert de Silva writes the first historical novel 
in Sinhaleses

MTPiin»HPt

Albert de Silva wrote four works of fiction during the 
last decade of the nineteenth century; Vimala (1892), Adara 
Hasuna (l892)(the love letter), Siribari (I89A) and Vesak 
Dutaya(l89U)(The messenger of Vesak), which were published 
under the title ’Albert’s Novels*. Historically this title 
indicates that Albert Silva was the first writer who created 
novels in Sinhalese. He knew that the type of literature 
he was going to deal with was entirely new in the language and
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named it ’amutu kata* (new stories) remembering the meaning 
of the English term ’novel’.(l.) His works, however, do not 
give any sign that Albert Silva knew the English novel very 
wello He did not know that a novel was supposed to be a story 
of a considerable length. His first work, Vimala, consists 
of only sixteen pages, Siribari of thirty one pages, Adara 
Hasuna of sixteen pages and Vesak Dutaya of forty pages. The 
writer described his fiction by the English word ’novels* and 
did not want to introduce them as short stories or novellas 
because either he did not know about these forms or he was not 
closely familiar with the techniques of the novel. His bio- 
grapher, K.H. de Silva, says that he was very fond of reading 
English novels.(2.) Presumably he must have read English 
novelists such as Sir Walter Scott and Charles Dickens.(3*) 

Albert Silva’s first work Vimala (1892) centres upon an 
historical plot. This story is set in the reign of king 
Hissankamallaof Polonnaruva. Vimala is the daughter of a poor 
lady who sets out with her on a pilgrimage to the temple at 
Dambulla. On their way they stop for a while to rest in the 
forest and are seen by an ascetic who falls in love with 
Vimala and pretending to be a water-demon kills the old lady,

(l*) Ee Silva, K.H. op.cit. p.109 
(2.) ibid.
(3 *) See ’Sinhala Navakatave Arambhaya1 op#cit. p*77



drowing her in a pond* After some time he finds Vimala who 
was hiding in a cave and tries to win lier love. She realizes 
that it was this ascetic that killed her mother and whilst 
he is asleep she kills him. In her wanderings in the forest 
she finds a mysterious treasure cave and listens to minister 
Vikramahahu!s conspiracy to kill prince Virabahu. Disguised 
as an ascetic, she goes to Polonnaruva and tells the prince 
of the conspiracy and stays for sometime with the prince with- 
out revealing the truth about herself* After saving his life 
and helping get treasure from the cave which she obtained 
miraculously as a result of killing the evil ascetic, she 
reveals to the prince that she is really a girl. After the 
death of king Hissankamalla, prince Virabahu succeeds him and 
marries Vimala. That same night minister Vikramabahu kills 
both of them and ascends the throne.

This story is historical as far as the accounts of king 
Hissankamalla1 s reign,his son Virabahu’s succession to the throne 
after him, his being killed the first night as king and Vik
ramabahu fs gaining power are concerned. Vimala and her mother 
the ascetic in the forest, and the episode of the treasure are 
creations of the author. Influence from the history of Ceylon 
especially such works as Culavansa and Pujavali, and the 
Arabian Fights* Entertainments, is obvious in this story. The 
last of these works must have exerted a great influence on 
Albert Silva as he was familiar with and fond of it and trans
lated it into Sinhalese.



Albert Silva's second wo pic, Adara Hasuna (The Love Letter) 
(1892), though its name sounds very modern, embodies a plot 
set in olden times. The story begins with an episode of , .a 
hatred between two noble families, Mahanama and Kudanama.
The former family has a daughter called Sobani with whom Nanda, 
the son of the latter family, falls in love. All this reminds 
one of Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet. Just like in the great 
English poet's play the girl's father obgects to this love 
affair* A friend of Nanda and a sorcerer (resembling the 
Friar Laurence in Romeo and Juliet) help': him visit Sobani who 
is kept in a chambei* built in the middle of a river* After 
this incident Adara Hasuna differs from Romeo and Juliet; 
instead it develops as a Buddhist Jataka story. Mahanama 
finds Nanda in Sobani's chamber and shuts them both in a wooden
box and floats it down the river. The young lovers do not
drown but float to an island of shepherds where Nanda is 
accepted as the king. The end is not tragic a;s. in Romeo and 
Juliet, as the lovers are happily united.

As we have seen Albert Silva was familiar with the English
novel to some extent, and was well versed in classical Sinha
lese literature. In his stories this knowledge is reflected.
At that time Romeo and Juliet was popular among Sinhalese 
readei’s through its local adaptation*(l•) Some other aspects

(l.) See 'Sinhala Navakatava Arambhaya'. p.81.̂



such as isolating a girl in a chamber built on a single pil
lar, opening the doors with the help of a sorcerer and float
ing away on a river or in the sea in a box or a boat as punish
ment are common features in ancient history and legends* /. '

t

The influence from these sources can be seen in other works 
by this author and some other writers who produced fiction 
immediately after him.

Siribari(I89U) is considered the third work by Albert 
Silva* The plot is set in a mythical.atmosphere, but no 
historical events are involved. This is longer than the two 
previous stories, includes, more characters and is more com
plicated. Siribari, like the previous two works, has no human 
interest. It can be compared to a Jataka story or stories 
like Kadambari in Sanskrit literature. The impact of the 
'Arabian NightsT is predominant. It seems only to be a col
lection of various episodes and events from a number of sources 
mentioned above, but not a wall organized work of creative 
intuition.

Siribari is a princess born to the queen of Srideva of
the city Sama. At that time the city was invaded by enemies.
and the king was away in the forest imprisoned by water-demons•
This misfortune befell him when he was going to fetch some water
from the lake Padmakara. In the forest he did not listen to
his two ministers and followed a pretty maiden who was only
a disguised demon. The 'maiden* leads the king far into the 
deep jungle and then appears in his true demon form, and im
prisons the king in a cave. Some other demons eat one of the
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two ministers and keep the other because they are pleased with
his wisdom..The Queen who left the city at the time of the
invasion goes to live in the jungle with the help of forest
deities. The demons bring the king at night where his queen
was sleeping and leave him with her. In the morning the royal
couple wander about in the forest in search of the lake Pad-
makara; they arrive at it; but the king falls accidentally
into it and is again imprisoned by water-demons* The kind
forest deities look after the queen; she gives birth to a
daughter, who is named Siribari. At the city Sama, Vikrama-
raja, who carried out the invasion, becomes king, and appoints
one Vidyasara as his minister. Siribari grows up in the
forest to be a pretty princess. In his prison in the lake
the king Srideva meets his old minister and escapes with him.
On their way towards the city they come across the Queen and
Siribari. The king, unable to recognize them, fancies that
it is another trick of demons and cuts the Queen in two with
his sword* The guardian deities of the Queen become angry
and take the king and his minister to an island. The king
helps the inhabitants when they are attacked by barbarians and
he becomes the king of that island. There he collects great
wealth but having no limit to his greed he kills his old
minister, throwing him into a well as a sacrifice to get the
treasure hidden in that well. He encounters several more
adventures on that island and with the help of a princess 
with mysterious powers returns home. On the way he meets
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Vikramaraja , the new king of Sama, and kills him. By that 
time the Queen whom he killed by cutting into two, had been 
revived again by the deities and was living in the city with 
Siribari and Vidyasara. Srideva meets them and after much 
rejoicing and celebrating he gives Siribari in marriage to 
Vidyasara and makeshim the king of Sama.

In this story the author depends on Buddhist stories, 
Sanskrit stories and the Arabian Nights to a large extent.
Most of the incidents are mixed with superhuman powers and 
mysteries and miracles. Silva incorporates incidents of 
giving life to the dead, cursing and giving boons, following 
Sanskrit stories and the Arabian Nights. He does not think 
of creating a naturalistic or realistic story. Nor does he 
attempt to create instructive, didactic stories like those 
in the Buddhist literature. His fiction is in between Buddhist 
stories and those of the Arabian Nights.

The last of Silva's works, Vesak Dutaya(I89U) (The Vesak 
Messenger), differs considerably from the three works we 
discussed so far. Although it Is said to be the longest of 
Silva's works, and probably the most important one, I have 
not been able to read it. Some writers like S. Vikramasuriya9 
K.D.P. Vikramasinha and K.H. de Silva seem to have read it and ; 
through their accounts we can learn about the plot and language 
of this work.(l.)
(l.) See Vikramasuriya,S. 'Sinhala Navakatavata Mangapadimaf 

Kandy, 1970 p.73* Vikramasinha,K.D.P.1Nutana Sinhala 
Sahityaya. * 0olombo01965» K.Ii.de Silva, op.cit.



S. Vikramasuriya gives us a detailed account of Vesak 
Dutaya, according to which we learn that this is the only 
work in which Albert Silva deals with a contemporary social 
problem. This story has another significant feature, the 
employment of a style somewhat different from the three former 
works of the author. The story centres upon a Sinhalese 
youth who fails to gain the love of a Sinhalese girl who be- 
longed to a different society with which he was incompatible.
He was named Vesak Dutaya as he was born on a Vesak day. The 
girl whom he loved was westernized and he finds that it was 
impossible for him to get along with her unless he learnt 
western languages and manners. His love is so strong that 
he decides to go abroad to elevate himself to become an apt 
suitor. While he is serving on a foreign ship the girl plays 
around with some other !modern1 youths and gives up her 
relation with Vesak Dutaya and gets married to a lawyer. After 
a year the young man comes home,learns about the unfaithful
ness of the girl and wanders about as a mendicant visiting 
a number of ancient places of religious and historical interest. 
He becomes more and more religious and tries to spread Buddha*s 
message by tying pieces of palm leaves, on which he had in
scribed a Buddhist stanza, onto the legs of birds. This 
leads to another episode. We are now removed from modern 
society and read about romances of a princess and a prince.
Vesak Dutaya helps these young royal lovers to get married 
and lives in a forest as a hermit until his death.



This story apparently consists of* two main episodes; the 
love story of Vesak Dutaya and that of the princess and prince.. 
The first of these episodes, says Vikramasuriya, seems to be 
original but the second one is built on various parts taken 
from ancient legends and his favouritessource, the Arabian 
Nights. Vikramasuriya further observes that ’Albert Silva 
has attempted to make Vesah Dutaya more natu.ral than his 
previous storiesf(l.) According to the summary of the story 
given by Vikramasuriya, we find that in this work too Albert 
Silva has used mysterious incidents, miracles and other 
unnaturalIfeatures. For example, in his seclusion Vesak Dutaya 
encounters a Naga (cobra) which leads him to a hidden treasure 
and sees an apparition of a monk who vanishes soon after 
giving him a sermon; and these incidents prevent the story 
from being naturalistic. Albert Silva treats the time quite 
freely and mixes up contemporary characters with those from 
ancient times. This we can assume is a result of his being 
unable to distinguish modern fiction from that in Arabian 
Nights•

The characters of Vesak Dutaya and his girl friend deserve 
little more consideration. These two characters, and other 
minor ones such as the marriage-broker and the lawyer, become 
prototypes for a number of later Sinhalese novelists. Albert

(l.) See Vikramasuriya, S* op*cit.p.80



de Silva created a picture of.a. promiscuous girl with modern 
ideas and manners* She did not care for religion or old mo
rality like Vesak Dutaya* Early Sinhalese fiction-writers 
were very fond of criticising these fashionable ladies and 
created exemplary characters like that of Vesak Dutaya who are 
faithful to Buddhism, to traditions of the nation and to the 
language.

how we can examine the style used by Albert Silva in 
these stories. In the first three books there is a tendency 
towards the ornate style of classical Sinhalese literature, 
especially a resemblance to the style of such old works as 
Butsarana, Saddharma Ratnavaliya, Saddharmalankaraya etc. In 
his recent book 1Sinhala havakatave Arambhaya’(The origin of 
the Sinhalese novel) Rajakaruna strives to establish an opinion 
that it was mainly from Saddharmalankaraya that Albert 
Silva drew inspiration as regards the style.

" There is a close resemblance of the language of Silva 
with that of Saddharmalankaraya. He follows traditio
nal sentence structures; employs classical similes, 
rhetoric etc*, to a great extent. Silva's vocabulary 
is similar to that of classical literature." Rajaka
runa further says that "Silva’s language is not as 

; elegant as that in Saddharmalankaraya; and nor is it 
as poetic as the latter." (l*)

As he presented historical and unrealistic stories Silva

(l.) Rajakaruna, A.Sinhala navakatave Arambhaya. .p,125®



could write in an ornate and classical style. The scarity of 
dialogues in his works may have been connected with his use 
of pedantic vocabulary. The following example shows his in
debtedness to Sanskrit prose and to the Sinhalese prose of the 
12th and 13th centuries:

Kirti Sri Nissanka narapati teme polonnaru pura rajya-
sriyata paminiye. hetema mana gunangayen hebune. yasasin
purasanda paradi. sakala lokayata karunalaksana kirn
dena matruvalc vanivi. svakiyayan laksana padmavanayata
rivimahdalak menvi. saturan laksana hastin mandata* *
balatara migaradek lia sadrusa vi, budusasun diyunuvata 
kamati he teme, rangiri daiTibulu vehera prakrutimat karavi, 
sailamaya siharu karavi.11 (l.)

('The glorious king Nissanka was reigning at Polonnaruva.
He was adorned with many a good quality. He surpassed 
the moon by his glory. In benevolence, he was like a 
mother to the whole world. He was the sun to the 
Lotus-pond of his relations. And he was a lion among 
his elephant-like foes. Doing a great deal of service 
for the betterment of Buddhism, he restored 1Rangiri 
Dambuluf temple and had stone figures of lions made.1)

This is a description of a king who does not play a sig
nificant role in the story. The writer, nevertheless, imita
ting the classical writers includes descriptions of kings, 
cities etc., in this elevated style. In our discussion above 
on the work of Isaac de Silva we saw that he was different in 
his style of descriptions.(2.) If we compare the passage

(l.) Silva, Albert. Vimala. Colombo.1892. p.l.
(2.) See page
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describing Sara with the following one we can see that Isaac 
de Silva followed only the figures of language of the folk 
poet and not that of the classical poet* When Albert de 
Silva describes a girl he employs the stereotyped similes 
and metaphors of the ancient Sinhalese literature*

H ata Vimala narn elm diyaniyak sitiyaya. yovunaga pat o 
tomb sakala rupasriyen sampurna vi. age varala miyuru 
pilkalambak men dutuvan priyakale. digunet yuvala nilu- 
pul sadisi viya* raktadarayugmaya pravalankura siri 
dari. dadapela mutupelak men dilune. gela dhavala 
sanlmyak men hebuneyi. payodhara yugmaya svarnahansa 
potakayan dini* vatora ranramba kan&a siri pavi. kenda" 
dunuke kakulu sirin dilune* carana raktapadma yugma- 
yakmen mana ru ativiM. (l.)

(^he had a daughter called Vimala. She was extremely 
attractive. Her hair was as beautiful as feathers of a 
peacock* Her two eyes were like blue water lilies.
The red lips were like small shoots of coral. Her 
teeth shone like a line of pearls. Her neck was like a 
white shell. She surpassed golden geese with her 
breasts. Her thighs reminded one of golden trunks of 
banana trees. Her legs glittered like ’dmiuke* buds. 
Her feet were as attractive as red lotuses.1)

The Sinhalese reader has been familiar with this kind of 
lpoetic description of women for centuries and he does not findi
'them interesting or fresh any longer. Isaac Silva in his des
cription of Sara used similes of some freshness which are

(l.) Silva, Albert. Vimala. ', p.2.



closer to reality and help the reader to create a mental 
picture of the girl* By comparing a description from a 
classical work with the description of Vimala we will be 
able to see the extent of Albert Silvafs indebtedness to the 
ancient poet.

The following is a quotation from f̂ inhala Bodhivansa* 
written in the 13th century:

” e maha bodhisatva terne..*. tamalu liyase nilvu
suvanda attavu kesakalapayan ati, punsanda mahdala se 
saumya muhuna ati, supipi nilupul malse manognavu as 
ati, devdunuse vakvu nilvu bama ati, banduvada petise 
ratvu adara pallavayan ati, devdunuse vakvu nilvu bama 
ati, banduvada petise ratvu adhara pallavayan ati, 
svarna kundalabharanayen hobavana lada kapolasthalayan

t

ati, payodhara namati svarnahansayinge sangamayata- 
paminiyavu akasagangajaladharavanse babalannavu ita 
manogna muktaharayan ati.......ran mevuldamakin vataka-
ranalada pululukula ati, atsondakse kramayen vat.avu
uruyugalayak "ati .....   tamahata abharanayak vanivu,
asata van nidravak bandu vu bimbadevin agramahesika 
kota.... .,1(l.)

(* That great Bodhisatva married princess Bimba as his
queen consort (whose beauty can be described as follows); 
her sweet smelling hair was as blue as the !tamalu’ 
vine, her face was as charming as the full moon, her 
eye-brows were as dark and curved as the rainbow, her 
lips were as red as the petals of the hibiscus flower, 
her cheeks were adorned with the golden ornaments in 
her ears; and the lines of pearls she wore were like

(l.) Sinhala Bodhivansa, ed. Alav isi Sabihela, Colombo.19^3
p.10.



the waters . of the 1space-river! come to seek the 
company of hex4 golden geese-like breasts „ Her broad 
waist was decorated with a golden ornament called 
'mevul1 her thighs were as round as the trunk of an 
elephant, and she was herself an ornament to him and 
was like a sleep to the eye*)
By comparing this passage with that of Silva, we can see 

how he has followed the same method of describing a girl as 
the classical writer* The figures of language, similes, me
taphors etc,,are the same as used by the Sanskrit poets. It 
was considered in ancient times to be in keeping with tradi
tion to use these fhackneyedT figures of language. A writer 
or poet did not need talent to use them but only the know
ledge of the tradition. When describing a woman or a man 
using this method, it is obvious that one cannot individualise 
the characters. Perhaps Albert Silva was not interested in 
such depiction of character, but only in exhibiting his know
ledge of classical poetic tradition.

Perhaps it was partly because of this highflown style 
that Albert Silva could not gain popularity as a writer of 
fiction. Silva himself admitted later that his attempt was 
a failure because of the poor response of the readers. In 
a letter he sent to Simon Silva acknowledging the receipt 
of fMeena! Albert Silva admits his failure as follows:

"I too, some time ago produced and published 
'Siribari1, ’Yimala* and some other small books 
but received poor response. I hope the same fate
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will not befall Meena.”(My translation)(1.)

We mentioned above that Albert Silva!s sentences are of 
the same structure as those of classical Sinhalese prose of 
the twelvth and thirteenth centuries. We can compare the 
following passage with the prose of G-uruiugomi or Vidyacak- 
ravafti which we discussed in chapter I.

u devi belen kumariya bisavunge citta laksana ksira
sagarayata purasanda mahdala banduvi. kumariya sat ha- 
viridi vayasata pat vQvaya. lena asala vruksa mastaka- 
yehi paksihu nadakalo. ladari e asa satutu vl. nuduru 
pipi mal genavut mavhata dini. mav bisava a uvana 

' simba mal gatta. lena dora valikeli, mav saha suratal
bas dedi.,f(2.)6 '

( ffiy the blessings of the gods the baby girl became
like the waxing moon to the milky ocean of the mind of 
her mother. In time this baby grew to be seven. Birds 
sang in the trees near the cave. The child listened to 
them delightedlyo She picked some wild flowers and 
brought them for her mother. Taking the flowers the 
mother kissed the child. Playing in front of the cave, 
she talked! to her mother,1)

This is the same sentence pattern and figures of language 
as used by the classical authors I mentioned above. Unlike

(l.) "kalakata ihatin min mavrrin me vilasnen 
siribari vimala adi kuda pot tanala 
parasidu karavu mut e tat in nia situ les 
anubala noladat 'meena* ese nam novemayi,f as quoted by 
S.Vikramasuriya. op.cit. p.130.

(2.) Silva? Albert. Siribari, Colombo.I89^*p#8.



those authors, Silva prefers short, simple sentences, but 
' his verbs agree with traditional grammar. For centuries 
this style had been used to narrate courtly romances and 
religious parables. It is called *literary Sinhalese* as it 
is never spoken even by the elite. The writers of olden 
times employed it because it suited their pui’pose. For the 
requirements of the modern novelist, this is not an adequate 
style.

The style in Vesak Dutaya differs from the style in 
Silva*s early works as its story is partly modern. To examine 
the style in Vesak Dutaya, we can take some passages from 
S. Vikramasuriya*s quotations:

(i) "Vesak duta teme taruniya visin evana lada kaviya gena
kiyava bala apamana pritiyata pamina a dakimata taman
ena dina danum dl yavi. o tomo batahira diga basa
pava dat, ingirisin asrayakinimen mandak parasirit
purudu taruniyak bavin ohu ena bav danva yavu dina
udaya manamalayaku piliganimata hobana x^aridden
sarasunaya. edina udayama nangita ’Colgate* saban
ga muva soda varala telga pirab'anda atakara barana
palaiada pata vatak hahda piyayuran vasa mana dakum
ati hattayak la *lucilia* nam suvandapan isa gena
sarasi sitiyaya."(l.)

(ii) "hand! garuppuvalin kamata purudunati vesak duta teme
taruniya satutu kirima sandaha eyin kanta

patangat kala ata eya mahatsinavakata karana
vuyeya. tarunayada ita lajjavata pamina kopamana

«

sastra ugat numut parasirit nodana sitima ita ninda™ 
vakayi sita eya hofrdakara igenimata adahas kaleya.

(l.) Vikramasuriya, S* Sinhala navakatavatamanga padima.
p.82
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edina taruniyage sihava nisa laijavata pat ohuta 
badapura kamada nopilivan viya. ebavin vadivela pra™

t9 *5

mada novi vahama kama avasan kota taruniyagen avasara 
gena siya nivesata bar! ayeya."(1.)

(ill) f,tagi gena nisa atisaya satutata pamini nitigna teme
o.bu samanga svalpa velavak katakarainin sita nidahas 
vTmata gurukamda kiya dina. inpasu nitigna-teme tamata

a  *

hobina taruniyak asala gamakin pariksakara danumdimata 
pilivandayi asi. mese as ilka la ihataki taruniya gana 
kapuvata matak vi siyalu toraturu ki kala e gana ohuge' 
sitada satutu viya.” (2.)

(i) (deceiving the poem sent by the girl, Vesakdutaya read
it with pleasure and informed her of the date that he 
was going to visit her. The girl was familiar with 
European languages and also had learnt western manners 
by associating with English people. In the morning of 
his visit she dressed and made herself up as if she 
was going to receive a bridegroom. She got up early 
in the morning; washed her face with ’ Colgate1 soap; 
did her hair nicely applying some oil; put on various 
ornaments on her neck and arms; covered her bi’easts 
with a fine jacket and perfumed herself v/ith a scent 
called ’Lucilia’.

(ii)(’Vesakdutaya made the girl laugh by trying to use 
knives and forks despite his inexperience of how to 
use them. The youth became ashamed of his unfamilia- 
rity with foreign customs and decided to learn them.
As he was very embarassed that day due to the girl’s 
laughing at him he could not even eat his fillo So 
without much delay at the table he took leave of the

(l.) Vikramasuriya, S. Sinhala navakatavata manga padima.p.82 
(2.) ibid. p.88



girl and returned home.1'
(iii) (‘The lawyer was pleased with him as he had brought 

him some presents; spent some time talking to him 
and instructed him on how to get rid of the charges 
against him# Then the lawyer asked him ’whether he 
could look for a suitable girl for him# When he was 
asked this, he remembered at once, fthat girl1 and 
informed the lawyer who was pleased about her*,)

As is seen in these examples this vocabulary is different 
from that in the other works of Albert Silva, The first 
quotation consists of three long sentences; as Silva usually 
does not write long sentences this shows him concentrating on 
developing a style to suit the subject. Some words such as 
'teme* ‘o tomo1 ‘hobana* and the verbs indicate that Silva 
had not completely broken ties with the classical styles. In 
the two subsequent examples the ‘newness* of his style is more 
obvious. This is the style which was later developed into a 
uniform narrative in the Sinhalese novel. Lack of difficult 
Sanskrit words, rare use of figures of language taken from 
classical literature and tendency towards the idiom of the 
spoken language are the principal characteristics of this 
style. As Vikramasuriya has remarked, this is an elegant and 
a more suitable style,(l.)

(l.) Vikramasuriya, S, op.cit, p.101



states of characters.
♦ftwji'iu.gj* v «t » - i w~r'r intw**

After the works of Albert Silva and with the beginning 
of the twentieth century we can see the appearance of a number- 
of writers of fiction. The growing taste of readers for 
fiction? caused bj/- the serializing of various stories in news
papers and journals, translations of world literary works, and 
perhaps the works of Albert Silva must have caused the sudden 
proliferation of fiction-writing in Sinhalese at the begin
ning of the century. It was only a few of the early fiction- 
writers who produced works of any literary importance with 
long lasting value. Even among those few hardly any have 
created a work which can be evalued thoroughly according to 
the modern theory of the novel. But some of those writers 
deserve our consideration as they have contributed towards 
the development of the language of Sinhalese fiction. A 
unique figure among early Sinhalese novelists is Alutgamage 
Simon de Silva.

Simon Silva’s novels are as follows:
1. Mina (1905)
2. Teresa (1907)
3. Ape Agama, (l910)(0ur Religion).

Mina is a novel which is highly praised by eminent 
Sinhalese critics such as Saratchandra. Considering its unique 
features among the other novels of the period Saratchandra 
credits Simon Silva as being the first real Sinhalese novelist.
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The most interesting .aspect of this novel is the faithful 
depiction of character and the expression of the author’s 
insight into the human mind.

The main character, Mina, is the daughter of Abdul and 
Lencihamy. Abdul runs an illegal booth for gamblers. Mina, 
who lives there disguised as an old woman, is kidnapped by a 
thief and on the road rescued by a youth who had spoken to 
her before. To avoid the thieves he takes Mina into a forest. 
There they have many adventures, such as killing a tiger.
Most of the important incidents take xolace in the forest when 
they are receiving the hospitality of an old man and his 
young son in a large cave. They go to Kandy after some time 
when Danny, the youth who brought Mina into the forest, is 
stabbed by a thief. There he meets one of his old friends; 
quite coincidentally, the doctor who comes to cure him. This 
doctor, while looking after the sick youth advises him to 
give up his relation with Mina and to come with him to meet 
more refined girls, Danny follows the advice, forgets Mina 
and enjoys himself in the company of girls of the town. Mina 
is not the type of girl to be heartbroken; she explains the 
situation to Pavulas, the son of the old man in the forest. 
This selfcontrolled youth accepts Mina’s love, firstly out 
of sympathy and secondly out of his own'tender sentiments.

Mina’s character is the first complicated picture of a 
woman in the history of the Sinhalese novel. She is a girl 
from an ordinary family hut possesses a high degree of com*-
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monsense and courage® She is not prepared to obey her 
parents when she sees they are wrong; nor is she prepared 
to devote her whole life to her first love® The author likes 
to portray characters of free will who have both good and 
bad qualities like any human being® As a novel Mina is not 
of great literary standards because some unnatural incidents 
intervene in the realistic flow of the story® Although Simon 
Silva sees deep into the minds of people, he was not a fine 
craftsman®

Simon Silva's two later novels are, unfortunately, not 
available to me® We can learn about them from Saratchandra 
and Rajakaruna, especially the latter who gives a detailed, 
critical account of these novels.(l®) According to the synopsis 
of Teresa and Ape Agama given by Rajakaruna, Silva seems to 
have created more complicated female characters here than 
that of Mina® Despite various nationalistic and religious 
trends and forces of his time Silva has produced liberal 
characters who question the necessity of any kind of religion 
for the present time® Sisiliya in Ape Agama is a woman who 
questioned thus the authenticity of God and the honesty of the 
priests. She admits that she is not leading a 'pure1 life 
but at the same time reveals that she has to live her life

(l®) See Rajakaruna, A® op.cit. pp*l67“229



under circumstances which make it unavoidable* Silva1s 
characters proclaim that controversies over religious subjects 
are meaningless; and this shows that he was different in his 
attitudes towards issues like religious propaganda with which 
some other novelists at that time were preoccupied. Teresa 
and her mother-in-law Mrs, Peiris, and one of the male charac
ters, Vi3ayasundara, are all presented with some intricacy as 
credible characters who have faced important problems* Silva 
preferred to portray complicated characters as well as dealing 
with a number of them at the same time. Thus in Teresa we find 
two female characters and two male characters who are treated 
almost with equal care and depth. In Ape Agama, Sisiliya,
Miss Perera and Mrs. Bolwin are the female characters and 
G-unasekara, Kaviraj and Jayatunga are the male ones. At this 
early stage of the Sinhalese novel, it is surprising to see 
this author producing such large scale works as these.

Considering the virtues of the novels of Simon de Silva, 
eminent Sinhalese critics have, although belatedly, paid him 
due regard. "If he were to write his novels nowadays, he could 
become a great figure", remarks Martin Vikramasinha*(1.) Sarat- 
chandra has the highest praise for Simon de Silva;"........ in
the few novels he wrote he provided ample evidence of possessing 
gifts of a sort that have been rarely exhibited, if at all, 
by subsequent writers upto the present day. In his ability

(l.) See Rajakaruna, A. op.cit. 167-229



to portray human nature in situations that demand a keen 
insight into its complex manifestations, he stands almost 
unrivalled in the whole field of Sinhalese literature."(l*)

The style in Silva's works should he considered as of high 
level because of the ease with which he controls it and the 
lucidity of expression.

As Rajakaruna has quoted, Simon de Silvafs attitude to 
the language was 1writing in such a style as could be easily 
understood by his sisters and brothers(fellow countrymen)*(2,) 
Let us examine how faithful Silva was to this pledge of writing 
in a simple style:

,f mese ovun davas gat aka rana kalayehi ek dineka Lencihami
age diyaniyata katakota langa hihduvagena"mina, uMba * *
samanga kathakaranta satutu karanayak mata tibe. umba 
dan lokaye sir it andamata svamiyaku pavaganhH vayasata.

C 9

pamina sitinnehiya. umbe ugatkam gana balanakota ape 
taratiramvala umbata nisi svamiyeku me asalaka natibava 
pene* itin umbe piyage satuta nam ape mitravu "Kat^lista" 
umba pavadimatayi. e gana umba kiyanne mokoday11'ada- 
ravanta lesa asiya*"

(1While they were living like this, one day Lenchihamy 
called her daughter and made her sit beside her and said 
to her fMina, I would like to discuss a certain matter 
with you* Row you have reached the right age to be 
married. It seems that there is no suitable suitor for 
you in our neighbourhood when we think of your learning. 
So your father wishes to marry you to our fiend *Raro
lls * „ What do you say about it?' she asked tenderly*1)

(l, ) Saratchandra«, op.cit. p.83
(2.) Rajakaruna, Ariya. Sahitya ruciya ha navakata vicaraya, 

Colombo *1970 *p*Ii-7



This is the general narrative style in Mina* Sentences
i

are short and simple. This style is not completely devoid of I 
Sanskrit words, for instance, 1svami'* mitra' *karana * et c *,in 
this passage. These however were absorbed into the Sinhalese 
language and they can be understood without much effort or 
any knowledge of Sanskrit. Apart from the intervention of 
these words the style in general is similar to that of folk
tales. The first phrase in this passage !mese ovun davas.../ 
reminds us of folk stories, though it is some times found in i 
classical works too* Although the tone is similar to that of 
forlklore this writer tends to modify his colloquial style*
Some of the words of Mina's mother are so modified but the 
tone is natural. When she says 'umba samaga katakaranta satutu •
karanayak* we feel it is her natural speech, but when she says 1

|

'tibe' we feel it is not; and so with all the other verbs such : 
as 'sitinnehiya', 'pene', 'asiya' etc* The phrases, 'umba 
dan*.*' 'umbe ugat kam gana balanakota* 'e gana umba kiyanne 
mokodayi' are taken from natural speech of characters depicted 
in this novel.

This passage also shows another feature in early Sinha
lese novels; that is the tendency to summarise conversations 
of characters*

There is no doubt that this style was not too elevated 
for the 'brothers and sisters' of the author to understand.
Our concern here is how far this was suitable for the w ork as. 
a novel* The same style is used to present characters absorbed



in deep thought or introspection:
ir Minada mhniyangen ivatva kamarayata gos taniva vadigena
kalpana karanta patangattiya. karolis yayi sandahanvu — * ■*- ,,

tanatta e asala ka (Jay aka velahdama learana patarata 
tarunayeki. ohu vayasin visipas aviridi pramana vu, 
sarlra saktiyen una nuvu, striyelc satutu karanta puluvan 
vil ayeki. ohukere alayaventa bari mandayi mina tamagenma 
asiya."

" taruhavastavehi sita ita pritimat heyin rauhunehi patu- 
runavu priyatavaya ativiya yutuyi• ohuge rnuhuna vayas- 
gatavu tapasayekuge men gamburu svabliavaya usulayi. eya j
taruna vayasa pasuvu gahanunta saheyi. namut visi i\ i
vayasata lanvu. balavu sellam sahitavu mata priya nove.e *

& |ohu dan mage rupaya nisa lolva siti. ohu atata nia asuva 
svalpa davasak gatavana vita e asava nativeyi. inpasu 
itirivanne ohuge gamburuvu kalpana sahita lavkika sva- 
bhavayi. evita salialluvu sapa asavu mata ohuge samagama 
duk sahita ve. ebavin mania ohuta akamati vima varada 
noveya.u (1.)

('Mina left her mother and went into a room and began to j
think. The person who was mentioned as Karolis was a 
youth from the low-country who was employed in a nearby 
shop. He was about twenty five years old, of sound 
physical strength and capable of making a woman happy.
So why could she not love him? Mina asked herself.1
'When one is very happy in youth one's face should be 
pleasant. His face is of pensive nature just like that 
of an old hermit. Such a face is suitable for those 
women who are past their prime; but it is not pleasu
rable to a playful, girl like me who is almost twenty.

(l.) Mina. p.3
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'How he likes me because I am attractive. That desire 
will diminish in him a few days after possessing me. 
Thereafter only his pensive, v/orldly nature will remain. 
To me, who am fond of comfort and enjoyment, that mood 
will be a trial. It is not wrong of me, therefore, to 
reject him.")

. This style, though it is not extremely sensitive, is 
significant because an internal conflict of character is 
expressed by it, in which respect, it can be taken as suitable 
for the novel. It is rich in the sense that it was developed 
by some later novelists. The ordinary fiction writer at that 
time was not as careful as Simon de Silva in revealing the 
thoughts of his characters. In the above passages we see that 
Mina, though she was a village girl, thinks of her future and 
personal problems like a modern girl. The accepted 'good' 
Sinhalese daughter Is not supposed to criticise her parents' 
ideas and reject them as Mina did. As already pointed out,
Simon SjQva was fond of creating this type of independent 
female character. Here we see Mina against her parents' will 
deciding to reject Karolis because she did not see any physical 
attraction in him; also she thought that she would be ignored 
by him after a few days of living together. She could imagine 
that, because they were not in love 'with each other and she 
was sure she would not be able to love him because she thought 
he would be unable to give her the comfort and enjoyment she 
needed like any other girl of her age.

Mina, who refused the proposal of her parents, promised
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to marry the youth she chose herself and determined to love 
him until the end of her life. However, as soon as another 
handsome youth came into the scene, she saw how unstable her 
determination was, This interesting juncture in her life is 
presented, not through direct information by the author, but 
through certain incidents creating dramatic effect.

HsaiTda pahanin ha ganga sulahgin avisuna vu ohu mage 
araksava misa vena deyak nosevveya. eyin ohuge rnana 
gatiyat ma kere ati salakillat hoiida kara oppuve. ohuge 
vacana valinut muhunenut ma kerehi ati tada alma elida- 
ravve. ohuge utsahaya, nomalibhavaya pasugiya davas 
kipaya tula mata dakinta labunio ebavin ohuta mage kama- 
tta dima saheyayi site, esevuvat mage sitehi me anit 
taiumaya kerehi nokiyahaki premadhyasayak pananaga tibe* 
palamuven mahallage kathava asimedi ohuge nii’bhitabhavaya, 
premavantakama gana ohukere satutu vimi. devanuva ohuge 
rupaya daka asavimi. eya pavatina sthira asavalcda natnam 
diyabubulak men viyaki yana ekak da kiya mata viniscaya 
karagata no hakiyi
umese sita age sita niscala karagattaya* namut anit rnoho” 
tedi a asa hara baluvita e upadava gat niscalatavaya 
aturudahan viya.n
tJe soru sarnaga katakarana kala Mina e tarunayage lllava
bala sitiyaya. ohu tejas sahitavu balaparakramaya ati «
senapatiyek men nirbhita bhavaya pennuveya* ohuge dilisena 
asvala minisun yatahat karana balaya pihita tibena bava

a  >

ata penuni. ohuge vacanada stiravu, pahadilivu handakin 
kiyana ladi. e asu soru vevlamin tadiganimln ita yatahat 
pilituru dun ekada ata pudumayak noviyaon(l»)

(lo) Mina. pp.53,76



(' Although he was excited by the moonlight and the breeze 
on the river he sought nothing but to protect me. That 
proves his good character and his respect for me. His 
words and face show the strong love he fosters for me. 
During the past few days I have witnessed his courage 
and diligence, So it seems he is worthy of my love.
But in my mind a feeling of love, unspeakably strong, 
has sprung up about this other youth, Firstly, when 1 
heard of him from the old man, I was pleased about his 
bravery and tenderness. Secondly I began to like him 
when I saw him, I am unable to discern whether it is a 
permanent feeling or.a transient one that will disappear 
like a v/a ter “bubble... ,. ?

\ Contemplating like this she calmly made up' her mind. But 
when she opened her eyes, the next moment, that calm
ness in mind was gone;11
'While the youth was talking to the thieves Mina watched 
him. He was as bî ave as a glorious and gallant warrior. 
He spoke in a firm, clear voice. It was not surprising 
to see the thieves, hearing his words, answering him in 
a frightened and miserable tone.')

Simon Silva's style is characterised by frequent use of 
effective imagery. Although imagery is predominant in classi
cal prose it has also become a popular aspect of modern prose, 
as it is in ..all literature. But a difference mas?- be found in 
the treatment of imagery in ancient and modern literature.
The former uses it as a mere embellishment, the latter to 
portray character most effectively. Here is one example, from 
Mina, of using imagery to depict mental confusion:

" svalpa velavak yanaturu age sita kunatu gat muhudak
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" menviya. situvili ekinekata patalavi ralamen akula

e (

vyakula viya. bohodurasita nikmennavu hahdak &ta
o  « v

asennak men viya. eya vataya pitin a' desata gaman- 
karannakamen vi kramayen vada vada asennataviya, age 
sita pritiyenda sanvegayenda gahenta viya. mihirivu 
santavu nidrava ata svamipa vuvakmen e sukha vedanavehi 
ga1i s angna virahita vuvaya . *1 (1.)

( !For a moment her mind was like a sea in a strong gale. 
Her disorganised thoughts became more and more con
fused like the waves in the sea. She began to hear a 
^noise coming from afar. It grew louder and louder and 
travelled in the air towards her. Her mind was trembl
ing with happiness and sorrow simultaneously. She fell 
into sudden unconsciousness immersing herself in that 
feeling of 3°y as if sweet, tranquil sleep had reached 
her.*)

The image here is the sea in violent gale. The girl's 
mind which was in a state of extreme confusion is symbolical
ly presented through this image. In the story, on this occa
sion, Mina has Just indicated her love to the second youth 
and is naturally excited and happy to see him responding .
The first youth, Danny, begins to ignore Mina which causes 
her great pain. She vtranted to reveal her secret love that she 
had been nurturing for some time for the second youth, Pavulis. 
This is a most critical, decisive and tense moment for the 
girl. The weight of her confused feelings is unbearable to her; 
and that state of mind is reflected in the imagery of the en
twined waves and that of the noise coming from afar.

(1.) Mina, p.8i+*
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The forest in the story is sometimes used not only 
as a mere forest, but as a symbol:

" strin kerehi asaven sitina anit tarunayo kopamana 
modada kiya mama sita sita sitiya noveda? numut dan 
me durvalavu, namut nirmalavu,sansunvu ma mage 
kalpana siyalla venaskala noveda? vanaya ha pritiya 
upadavana stanayak mata tavat tibuhada? numut dan ma 
ehi giyama siyalla hisva, anduruva, ghanava, akulava 
tibe*"(l*)

(’Wasn’t there a time when I used to think those other 
youths who were in love with women were fools? But 
now hasn’t this girl, who is weak but pure and calm, 
been able to remove all those ideas from my mind?
Was there any other place as pleasant as the forest 
for me? But now ?/hen I retire into it everything,
seems void* dark thick and confused*’)

Pavulis had been living in the forest for some time* His 
former experiences had taught him to be indifferent to love*
He tried not to be moved by the subtle signs of love from 
Mina* The girl, however, succeeds in changing his attitudes* 
This happens in the town where they take Danny after he was 
injured. Pavulis comes back to his jungle seclusion to pacify 
his mind and to regain his control of mind. How, as is seen 
in the passage above, he fails to find that peace and pacify-
ing power in the jungle. Here we see the novelist comparing
the forest with the mind of the youth. First it was peaceful,

(l«) Mina* p*90
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pleasant and bright* Now after the intervention of the girl 
it is void, dark and thick. Thus unlike the other novelists 
of the early period who sent their characters to the forest 
in order* to involve miracles, adventure etc., Simon Silva 
treats it with symbolic significance. (I have underlined the 
relevant phrases.)

Simon SilvaTs style is marked by its paucity of dialogues, 
he created dramatic situations in narrative but is not very 
fond of using the dialogue form. The few instances of dia
logues in Mina are remarkable in that he followed the advanced 
method of it rather than that followed by some of his contem
poraries i.e. placing the name of each speaker before his 
words. Silva presents the dialogue without giving the names 
of the speakers, assuming that the reader can easily recognise 
as he follows the story:

" mage maniyo naha namut piya ^'ivatva siti. ohuge 
sarakamin tamayi mama mevata vatune. *ehema sara 
penvalat lamaya mattukarakganta barivunakota tikak 
burulkama pennuvanam kohomata adda? lamayage piya 
sudukelinavada?*
’naha*
1sorakam karanavada?*
* naha1
*borukiyanavada?1 
f naha *
Tgedara dora gana nosoya nobala innavada? kotinma 
kisividiyaka naraka adrusayak pennanavada?r 
!rialiat 11 (l.)

(1.) Mina. p .6



( u 'My mother is dead, but my father is living. It is
because of his strictness that I have fallen into these 
(vices)o*
1 If he failed to put you on the right road even by 
being so strict what might have happened if he had 
been less strict? Is your father a gambler?'
'No*
'Does he steal?'
'No1
'Does he tell lies?'
'No'
'Is he careless about household matters? Is he a bad 
example t o you in any way?'
'No' )

This and the few other dialogues in Mina are lively and 
straightforward; redolent of natural idiom. A term like 'jiva- 
tva siti* is a rare Instance of mixing literary language in 
the natural dialogue.

Thus we can see that Simon Silva has employed a suitable, ;
rich and flexible style in this story. At that early stage of j 
the Sinhalese novel he developed his own independent style . 
while creating a few characters of depth and human interest.
As we observed before Mina is a u n i q u e  worh but we cannot class 
it as a great novel. Simon Silva set an example by showing 
that the language was rich enough even at that time for writ
ing good novels. The many writers that immediately followed 
him were not quite talented enough to develop this style, as 
we shall see in the following discussion.
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Minor popular novelists of the early period.

The early decades of the twentieth century saw the ap
pearance of a large number of Sinhalese novelists. These 
novelists of the early period may be classified into two 
groups; the major popular novelists and the minor popular 
novelists. Among the many minor novelists of this period 
only the works of a few important writers and their language 
is discussed here prior to a longer discussion on the works 
and language of the major novelists.

M.G.F. Perera, one of the most popular minor" hove lists-of the 
early period published his first novel Mage Karume (My Fate) 
in 1906. This novel does not seem to have been as successful 
and influential as the first novel of Piyadasa Sirisena,i.e. 
Jayatissa and Rosalind which was published in the same year.
The reasons for the success of the novels of Piyadasa Sirisena 
will be discussed later in this chapter. Other works of Perera 
are as follows: Mage Pembari (My Sweetheart) (1907),Lanka 
Abhirahas (Lanka Mysteries)(1907)> Sirimadura (A name of a 
house)(19o8), Alaye Lilaya Hevat Malavun Jivatvima (The Rea
lity of Love or the Dead Come to Life)(1908), Vinasavu Navkava 
(The Wrecked Ship)(l910) and Lalita Hevat Ratna Manikyaya 
(Lalita ov the Precious Stone)(l91l).

Alexander Valivita, another popular novelist of his time 
wrote four novels which are not very different from those of 
Perera. His works are as follows: Horung© Guhava (The Gave 
of the thieves)(1913)* Lilige Adara Hasuna (Lily’s Love Letter)



(1914) Taruniyak S0yayama(ln Search of a Girl) (1927) and 
Sinhala Lansi Vivahaya (The Sinhalese-Burgher Marriage)(1927)* 
Among other minor popular novelists of the twenties Hemapala 
Munidasa, P.B.Liyanage and A.T.C. Jinadasa are noteworthy. 
Although Munidasa is regarded as a versatile writer and a 
great stylist in Sinhalese he has not been successful as a 
novelist. There are three novels to his credit; Praaada Sinha 
( A name) (1924) Vayala Hevat Bihisunu Ranabima (Viola or the 
Fierce Battlefield)(1925) and Malavun Atara Jivitaya (Life 
among the Bead)(1934)•

P.D.Liyanage was popular as a novelist despite the imitative 
and abundant commonplace sayings in his stories. According to 
Saratchandra Liyanage’s works cannot be classified as novels 
as they are full of digressive sayings and author’s inter
ferences .(l.) But in his time he has enjoyed considerable 
popularity. His novels are as follows; Nalahgana (The Actress) 
(1929)9 Vismita Lalita (Lalita the Amazing) (1933)> Mangul 
Perahara (The Wedding Procession)(1934)s Nalikera Divya Vima- 
naya(The Halikera Abode of Gods)(1934)? Naga Manavikava (The 
Cobra Maiden)(1934)* Sinaya (The Bream) (1936) ,VesmuImna (The 
Mask) (1939) and Sohonehi Vivahaya (The Wedding in the Ceme
tery) (1939).

AtT.C. Jinadasa based his stoi*ies on contemporary society 
which gained great popularity. He concentrated more on enter- 
taining the reader than preaching and thus avoided having his

(l.) Saratchandra, E.R. Sinhala Havakata Itihasaya ha Vica-
raya. p.114*



stories marred by lengthy social or religious criticisms.
Some of his novels which were read until recent times are 
as follows:Baddha Vairaya hevat Handa saha Leli(The Hatred 
or the Mother-in-Law and the Daughter-in-Law)(1923) Jayaratna 
Hevat Nirbhita Baladaksaya (Jayaratna or the Brave Boyscout) 
(l92b) and Tilaka Hevat Nirbhita Taruniya (Tilaka or the 
Brave Girl) (1930),

One of the most prolific novelists in the early period 
is N.G-.A* Vimalanatha who drew plots from history and religion 
to write popular love stories* It may be useful to discuss 
at length the works of M.C.F. Perera and Vimalanatha who can 
be regarded as representative of the minor popular novelists 
of the early period*

M.G.P. Perera (1879-1922) dealt with the vices of Colombo 
upper class society and corruption of traditional values as 
a result of western culture* This was the pet theme of many 
novelists at that time* Perera wrote entertaining novels:
They are not tedious for the reader* He must have followed 
the !popular1 English novel because we do not find serious 
treatment of subject-matter or character in his novels* His 
characters are either good or bad but not of complicated 
nature like real human beings* However, not only the minor 
novelists of this period but also the major ones portrayed 
this type of flat character. This story in Lanka Abhirahas 
will give us an idea of the kind of novels Perera produced. 
This is centred on the theme of destruction of those who



attempt to destroy good people in order to achieve their 
evil goals. The plot centres around the family of Sama 
Rendarala and his associates. Rendarala was a common cha
racter in the early twentieth century Ceylon. His trade is 
brewing and selling of liquor* Like many other 'Rendaralas* 
he is very rich. He associates with people who would help 
him in his misdeeds, to collect wealth in various unjust ways. 
His son Charlie follows the vices of his father while the 
daughter Salmina grows up as a symbol of good behaviour and 
wisdom. Jayasena who is the son of a friend of this family, 
lives with them. Now our attention is drawn to Rosy, a pretty 
girl but promiscuous, with whom Charlie falls in love. Rosy 
was already engaged to Vincent Fernando. Charlie is enticed 
by Rosyfs beauty as well as her cunning attitudes and gives 
her valuable gifts and builds a fine house for her. After 
this event, murder and conspiracy occur. In a quarrel between 
the rivals, Charlie and Vincent, Rosyfs father was stabbed to 
death. Charlie is the suspect but he is found not guilty and 
Vincent was discovered to be the murderer. Now another charac
ter, Silva, a lawyer, comes on to the scene; he wishes to 
marry Salmina, Charlie !s sister. By this time Jayasena 'with 
whom Salimna is in love is also a lawyer. Her parents decide 
to give her in marriage to Jayasena. Silva gets together 
with Charlie, promises to help him marry Rosy and asks him to 
help him marry Salmina. They conspire against Jayasena and 
bring false charges against him for killing one of his servants.
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This too does not work and they themselves are found guilty. 
After the happy marriage of Jayasena and , Sapmina our atten
tion is again drawn towards Rosy who faces many miserable 
experiences due to her pleasure-seeking character and craving 
for fashionable society.

In this novel Perera does not criticise certain social
•*institutions of his time like the middle classes, government 

officials, lawyers etc,, directly, but this is accomplished in 
the way the story is built up. Unlike his contemporary nove
lists he does not intervene in the flow of the story with dig
ressive comments. But Perera was not a fine craftsman. Un
natural incidents like Charlie building a house for Rosy,
Rosyfs character, the episode of G-unasekara? s suffering and 
recovery from smallpox and the general connexion of the sub
plot to the main one can be considered as examples of weak 
craftsmanship. Like his other works tjiis too embodies an in
teresting picture of the Sinhalese society of the early twen
tieth century. In his novel *Lalita or the Jewel1 (1911)
Perera takes up the same subject; the life of newly prospering 
middle class society. Here, despite the short structure of the 
work, Perera deals with the problems of three families; Lontu 
Ralahami and his family, Vaidyasekara and his family and that 
of Bastian Silva, A large number of characters are involved. 
The heroine, Lalita, appears only In the middle of the story.
The plot is centred not only on the life of Lalita but also 
around a precious stone which was first found by Lontu Ralahami
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and which caused a number of murders subsequently. From 
time to time author criticises the bad consequences of being 
converted to Christianity and of the imitation of Western culture. 
Those who decline are the ones who indulge in-extravagance 
to join fashionable society. In this respect Perera resembles 
Piyadasa Sirisena to a large extent. Perera’s novels can be 
taken as the earliest examples of Sinhalese thrillers and crime 
stories. The world he created is not too realistic or too 
fictitious. Compared with the novels of many other novelists 
of the time we may find, perhaps, that Pererafs works include 
the least number of incredible elements. This is more clearly 
seen in a novel like Sirimadura.(1908).

Sirimadura is the name of the fashionable new house built 
by Jayavira 'who acquires great wealth in a short period of time. 
He is helped by Lizzy, his wise, sensible wife and Ratnavira, 
a resourceful young man. Like most other wealthy Sinhalese 
businessmen of the early twentieth century (as they are depic
ted 111 the novels of that time) Jayavira is also too much 
interested in western culture and longs to join the high society.;i11Lizzy tries to remind him of the importance of their own !
national culture and she brings up her daughter Mera according 
to traditional Sinhalese customs. After some time Ratnavira 
and Mera fall in love with each other and easily win the 
parents’ consent for their marriage. Then Ratnavirafs father
dies from a sickness caused by alcohol and soon after that 
Mera’s mother dies. After the death of his wife Jayavira faces



a number of losses in business and falls ill* Ratnavira,
Merafs fiance, forgets his love for her after meeting Virginia, 
the fashionable daughter of London Perera* After the death 
of Jayavira, Mera is left alone as Ratnavira has broken with 
her** But while he was enjoying the lovely company of Virginia, 
Ratnavira too faces a lot of financial troubles and his new 
girl friend lets him down and marries a rich lawyer. After 
losing all his business and his love Ratnavira lives as a poor 
man with his mother. In the meantime Mera finds a jewel which 
had been given to her hidden in a small casket by her mother,
sells it and buys her family house Sirimadura at the auction
sale. Although Ratnavira was unfaithful to her she was not 
like him and goes to see him when he was ill and badly in need
of help. He begs her to forgive him and later starts business
with Merafs help and marries her.

The story as well as the ideas the author expresses 
through the characters in this novel are similar to those of 
Piyadasa Sirisena, the chief difference being that M.C.F. Perera 
does not include long discussions and debates on religion.
His characters aî e generally either bad or good, though he 
depicts the complicated nature of the human mind to some extent 
in Ratnavirafs character. The whole story is designed to show 
the consequences of forgetting good aspects of national culture 
and of foolish imitation of western civilisation.

then we examine Perera^ language we can see an attempt 
of developing a popular style which also represents the style
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of the popular Sinhalese novel in early decades of this 
century.

He tends not to be pedantic. Among his works considered 
above, Sirimadura can be taken as a representative novel of 
his style. The depiction of character seems much better than 
in his other works and the style shows the author's concern 
about developing the language. Lizzy's character reflects a 
deep understanding of human nature. In his other works too 
Perera attempted to create characters of wise, farseeing and 
dignified women. Prom the beginning of the story Lizzy's 
personality attracts the attention of the reader:

"Silvage kim bohodurata shba bava Jayavirata vatahuneya. 
namut § gana kisivak nokiya hetema bimabalagena siti- 
yeya. mevelehi Jayavirage bHaryava vu Lisi karnaraye 
sita eliyata avaya. Jayavira ayadesa baluyeya. a mihiri 
handin ka t aka rarnin ? . SAlwa. - unnahege katava mama as a 
sitiyemi. tamusege e kim tamuse gana kalpana kalama hari. 
namut apagana ese kalpanakala ayutuyi. ape idam kaballa 
apa ki ganana vatitat novatitat mepamana dura katakirima 
tamuseta vuvamana nata. ema idama tamusela ganta utsaha9 ’t 9
karanne ehi miniran ativayin venta ona„ e langa pihiti 
anit idamvala tibenam me idame nativanta karanaya

& C I

kumakda?" (l.)
('Jayavira thought Silva's ideas were true. But he kept 

quiet and remained looking down. At this moment Jayavira's 
wife Lizzy came out of the room, Jayavira looked at her,

(l.) Perera, M.C.F* Sirimadura. Colombo.1908. p.8
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*and she said in a sweet voice,*I happened to hear 
what Mr. silva said. Those sayings of yours may be 
true as far as they concern you. But it is very bad 
of you to think the same about us. Whether the price 
we ask for our land is reasonable or not you need not 
talk so much about it. It is because that there may 
be graphite on the land that you try so much to buy it. 
If graphite is found 011 the nearby lands is there any 
reason to doubt that there is graphite on this land?*)

In this situation Jayavira, the husband, was going to 
believe the words of crafty Silva but Lizzy comes forward and 
prevents it. Her words are straightforward and suit her dili
gent personality. Sometimes Perera fails to maintain this 
lively style throughout the work. Consider how he tends to 
write a mawkish and modified language in the following ins
tance :

s,Lisi ebasata uttara demin, Pransis, kisikalekat dhanaya 
ativu taramata hetema gnanavantayek noveyi. sastra ugat 
tanattema gnanavanta veyi. purvayehi karanalada kisiyam 
kusala balayakin dhanaya atpat vuvata e tanatt'e sastra 
nodannenam agnanayeki, dhanahinavimut sastra gnana ati- 
tanattema siyalukalhi babhlayi. ugatunge madhyayehi 
agnana dhanavata sinha samuhayak madhayayehj. vu kanahil 
rnallek meniyi Itivaya.,f (1.)

('Prancis, a man is not wise only on account of having 
wealth,1 Lissy answered him. * The man who has gained 
learning is wise. One may become rich because of the 
merits gained in a previous birth; yet one will be

(1.) Sirimadura. p .19•
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1 ignorant id? one has not learned* He who is learned 
will prosper forever even if he is not rich* The ig
norant wealthy person in the society of the wise is 
an old jackal amongst lions.1)

This is not the kind of speech expected from a wife;
even the elite do not speak this 'mixed Sinhalese' in actual 
life* Perera must have used this style as a result of being 
caught in the trend of his day* As we saw before his general 
style is not as Sanskritised as this.

Sporadic use of verses is another characteristic in the 
style of the early novelists. Some novelists like Virnalanatha 
and Piyadasa Sirisena were very fond of 'decorating' their 
works with verses. This may be attributed to two reasons; 
the general tendency among the Sinhalese readers at that time 
to read sensational poems and the influence from early English 
novels j, such as those of Thomas Hardy.

M.G.P* Perera was not as fond of creating 'love scenes' 
in his novels as W.A. Silva or Virnalanatha. In the few such
instances in Perera's works we find him employing a poetic
style as seen in the following excerpt:

,T mevelehi Vinsant Ratnasuriya da pramudita citta santana 
atte Mera valandagena age muhuna namati rosamala ita 
sansun lesa cumbanaya kaleya. ita nirmalava manava pi- 
pigiya rosamalak nela ehi malpeti taleta yana bhitiyen 
ita semin semin simbinnaku men Vinsant Ratnasuriya da 
tamage muhuna vadimen Merage muhunata vedanavedo yana 
bhitiyen do ita siyum lesa navata navatat simbeya.u(l*)

(l.) Sirimadura. P*79°



('Then Vincent Ratnasuriya, being extremely pleased, 
embraded Mera and most gently kissed her face which was 
like a rose. Like some one who gently smells the petals 
of a rose that he has plucked, in such a way as would 
not hurt them, Ratnasuriya too, as if he was afraid of 
hurting Mera's face by touching it with his face, kissed 
it very softly again and again.’)

The depiction of scenes of romance is expectable in this 
type of novels. What seems to be unnatural is the language 
in which it is done. The passage above does not include direct 
speech of the relevant characters; therefore the author is free 
to choose the style. He exploits the stereotyped ornate lan
guage which was avidly used by his contemporaries.

This particular style carries the reader to a dreamworld. 
The Victorian morals and ideas prevailing in the middle classes 
in Ceylon at that time were one of the main causes for these 
novelists to refrain from writing realistically or speaking 
openly about love. Even in such a pure utilitarian literature 
as the classical Sinhalese, the writers were not bound to use 
indirect language when they had to refer to love. There are 
instances in the classical Sinhalese literature of speaking 
more openly about love, sex and erotic sentiments than the 
Sinhalese novelists of the early period. In the following
t

discussion on the novels of Virnalanatha we will see that he 
included incidents of love quite often in his novels, but 
mostly under the cover of flowery language.

H.G-.A. Virnalanatha, as we saw before, 'was one of the most 
prolific novelists in the early period. Except for the novels



îailiyaĝ PaiTiYudayaJ-f (The Message of Sisiliya) (1929) >! Sisi- 
liyage Vivahaya1 (The Marriage of Sisiliya)(1929) and *Suma- 
nage Puduma Galavima nohot Maraka Diyamantiya*(The Surprising 
escape of Sumana or the Fatal Diamond) all his other works 
are based on plots from history or religion* In the three 
novels mentioned above he deals with modern society, espe
cially that of Golombo. The popular, ?minor! \?riters of the 
period were not concerned with serious depiction of the prob
lems of the society they were writing about, nor did they 
attempt to draw individual characters* Their characters are 
alwasy *types*; either heroes or villains* What they really 
wanted to attain by these stories was the wishfulfilment of the 
reader who longed to read romances of violence, mystery and 
wonder*

Virnalanatha*s historical and religious works too have 
the same purpose* In the novel * Posita Premaya nohot Anuragaye 
Hahasa*(The cherished love or the secret of passion)(1930),the 
author makes use of *Katthahari Jataka* and in fKbmalapani 
hevat Snehaye Ulpata (The girl with a soft hand or the source j 
of love)(1932) the *Mudupani Jataka* is used as the plot.
'These two novels he published under the heading *Ananda Katha1 
(Pleasurable Stories). In the series of stories called *Sadhu 
Katha*(Good or Exemplary Stories) he based his novels on Ceylon 
history* In the first of these novels, *Vanapuspaya hevat 
Asokamala', he employs the story of the outcast girl *Asokamala* 
with whom prince Saliya, the son of the famous king, Duttha- 
gamini, fell in love and for whom he gave up his throne. In



the second of the Sadhukatha series Virnalanatha re-tells the 
history of the fTooth Relic* of the Buddha and the love story 
of Princess Hemamala and Prince Danta who brought it to Ceylon: 
this novel is named ’Maya Sopnaya nohot Hemamala 1(The Mys
terious Dream or Hemamala)(1929)• In this work Virnalanatha 
follows not only the historical chronicles but also the Pali 
poem Dathavansa* Another famous historical figure in the 
history of Ceylon, the Queen Soma, is made the heroine in 
!Pativrataya hevat Soma* (Chastity or Soma) (1931) • The most 
infamous female character in Ceylon’s history, the queen Anula, 
is the heroine in *Anuratiya nohot Anula*(The Passion or Anula) 
(1931)* In 'Mangala Yatrava nohot Sagarika*(The Wedding Boat 
or Sagarika)(1930) another legendary female figure, Princess 
Ratnavali, becomes the heroine* Here the novelist follows the 
classical Sanskrit play, Ratnavali*

This account of Virnalanatha*s navels helps us to see that 
he too catered for the common reader who only expected a story 
full of sentimental elements* Perhaps more than any other 
fiction-writer of his day Virnalanatha utilised every possible
occasion to include ’love scenes* and to express his ideas
about love.

When we look at his works based on modern society we find 
him writing in a language similar to the narrative styles of 
Piyadasa Sirisena and W.A. Silva*(See below)* In the following
passages where he expresses his ideas about love we can observe
his style being similar to that in the passage we discussed



from

(i.)(2.)

.C.F. Perera;
” Gukumaravu yuvatiyakage alaya siyalukalhima niscalavu 
sapataki. tama yahangeta nhtnam knsum uyanata vada

c  **

svakiya pemvata gana sitamin udata gena pahala helana 
susum valak gana sitana yusmatata age ahinsaka . 
hadapatle dilisena amaraniya alokaya pahadilivanneyaif(l)

(fTlie passion of a pretty maiden is an eternal pleasure,,
If you think of a girl who thinks of her sweetheart, 
in her "bedroom or in a lovely park, and sighs, then 
you can perceive the eternal light that shines at the 
bottom of her heart.)
svakiya yovun viyehidi tama anagataya udesa yam taru-
nayaku veta alaya nokarana yuvatiyak vannida? hita-
vatal o tomo suvahda nati kusumayak menayi mama kiyami,
mebahdu tarunayan ha taruniyan me premalokayata paha-

*

lavu minis rukadayayi kiva yutuya. tamage anagataya 
sambandha iranama soyadima mavpiyadi vadihitiyanta 
barakarana yuvatiyage ho tarunayage 3 ivitaya gana 
api mahdak sitamu. alaya namati amaraniya gunayak ovun 
tula avidyamanaya.n (2.)

(!Is the existence of a maiden, who would not love a
young man in her youth for her future partner, possible? 
E’riendl I say that such a girl is like a flower of no 
fragrance. Young girls and boys of this nature must 
be taken as nothing but puppets in this worId of love. 
Let us think for a while of the life of maidens and 
youths who look upon their parents to find their fate 
for them. The eternal virtue of love is nonexistent 
in them.*)

Virnalanatha, N.G-. A. Mangala Yatrava. Colombo. 1930.p.l.
Virnalanatha, N.G-. A. Komalapani hevat snehaye ulpata 
Colombo o1932.p•29 »



Virnalanatha expressed these sentimental ideas about love 
in a language so emotive that it pleases the adolescent reader. 
This could be, perhaps, the influence of western romanticism. 
Virnalanatha is preoccupied with the intention of presenting 
some narrow ideas about love again and again, using such 
emotive words as ’yuvatiya *,fyovunviyaf,!anuragaya *,’snehaya *, 
’adbhuta vasikruta gunaya*, f sura sapa!, ’pembariya*,fkamaniya 
muvapiyuma*, ’yovun rasayehi abhiseka vanno*, etc. He main
tains that love is the greatest thing for a girl. As seen in 
the above passage he talked of an feternal love*, which is a 
typical conception of romantic poets, and which existed among 
Sinhalese poets as late as the 1950s. This is a fworld of love* 
it is full of passion, in the eyes of Virnalanatha. Consider 
how passionately he sentimentalises the ’power of a kiss’i'O, 
what is this? The kiss dwells in association with love and is 
of great power. The kiss is so powerful that it can bring 
one for a moment to the comforts of heaven or to the sufferings 
of hell. This shows the power of passion. Either to a man 
or to a woman who is excited with sexual desire it is the kiss 
which brings the first pleasure. And this also is related 
to love. To offer a kiss to her sweet-heart is the greatest 
pleasure to a girl, and so is it to a boy..I(l)

Virnalanatha creates a romantic world where life, love

(l.) Vimlanatha, N.G-.A. Komalapani hevat Snehaye Ulpata. 
Colombo. 1932. p.8



and passion are considered as mysterious and superhuman.
He says ’the whole history of a woman’s life is her love.’
There have been a number of popular novelists who were in
fluenced by these ideas. A major popular novelist like W.A. 
Silva too has expressed ideas similar to these in some of his 
works. In Sinhalese society writing about love in laudatory Any*

' s

language like this is a great risk for a novelist. But this 
writer seems to have been concerned only about young readers.

He would not have otherwise written about love .let
ters, etc.,as follows:

” nidahasa simavu mrudu kaminiyakage premaye alut aranci 
ata atisayin durlabhaya, a svakiya hada patle sanga-

Q

vagena tibena purudu pravruttin samagama nirantarayen- 
ma sangamaya karamin eyin yali yalit tama premaya alut 
vadiya karaganniya. eheyin mebandu yuvatiyakata tama 
pemvataigen atpat vana adara hasunakata vada utkrusta 
vastuvak nata.11 (1.)

( *I?or a gentle, passionate girl, who has but a limited
freedom, rare is the news of her beloved. She has to
have recourse to the old memories that she preserves
at’the bottom of her heart, to revive her love. There
fore, for a maiden of this sort, there can be nothing 
more precious than a love letter from her beloved.’)

Such ideas are some times found in some English novelists 
such as Thomas Hardy. We can compare the following passage

(l.) Virnalanatha, N.G-.A. Mayasopnaya hevat Hemamala.Colombo, 
1929. p.29.



with the above example from Virnalanatha.
*' Dear little letter; she huddled it up* Bo much more 
important a love-letter seems to a girl than to a man* 
Springrove was unconsciously clever in his letters..."(l)

The apparent influence of the popular ‘English novelists, 
as well as the fact that Virnalanatha himself was a popular 
poet of the time, must have caused him to employ an emotive 
vocabulary* Almost all his boohs are interspersed with verses 
expressing sentimental ideas about love. It is only In the 
few works with modern plots that he has shown a certain amount 
of interest in faithful delineation of character and uses a 
less sentimental style*

Virnalanatha often uses ordinary spoken language* Consider 
the attempt to grasp the natural speech in the following dia
logue :

11 Kavda nande ara a mahatmayayi asiya. nanda lelita vada* *
parasit ahdunanniyak vuvaya. h Sisiliya desata hohdatama 
yomuvemin !mokada Sisiliya eka nikan eka vidiyakin 
ahavve? unnahe kavda kiyala andunanavada?f f ovu nande*, 
!kavuda?f rSamarasinha valavven a kenek*,'itin mokotada

y  D

ave?,,,a kar ana vet nanda dannava nova1,mama mokotada 
kiyanne*,’naha mama danne naha, mokotada kiyapan1, *ha 
ehenarn eka kiyanta haha, eka rahasak* kiyamin sisiliyst 
elisabetge muhunata gamburu balmak heluvaya*"(2.)

(*Aunt, who is that gentleman who visited you? she asked*

(l.) Hardy, Thomas. Desperate Remedies * London* ed.l960.p*6U 
(2.) Virnalanatha* H.G-.A. Sisiliyage Panivudaya. Colombo. 1929

p.28



'Now, the aunt was better in reading others' minds than 
the daughter-in-law. So turning very closely towards 
Sisiliya, she said, 'Why did you ash that in such a 
strange way, Sisiliya? Do you know who he was?''Yes 
aunt*, 'Who* 'Somebody from Samaringha Valavva1,' Why 
did he come?' 'Don't you know aunt why he came?' 'No 
I don't know, you tell me why*,*Ol is that so, then X 
can't tell you, it is a secret *. Saying thus Sisiliya 
looked deep into Elizabeth’s face.*)

Sisiliya is the heroine of the story. She is brave and 
wise in addition to being attractive and virtuous. Her aunt, 
Elizabeth, connives to betray Sisiliya in order to achieve 
her own aim, which is to get married to a rich nobelman. This 
conversation occurs just after the intermediator who came to 
discuss the terms of the 'deal' with Elizabeth, had left. 
Sisiliya smelled that something extraordinary was in the air.
Her straightforward guestions reflect her suspicions and are 
indicative of her character. In the following example we can 
see how Virnalanatha makes us listen to a quarrel between Sisi
liya and her younger sister, the latter being extremely impu
dent and playful^ again the speech is entirely natural;

!! mokada yako umba rnata sara d|nne? umba sellam baduvak 
noveyi• kata pettiyak vageyi, gramafon ekak-Samarasinha 
valavvata yanne uMbe manamalaya balantayi. -ehema giyama

r i

oya asanipa okkoma rnaga areyi. umbada iye ra nidimaruveyi 
asanavat samagama kopayata pat Sisiliya, 'pala balli 
yanna1 kiyamin calatta paharak gasima pinisa idiriyata 
yomuvenavat ekkama a taruniyage paharata asunovi duva- 
genagos sisiliyage aprasanna bavu elisabeth veta 
pavasuvaya." (1.)

(l.) Virnalanatha. Sisiliyage Panivudaya. Colombo.1 9 2 9 Ul



188
(’ How dare you threaten me? Do you think you are a doll, 

no, you are like a chatter-box, like a gramaphone; 
you have to go to Samarasinghe Valvavva to see your 
bridegroom* All your sickness will disappear when 
you go there* Did you not sleep last night?f When she 
was asking questions like this Sisiliya lost her temper 
and moved forward to give a blow to Charlotte saying 
TOff with you, bitch1« But the latter, avoiding the 
blow, ran upto Elizabeth and told her about Sisiliyafs 
displeasure«r)

In the following examples too we can find Virnalanatha 
trying to use the natural idiom of the speakers. This is the 
idiom of the young people of towns; they mix English words as 
much as possible with Sinhalese words.

(i)tI!mama lansi kellak ekka katakaramin sitiye n'aha. mage1 
mitra Vilmat unnaheyi mamayi paak ekata giyaveledi 
unnahege sistarut avit hitiya.*

(ii) *eheyin langadi pavatvana siniyar lokal vibhagayata 
yana adahassL tibe,.»•*mehi issarata vada bodaslat 
bohoma vadiyi.*

(iii) *daalinge bradar ko?!
’mac ekaketeyi kiya kambal paak giya.1
hnata samba une naha. mama daalinta tagi baduvak genta 
petta giya.*
!diyar, bodin maastar ekka angri unaya kiyala bradar 
kiva, e sabSda?* I
*ovu mama daalinge gedarata enavayi kiya u bohoma varadi ;
kivva. § hinda mama vena bodin ekakata yanta hitagena j

i 'i w I.

innava.* j
'ehenam diyar ape gedara navatinavanam amrna bohoma :
kamatiyi. ape lav eka tat bohoma hondayi. marnma pappa 
saha bradarut diyarta bohoma adareyi. bradar hama



’velavema kiyanne diyarge ric eka gana yi, 1,1
(i)(*I was not talking with a Burgher girl* When I went to 

the pai>k with my friend Wilmot, his sister was there 
too. 1

(ii) therefore I hope to sit for the forthcoming Senior 
Local examination.,..., and also there are so many 
boarders he ice now, ’

(iii) 'Barling where is your brother?’
■’He went to Campbell park for a match’
’I did not see him, I went to Pettah to buy a present 
for you darling’o
’Dear, My brother said that you are angry with the 
boarding-master, is that true?’
’Yes, he talked too much against me coming to see you, 
darling. Therefore I am thinking of changing my board
ing place o*
’OhI I would like it very much if you would board with 
us dear, it would be very good for our love, too. My 
mama, papa and brother like you very much, dear. My 
brother always speaks about your richness,’)

This is the type of Sinhalese that school boys and girls, 
especially in towns even use today. Consider such words and 
terms as ’paak ekata'(to the park),*sistarut*(the sister too), 
*siniyar’lokal’(senior local),’daalin’ (darling),’mac ekakata’ 
(to a match), ’diyar*(dear), ’bodin maastar’ (the boarding- 
master) ,’angri’(angry), ’lav’(love) etc. which are so often 
tised in the day to day speech of school children and a certain

(l») Virnalanatha ,N.G.A. ’Taruniyakage Antima Kamatta* n*& 
Colombo, n.d.

(i) P *8
(ii) P.9

(iii) p.12



type of Sinhalese speakers; tout are not part of the general 
literary language* The dispute atoout using 1slang words1 in 
novels was started by some novelists and critics at a much 
later time; and I shall take up the subject later in this 
study*

Not only dialogues, used, appropriately with character and 
situation are found in Virnalanatha1s novels tout also aptly 
created locations. This 'location' of character in the novel 
sometimes is done through the description of background and 
atmosphere and at other times by mere description of the mental 
state of characters. This device of the novelist can be com
pared with film-director *s technique of locationg the actors 
in suitable landscapes and other surroundings. For this pur
pose the latter uses background scenes and many other visual 
effects while the former uses dialogue, description, manner and 
symbols. SGme such locations in Virnalanatha1s novels are 
interesting, though they are of a low standard compared with 
the later novelists. For instance, we can consider one of 
such locations in 'Sisiliyage Vivahaya' (Sisiliya's Marriage); 
here we see Sisiliya facing a problem. There is no favourable 
solution for, her.problem and she becomes frustrated and des
perate. Her guardian forces her to marrjr a person whom she can
not love. At the climax of her anguish the author draws this 
picture:(I translate):

1f She got out of bed with some difficulty. Then she wiped 
her soft cheeks and eyes which were wet with tears; 
and left the room. The 'Eliza Mansion' seemed like a
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M frightful hell to her* Everything that her eyes
caught sight of seemed to her like a foe* She rambled 
towards the kitchen; and it too appeared like hell 
in front of her. She came to the parlour again which 
turned out to be an even more painful place* She 
glanced at the glowing lamp in the lounge; and it 
seemed Just like the *yuganta* sun u (l.)

In the following instance from ’Sisiliyage Panivudaya1 
(The message of Sisiliya) a more clearly presented * cinematic' 
location is found:

11 In the middle of the room there was a broken table * 
There was an ’atulpota1 full of rice flour of about 
four measures of rice on the table. A large bottle 
with some sugar in it was on the table* Two chairs, 
turned black with smoke, were by the table* In a 
corner of the room a bunch of bananas was hanging 
from the roof. A bundle of mats (paduru kottavana) 
was in another cornere In another corner there was 
a wooden moulder; which had been broken* Next to it 
were two wooden pestles* Under the bundle of mats 
there were two boxes* These could be the boxes in which 
the old woman kept her clothesf A fat cat was sleep
ing on a piece of sack on the box* At the sight of 
the old woman the cat jixmped out of its seat, went 
up to her and brushing its head against her feet 
began to play* A few coconuts were lying about.11 (2)

This is a new and effective use of language, in descrip
tion of locations* The figures of language used in the former

(l.) Virnalanatha* N.G.A.Sisiliyage Vivahaya.Colombo.1929®p.179 
(2.) Sisiliyage Panivudaya* p.196
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passage have some relation with the internal state of the 
character0 In that passage he refers to hell twice, ’elisa 
madura ayata apayak men danuneya0* and ’eyada ayata penune 
nirayak menya’; "which suits the utter painful state-of the 
girl’s mind, Everything she saw in her house at that time 
seemed to her like an enemy. These rhetorical expressions 
have keen ’selected’ with care for the purpose of lively 
characterization. In ancient Sanskrit literature and even in 
some Sinhalese classics we also find the atmosphere and back
ground being described in relation to the current mental state 
of the characters. According to this tradition when the hero or 
heroine is happy everything seems pleasant, bright and joyful* 
.Then they are unhappy it is the opposite. Here Virnalanatha too 
follows the same method. It is because of this lack of origina
lity that the author fails to gain the full effect of most of 
his descriptions. But the second passage above does not fall 
into this category. Considering the time in which Vimalanatha 
wrote it can be classed among the best ’locations’ or effective 
descriptions in the early Sinhalese novel. The room presented 
here is that in which Sisiliya was being held by her kidnappers. 
Even today in a farmer’s hut in the Central province of Ceylon 
a room would look like this, A writer like Virnalanatha, whose 
main preoccupation was sensational depiction of romantic love, 
does not frequently portray realistic pictures of surroundings 
or life like this. The simplicity and lucidity in the langu
age in the above passage indicates that the language of nar-



narrative in the early period of the present century need 
not have been too weak for creating serious novels, and that 
it was partly due to lack of talent among the novelists that 
good novels were, not written at that time,

PART II,

Major Novelists of the Early Periodo

Piyadasa Sirisena,(1875-19^-6)

Piyadasa Sirisena published his first novel, Jayatissa 
and Rosalind in 1906, He had an immediate success among the 
Buddhist readers and became one of the most copious Sinhalese 
novelists. Although he employed the form of novel to propa
gate his religious and nationalistic ideas he was reluctant 
to regard his works as ’novels1:

,f There are many books written by me to show the right i
way to oux1 Sinhalese people. Although the name ’novel* j 
is used for them by some people, nothing except reli- 
gious and instructive ideas can be found in my books l*(l)

,f The books written by me are not mere meaningless 
stories. Although they are classified as novels, I 
have not written a single book which would not bring 
good ethical ideas into the mind of the reader,"(2,)

What these words show us is that Sirisena did not like to

(l.) Sirisena ,Piyadasa. Yantam G-alavuna, Colombo.193̂ + 
from the foreword.

(2.) id. Sucaritadarasaya, Colombo.1926, From the foreword.



regard his worlcs as novels, hut as instructive tales which 
would bring good results for the reader. At the same time 
he implies that what is usually known as fthe novel* does not 
bring any fruitful results. In most of the forewords to his 
works, he has expressed his attitude towards the novel which 
was beginning to be established as a popular aspect of Sinha
lese literature. In the introduction to the fifth edition 
of his first work ’Jayatissa and Rosalind* Sirisena admits 
that English novels have influenced him to some extent, ’How
ever, it was by reading English fiction (novels) that we under
stood the importance of creating fiction’.(1.) Sirisena did 
not want to follow all the aspects, especially the literary 
aspects, of the modern novel because as he says,’novels are 
mostly imaginary and pleasurable stories, but our narratives 
are based on incidents which have really happened and been 
experienced by me ’.(2.)

Sirisena was well aware of the fact that he was writing 
exactly what the readers of that time expected from a writer 
of fiction. He was quite satisfied with the response of the 
readers. ’The story ’Jayatissa and Rosalind* written by me in 
190l| has been reprinted four times so far; and that indicates 
how useful it has been to our people*. He thought that he 
popularised the Sinhalese novel, but was not quite satisfied 
with what other writers were producing. * So many other gentlemen

(l.) Sirisena,Piyadasa. Jayatissa saha Rosalin. Colombo.1916 
fifth edition. From the foreword,

(2.) id. Mahesvari. Colombo,1936



after reading my book, have written stories whether they are 
useful or not to the country.’(1.) He believed that fiction 
was the best way to teach people, to prevent them from being 
converted to Christianity and foolishly imitating western 
civilisation. ’Jayatissa and Rosalind’, the fiction written 
by me, was so useful to people that 13000 copies of it were 
sold........ Useful ideas which are taught through stories
are better absorbed into the minds of the common people than 
those taught through other methods.’ These ideas expressed 
repeatedly in Sirisena’s works imply that he did not attempt 
to deviate from the tradition of Sinhalese literature, Siri
sena and some other Sinhalese novelists of the early period 
wrote moral, instructive and didactic stories because of the 
influence from the traidtion as well as under contemporary 
national and religious pressures.

The attitude of Sirisena towards the novel reflects the 
attitude of the reading public too. They must have thought 
the novel was only meant fox* reading as a pastime, did. not 
bring any useful ideas and. was only a waste of time .This is not 
a , wrong or shallow concept if we think of only the popular 
sensational novel. It was only perhaps Walter Scott and some 
crime and mystery novels that the Sinhalese novelists of the 
early period must have read in English, and that is why they 
had such an impression of the novel. If they had been familiar

(l.) Sirisena, Piyadasa. Taruniyakage Fremaya. Colombd9U7 
(sixth edition) Prom the foreword.



with the novels of Charles Dickens and Jane Austen, or of*
Joseph Conrad & 33. M* Forster etc.,they would have learnt
that the novel is a serious art form. Piyadasa Sirisena was
extremely encouraged hy the success of his first work and wrote
many novels thereafter. After ’Jayatissa and Rosalind* which
was published in 1906, ’Apata Vecca De*(This is what happened*
to us) and !Maha Viyavula*(The Great Scandal) were published 
in 1909* Taruniyakage Premaya (A Maiden’s Love) was. published 
in the following year. This novel as well as some of his later 
works like Adbhuta Agantukaya (The Mysterious Visitor)(1924) 
and Yantam Galavuna (A Nai*row Escape) (1934) show that Sirisena 
selected very ’modern* names for his works despite the fact 
that he did not write modern novels. Dingirimenika (1918) is 
the first of a series of stories Sirisena wrote under the 
title ’the adventures of Kongoda Vikramapala’. These detective 
stories became very popular and Sirisena himself became the 
first successful detective story writer in Sinhalese. The 
hero in these stories, Vikramapala, is the embodiment of all 
the virtues that Sirisena intended to present through his 
writings.

It would be useful for our study to consider the plots 
of a few novels by Sirisena before analysing his narrative 
style. Although he has written about twenty novels we shall 
consider in brief the ' plots of Jayatissa and Rosalind,
Mahaviyavula and Dingirimenika only, because these three works 
can be taken as representative. Sirisena calls his first novel



’The Happy Union or Jayatissa and Rosalind* which gives the 
reader the knowledge that he is going to read a story with a 
happy ending. Jayatissa and Rosalind when they meet at the 
beginning of the story are very young;, Jayatissa being six
teen and Rosalind thirteen. Despite their age they behave 
as a mature boy and a girl. Unexpected rain causes the first 
meeting of the young lovers in the verandah of an empty house 
on their way back from school. A deep feeling of love is born 
in their minds at first sight. When Jayatissa asks Rosalind * 
*My love, it seems that you are quite happy now, what is the 
reason for it? Have you not been as happy as this before?T, 
she replies, although quite unnaturally,!Sir, it is true that 
water-lilies bloom in the star-light only slightly. In the 
moonlight they bloom fully and reach the climax of happiness. 
Likewise, by seeing you, who are like the moon, my mind which 
is like a water-lily is delighted as it has never been before 
This language is * embellished * with figures from the ancient 
poetry. As he was extremely obsessed with moral purposes 
Sirisena writes in elevated language, especially when he had 
to deal with love. Like all the other works of this author 
this one is also full of digressive debates, poems, lectures 
etc.

After their first meeting Jayatissa and Rosalind develop 
their relationship by writing to each other. It was only after 
some time that Jayatissa learns that Rosalind was a Roman 
Catholic. Then he tries to convert her parents to Buddhism.



Rosalind says that she would not have promised to marry him 
if she had known that he was a Buddhist* Then he writes to her 
asking various questions about religion; judging her by her 
replies he determines that it is possible to convert her*
During their rare meetings as lovers they discuss and argue
about religious matters* Following is a passage from such a 
discussion which is typical of Sirisenafs novels;

1f Rosalind; Our G-od doesn't have a body* (He is a Spirit) 
He is a pure soul*

Jayatissa; What is the iToul?
Rosalind: Soul is wisdom.
Jayatissa: Does a child have a soul just after he is 

born? Does a puppy have a soul?
Rosalind: The child has a soul, and the puppy has a

body*
Jyatissa: What is the difference between a puppy and

a child? Can the small child know certain 
things like you and me and about God with 
the soul which you call wisdom?” (l.)

These arguments and discussions run over a few pages in 
the novel. As we mentioned above Sirisena wrote these stories 
for the purpose of protecting his ideal 'pure Sinhalese culture1 
from western impact* Therefore the young lovers are obliged 
in his novels to devote their time to discussing religion 
and culture. The male roles, especially the heroes like 
Jyatissa, should be able to argue with anyone to defend Bud
dhism and Sinhalese culture. These heroes, like the author 
himself, are fond of giving public speeches on these subjects.

(l.) Sirisena, Piyadasa* The Happy Union or Jayatissa and Rosa
lind. Colombo 192i-u 5 th edit ion.p .21 * ( ^Author* s words)



They are non-smokers and anti-liguor heroes. One day Rosalind’s 
father attends one of the lectures given by Jayatissa on the 
subejct of ’Marriage1; which makes a, great impression on him. 
When he learns from Rosalind that it was to that youth she 
wished to get married and not to Vincent Perera who had been 
proposed by him, he invites Jayatissa for a discussion at his 
house. This gives the author an opportunity to express .most 
of his ideas about Christianity and Buddhism through the mouth 
of his hero, Jayatissa* He tells the life stories of the 
Christ and the Buddha; compares them; criticises Christian 
doctrine and praises Buddhism. At the end of this all-night 
discussion Rosalihd’s family become Buddhists. Vincent Perera 
hears that he is going to loose his love and with the help 
of his friend, who is a doctor, kidnaps Rosalind. Hereafter 
the scene changes from Colombo to a thick forest in the up-
country. Vincent goes to the forest with Rosalind to hide from
the police. In the forest the girl escapes and is helped by 
deities. The episode about Vincent going to catch a small
deer for Rosalind has been taken from the story of Rama and
Sit a. One day in her wanderings in the jungle Rosalind comes 
to a mysterious cave where she encounters some ’pure* Sinha
lese heroes who resemble some historical figures and are strict 
Buddhists. Meanwhile, Jayatissa who comes to the same forest 
to search for Rosalind meets with many adventures and visits
some ruined cities. As is implied in the title of the story 
the lovers meet in the forest and come to Colombo to be *hap-



pily united*. Through the adventures of the hero and heroine 
Sirisena informs the reader about the history of Ceylon and its 
geography. For instance, the small palm-leaf manuscript 
Hosalind found in a hermit’s hut gives a brief story of the 
Sinhalese nation.

Mahaviyavula (the great scandal) is the third novel by 
Sirisena. In this novel, as in all other stories by him, 
Sirisena attempts to enlighten his readers about the greatness 
of the Sinhalese nation and Buddhism. He claims in the in
troduction that he hopes to teach political methods (desapa- 
lana kramayat) through this story, as such ’patriotic and use
ful’ books were scarce at this time. In this story Sirisena 
draws characters from many spheres of Sinhalese society. First 
we read about the family of G-unasekara Muhandiram, especially 
the daughter Georgians, who is extremely westernized, does 
not care about Sinhalese culture or Buddhism, goes out with 
five boys of whom she likes Jimmy best. This youth is a 
*Lansiya'(a burgher)Who knows western dancing and singing 
which are the qualities G-eorgiana admires. Nandavatie is the 
pretty maid servant of Georgians * She is the complete op
posite in character to Georgians. Although Nandavatie is 
working now as an ’Ayah’ she is the daughter of a ’true Sinha
lese’ family who despise western culture. Dhanapala Tennakoon, 
a rich youth from ICandy, had fallen in love with Nandavatie 
when he went to Georgians’s house at her parents’ invitation. 
Tennakoon did not like Georgians because he saw that she was



superficial, too fashionable and extravagent; instead he 
noticed the 1Ayahf, and thought that she must come from a 
respectable family. Thereafter he writes a letter to Nandavatie 
to examine her character. She reveals to him that she was a 
daughter of a rich, respectable person in a certain village; 
but after his death her relations seized their property and 
she had to come to Colombo with her mother to earn a living. 
After making Nandavatie hopeful of getting married to him, 
Tennakoon goes to England for some time. In the meantime 
Georgians is married to Cyril Vikramatilaka, with whom she 
is not happy, and therefore she arranges to meet her favourite 
friend Jimmy while they were still on honeymoon at Kandy.
This leads to a great scandal as Cyril finds Jimmy sleeping 
with his wife and beats both of them. They are later charged 
with adultery. At the court Georgians and Jimmy are found 
guilty and she is divorced from Cyril. Nandavatie, after 
earning some money, rents a small house and lives with her 
mother working as a seamstress.

A newly prosperous youth called John de Mel tries to marry 
Nandavatie. Another person called Virasingha also asls for her 
hand. All these youths desire her not only because of her 
physical attractiveness but also her good (qualities, When he 
saw that Nandavatie did not like him and was determined to 
marry Tennakoon, ' .John de Mel kidnaps her with the help of 
a friend called Timothy Dabare. Their plans go wrong because 
Timothy tries to possess Nandavatie for himself by giving his



mistress to de Mel*, Behaving wisely and bravely, Nandavatie 
escapes from her kidnappers and is later found by Tennakoon 
and marries him.

In this story, while criticising the wealthy upper class in 
Colombo for their imitation of western culture and for forget
ting Buddhism and Sinhalese traditions, Sirisena criticises 
the government for imposing an unsuitable administrative system 
on Qeylon. Through the life of Timothy he attacks some religious 
sects called fanagarikas* and 1brahmacarisf,who were becoming 
a social attraction in Sinhalese Buddhist society at that time* 
Tennakoon*s visit to England gives Sirisena an opportunity 
to criticise the unbalanced ecoiiomic system in England, which 
he does by comparing the !East End* of London with luxury areas. 
Thus we see that in Sirisenafs novels he had included as many 
subjects as possible which he thought would be useful to his 
readers. At the beginning of the stoxpy we find Muhandiram 
Gunasekara*s family in full prospexuty and Nandavatie and her 
mother in the worst conditions. Towards the end of the stoi^y 
the former family are ashamed, humiliated and declined and 
the latter are restored to their former respectable position. 
These two types of families or characters are often found in 
Sirisena*s novels which causes a monotony in his plots. Erom 
the very beginning of the story the reader knows who is good 
and who is had and also who is going to prosper and who is 
going to decline.

Dingirimenika (a name) is the first of the six detective
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novels written by Sirisena* He calls these stories !the 
adventures of VikramapalaT o So this novel is called the first 
adventure of Vikramapala* It is quite obvious that Sirisena, 
like some of the other writers we discussed in this chapter, 
got the idea of writing detective novels from the west* As 
in all the other novels of this author, in this work also we 
find a moral story. He did not write adventure and mystery 
stories just for the sake of arousing feelings of thrill and 
other sensations in the mind of the reader* Whatever the form 
of novel he used, his sole purpose was the improvement of the 
reader* His purpose, if we forget the artistic aspects, was 
quite genuine and plausible,- because as he understood it, 
literature should serve a greater aim than mere entertainment. 
When we read his stories we see that he has generally attacked 
and criticised western culture and Christianity; but on closer 
observation we can find that he was not so narrow minded as 
to condemn western civilization completely*

There are some instances scattered in his novels where 
Sirisena 'teaches1 his readers to follow only the good aspects 
of western culture. 'Although now we follow the dress and other 
customs of the English and other European peoples do we really 
know about their great heroes? No, we really don’t know*
What we know are the customs and habits of the mean rogues who 
are born among these European nations; yes, we know drinking, 
dancing with women embracing them, extravagence, flirting with 
young women etc*,very well. But we don’t know or imitate the



great virtues of the English people* For instance, the 
enormous English ship ’Titanic’ was wrecked, recently, on 
its way to America* There were many noblemen and million- 
airs among the passengers* But they did not care about their 
own lives and allowed all the women and children get into the 
life boats* They did not let any coward get Into those boats 
which were full of women and children* Like this, those good 
brave men drowned in the sea saving the women and children*1(l) 
Sirisena made use of all the opportunities in his stories 
to express ideas similar to these* When we read these novels 
we find how much this author was concerned and worried about 
the declining condition in which his nation was at that time* 
Therefore he learned thoroughly the cultural and religious his
tory of the Sinhalese and wrote a number of stories to illus
trate his opinions.

In Dingirimenika, the detective, Vikramapala, narrates, 
the story. First he introduces himself to the reader and im
plies that It was because of his determination to become a 
true Sinhalese hero and to serve his nation that he chose to 
become one who detects thieves,and not a thief* although ac
cording to his horoscope he was doomed to be one*(2e) The plot 
is about the mysterious disappearance of Dingirimenika, the

(1*) See Also. Sirisena, Piyadasa* Sri Lanka Mata *pp.l23/2U 
(2.) Sirisena, Piyadasa* Dingirimenaka or the First Adventure 

of Wickramapala* Colombo* 1925 (second edition) p.l*



pretty, virtuous young daughter of the rich, noble family of 
Mivitigala Valavva at Gampola. After Vickramapala takes the 
case into his hands, he wanders about all over the country 
looking for the girl; and in the meantime delivers talks on 
his favourite subjects to various Sinhalese people to make them 
understand their mistakes. Banbanda, the hero, is in prison 
as he had been found guilty of Dingiidmenika*s disappearance* 
Vikramapala learns that Banbanda and Dingirimanika are *true 
Sinhalese and Buddhist * heroes* Because of the false values 
and vanity of the girl!s parents they did not allow Banbanda 
to marry Dingirimenika* On the eve of Dingirimenika*s betrothal 
to Navaratna, the youth chosen by her parents, Banbanda tried 
to run away with Dingirimenika.

Banbanda*s plans went wrong by some misfortune; instead 
of Dingirimenika he took Maggi, the maidservant, into his car* 
On the way he realized his mistake and left Maggi at a rail
way station and c&me back to Kandy* There he was arrested 
because Dingirimenika had disappeared that same night* Vikra
mapala learns from Maggi that Dingirimenika was taken away by 
a thief called Agoris Appu* Later he gathers more information 
from Banbanda and finds Dingirimenika who had now been cap
tured by another thief called Babasinno. After her misfortune, 
while living in a dangerous cave with thieves, Dingirimenika 
had taken a vow that she would not allow herself to be seduced 
by the thief; she promised him that she would marry him after 
ten months and before that she would not allow herself to be



touched by any man. She thought that if she was not saved
before the deadline she had given to the thief, she would
commit suicide. After some adventures (which are of course
child’s play to the modern reader) Vikramapala saves Dingiri-
manika with all the jewels and money she had taken with her.
Thereafter he explains to the girl’s parents the folly of
their prejudice against lower castes and wins their consent
for the marraiage between Ranbanda and Dingirimenika.

Vikramapala, the detective who is more like a ’Bodhisatta*
than a modern crime inspector, in this story and others too,
is very clever in disguising himself as various people. In
Dingirimenika when he goes to see Maggi he is a carpenter; when
he goes to the cave of the thieves he is an old pilgrim, soon
afterwards he is an old forest-keeper. Finally, he becomes the
old uncle of the leader of the thieves. In other stories he is
disguised as a woman or a Tamil or a Moslem peddlar* These 
unbelievable disguises are one of the main drawbacks in these
novels. As a result of the author’s preoccupation with mora
lity all the main characters become flat types, either good 
or bad. It is not only the customs borrowed from Europe that 
Sirisena criticises, he also attacks ruthlessly some traditional 
institutions such as caste discrimination in lay society as 
well as among Buddhist preists.

The narrative style of Sirisena is similar to that of 
! Simon de Silva in general; but it lacks the freshness and life
iof the latter. The language of the many debates and documen-
1

tary passages is the same as that of religious and literary
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debates of the late nineteenth century. The poems which 
are found quite often in these novels remind us of the poems 
in Vimalanatha's novels. Some of these poems, for example, 
those found in the letters of Dingirimenika and Ranbanda and 
the moving poems written by them in their prisons, show that 
Sirisena was more skilled and talented as a poet than a prose 
writer. Occasionally in Sirisena*s novels we find his charac
ters speaking naturally. But mostly his characters spealc the 
author's words and not their own. In a way this shows his 
disinterestedness in the modern craft of fiction. This is an 
example of the language Jayatissa uses in his debates:

,f fcivilisation’ yannehi teruma-visiturubhavaya, alokaya, 
£ri sobhava, sri samurddhiya yanadiyayi* silacarayanu 
’Virtue, Virtuousness’ varcu hevat varcuvasnas yanuyi. 
’Civilization goes hattd in hand with vice, ’sivilisasan 
eka yam ratakata yanne duscaritaya ha atinata alvagenaya', 
meyin ’sivilisesan' silayat acara bhavayat nova nagarika 
visituru bhavaya bava sit at a gat a yutuyi •11 (l.)

('The meaning of the word 'civilization' is. prosperity, 
brightness, glory, affluence etc. The word 'silacara1 
means virtue or virtuousness. ’Civilization goes hand 
in hand with vice.' This indicates that civilization is 
not virtue or virtuousness but only urban pomposity.*)

To justify his hero using this pedantic language, at the 
beginning, Sirisena says that he was well versed in ancient

(l.) Sirisena, Piyadasa. Jayatissa and Rosalind. p.3
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languages such as Sanskrit and Pali and knew English to some 
extent. Even the lovers in these stories mostly use a liter
ary style in their converstions:

** Benjamin: 'hondayi Sunanda non a vani avivahaka taruniyak 
inna mebandu kuda geyaka ma vani avivahaka 
tarunayek ratriyak navatunot alialapahala 
udaviya kumak sitayida?

Sunanda: ' ovuhu kumak situvat mat a kamak naha 0 tainun-
t '

nanse balaporottuvu deval labaganimata nam 
ada ratri mehi navatinta onabava 'ekantayi, 
natahot e balaporottu tavat dinakata, enam 
aniddavanaturu pramadaviya hakiya, '

Benjamin: 'Sunandanona kiyanne mage balaporottuvada?
natnam Sunanda nonage balaporottuvada?’

Sunanda: '(tilcak sinaha musuva) 'dennagema balaporo-
ttuvaT ,

Benjamin: ’(sinasemin) 'Sunandanonage adahas itamat
guptabava pene. tikak pahadilivanalesa hite 
pavatina balavat rahasa kiyanta,’ "(h)

(Benjamin: 'Well, if an unmarried youth like me stays in 
a small house like this, where an unmarried 
girl like you lives, what would the neighbours 
think, Sunanda?'

Sunanda: *1 don't mind what they think, It is certain
that if you want to achieve what you hope, you 
must stay here tonight, If not, you will have : 
to postpone that hope for another day*' ;

Benjamin: ’What hope is it that Miss Sunanda means?
Miss Suna nda * s or mine ?'

(l.) Sirisena, Piyadasa, Cintamanikyaratnaya. Colombo,1930 
p.113.



Sunanda: (Smiling a litte)’The hope of both of us*.
Benjamin: (smiling) fMiss Sunandafs idea seems to be 

very mysterious’«(Please) reveal to me the 
great secret in your mind.’)

This conversational style is not natural. The author 
tends to mix the speech of his characters with the grammar of 
the written language * In the phrases ’mata kamak naha’, ’aha- 
lapahala tidaviya1 and ’dennagema balaporottuva’ he uses real 
speech but employs such terms and particles as ’ vani f , ’mebaidu’ , 
’kumak’ etc.,and traditional verbs to create a ’respectable* 
flavour in his style.

The narrative style in these novels is not very different 
from that of the dialogue. Occasionally when some incidents 
are presented in summary form a slightly different style has 
been used. Let us consider an example where an incident is 
presented in a lively way:

’’ A If rad Silva unnahelage gedarata siyaganan mi tray©
rasvuha. vadi pirisa Iansit sankara sinhalayotya. Alfrad 
Silva unnahege nonata me athom eka vikarayak men vata- 
huna namut kisivak kiyagatanohi tusnimbhuta viya. ena 
ena miniha bar ekata gos viskit sodat bibi sanvic, pas- 
tala,viskotu, keju adiya ka midule taba tibena putu 
uda ada vateminda, samaharu gi sindu kiyaminda, samaharu 
tika tika vamanaya karaminda, samaharu kata uavatva- 
minda, gedara ekama kolahalayak Yiya„11 (l*)

(’Hundreds of friends gathered at Mr. Alfrad Silva’s house. 
The majority of them were ’lansi’ and Sinhalese of mixed

(la) Sirisena, Piyadasa. Taruniyakage Premaya. Colombo 193b 
Fourth edition. p.2U
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descento Although Alfred Silva's wife thought this 
TAt Homef was a ridiculous thing she could not say 
anything and kept quiet * The guests went into the 
'bar* one after the other; drank Whisky and Soda; 
ate sandwiches, cutlets, biscuits, cheese etc.;some 
of them fell on the chairs in the yard; and some started 
to sing; some began to vomit a little; and yet some 
others delivered speeches. Thus a big confusion was 
caused in the houseI)

This can be considered as a rare occasion of the use of
simple, clear and pleasant style in the narrative in Sirisena's
works. Usually it is slow moving and dull as is seen in the
following instance:

"eka samana vipat pamina anata bhavayata pat Vijayasinha 
ha Silva yana mesinhala tarunayan dedena lapatikalaye 
patan kaya vehesa kisi katayuttak karanta nugat heyin 
Imlivadakvat kota jivikava karagata nohakiyen kanagat- 
uvata patva kusaginnenda piditava kagaluyana mahapara 
dige gamankarana atara vattaka polkadanu daka ehigos 
kurunbagedidekak illuha. ehi pol kadana naki manusyaya 
ita kanagatuvata patva me tarunan dedenata kurumba

a y a

gedidekak kanta di mudalali enta issara vahama yanta
» t <!• P

kiveya. Vijayasinha ha Silvat tamahata veccade danna
namut rate tote toraturu hondahati nodanna bavin maha-
llagen e mudalali kavarekda? asaranayakuta kurumbagedi-

*

yak denta viruddhavana manusyayakut addayi asuha. 
evita mahalu manusyaya oluve at tabagena mese kiyanta

u c 0

vanneya.,f (l»)
('These two Sinhalese youths, who had fallen into similar

(lo) Sirisena, Piyadasa. Apata veccade. Colombo.192U*
Fourth edition, p.51-
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miseries, as they were not used to doing any kind of 
heavy work since their childhood and now were unable to 
labour for a living, became worried. They were walking 
along the Kegalla road starving when they saw somebody 
picking coconuts in an estate. They went up to him and 
begged him for two young coconuts. The old man who was 
plucking coconuts there, was kind and gave them two 
young coconuts and asked them to leave the estate before 
the owner arrived. As Vijayasinha and Silva did not know 
much about the world although they knew quite well what 
had happened to themselves they asked that man, 1 Who 
is this owner? Are there such men. who would object to 
giving a young coconut to a miserable person? Then that 
old man started to answer with his hand on his head,)

Sirisena wrote novels from 1906 until 19W-1-. During this 
long period and through the large number of novels he wrote, 
his style has not changed appreciably. The minor novelists 
of the early pei*iod that we discussed earlier in this chapter 
share many characteristics with Sirisena as far as the narrative 
style is concerned. Sirisenafs novels are mere stories about 
his contemporary society. In most of them we can find a rom- 
mantic love theme which he never developed from an artistic 
point of view. Whatever the plot was, his aim was the same, 
social purification. The general narrative style of the day, 
even the language of the pulpit and of public speakers, and 
the style of journals, were sufficient for him to write a 
novelo Individual characterisation, deep insight into the 
human mind or writing about personal emotional problems are 
hardly found in Sirisenafs novels. The development of a subtle
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suggestive and sensitive medium of narration cannot be ex
pected from a novelist of this type* It is a task expected 
of a real artist; but Sirisena and most of his contemporary 
Sinhalese writers of fiction were not, unfortunately, real 
artistso The attitude of the early Sinhalese novelists was 
puritan not only towards social problems but also towards the 
language* They were not tolerant of the new aspects of either 
society or language* This is how Sirisena looks down upon 
the Sinhalese style of the Christian writers:

lf f0, how many writers of stories are there nowadays who 
read English novels and ;just translate them into Sinha
lese, editors of newspapers unable even to write a sen
tence of four words correctly, and poets who do not 
know what a. poem is. Is not our misery clearly seen 
through the misfortune that has happened to our language? 
How many new types of Sinhalese such as Church Sinhalese 
(palli hingala) Catholic Sinhala (katolika hingala),
Bible Sinhala (baibal hingala), G-oncalves Sinhala (gon- 
salves hingala), English Sinhala (ingirisi hingala),
Lansi Sinhala (lansi hingala), have now entered into our 
Aryan language. *' (1.)

Thus Sirisena considered the Sinhalese language of the 
same importance as Buddhism and national culture, which he wan- 
ted to be preserved in their original, pure form* If we exa
mine the various types of Sinhala that Sirisena names in the 
passage above, we can learn about a variety of aspects which

(l.) Apata Veccade* p.l8



occurred in the language after the eighteenth century through 
various literary movements discussed in the previous chapters. 
What he calls fpalli hingala’ should be the Sinhalese used by 
the Christian priests at the mass, and ’Katolika hingala* must 
be the Sinhalese used by Catholic writers in their newspapers 
and journalso ’Bible Sinhala* is the style in Sinhalese trans
lations of the Bible, ’Gonyalvea Sinhala* is the style of the 
famous Christian writer Father Jacome G-oncalvez. All these 
types thus belong to the Christian Sinhalese literature and 
between them, actually, no considerable difference may be dis
cerned. But as we have seen, the Sinhalese of Christian liter
ature in general is different from the Sinhalese of classical 
literature and grammar. What Sirisena means by *ingirisi 
Sinhala’ could be either the Sinhalese spoken by the English 
people in Ceylon or more probably the new Sinhalese terms and 
words derived from the English language. As we have observed 
from time to time in this study terms and experssions which are 
quite new in the Sinhalese language are used by the novelists, 
which are obviously taken or derived from English or coined to 
express an idea common in English but new in Sinhalese. ’Lansi 
Sinhala’ is the Sinhalese spoken by the small community of 
Burghers in Ceylon.

In any living language various aspects and strata like 
these can be found. It Is natural and it is in this way that 
a language develops and enriches its vocabulary and powers of 
expression. Thus In Ceylon, quite apart fx̂ orn the types of
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Sinhala that Sirisena pointed out, we can see that the Moslem 
people speak a different 1 language-form* which is also called 
Sinhala and understood by natives. The same language within 
its basic pattern and vocabulary differs from region to region 
and community to community. The novelist cannot pass these 
differences unnoticed. In the portrayal of character he has 
to take these subtleties of the language into consideration 
and make use of them. A few instances are seen in Sirisena’s 
novels where he uses the language of Christian priests, Moslem 
peddlars etc.,as they really speak it:

" (pujaprasadi tana) *Appuhami, buddhagam karayakuta ravati 
suddhavu sabhavata viruddhava kriyakaranavayayi aranciyi.

c

eka habanam adama komisan kara devihamuduruvanta yagna- 
kara devavaraprasada labaganta onaa*
’eka metanata ‘ona karana ekak noveyi» Appuhami pariksa-

C V

vata vati tibenava. yaksayage mayamata ravatenta epa.
r- ’ j  V  t  |

sadakSLla apayata yanta viriya karanta epSif,(l.)
&  4  '4

1Vijayasihha hamineta ingrisi barinamut Val phdili tana- 
ta ’padili hingala’ puluvankama tibuneya. eheyin Vija™ 
yasinha haminet sarnaga ka taka rant a patangatteya. 
fnona mahatmaya mehi lahga una-mokada kariya?’
’mokada e lamaya mama dannava-magen ona ekakata mama 
lestiyi.’
1tamunnahelage pohosatkama koc cara adda ? ’ ” (2.)

(’(the priest) ’Appuhami, we hear that you are working 
against the Holy Church, being deceived by a Buddhist.
If that is true, you must confess today and receive

(l.) ’Jayatissa and Rosalind’ 
(2.) Apata veccade. . P»32

pp,79-80



the blessing of GodT.
fThat is not needed now. Appuhami, you have fallen into 
temptation. Do not be misled by the Devil. Try not to 
fall into the eternal hell.'
'Although Mrs. Vijayasinha did not know English, father 
Wells could speak ’padili Sinhala*. Therefore he 
started to speak with Mrs. Vijayasinha.
*Madam you have come here, what is the matter?*
'Why, I know that boy, I am ready for what ever you expect 
from me.
'How rich are you?’)

A-lthough Sirisena has used the natural speech of these 
characters in this instance, as we have seen, he usually does 
not consider it as an indispensable feature of portrayal of 
character in the novel. In these examples, despite the fact 
that the speech is natural, Sirisenafs purpose seems to be 
sarcasm rather than achieving any artistic value. A term like 
'komisan kara' (confess) is used by Christians, so are terms 
such as 'deva varaprasada(blessings of God),*pariksavata vati 
tibenava'(fallen into temptation) etc.,which are understood 
only by the Christian community. These new terms in the S inha - 
lese language were not welcomed by Buddhist writers like Siri- 
sena.

What we can appreciate of Sirisena as a novelist is the 
service he rendered to establish the novel as ah important 
literary form among the Sinhalese readers. Although he did 
not like to regard his own works as ordinary novels, he pro
duced them continously and helped the growth of a readhership



for the novel* Unlike fiction of other writers of the time 
his works were allowed to be read by children and at schools 
because the adults believed that Sirisena would not say any- 
thing to deprave them. The immediate success of Uayasissa 
and Rosalind may be attributed to the fact that it carried 
a long controversy on Buddhism and Christianity ending in the 
victory of the Buddhists. The Buddhist monks who had a great 
responsibility for the education of the Buddhist children musk 
have helped towards the popularity of this wrok* Thereafter 
it was with enormous satisfaction that Sirisena continued to 
write fiction when he saw that his books were sold in their 
thousands, which is a 'miracle’ in Ceylon even today* As a 
hero of the nationalistic movement and as an editor of a popular 
journal he was familiar witbf'the current problems of his count
ry and especially the spiritual 'bankruptcy of,his people*
In order to restore the nation, Sirisena thought that 'religion 
and language should be purified and protected together with 
culture* It was with this objective that he wo-rte fiction; 
an objective which at least partly he gained in his life time*

W.A. Silva (1890-1957) experiments in theUse of Language 
i n k i c t i o n j;

More than any other novelist of the early period W*^.
Silva was interested in the use of language in fiction* The 
first Impression we get by reading his novels is that he liked 
writing in the 'educated* style* As is seen in the many novels



he created, he has nevertheless paid considerable attention 
to vai*ious speech types and litei’ary styles*, In the follow
ing discussion of his novels we will see that he was persis
tently aware of the importance of the language in a novel*
By comparison of his works with those of Sirisena we can see 
that W.A* Silva was not using the novel for political, reli
gious or cultural purposes. In his first novel, *Siriyalata', 
he did not attempt to keep to all the rules of the traditional 
grammar and the idiom of the purists* In the long foreword 
to the fifth edition of this work W.A. Silva says that when he 
first wrote it he did not have the slighest idea of Sinhalese 
grammar. Further he says that he learnt grammar some time 
later and 1 it was after that, that I saw the mistakes in fSi- 
riyalata.’.' I wrote thereafter in many ways. I did so because 
I wanted to know how far one could change the pattern of sen- ‘ 
tences in Sinhalese.1(l*)

In the same foreword and in other places W.A. Silva has 
said that he used a 'pedantic1 style in his next work 'Laksmi* 
because the educated readers and critics laughed at the loose 
structure in the language of Siriyalata. He says that the 
styles in his subsequent works were different from the previ
ous ones* !In future, some one examining my books might say 
'the person who wrote Siriyalata cannot be the writer of

(l.) Silva, W.A. Siriyalata or the Orphan G-irl. 5th edition 
1 9 5 3 the foreword. (By 'grammar' of course he means 
traditional formal grammar.)
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Laksmi; and he who wrote Laksmi cannot be the author of

* t

Sunetra; he who wrote Sunetda is not the man who wrote 
Kalahahda; and the author of Kalahahda is not the writer 
of Handapaha»1(1,) Thus by trying a different style in each 
of his works what he intended was to develop our language,* 

W.-A'. Silva* s novels can be classified into five groups; 
Siriyalata (1909), Pasal G-uruvarl (The Schoolmistress) (1924) 
and Kalahahda (The Porest Moon)(1933) can be classified as 
social novels. Laksmi (1922) is an adventure story, Hihgana 
Kolia (The Beggar boy) (1923)? Handapana (The Moonlight)(19̂ -1) 
and Juli Hata (July Seventh) (19^3) are crime and mystery 
stories, Kadala Piliruva (The Puppet-Nobleman(1939) is a- 
humorous novel, Sunetra (1936), Baiva Yogaya (Moment of Pate) 
(l936)and JVTjayaba Kollaya(The Assasination of King Vijaya- 
bahu) (1938) are historical novels.

It was not only in the novel that W,A# Silva was interes
ted, He also wrote many short stories which are published in 
the collections Beyyannerate (l927)(ln G‘od,s Country), Bala- 
kumari (1957)(The '̂ ater Hymph), Lensuva (19^7)(The Handerchief) 
Amruta Hastaya (1952)(The Ambrosial Hand) etc,, He was interes
ted in translating popular classical works such as Kamayana 
and The Arabian Hights; the latter work was translated by 
Silva as,Bkddhas..; Ekraya ! (1951) ® In addition to these works

(l.) Silva, W*.A# Siriyalata or the Orphan S'irl. 5th edition 
1953* The foreword.



he wrote one play, i.e. Maya Yogaya (19U8).
Later he became interested in teaching the art of fiction 
and wrote a series of articles to the Sinhalese periodical,
!
Navayugaya. It was in this magazine that Hidihavadiya (n.d.)
(The Siiyer Chain), which was the last novel of ^#A # Silva 
was serialized.

Siriyalata (l9o9)(a name of a girl) was written when the 
author was seventeen. As he claimed later, he was not aware 
of style when he wrote this novel. He was nevertheless, interes
ted in creating an interesting story. In Siriyalata the in
fluence of the Victorian novel can be clearly seen. We can
not trace any particular English novel that Silva followed; 
however, we find the construction of the plot and its develop
ment largely influenced by the novels of Thomas Hardy. Siriya
lata is supposedly an^orphari girl. who jwas -later -revealed io be 
the daughter of Sir Geroge Vijayagunavardhana and his former 
wife, Siriyavati. One of Sir George’s former mistresses,
Jessica Rock comes to Geylon and meets Siriyavati and tells 
her that she was married to Sir George in England. Siriyavati 
believes her and leaves her husband and lives a secret life 
with her daughter. On her deathbed she gives a pendant (s u - 
rayak) to her daughter and says that in distress it will be 
helpful to her, but dies before she can tell her how to use it. 
The daughter, who was now known as Agnes, becomes a servant 
of Carolina, the daughter of a rich landlord. Carolina’s
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suitor, Gunasekara, falls in love with pretty Agnes, but 
she despises him. One day, while Agnes was running away from 
Gunasekara, she was helped by Sirimanna Ritigala, who en
trusts her to Mrs. Goodwin, promises to marry her and then
goes to England for higher education During the following 
three years Agnes faces many troubles as a result of the 
crafty plans of Gunasekara who tries to marry Carolina first 
and to kill her father and then to get rid of her and become
rich. Then he intends to marry Agnes. With the help of an
enemy of Carolina’s father, Gunasekara almost succeeds in his 
plans. On his wedding day to Agnes, who was forced to marry 
him to save her guardians from his threats, he was murdered 
by Garolina, who although in prison at that time, as a result
of another device by him, has escaped. After the death of
Gunasekara,Agnes meets her former lover, Sirimanna, after 
some coincidences. She sees her mother’s photograph in the 
study of Sir George and realises that he is her father. Then 
she tells him about the pendant given to her by her mother 
and they open it and find a letter revealing all the secrets. 
This revelation proves that she was not an orphan girl and 
her true name was Siriyalata. As usual in romantic novels 
the lovers are married in the end.

This plot is typical of early English novels. The life
of maid servants, who undergo misfortunes until their true 
indentity is found, was a pet theme in the English novel after 
’Pamela, or Virtue rewarded’ by Richardson. Even some



incidents of that novel, such as how Mr. B. pursues Pamela, 
can be compared with Gunasekara!s advances towards Agnes.
The first part of Siriyalata also includes some incidents 
which reminds us of Jane Eyre by C. Brpnte. Jane and Agnes 
are orphan girls. Just as Agnes was entrusted to Carolina 
by Bophi Hami, Jane was consigned to Lowood Asylum by Mrs*
Reed. This also can be compared with how Sirimanna consigned 
Agnes to Goodwin’s Tutory. As a result of a forged letter by 
Gunasekara, Agnes runs away from this tutory and tries to 
commit suicide, but was prevented from doing so by the Rev. 
Vijayasuriya and taken to his house and looked after as a 
daughter. This reminds us of Revd. St* John Rivers and his 
sisters who took care of Jane. If we consider a novel like 
’Desperate Remedies’ by Thomas'! Hardy we can find some similar 
characters and events to those in Siriyalata. The wife of 
Revd. Vijayasuriya compells Agnes to marry Gunasekara because 
he was threatening her to take her husband to court. This is 
similar to Miss Aldclyffe in Desperate Remedies, urging Cythe- 
rea to marry Manston because they were bound by a common secret. 
Por example:

” My daughter, if you will marry Mr. Gunasekara, we can 
be rid of this shameful affair. You also will be the 
wife of a respectable person. Daughter, please don’t 
turn away your face with displeasure. Although you des
pise him he is a very suitable youth for you. I tell 
you the truth. He is superior to many other youths by
his learning, wealth, position and fame. In fact, you 
must be happy that such a person is proposing to you.



lie is a much better youth than your Marshal who broke 
his promised
it If* you try to love Mr. Gunasekara, at least a little,
It will be a great help to us* And what a pleasure it 
will be for you! It is also a good opportunity for you 
to save the life of a father who saved your life* If you 
donft take this chance to show your gratitude, what a 
sin it will be.”(l.)
How let us compare this with the following passages from

Desperate Remedies:
11 How there, there; you want to be off, and have a good 
cry,’ said Miss Al.dclyffe, taking hex1 hand* 'But you 
mustn't my dear* There's nothing in the past for you to 
regret® Compare Mr* Mansion's honourable conduct towards 
his wife and yourself, with Springrove towards his bet
rothed and yourself, and then see which appears the more 
worthy of your thoughts *'tr
"..and accept him before he changes his mind* The chance 
which he offers you of settling in life is one that may 
possibly, probably, not occur again* His position is 
good and secure, and the life of his wife would be a happy 
one* You may not be sure that you love: him madly; but 
suppose you are not sure?n(2„)
*' 'On your promising that you will accept him some time 
this year, I will take especial care of your brother. lI(3)
In the passages from Siriyalata, Mrs. Vijayasuriya asks

Agnes to marry Gunasekara on the grounds that she could save

( 1 o ) S i l v a , W.A. Siriyalata or the Orphan Girl. Colombo.1953 
Fifth edition, p.122 & 123*

(2.) Hardy, Thomas. Desperate Remedies. London.1960* p.2ij-3 
(3.) ibid.



the life of her husband by accepting the offer* Mrs. Vijaya- 
suriya, though she loved her adopted daughter Agnes very much, 
cared more about her husband*s social position. Her husband 
owed a large amount of money to Gunasekara, and had failed 
to repay it. Gunasekara threatened to sue him if Agnes would 

 ̂not marry him. In the latter case, Miss Aldclyffe loved both 
Cytherea and Manston, the former being the daughter of her true 
lover and the latter her own illegitimate son. Gytherea’s 
brother had been an invalid for some time whom she couldnH 
support without the help of Miss Aldclyffe* Agnes could not 
help her (adopted) father unless she agreed to Gunasekara*s 
proposal.

Although we find these similarities we cannot say that 
V/.A. Silva has deliberately imitated these English novels.
But the plots and techniques in his novels show a close resem
blance to them. In some of his other novels, as Saratchandra 
has observed, W.A. Silva has adapted foreign plays and novels* 
for example we can consider his second novel, Laksmi or the 
Immortal Queen (1922).

Laksmi is an unusually long and complicated Sinhalese
novel for the time it was written* In this novel there are
two plots; the first, the story of Sirimai Banda, his family
and Dr. ^ijayasiri and the old Mr. Jayanayaka. The second or
internal plot is about the eternal queen (Laksmi) and Dr. Vi-
jayasirifs mysterious love affair. As a result of some mur
ders in Ceylon, Sirimai Banda escapes to the country of Avakans



(Afghanistan) and later kidnaps Dr. Vijayasiri and old Jaya- 
nayaka to find out from them the whereabouts of John Jayana- 
yaka, the murderer of his relations. In this mysterious 
country of ^vakans they face many dreadful experiences.Sirimal 
is now the prime minister of that country where he exerts 
considerable power over the king. -%ter some time Vijayasiri 
learns about the eternal qeeen and the great treasure in 
Mangayi mountain* and one day* he actually meets Laksmi. There 
he falls in love with her* she takes him to her wonderful 
kingdom and shows him by a magic (flash back) vision the long 
history of their love which dates fî om the time of the Baby
lonian empire. Vijayasiri, at the end of the adventures in 
Sri Nagar, loses the only chance of meeting Laksmi again, as 
he could not follow her instructions. In the end, the Sinha
lese people who were fighting against each other become friends 
when they find that one of the kings who invaded the country 
was, the murderer John Jayanayaka.

This story is woven interestingly together with many sub 
plots as well as the two main plots. The character of Sirimal 
Banda, becomes more interesting than that of the hero, Vijaya- 
siri. The old Mr. Jayanayaka seems to be too old, weak and 
unadventurous to go through all the frightful experiences 
In the story. The heroine, Laksmi, appears only as an illu
sion and does not impress the reader to the extent that the
author expects. When the mysteries begin to be revealed one 
by one, the reader wonders why all these Sinhalese people went



all the way to Sri Hagar in the country of Avakan. Sirimal 
Banda’s "becoming prime minister and Jayanayaka becoming a 
king are some other aspects which seem incredible* If we 
compare the story in ’She* by Rider Haggard we shall be able 
to answer some of these queries*

The plot in She is centred upon the adventures of Horace 
Holly and Leo Vincey* The story is presented as the true 
documents written by Holly, the author only edits them* Leo 
is the adopted son of Holly. At the very beginning of the 
story we come to know that Leo is the descendant of an old 
Greek family* He is unusually handsome, strong and intel
ligent* Holly is a wellknown scholar at Cambridge and versed 
in ancient Greek and Egyptian languages* Eversince he came 
to know about the mystery concerning himself, he had prepared 
for the adventure and learned Arabic together with Leo* Thus 
they prepare for a long time to explore the mysterious country 
of Kor* According to the wish of Leo’s late father and with 
the clues found in the ancient writings and articles left by 
him, Leo and Holly set about to find ’she’ and the Rolling 
Pillar of life* According to the writings on an old potsherd, 
Leo is the reincarnation of Kallikrates who was the husband 
of the Egyptian princess Amenartas* Kallikrates had fled with 
Amenartas to the strange city called Kor, the kingdom of ’She* 
where the people killed all strangers by placing hot pots on
their heads. There,’She* fell in love with Kallikrates and 
asked him to marry her and leave Amenartas* Failing to win
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him over* even after telling him the secret of the *rolling 
pillar of life*, 'She1 kills Kallikrates* She killed him 
out of overwhelming love and had been waiting for his rein
carnation through the centuries, After some adventures Leo 
and Holly arrive in this great fallen city, where there are 
caves of which no man has seen the end. There they find that 
most of the things they learnt from the old potsherd were true. 
The great city of Kor was still reigned over by *3116*, whom 
the people believed eternal, and called !She-who-should-be- 
obeyed *.

At Kor the people called Amahagger, spoke a bastard 
Arabic,, The two English adventurers who were received with 
warm welcome by She, learn all the secrets of that city from 
her. She displays, through some events, her superhuman powers 
as well as her human aspects. Ustane, an Amahagger woman who 
married Leo soon after his arrival in Kor, according to the 
custom of that city, loves him and protects him from some 
dangers; but She envies her and taking her as her old rival 
’Amenartas* kills her by her magic power. Now, Leo loves 
’She* madly and she promises to take him to the rolling pillar 
of life, a fire which gives eternal life. Over precipitous 
rocks and high cliffs, they go to see this fire. When they 
arrive at it, She asks Leo to bathe in the fire to achieve 
eternal life to become her husband. Ayesha (the real name of 
She) plans to make her lover as eternal as herself and to 
leave that fallen city of Kor to come to England to make Leo



the King. Leo hesitates to 'jump into the fire; then in order 
to encourage him She bathes in it. When She came out of the 
fire, a strange thing happened; the fire did not have its usual 
effect on her; instead She lost her divine beauty, shrivelled 
to the size and shape of an old monkey and died. With great 
difficulties Leo and Holly find their way back to the place 
where they had left Ayesha's servants. Billali, an old Ama
hagger nohleman whose life was once saved by Holly, helps him 
to escape from Kor with Leo.

Most of the adventures in this story are as incredible as 
those in Laksmi. But from the beginning the reader's mind is 
prepared for1 such adventures and they impress him a great 
deal. According to the way Leo is brought up by Holly he 
becomes capable of undergoing those experiences. The physical 
strength of Holly and Leo, as well as their learning, are 
emphasised at the beginning. The very figure of Leo implies 
his relation to a mysterious past. Even before She is presen
ted in the story, we feel her magic power, immortality and 
indescribable beauty. The skill of the author as a.writer 
of adventure stories is seen in the depiction of characters 
of Leo, Holly and Ustane. Although the setting is in the 
imaginary city of Kor, we feel that most of the sentimental 
experiences of Leo and Ustane could take place in any human 
society.

When we compare this with Laksmi, at once we find that the 
latter consists of two main plots of which the first dominates



the story and the character of the heroine in the second is 
not adequately developed. Laksmi exists only as an ambiguous 
being. Her city is situated in a dream world, unlike the 
city of Ayesha. When Leo and Holly go to Kor the cleax1 pic
ture presented by the author entices the reader, whereas 
Laksmi's city is only an insignificant illusion. Unlike the 
adventurers in She, those in Laksmi are not prepared to face 
those experiences and therefore most of their adventures 
become unbelievable. Vijayasiri was only a doctor and Jaya
nayaka his old friend. But when they were kidnapped by 
Birimal they behave as if they had been expecting adventures 
and training for a long time. Vijayasiri becomes a strong 
fighter with physical strength, skilful with guns as well as 
with the sword. Because of the age of Jayanayaka he is not 
helpful to Vijayasiri, but only a burden. In She, Holly is 
presented from the beginning as fond of hunting and as a man 
of good health and strength. To show Vijayasiri's relation 
with Laksmi W.A. Silva creates a plot very similar to the 
story of Leo and Ayesha. The main characters, Ayesha = Leo 
and Laksmi = Vijayasiri, are comparable. In the story of She 
the existence of Ayesha through the centuries is closely re
lated to her love of Kallikrates. The whole past and present 
stories due to this 'eternal love* become one romantic love 
story. In Laksmi in the past story, love does not play such
an important part as in She. Here Rashina, the former queen 
of 'Belshazzar', was trying to protect her virginity as she



hoped to meet the Lord of Gaya (the Buddha), obtain the 
secret of a certain treasure from him and save the great 
kingdom of Babylon from invasion by Gyrus of Persia. Maninaga 
(Vijayasiri in this life) promised to take her to see the 
Buddha; and when they were fleeing from the palace they were 
checked by Belshazzar, whom Rashina turned into a mute dwarf 
who nevertheless kills her later. While seeing the magic . 
vision created by Laksmi to reveal this past episode, Vijaya- 
siri realizes that the mute-dwarf is in fact the mute-dwarf 
servant of his enemy, Sirimal Banda. The original relation
ship of Rashina and Maninaga (Laksmi and Vijayasiri) is not 
based on love, Rashina was not as passionate as Ayesha.
Ayesha killed Kallikrates because she could not posses him.
In Laksmi Rashina does not kill any body; instead she was kil
led by (Belshazzar) the mute-dwarf.

Unlike Kashina, Ayesha could use her magic power as many 
times as she liked. Like the magic mirror of Ayesha, Rashina 
had a magic jewel through which she could see into the future 
and the past. Amenartas wished to escape to Greece just as 
Rashina wished to escape to India. A great difference of 
Laksmi from She is that W.A# suva does not like Rider Haggard 
show Vijayasiri!s identity with Maninaga by means of historical 
and archeological evidence.(l.)

(l.) See, Haggard, Rider, She, A history of adventure. 
London.1890. Chapter.3°



'1 "'Raclalapiinrava1 is anotheV. of W.A.Silva’s novels of which
the plot is not original. After the criticism by Saratchandra, 
W.A, Silva admitted that he took the plot from a Moliere play. 
In the foreword to the second edition of Radalapiliruva, W.A. 
Silva says that ’this 1Radalapilurnva' is not a creation of 
our own* « ’Writing a long introduction to the fifth edition 
of Siriyalata, he attacks the critics who pointed out his 
indebtedness to Rider Haggard, Moliere, Sheridan, etc. tMAh: 
what is this? This is a play by Sheridan, and this is from 
Moliere-1 to say this, takes only a second. When we compare 
works which are mere translations of western novels of these 
'artists', with my work which is an adaptation of a play, 
one would see how different my Vijayabakollaya is." Here W.
A. Silva is trying to emphasise that although he adapted the 
plays of Sheridan (Pisarro as Vijayabakollaya) and Moliere 
(Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme as Radalapiliruva) it is not an 
easy task; some other Sinhalese novelists who were considered 
by critics as real articts, have translated some western 
novels into Sinhalese, which is a less difficult task than 
what he had done!

We can agree that adapting a play into a novel is a 
difficult task. As W.A. Silva says, the script of a play is 
only a 'skeleton'. In adapting Moliere*s play, which is highly 
humourous, Silva has done it so skilfully and appropriately 
to Ceylonese society that any reader who Is ignorant of 
fLe Bourgeois Gentilhomme1 would consider it as an original



work by Silva, Silva does not change the principal characters 
or events in the play. Thus, M.Jour&ain, Madame Jourdain, 
Lucile, Cleonte, Dorimene, Dorante are represented by Mr, 
Raphael, Helena (his wife), Handavatie, Gilbert,Lavinia and 
Charley Hamu, respectively. Most of the other minor chai^ac- 
ters such as the music master, dancing master, and philosophy 
master are also found in Radalapiliruva, Most of the humo
rous incidents which sound very Sinhalese* are nothing but 
clever translations, For example;

11 etakota mist a Rafayal. kamati eheraa ekak padyayen 
kiyaimada, gadyayen kiyannada?* 
fpadya kiyanne monavada*
*gadya novana siyalla padyayi*
*gadyaya kiyanne?*
*padya novana siyalla gadyayi*
*mata oya gadya-padyavala vaga terenne nalia, pandituriia

i3 *

vistara karannaf yanuven Rapiyel bas ivasum nativa klya „ 
'kotinma mista Rafayal, apata liyum kiyum kisivak karanna

ft u  7

baha oya dekata atulat novanna1
c

*monava, eka haba pudumayak nova?*
*pudumayak tama, oya dan mista rafayal katakale gadyaya* 
*helena mehata enna kiya ma dan mage biriridata katakalot 
e gadyada?*
? ovu*
* ilavve ma danne dan nova? avurudu hatalis g'anak ma 
katakara tibenne gadya vittiya* kiyamin rapiyal bas tavat 
pudumavi, 6,11 (1,)
The corresponding passage from the English translation 

of Moliere*s play is as follows;

( h )Silva,W0A eRadalapiliruva, Colombo»195b* Second edition, 
pp,222/223
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“Philosophy Masters ’Because, Monsieur, there are only

two ways of expressing oneself, in 
prose or in verse1.

Mo Jourdain: 1 There is nothing except prose or verse?1 
P h i l o  Master:’No, Monsieur, Whatever is not prose is

verse, and whatever is not verse is prose,1 
Mo Jourdain: ’What is ordinary speech then?1 
P h i l o  Master:’Prose»1
Mo Jourdain: ’What I When I says’Nicole, fetch me my

slippers, and give me my night cap1 is 
that prose?1 

Phil.Master: ’Yes, Monsieur*’
M.Jourdain: ’G-ood heavens! Then I have been speaking

prose for more than forty years without 
knowing it. I couldn’t be more grateful 
to you for teaching me that..... u (lo) 

Silva adapts the original to be extremely appropriate in
Sinhalese* The Philosophy Master in the original becomes a 
’scholar1 (pandituma) in the Sinhalese version. Lilce most of 
the ’pundits’ of that time this one is also versed in Sans
krit, Pali, classical poetics and prosody etc. Although in 
the example above, the joke about teaching the difference bet
ween prose and verse is taken from Moliere, it sounds quite 
natural in the Sinhalese version as the author had already 
given us an idea about the character of this pundit* The 
main character, Rapiyal Bas, seems only another of the typical 
characters in the Sinhalese novel of Silva’s time* In our 
previous discussion on the novels of M.G.F. Perera, for

(lo) Gravely, George* Six prose Comedies of Moliere*
London*1956* p 0253°
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example, we saw that the rich ’mudalali* in Sirimadura was 
somewhat like Rapiyal Bas* He too was newly prosperous and 
was deceived by Bilva just as Rapiyal Bas was by Charley 
Iiamuo Lizzy and Mera, the mother and daughter in Sirimadura, 
are similar to Helena and Handavati in -^adalapiliruva. The 
two husbands are easily deceived by cunning friends because 
of their pride of newly acquired wealth and their obsession 
for joining the upper classes; but their wives and daughters 
are different, as they dislike extravagance and want to live 
a simple, 'unspoilt life* Thus we find that the type of 
character representedthrough Rapiyal Bas (M.Jourdain in Molierefs 
play) was not unsuitable for a Sinhalese novel, and had been 
presented by other novelists such as M.C.F. IDerera and Siri- 
sena. It also suited the Sinhalese society at the beginning 
of the century*

Among the other novels of W.A. Silva, Ilingana Kolia 
(the beggar boy) was one of the most popular Sinhalese novels 
of the early period. A slight similarity can be traced bet- 
ween the characters of Hinganakolla and Oliver Twist by 
Charles Dickens. The development of the two characters are 
different to some extent; but the revelation of the parentage 
of the two boys bears some similarity* Like Oliver, Morris 
(Hinganakolla) too is the son of a well to do, respectable 
father. Oliver’s character develops through a series of cre
dible events while the latter’s is presented mostly through 
miraculous incidents. The reader cannot sympathise with the



life of Morris as W.A. Silva mostly incorporates elements of 
violence and fate.* !Hinganakolla * became popular not because 
it was a novel of high artistic value but because of its 
sensational quality,

ICalahanda(the forest moon) was criticised by Saratchandra 
as the *least valuable* work of Silva<>(l), It was mainly 
because of the unnatural nature of the plot that Saratchandra 
condemned it, John Jayaxoala falling in love with Malini, a 
village beauty, and his secret betrothal to her; Malini living 
in Colombo and learning English and western music; her life 
in India to become a famous dancer in the assumed name of 
Visnabayi; and eventually, when she came back to Colombo, 
JayapalaTs and his mother*s failure to recognise her etc*,are 
considered by Saratchandra as the most unnatural aspects in 
this story. Some of these incidents we can admit as unnatural 
and impossible. In a long novel like Kalahanda such features, 
especially in the time of Silva, cannot be taken as adequate 
grounds to condemn it. If we examine some novels, universally 
accepted as masterpieces, we may find some features in them 
which are unnatural or unreal. Hovels should be considered 
as a whole and the emphasis should be put on the final im
pression they make on the reader. Compared with some other 
novels by this author, such as Juli Hata (Seventh July) and 
Handapana (The Moonlight), this novel seems to posses many
virtues as regards the depiction of interesting pictures of
(l.) Saratchandra .33. R. Sinhala Havakata Itihasaya 

HaYicaraya. p. 71•



|rural society 3n Ceylon and the author’s understanding of 
Ihuman nature, as seen in characters such as Malini, Jayapala 
jand his mother. Also in this novel, unlike many popular 
Sinhalese novels, the characters cannot be classified as hero 
and villian and the heroine does not succeed in the end* She 
commits suicide as does Tess in ’less of the D ’Urbervillesf 
of Thomas Hardy* When we consider Malini’s life we feel 
that she too was only a "sport11 for both fate and social in
stitutions, just as Tess was*

According to Saratchandra, it is only the historical 
novels of W.A* Silva that would attract the attention of the 
critical reader to any great extent. ’Vijayaba Kollaya*(The 
Assassination of Vijayabahu), Sunetra (a, name) and Daiva 
Yogaya (The Moment of Fate) are three historical novels by 
Silva. Among these the first one is considered to be influ
enced by the play ’Pisarro1 by Sheridan.(l)• Although Silva 
has taken the plot and most of the main characters from 
Sheridan, he creates a novel which can be taken as a fine 
historical picture of the social and political situation in 
sixteenth century Geylon* We are captured by the charm and 
glamour of the characters he creates and the non-historic 
plot about Nilamani, Asanga and Nayanananda, interests us as 
a fresh love story. When Silva depicts the mind of Nilamani

(l„) Saratchandra, E.R. 'Sinhala Navakata, Itihasaya ha 
Vicaraya,*



in hex'1 problem of how to choose between Asanga and IT ay ana ■» 
nanda, we feel that Silva had the ability to create idealistic 
and complicated characters if he really wishedo In Suneti*a, 
the heroine (Sunetra) does not appeal to the mind of the leader? 
as she is presented in such a way that we feel that some thing 
is lacking in her character * When we l̂ ead about Hilamani we 
can experience her presence besides us and also how she suf
fers when her mind wavers between her two lovers * About 
Sunetra, what we experience is only a superficiality* The 
historical figure of king Rajasingha, as other critics too 
have pointed out ? is portrayed with depth and life* The thiî d 
of the historical novels, Daiva Yogaya, is the least interes
ting story* The most interesting character in this story 
Is that of princess Lanka. The author fails to draw an ade
quate picture of the historical and social atmosphere in the 
Polonnaruva period, in contrast with the picture of the Kotte 
peidiod in the two other historical novels*

W*A„ Silva is known as a popular novelist as well as a 
leading stylist* As mentioned at the beginning of this dis
cussion he was persistently experimenting to develop a suita
ble style for the novel* Fidom 1909 to 1922, it seems that he 
was learning languages and literature* As a result of the 
reaction of some of the critics to the language of Sirlyalata 
he employed an elevated style in his second novel, Laksmi, 
in order to attract the attention of the scholarly reader* 
Consider the style in the following passage from Siriyalata.:



” ayi, lamayo, lassanayi nokiya vena monaya kiyannada? 
ati pati tanaka nam umbat daruvek tamayi, kiya Johana 
hisa vanamin,’mokada me lastivela inne dividena ekka 
ravurae yannadayi? ’ asuvaya. u (1)

( Why my child what else can I say except ’pretty’? If 
you were from a rich family you would not be treated 
in this bad way. Saying thus and shaking her head 
Johana asked, ’Why have you got ready like this, are 
you going to stroll with that ’tigress’?)

It is said that the word ’lassana’ in this passage was 
criticised, when the book was first published, as unsuitable 
in writing. The hostility towards this word was due to the 
fact that it is the usage of the common man. The XDedantic 
term is ’laksana’, the Sanskrit form of the word.W.A* Silva 
was more sensible to use ’lassana* because that is how it is 
pronounced not only by a servant woman like Johana but also 
by any scholar. Terms such as ’ati pati tanaka’ and 
’dividena* too show Silva’s familiarity with the idiom of the 
common speech. Even today in villages we hear the term *ati 
pati tana’ (a rich family) instead of ’pohosat* and ’dividena’ 
(tigress) as equivalent to ’hari napuru gani* to mean a cruel 
woman. This work, Siriyalata, in addition to the sporadic 
use of simple, idiomatic language as seen in this example, 
contains a variety of other styles. The narrative style in 
Siriyalata is simple and similar to that of Perera

(lo) Siriyalata. u. P*13»



and Vimalanata. For example:
” igenimehida Agnas ita sumat vuvaya. ayage dliarana
saktiya gana Gudvin noha pava noyekvita puduma vuvaya. 
me sulu kalaya atulata otomo ingirisi pasvana pramana- 
yatada, mahum getum adiya ita usas lesada praguna 
kal'aya. ingirisi katakirime ativu caturatavaya nisa 
a ingirisi taruniyaka ha samavuvaya. nivaradi lesa 
ingirisi vacana sabdakarana ekama sinhala taruniya 
yayi G-udvin noha noyekvita ayata prasansa kalaya.,f(l)
(Agnes was very bright in her studies. Even Mrs. Good
win was surprisied many times at her power of memory. 
During this short period, she learnt English upto the 
fifth standard and sewing and embroidery very well. Her 
fluency in English was that of and English girl. She was 
praised by Mrs. Goodwin as the only Sinhalese girl that 
pronounced English correctly.)

The narrative in Laksmi is entirely ’elevated1. Consider
the following passage:

”ovuhu yalit basma pa tan gatha. apa vir ayage delia saktiya 
yamtamvat pirihune nata. ehet asa-rana mahallage tatvaya 
kesevat tustidayaka noviya. hetema dan dan klanta vi, 
prapatayata vateyayi nirantarayen situveya. tavat adi 
siyak pamana prapatanaya karana atara, vruksayo krama- 
yen ha sankhyaven ha pramanayen da hina vuha. tavada 
kanda parvatayaka hadaya ganimin tanhi tanhi parikirna 
gal kukuvalin gahana viya. yalit adi siyayak pamana basi- 
na kala, vruksa gulm&vruta svabhnvaya sampurnayenma an- 
tardhana viya. eseda vuva, ovunata avarohanasakya bha- 
vayak nam noviya."(2)

(1) Siriyalata. p.83*
(2) Silva, W.A. Laksmi or the immortal queen, fifth edition. 

Colombo.1939* p.131°



(They resumed descending. Our hero’s strength did not 
weaken at all* The old man’s condition was not by any 
means hopeful* He feared continuously, that he would 
faint and fall down the hill at any moment. As they 
descended yet another hundred feet, the trees decreased 
in number and size* Further on the mountain shaped into 
a rock with diffused cliffs. By about another hundred 
feet below there were no trees or shrubs at all. But 
they were not yet unable to descend.)
"mangayi nam vu me parama ramaniya siddhasthanaya, mese 
me adhamayange nindita, tuccha mleccha kriyavakata keli- 
mahdalak vu namudu meyin atalos satav-ar&ayakata purva- 
yehidi vieitrati nirmala prakar^a paryantaprapta arya 
sresthayange visramaya pinisa pavatiyeya. ekala suvarna 
surabhigandha puspopahara samalankrutavu me kaftdu talavo 
mekala men ariarya narabili karmayaka keli narambanu 
yativa rasi bhutavu vanacarayanhata suvapahas pinisa 
nova margadhigama labhi mahottamayanhata diva viharanaya 
pinisa vuha.’’(l)
(This extremely beautiful shrine called Mangayi, although 
now it is the spot for the sports of these mean savages 
was the resting place for the ’surprisingly unsullied1* 
great Aryans, eighteen centuries before* In those days 
the mountains, covered with sweet smellig golden flowers 
were the day-time dwellings of sacred priests who had 
attained the fruits of the noble paths, and not the shel
ter for savages who gather to watch a human sacrifice.)

These examples should be sufficient to show the ’pedantic’
aspects in the style in Laksmi. Although there are some
(l.) Laksmi or the immortal queen, p.177 
(*) W.A* Silva’s own translation.



passages in the novel which are not as full of Sanksrit 
words as these examples, there are some other passages which 
are much more full of Sanskrit words. The abundance of these 
difficult Sanskrit words is a great obstacle for the reader; 
perhaps because of this, the author translates all the most 
difficult words into English in the Appendix*, When he does 
not employ Sanskrit words Silva writes in a lively and plea- 
sant style. For instance;

"Sakurja svabhavayenma editara virayek vuvada, mehidi ohu 
hada biyen salennata viya. mahalu Jayanayaka mahatata 
kelin sitinu pava nohakiva, vani vani gos mullaka vadi 
vi, digu ravula sahita nikata yugat mata raiidavagena, 
gon mallaku men hati lannata vuneya* ehet vijayasiri 
pamanak viya yuttak vevayi ek sit sitagena, dora sami- 
payehima rakavalgena sitiyeya. f,(l)
(At this moment Sakurajafs heart began to tremble with 
fear, though usually he was a brave hero. The old Mr. 
Jayanayaka, unable even to stand straight, staggered 
into a corner, sat there and began to gasp like an old 
ox. It was only Vijayasiri who thought'come what may* 
and kept watch at the door„)

The style in the dialogues in this work is also devoid 
of Sanskrit words, but elevated to suit the general style of 
the book.Thisls how the immortal queen (Laksmi) speaks;

<fpitar ovun hora par aval mangin avit apata kittu karannayi 
hadanne. oya varin vara eliya peneime mansandhiva-lata 
pamina, apa giya ata piya satahan mangin pa riles a karana 
nisnyi. me vidiyata giyot ovunata asu novi apata vadic % *
dura yannata labenne naha. e nisa metan sita, mama asu

(l.) Lassmi.p.337



vihuduvannam. ko? x*ens ma atata denriayi'kiyamin vi ja~ 
ya siri atin pragrahaya navata ganimin..□"(l.)
(Peter, they are trying to come hy secret paths* The 
light you see from time to time is when they come to 
junctions, they inspect our steps to find out the 
direction we took* If we keep on like this we won't 
be able to go far before they catch us* I will, there
fore lead the horse from here, let me have the reins*1 
Saying thus she took the reins from Vijayasiri and**)

Laksmi speaks a refined language* It is not the common 
conversational style* But Silva makes her use the English 
word 'reins' which seems quite inept in the context* Some
times in the dialogue Silva mixes colloquial expressions with 
'polished' conversational style, as seen in the following 
example:

"'mahatmaya, ko-mahatmaya laksmi? a ko? me ma sitinne 
kohedayi'? hetema maha11a pilivisiyeya.
'ayi Pitar, obata pissuda? laksmiya gana apa danna

•i i ^

ulavva mokada? aya ragena giye oba novayi? maha11a kiye- 
ya.u (2*)
('Sir, where Is Laksmi? Where is she? Where am I now?' 
he asked the oldman.
'Why, Peter, are you crazy? How the hell do we know 
where Laksmi is? Mas it not you who took her?, the old 
man answered')

Here, when the old man asks 'Why, Peter are you crazy?' 
Silva uses the colloqual idiom, except the word 'obata'; in

(l.) Laksmi p. 3 66 
(2.) ibid. p*U36
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the common usage this word is not used but a word like ’umbata1 
or ’oyata1 instead. The most interesting word here is ’ulavva! 
(a disaster, death etc.,) which is heard when somebody speaks 
irritatedly or curses someone or something* Here, Silva 
mixes it with grammatically moulded words* In general usage 
we would 'hear this sentence in the form ’Laksmi gana api danna 
ulavvalc na*.(Compare Silva’s sentence 1Laksmiya gana apa danna 
ulavva mokada?)

As the style in Laksmi is characterised by the abundance 
of Sanskrit words, the style in Eadalapiliruva,a late novel, 
is characterised by the frequent use of English words.and 
derivations from English. Sometimes without trying to mould 
the English word to suit the Sinhalese idiom he uses it as 
it is :

f,me kehemmal dumriya hamatanama sayiding gahanavau(p.l27) 
(This damn train keeps going into sidings.)
"atamek ohu ganja alllmata vesvala yana aksayis niladha- 
riyaku yayida situhau(p*123)
(Some people thought that he was a disguised excise officer 
going to catch Marijuana sellers)
"Tablat devana pandam eliyat11 (p .128)

K C T B M g lU1 i “ •  ’  *“

(The torch light of the man who gives the ’tablet/)* 
"laggejaya langa handa talamin gad badubavana hatida 
bal§ganaT,(p*128)
(Having a look at the guard who was yelling as he super- 
vised the unloading .at the luggage bay).

(*) The ’staff1 for railway working.



ltgramafonaven dena kandoskiriya hahda-basiriya hon 
handaj'(p o 129)
(The irritating noise from the grama phone-the noise of1 the 
horn of the buses*)
"ohuge kamisayat, tayigatayat, pavahan 'yuvala ha mesH 1
kuttamat, felt toppiyat itama obina devalyatf(p .132)
(His shirt, tie, foot wear and socks, and felt hat went 
very well with the rest of***)

There are a great number of English words in the language 
of Radalapiliruva. as seen in the examples above* Some of these 
words are used for articles and objects which are new in 
Sinhalese society and for which there are no Sinhalese ‘words, 
e.g. Tablet, Gramaphone, Bus, Tie, Felt etc. Some times-Silva 
coins new words for the English words. For example:

“unnamayen pahata basaH(p,130)
(Descending by the lift)
"ketarayakuta. (to a Caterer), tankiyakin (from a tank)(p* 
29k)

,fansaswaraya,f(key note) (p.59) ,akarnadharava(without a 
steersman) (p.82) **paryuksanayaH(spray) (p. 112) .

Among th e s e new words, Hankiya * and 1ket a raya * are 
derived from the English words Hank* and fcatererH The for
mer word is in common usuage today while latter is used only 
rarely. The English word Herder* is taken into Sinhalese 
as 'potaraya*, and in the same way Silva has coined the word 
*ketaraya*o Other examples like Hnnamaya’, 1ansaswaraya* 
and *paryuksanaya! show that -he attempted sometimes to coin
entirely new words.

In the historical novels of Silva, he uses a stylised
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form of language , especially in the dialogues«, in order to 
create an illusion of the relevant time. These classical forms 
of language, though they are significant in those particular 
novels, are not so important in the general language of Sin
halese fiction.

Kalahanda, as we have seen involves characters from 
rural areas; because of this the author had to employ the 
speech of villagers in this novel. Let us consider one example 

usiye, siye, man mehe-man mehe,’mese handagamin Malini
vaha senaga madin diva gos umatuven men aya soya avi- 
dina mahallage atin alia gattaya.
’umbata mona yakek vahilada? umba kohe makaba vunada ban? 
yanu ekenehima mahallage lea tin pitavu kopabharita pras- 
naya viya.
fmata vahunu yakek naha,man metanayi hitiye, yaka vahila

o  3

tiyenne siyatayi.’
’man me koyi vele hitanda, hamatanama hoyanavane; huna 
kiyanna vage kivva neda, langin helavenna epayi kiyala; 
umba me hitapu tanama nohita mona deyyanne kariyaka 
giyada?
(Grandad, G-randad, I am here, I am here,1 Saying this 
Malini ran through the crowds and took the old man by 
hand who was looking for her like a mad man.
’What devil has possessed you? Wherever did you go?*
This irritated question came out of the mouth of the old 
man at once.
’No devil has possessed me. It must be you, grandad who 
is possessed by a devil*
*What a long time I have been looking for you, I was 
looking everywhere. Didn’t I tell you, like the saying 
of the lizard, not to move away from me? On what god’s 
errand did you go like this, without staying where you



were?)
The tone of the expressions as well as words such as 

'man mehe' 'ban' and *makabavunada' are taken from the speech 
of the villagers• And expressions such as 'mona yaka vahilada* 
and 'mona deyyanne kariyaka giyada* can be pointed out as 
typical of the colloq.ua! Sinhalese•

Different characters speak different types of language 
in Silva's novels, In the example above we hear the speech 
of the villagers; whereas the following example represents 
Sinhalese spoken by the Moslems in Ceylon:

5,mista Rafayal tar aha venna epa ? onna ekata mage vaif
eka, man kiyana hati tamayi ahanava* epayi kivvot geyin
pita adiya tiyanne ne, dotar eka vunat hadanna ona ehema 

^  « 0

tamayio man dakka edd mista rafayalge dotar ekayi vaif 
ekayi ara golfes pittaniye vasa naraka minissu ekka 
katakara ka ra innava , eka narrakayi"*(1.)
(Don't be displeased Mr* Raphael, now take my wife, she 
always obeys my word* If I ask her not to, she would 
not even take one step out of the house. This is the 
way that a daughter too should be brought up, I saw, 
the other day, Mr, Raphael, your wife and daughter, 
talking with some very vicious men in the G-alle Dace 
Park, That is very bad,)

But W.A* Silva follows this method only occasionally* 
Often he follows the conventional style which was popular at 
his time* This artificial language could be easily used to 
present lifeless, puppet-like characters* The creating of

(lo) Radalapiliruva* p . 29



emotionally charged, individual characters was not W.A,
Silva*s aim. He was, to some extent, a moral novelist, though 
he wrote sentimental stories full of such things as crime, 
detection, mystery etc. Although these stories cannot be 
considered as good novels his style is much appreciated due to 
its straightforwardness, variety, lucidity and paucity of 
grammatical mistakes.

To end the discussion on Silva*s novels, 1 propose
to consider some ideas he has expressed about the novel in 
some of his works. The following two excerpts will show the 
attitude of Sinhalese society towards the novel and Silva's 
own understanding of it;

"I tell you Sara, he said, 'they say that there are no 
worse books written in this age than novels. Everybody 
is agreed that mankind will be ruined if such books are 
allowed to fall into the hands of young men and women." 
*#hat do they contain? asked Bara who believed that 
nothing could be written but sermons.
'What does it matter if they contain sermons?, you silly 
woman, the trouble is that they contain every thing 
in the world but sermons. You find in them all the 
wicked things in the world.1
'AlasI why do they have them printed like religious 
books then?'
'That is the whole trouble, don't you see? If any of 
those books happen to fall into the hands of a growing 
girl she would be ruined, she would come to know every
thing that she should not know.'(l.)

(l.) Silva, Deyyanne Hate. Colombo. 1927. p.18



(Translation:Saratchandra, Sinhalese Fiction. p. 3$)
This indicates the true attitude of the ordinary Sinha

lese people towards the novels which we can believe to be 
true because there are some people still alive who remember 
having been punished for reading Sinhalese novels both at 
home and school. This is what W.A. Silva himself thought 
about the novel:

"The benefit of novel reading is unlimited^here are 
various novels, such as those written on important human 
experiences for the betterment of the people,- those which 
are enjoyable, and the humorous ones (which are still 
wanting in our literature.) There are historical as well 
as realistic ones. The service expected from these 
various kinds of novels is enormous ...........The true
novelist is a great poet and his task is not the mere 
forming of four lines to a metre but it is such that he 
explains the consciousness of man and he should not be 
engaged in laying down rigid rules. !,(l.)

As is seen in this instance Silva wanted to develop Sin
halese fiction with various types. He regards the lack of a 
comic novel as a great loss to his nation. Perhaps that is 
why he wrote a novel like Radala Piliruva, though he took the 
plot from Moliere. Some of his short stories are also humo
rous. Although he knew about psychological and realistic 
novels he has not tried to create them. He attacked those 
Sinhalese novelists who wrote realistic novels saying that their
art was not different from the art of the entries in police 
records.(2.) Apparently he aimed this attack at the novels of 
Mart in Wickramasingha.
(l*) Silva W.A. Radalapiliruva. V*k3<>
(2.) See the introduction to the fifth edition of Siriyalata.



Martin Wickramasingha (b.l89l) Towards Modernity.

Among the Sinhalese novelists- of the first half of this 
century Martin Wickramasingha is undoubtedly the most signi
ficant writer as regards the variety of his work, the quality 
and the impact on other writers. The first four of his no
vels, Lila (191W? Soma (1920), Airangani (1923) and Sita 
(1923) are similar to the popular fiction of that time. An 
interesting feature in these works is that though they present 
a romantic, commonplace love story, they also propagate, some 
ideas which were quite new in Sinhalese literature and which 
were against the ideas of Piyadasa Sirisena, the most promi
nent novelist at the time. New ideas about the theory of evo
lution, morals, the liberation of women, civilization, culture 
etc., which Wickramasingha had learnt by reading Snglish books 
and also his own independent ideas about the culture of the 
Sinhalese people and Buddhism are expressed through the cha
racters in these novels.(l)

Miringuva (The Mirage)(1923) shows some of the first signs 
of Wickramasingha breaking away from the typical Sinhalese 
fiction and contemplating writing serious novels. In the 
prefatory note to this novel he says 'the motive of the novel 
is ’'representing life*. He observes further, that the nove
lists should not instruct, amuse or preach; and this can be

(l.) See V.IIapuaracci: 'Martin Wickramasinghage Navakata Saha
Ketikata Vicaraya* Maharagama. 1961. pp.51-58„



taken as a criticism of the contemporary Sinhalese novelists*
At this early age of the Sinhalese novel it is quite admirable 
to find this author emphasising the realistic portrayal of 
life as the most important aspect of the novel. In his in™ 
troduction to the second edition of this work (1950) Wick™ 
ramasingha claims Miringuva as the best of all his early 
works, The different method of the depiction of character 
in this novel may be taken as the main reason for considering 
it a significant work of the time. The '-heroine, Molly, is 
different from the common romantic heroine* She Is the type 
of character a writer like Sirisena would never dream of 
depicting * She faces a sad death which seems inevitable 
under the circumstances* Molly is independent, vulnerable 
to the feelings of her mind and is led towards committing 
suicide as a result of frustration, fear and suspicion* Her 
bourgeois parents crave to be fully westernised* Through 
their life V'/ickramasingha satirises this particular sector of 
Sinhalese society and attempts to maintain a theory that the 
Sinhalese culture would never be successfully mixed with the 
western culture.

The plot in this novel indicates that Wickramasingha has- 
been greatly influenced by some English and Russian novelists. 
In his thesis, Tilakaratna compares Miringuva with Tolstoy*s 
Anna Karenina in detail*(l) Following the change of the subject

(l*) Tilakaratna, M*P. Russian Literature & the Modern Sinha
lese Hovel and Short Story* Colombo,1969* pp.113/116.



and the new dimension in the portrayal of the character, the 
style in this work has been changed too, but very slightly*
The descriptions of nature, places and persons are composed 
in a style similar to that in his previous novels which is 
largely inspired by the classical Sinhalese prose* Only the 
dialogues are written in modern conversational idiom*

Rohini(l929) is the only historical novel of Wiekrama™ 
singha. This novel gained considerable popularity due to 
lively descriptions of the life and wars of king Dutthagamini, 
the greatest hero of the Sinhalese Buddhists* As Saratchandra 
has pointed out there is nothing very interesting in the 
character In this novel, but what is interesting is the story 
itself* Further he observes that the plot in Rohini is com™ 
parable with that In Sabatinifs Scaramouche•(l)

G-amperaliya (The Changing Village), which is the first 
of a trilogy, was published in 19U4, marking a new direction 
in the Sinhalese novel* In this novel we find Wickramasingha 
continuing with his progressive Ideas about the nature of the 
novel which he seems to have been developing ever since the 
writing of Miringuva* The two other parts of the trilogy, 
Yugantaya(The End of an . Era) and Kaliyugaya (The Kali Era) 
were published in 19b9 and 1957 respectively. In this tri
logy of novels Wickramasingha tries to present the decline of 
a particular social system and the subsequent rise of another*

(l„) See Saratchandra, fSinhala Navakata1* p*85
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In Gamperaliya through the families of Nanda and Piyal we see 
the traditional rural culture being replaced by the new com
mercialism. Piyal, the symbol of the new society, marries 
Handa, the daughter of a dying family. In Kaliyugaya we read 
about the life of these two in Colombo, where they try to 
conform with modern westernized society, how they break the 
few remaining links with the village. Yugantaya tells the 
story of the children of Randa and Piyal. In this story the 
writer shows how the new capitalist class is eventually op
pressed by the working class. In fact, this has not yet hap
pened in Ceylon. He must have, through his experiences about 
the clashes between the capitalist and working classes soon 
after the second world war , tried to predict the i:>ossibility 
of a future victory of the working classes.

A- striking comparison has been made by Tilakaratna, of 
Gamperaliya with Chekhov's Cherry Orchard; of Yugantaya with 
Turgenev's Fathers and Sons and Gorky's Forma Gordeyev. Ti
lakaratna assumes that most of the similarities are possibly 
accidental and not deliberate imitations. He further observes
that the social conditions of both Wickramasingha and these
Russian novelists were quite similar and that this may be 
the reason for the similarities in their novels. This argu
ment seems unacceptable because it Is difficult to believe 
that the social conditions in Russia in the late nineteenth

(l.) See Tilakaratna, op.cit. p.113-



century and Ceylon in the early twentieth century were 
similar, though there were some elements of dissatisfaction 
about the prevailing systems and hopes for a new one in both 
the societies. What we can easily and more reasonably believe 
is that Wickramasingha had great admiration for and inspira
tion from the works of these Russian novelists.

Besides, we can think of another source of inspiration 
for Wickramasingha*s trilogy, for example, TBuddenbrooksf by 
Thomas Ivlann. Despite many similarities in plot and characters 
in Buddenbrooks and Wickramasingha1s work we must realize, at 
the outset, that the visions of the two authors are contradic
tory. Buddenbrooks gives the true conviction of Mann, his 
belief in the old bourgeois way of life. It concerns the 
three generations of merchants in a German town, and this 
family of merchants resemble Mann's own. The time is affeer 
1830s, the period during which free trade and open market . 
flourished in Germany. The first generation of Buddenbrooks 
make money by attending strictly to business. The second 
generation represented by Thomas Buddenbrooks allow the neces
sity to make money to diminish. He builds an expensive new 
house and marries a girl mainly for her beauty, not for a big 
dowry as his predecessors used to do. With the third gene
ration, with the birth of Johann, who is not interested in 
trade at all, who is very sensitive to music the family and 
traditions of Buddenbrooks break up. With the decline of the 
Buddenbrooks family, we see the emergence of another family



through success in business.(l.)
By contrast with Buddenbrooks, in Wickramasingha*s tri

logy too we find the story of three generations of the same 
family. Some of the main characters in Buddenbrooks, Consul 
Buddenbrooks, Frau consul, Tony, Thomas and Christian remind 
us of Muhandiram Kaisaruvatte, Matare Hamine, Nanda, Piyal 
and Tissa respectively. Wickramasingha*s description of the 
Sinhalese Newyear festival at Mahagedara resembles Mann's 
description of Christmas at Buddenbrook's (See p.71° Budden
brooks o Penguin.) Matara Hamine's and 'Nanda*s family pride 
is the same as that of Frau Consul and Tony. Herr G-runlich's 
approaches to marry Tony are similar to Piyal*s advances to
wards Nanda. An interesting similarity can be seen in the 
way the two family houses are used as symbols in the two 
stories. For example:

"That old house could not be repared without spending 
a lot of money. The house was about two hundred years 
old. Piyal, being intelligent, knew that one could not 
renovate it even by spending two or three thousand 
Rupees on it."
'My mother will not leave the house even if a part of 
It should collapse. At least we must have it renovated 
for them."(2)
In this instance Nanda and Piyal discuss the dilapidated 

family house. Nanda understands the strange, but natural love
(l.) For an interesting analysis of this work, see The Novel

and the World's Dilemma, by Burgum,E.B. New York.1963*
pp.50/53.

(2.) Gamperaliyao 19U8. fourth edition. pp,208/209



of her mother for !Mahagedaraf, hut Piyal does not; as he 
sees it as a businessman* it is only a waste of money to re
pair that house, In the following example from Buddenbrooks 
we see the feelings of Tony* when Thomas suggested selling 
their family house:

l,Our consent * * she repeated after a pause, sadly* and 
rather bitterly as well.’Dear me, Tom* you know you will 
do whatever you think best-the rest of us are not likely 
to withhold our consent for long,, But if we might put 
in a urord - to beg you1 she went on, almost dully, but 
her lip was trembling too-1the house-Mother1s house - 
the family home, in which we have all been so happy! We 
must sell it?11
uThe senator shrugged his shoulders again.1 1 Child, you will 
believe me when I tell you that I feel everything you 
can say, as much as you do yourself. But those are only 
our feelings; they aren’t actual objections. What has 
to be done remains the problem. Here we have this great 
piece of property-what shall we do with it? For years 
back, ever since fatherfs death, the whole back part has. 
been going to pieces...."(l.)

Tony looks at the house just as Nanda and her mother look 
at their family house. They would like to protect it despite
nature and poverty. Like Piyal, Thomas too thinks not of the
significance of the house as a family symbol but about the
amount of money they have to spend in vain.

In a longer and closer examination of the two woxiks we 
would be able to see more reflections of Buddenbrooks in Gam
peraliya and Its two sequels. However, such a long discussion

(1.) Buddenbrooks. Penguin• 1971 #P <• 450



would be inappropriate in the scope of our study.
Viragaya (1956)(Free from Passion), is the most celeb

rated work of Wickramasinghao The influence of this work on 
subsequent Sinhalese novelists has been so substantial and also 
harmful to their creative talent that one Sinhalese critic 
has felt compelled to state that ’the Sinhalese novel began 
with Gamperaliya and ended with Viragaya*0( h ) Aravinda, the 
protagonist in Viragaya has been subjected to a number of 
analyses and criticisms creating a great interest in that 
character. The plot is developed and presented from the first 
person point of view. Aravinda relates his emotional expe
riences from three aspects; i.e. his relations with his family, 
his love affair with Sarojini, and his relations with Bati. 
Aravinda speaks as if he has conquered common human feelings 
such as love, hatred, remorse etc., but through these-actions 
and other incidents the reader sees he still has all these 
feelings and is suffering from them. A clear image of Aravinda 
is not created in the novel; but the intricacy in his life 
makes It deep, human and interesting. We cannot expect a 
novelist to give us a crystal clear picture of life, as the 
reality is not itself clear and beautiful. Most of the critics 
of Viragaya quarrel with the author for the contradictions, 
ambiguous elements and repetitions in Viragaya. When we probe 
deep into our minds we can see how difficult it Is to give

(l.) De Silva, Gristy. 'Sinhala Navakata, Vicaraya saha 
Muladharma,1 n.d, Go 1 ombo • id.38®



nicely finished, clear cut pictures of life*
This is the first time Wickramasingha has dealt with 

the problems of the modern younger generation with particular 
attention to their psychology* In rural Sinhalese society, 
most of the middle class families are similar to that of 
Aravinda* The father, whether a newly prosperous merchant, 
a rich farmer, or an Ayurvedic doctor who is respected by the 
poor, wishes to give an English education to his son and 
to see him enter upper society as a Doctor, Lawyer or a Civil 
Servant* The son usually does not fulfill the father’s hope* 
While doing a mediocre job, he starts to fall in love with 
girls, finds that all kinds of trifles trouble him and behaves 
in a peculiar way, disregarding society and eventually be
comes disinterested in life* These are the common features in 
many novels written after Viragaya; and this is what was hap
pening in the life of many young people with a knowledge of 
English and other new subjects* They find themselves float
ing between two worlds, the traditional culture and the values 
of the new society* Like Aravinda they think that they have 
severed links with the tradition, and are modern, revolutionary 
and radical* When faced with real problems they realise that 
they have not really absorbed the new values* Analysing the 
character of Aravinda, Saratchandra saw that this was a sick
ness that most of the younger generation were suffering from;
hence he aptly remarked, * a bit of Aravinda is seen in every 
one of us *•(1•)
(l«) Saratchandra, ’Sinhala Navakata*1 ,p*130



The characteristics of the heroes of the Sinhalese novel 
after Viragaya can he best interpreted as the outcome of 
serious thinking about contemporary Sinhalese society as well 
as awareness of world literature* Tilakaratna, however, 
regards these characters, including Aravinda, as reminiscent 
of the pi»e-revolutionary Russian novel* He points out that 
the heroes of these Russian novels too are sensitive, broody, 
seeking refuge in imagination and often troubled over trifles* 
Here we can agree with Tilakaratna only partly, because heroes 
of these characteristics are found not only in the Russian 
novel, but also in the novels of many other modern literatures * 
Whatever may be the primary source of inspiration, Viragaya is 
a work of art *

When we consider the style in the novels of Wickramasingha 
we must not forget the fact that his art has grown with his 
style* The character, plot, structure and every other aspect 
of the novel has a. vital dependence upon the language and 
style of the novelist* Despite the basic flexibility of the 
language, which is common to all the writers in that language 
it is the personality and talent of a particular writer which 
gives life to the language of his novel, and gives it an in
dividual style* When the novelist follows and imitates others, 
or writes about commonplace things, the possibilities of the 
development of such a style qre quite small* In the early 
fiction of Wickramasingha, as we have mentioned before, in
fluence from other contemporary writers is reflected in the



subject matter as well as the style•
Saratchandra, nevertheless, says that even in his first 

novel, Lila, Wickramasingha has employed the spoken idiom; 
and that it had been a successful experiment„(1•) It is true 
that Wickramasingha has used a style mixed with words from 
ordinary speech, but only in dialogues„ As we have already 
seen, this is not a new experiment by Wickramasingha, as it 
had been done by almost all the writers of fiction at that 
time* The use of ordinary speech in Wickramasinghafs novels 
has been discussed by Hapuaracci, too;

"Having realized the ineptitude of the ancient literary 
language for modern purpose Martin Wickramasingha, like 
some other writers, attempted to employ the day-to-day 
speech, which is closer to the experiences of the people 
than the formero Thus, these radical writers perceived 
that they could use the ordinary speech effectively in 
dialogues and situations and eventually in characteri
zation, tooo" (2o)

This is only an affirmation of Saratchandra!s opinion 
but not the full trutho What we see in these novels is a 
distorted form of the idiom of speech* It would be interestin 
to learn why the early Sinhalese novelists wanted to mould 
the idiomatic speech^ Hapuaracci thinks this tidying up of 
the speech "removes the simplicity and obsbenity (gramyatvaya) 
in ordinary speech and perfects its syntax"0 If these have

(lo) Saratchandra, op0 cito p„80 
(2*) Hapu Aracci, V* p 0l8h



been the real intentions of those novelists, their efforts 
should be considered senseless, because the simplicity and 
the special syntax are the most fascinating features in or
dinary speech and can be used to create wonderful effects 
in the novel* The term !gramya laksanaf (obscene elements) 
is ambiguous, because if we take it in the ordinaipy sense of 
the words we afe implying that nothing decent and polite can 
be expressed through ordinary speech, but only obscenities»
As this is not, evidently, the case, we can assume what is . 
meant by this term here is the particular characteristics in 
ordinary speech which are not governed by the traditional 
grammar„ These features are not of course, literally Tobscene1 
In Sinhalese there are several types of ordinary speech, too* 
The speech of, for instance, educated and sophisticated circles 
is different from that of the uneducated, common man* In 
an analysis of the conversational language in the Sinhalse 
novel we can find that the speech of the common man has mostly 
been moulded according to the speech of sophisticated speakers* 
Ironically, though the latter too is not governed by the 
traditional grammar, it was never considered by Sinhalese 
novelists as full of *vulgar elements1„

Martin Wickramasingha himself holds a similar view about 
the use of ordinary speech in the novel;

"There are various contradictory views on the language 
of dialogue among critics and readers* Some of them 
believe that the language of labourers and villagers 
should be employed in the same way as they use it* This



view is based on an obsolete idea* The structure of 
the good novel is the final and natural result of all 
its components, including language* To use a different 
mode of language from that of the general narrative 
style in a novel eould be an obstacle to the harmony of 
the novel *11 (1*)

In the examples to be quoted from Wickramasingha1s novels 
we can see how he has ’purified* ordinary speech so as not to 
’disturb the harmony* of the novel, and how far he has used 
ordinary speech in its real form*

Though Wickramasingha established himself as a major 
figure in a number of fields in Sinhalese literature, he has 
equally become known for the abundance of unidiomatic, confu
sing and ambiguous elements in his language* At first we must 
admit the fact that when a writer experiments with the. langu
age trying to develop its power of expression, he has to in
vent new terms, new structures, new patterns and new words; 
which would naturally seem unidiomatic* The idiom of a langu
age is not a stable, unchangeable thing* A change, evolution 
or innovation in the language of fiction should serve a liter
ary purpose, but it should not be inappropriate for the form 
of the novel and should not create ambiguities.

Wickramasingha*s innovations have been criticised by 
some Sinhalese critics as leading to confusions.(l*) Consider
(l*) Wickramasingha, Martin* Vimansa* Vol.U* pp.18/19
(2.) ^e0oi. W.A.Silva* Kataratnakaraya. The introduction to the 

second edition* 1958*
ii. Pallevala, R. Viragalokaya* Colombo*19^3 

iii* Sugatadasa, K.B. Upandasita Wickramaya.Colombo*196



the following examples:
"i.kuda pittala kalavala hadahurukama ati, kaluvara ll 
kakul satarin usulagat, almariyehi pahala tattuvehi 
ramuvada kaluvara liyen karana laddaki.'
ii.atulu patten dora deka alia sat pittala asav tudu
liar a anik kisi piriddimak, vivarayak e aliaariyehi noviya. 
(Gamperaliya *p.50)
iiio 'havas varuvehi avidina his godak nisa aturu sidurumn^»nfwwiw,j ■ ul i ■■♦ t.qJ

nat i e kadapalin nikmenne...'(Gamperaliya0p .59)
o

iv.'taraha venna epa Nanda, e vacana mama adahas karala 
kivve naha.'(Gamperaliya .p.253)
v.'amma adambara venna epa. anunta dos kiyamin api ahan-

s» 0
kara venue kuraatada? e gani adaha s karala avit ahankara- 
kam pennu nisayi mata taraha ave•1(Yugantayaflp ,151)
vi.'kondaya bandi dhu langa siti lcanappuva udavu usa kalu

m v  ten , i .  m 1.<■.... .... nn .—rn  ** 9 ^
toppiya ohuge vikata andume silnmina viya.'(Viragaya.p.28)4
(i.The almirah was held up by four ebony legs shaped 
like small brass pots* Its lower part too was made of 
ebony wood.
11.Except for the two brass hinges that grasped its two 
doors from inside, there was not a single joint or clea
vage to be seen.
iii.In the afternoon, from that street which is packed 
with a walking heap of heads, what one could hear is.....1
iv.'Please don't be cross Nanda, I didn't say those words 
deliberately.'
V.'Mother, don't be proud. Why should we be proud and 
blame others? I got irritated because that woman came 
just on purpose to show us her pomposity.' 
vi.He had tied his hair in a knot, and the tall, black 
hat which was on the small table standing beside his, 
was the climax; of his mock costume.')
In the above examples the phrases, 'li kakul satarin

usulagat1, 'dora deka alia gat* and 'langa siti kanappuva'



are entirely new in Sinhalese idiom and they sound odd to the 
native speaker. The past participles 'usulagat',* alia gat* 
and 'siti1 are generally used with an animate subject. Al
though these types of pax’ticiples have occasionally been used 
with animate subjects in the classical poetic language, this 
is hardly ever useen in modern usage, Wickramasingha is very 
fond of this type of writing. Ipor instance whenever he wants 
to say 'the picture is hanging from the wall1, he writes 'pin- 
turaya bittiye elli,,, sitif whereas the usual idiomatic verb 
is either 'tibe* or *ata'. In example ii, the phrase 'avi
dina his godak nisa' is an inappropriate figure of language; 
which is again typical of Wickramasingha. Usually, in Sin
halese, referring to a great crovkl of people, one would say 
'ekama hisgodak vage*(like a heap of heads), but if we say 
'avidina his godak* the sense and image it conveys becomes 
ambiguous and awkward. Because a 'walking heap of heads' 
reminds us only of a street of ghosts, not of human beings.

If wre consider the phrases 'adahas karala kivve naha '
(I didn't mean to say that) 'adahas karala avit'(having come 
on purpose) in examples iv and v, we can see how Wickrama
singha creates new phrases in Sinhalese by translating English 
words- unthoughtfully. In spoken Sinhalese one could Quite 
easily express the sense 'doing some thing on purpose' In such 
utterances as 'hitala','hita mata', 'ona kamin' or by 'ibema' 
'nikamma* etc., with a negative. Instead of any of these 
Wickramasingha coins 'adahas karala' which serves no particula:



purpose in the context• 
s The following examples are from Gamperaliya wherein the
dialogue is used often to depict situation and character in
terestingly and dramatically. Let us consider first how the 
conversations are imbued with the colour of the regional 
idiom of the south of Ceylon:

""tattage kalpanava tiune iskole mahattaya peralcadoru 
mahattayek karanna"
"umba kohomada danne?"
"eyalayi tatta indeddi ehema kivva"
"umba ekkada"
!,mama ekka nevi. tatta marune natnam perakadoruvek venna 
igena ganna tiuna yayi iskole mahattaya davasak kivva.11

(*His father hoped to see the school master become a 
proctor*
’How do you know?T
!His father said so when he was living 
*To you?*
*Io, not to me, the school master said one day that he 
could have studied to become a proctor if his father 
ha£Ln*t died*)
"me gollat ilandarikam valata udav denava" yi kiyamin 
matara hamine, sinasena taruna katunta dosnaguvaya. 
"pansalata avaya kiya apata hiiia novi inna ahaka? E yi 
kiyu Anula Baladasa desa bala iiigi maruvaya.
"hinavena eka pavda?*
"ekata uttara labaganna ona oya ilandari ganungenmayi"

■n

Piyalge mava uttara dunnaya.(2•)

(l.) Wickramasingha, Martin. Gamperaliya. Colombo.19k8* 
fourth edition-p.̂ i-li

(2.) ibid. p.158.



S' j ( ’These (girls) also join in the amusements of* these 
youths ', said Matara Hamine, blaming the girls who 
weife laughing.
’Gan we stop laughing because we have come to a temple? 
Anula replied winking at Baladasa®
* Is it a sin to laugh?’
’You must get the reply to that from those young womien' 
replied Piyal's mothera)

This is ordinary speech with a slight ’polishing’ as seen 
in 'tiuna yayi* and 'avaya kiya’. The words such as 'eyalayi', 
’nevi*, 'tiuna', * avaya? , 'ahaka' and 'ilandari ganu’ should 
be noted as characteristic of the southern idiom®

The follwoing dialogue is taken from G-amperaliya which 
also is based on the speech of the south and illustrates the 
author’s deliberate use of dialogue to create dramatic situa
tions® Here the two characters concerned are Handa’s parents. 
Wickramasingha presents the dialogue in such a way that we 
feel as if we are listening to the actual speech of the cha
racters :

"'matat kiyanna mat aka nati una ralaKamita karanayak;
Piyal katirina ata yojanavak karala eva tiuna'® 
f yo j anavak *
’ovu’- Nanda gana*
'Nand'agana Piyal yojanavak karala eva tiuna?’
’ ovu1
’unta kavuda hira demie? ’o
’mamat ehema tarnayi kivve’(Gamperaliya.p.61)

(’I too forgot to tell you something, Ralahami; Piyal has 
made a. proposal through Katirina'®
’A proposal?'
'Yes, a proposal, about Nanda'



!Piyal has made a proposal about Nanda?*
'Yes *
'Who would give their daughters to such people?1
'That's what I said too')
Here the words are natural as well as full of drama*

When Matara Hamine ('Nanda's mother) tells the Muhandiram 
(Nandafs fahter) about Piyal*s proposal he gets irritated,,
His anger9 disapproval and hostile attitude towards Piyal 
is implied by the repetition of the same ideas and the crucial 
expression 'unta kavu&a hira denne'(who would give their 
daughters to such people?) which the reader has heard several 
times before from Matara Hamine• The expression 'hira denne' 
(to give in marriage) is again very typical of the southern 
idiom* The deliberate or accidental modification of the 
natural speech according to the written language can be seen 
in such phrases as 'Katirina ata (spoken language: katirina 
ate) and 'karala eva'(spoken language: karala evala)0 In the 
following example from Kaliyugaya this feature of mixing 
speech with 'elevated terms' may be further examined:

'"Allan ehema kiya naha'yi Tissa lciya*
'mama hitanne naha 9 Nandage hita dannava Allan Airin 
assaraya karanu valakvanta tadin kriyakala eka vara- 
dibava'e
'api kale varadak ya'yi kavadavat hituvet naha'„
'rnehi a Vat a passe'yi Tissa tepaleya' * (l.)

(1 *) Wickramas ingha9 Mart in* Kaliyugaya, Maharagama *1957 «p * 27



(’Allan hasn’t said so1, Tissa said.
’I don’t think, so. Nanda, you know according in your 
heart that it was unfair to object to strictly to 
Allan’s relationship with Irine.
’We never thought that we were doing wrong.*
’After coming here*, Tissa said.)

In the above sentences the words and terms, ’kiya* 
instead of ’kiyala*, ’assaraya karanu valakvanta’ for ’assa- 
raya karana eka valakvanta’,’kale varadak ya’yi1 for ’kale 
varadak kiyala’ and ’mehi* instead of ’mehe* can be pointed 
out as examples of Wickramasingha’s tendency to mix the spoken 
language with the written language.

In the following examples from Ghmperaliya similar in
stances of attempts to mould the spoken language can be seen:

11 ’lahgadi eccarai mudalak labeyayi hit anna baha.’
’Anulage rattaran baduvat ukas tiya salli tikak gannavS 
misa vena monava karannada?’ (Gamperali;ya .p.69)
(’It * s quite unlikely that we can get such an amount of 
money soon.’
’Then we’ll have to get some money by pawning Anula’s 
golden ornaments* What else can we do?*)
,f,Vijeta mataka riadda Piyal Nandata andunak kavime katava? 
anduna Kattirina lava kavanna atayi saka karanna ati. dan 
e gani Piyal ekka hohdata yalu nisa ayit monavavat kava- 
viya kiya baya ati. u(G-amperaliya.p.l79)
(’Vije, don’t you remember a rumour about Piyal giving 
a charm to Nanda? They must have suspected that the charm 
was given to Nanda through Kattirim. As she is now 
very friendly with Piyal they think that he might try 
to give her another charm. *)



In these examples the distortion of the rhythm and tone 
of ordinary speech in order to elevate it to the standard of 
the written language is clearly seen8 If we consider the 
words Tlabeyayi’, ’Anulage’, ’tiya1 ,Nandata* , ’kavime*, and 

- ’atayi* we may find this is not how they actually occur in 
spoken language* The terms ’lafteyayif,*tiya’ and ’atayi’ 
appear as 1labeyi'kiyala1,’tiyala* and ’ati kiyala** The 
names Anulage and Nandata are not uttered in actual speech 
with elongated *e’ and. *af*

This kind of modification of the language in dialogue 
cannot "be taken as a serious defect in the novel. The abun
dance of such a mixed form of language may however damage the 
naturalness of the characters and situations.

In Viragaya, unlike in the other novels of Wickramasingha, 
we can find some instances of using the speech of the charac
ters without modification and learned words* For example;

1ffSara Siridasata kamati ha neva’ yi kumak kiva yutuda1
0

yi sitagata nohakivu mama kivemi*
’kamati nati bava Aravinda danne naddayi a tarahayen 
asuvaya*
’Sara taraha venta epa, e vacana mata nikamma kiyavuna.’(1.)(’Sara, you don’t like Siridasa, do you?; t asked her, 
as I felt confounded.
’Don’t you already know that I don’t like him’ she asked 
angrily.
’Please don’t be cross, Sara, I didn’t say those words 
on purpose’)

(l*) Wickramasingha, Martin. Viragaya.Colombo*1956* p.113



288'

As is already mentioned? in this dialogue the effective
ness is high, due to the naturalness of the words. Without 
using long descriptions the author draws a vivid picture of 
Aravinda and Sara in this short dialogue by means of skilfully 
selected words, Even the tone of the phrases uttered by each 
person reveals their character, Aravinda*s words, 1kamati 
na nova'(you don't like) and 'Sax̂ a taraha venta epa*(Please, 
don't be cross, Sara) are so natural and appropriate that they 
indicate his inability to ask Sara something straight out and 
also the meek nature which caused his recoiling from the prob
lems of life. Unlike Aravinda, Sara takes life as it comes and 
is going to marry Siridasa though she did not love him as much 
as she loved Aravinda. Her words, 'kamati nati bava...„'(Bon't 
you already know that I don't like him) are so spontaneous 
that they reveal Sara's straightforward character. Although 
Virajaya abounds in dialogues which are not modified according 
to the written language occasional mixture of learned words 
are .to be found in some instances. For example:'taruniyakata 
alaya karanne kumana adahasinda?'(Viragaya.p.179)(What is the 
purpose of loving a girl?) The rest of the dialogue where 
this phx^ase comes is natural though the phrase itself is en
tirely literary or of the written language. Thus we can see 
that in his later novels Wickramasingha tries less to 'perfect1 
or mould the spoken language than in his px^evious novels such 
as Miringuva and G-amperaliya.

These 'perfections' or mouldings of the natural speech



309
in the conversational style in Wickramasinghar s ma^or novels, 
are not, however, abundant to the extent of harming the st
ructure .seriously. His conversational style is generally based 
on the idiom of the region and social status of his characters.

The general narrative style in these four novels Gampe
raliya, Kaliyugaya, Yugantaya and Viragaya is similar in vo
cabulary to the current style of journalism but it is experi
mental, progressive and individual. Since Miringuva, Wickra
masingha has begun to break away from the conventional narra
tive style. In the two sequels to Gamperaliya his style is 
developed and in Viragaya it becomes more uniform and sensi
tive than in any of his other works. His experiment has been 
different from that of W.A. Silva. As we have seen, W.A. Silva 
also experimented with the language of fiction and tried many 
styles, but was superseded by the later novelists like Wick
ramasingha. The reason for Wickramasingha*s success and W.A. 
SilvaTs failure is probably that the former was more keen on 
writing realistic novels while the latter stuck to romantic 
fiction.

Now let us examine a few passages to assess the narrative 
style of Wickramasingha:

"Nandata hahdune diya pirunu rabar bolayak hadisiyS pipu- 
runak meni. tama haManu kamarayen pita sitinnanta asetiyi

• * • A

biyagat Nanda vahama tama muhuna kottayehi oba gattaya. 
kottayehi muhuna obagat Nandage katin pitavanne susumak 
vani hand ale pamani. ehet age hada tula hatagat kampanaya 
ha, dedaruma kotekdayi age udukaya salena s'atiyen Anulata 
vatahina. kopa-ya sansihdimen hatagat biya ativa vata pita



balu Anulage sitata nange dayantikampavaki • ”(Ofamperaliya«
p*l66)

(Nanda broke out crying just like the bursting of a rubber 
ball full of water® Site covered her face with a pillow 
fearing that others would hear her crying® Now only a 
sound as of sighing could be heard from Nanda® But Anula 
could see by the trembling of Nan(̂ a!s chest how terribly 
 ̂her heart has b;een shocked and shattered® When Anula 
^looked around after her anger was gone, she felt compas- 
■ sion®)
In this passage the first sentence includes an image of

bursting rubber ball full of water, which is not clear or
effective. But in general the sentences are simple and full
of clarity and power. Nanda cries after being scolded by Anula
when she refused the malted milk sent by Piyal when she was
sick, because of her pride. Anula is hurt about it. She
thoiight that Nanda was only pretending not to like Piyal, as
Anula herself was secretly in love with him. Anula*s anger is
abated at once when she sees how Nanda is sobbing, and suffering,

"sevakaya mini kamarayehi dora hara ivatata vi tama ate- 
hivu pahana kamarayehi uskota tanana lada pilkada uda

c* © <

tibuna malakahdan deka desata harevveya* goni dekak tula
Q

darnanalada kesel kan dekak se dala redi kada dekaka otana
♦

lada malakahdan dekehi muhunuda his da pahan eliya nisa
Nandat.a penina. eyin eka malakahdaka burusuvaka kalu
asva kehdi sihikaravana dala ravulakin vasunu muhuna
Nanda vaha handina gattuya. e malakanda handinagat age
denetin kahdulu galu namut a tama hada tula vu tiyunu
vedanava ha kampanayada dakvena anik pitattara lakunakudu
pahala nokota bittiyata ata gasa gattaya. ft(G-amperaliya *

p.216)
(The attendant after opening the door, drew aside and held 
the light towards the corpses on the high platform.Then in the
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light from that lamp* Nanda could see the faces of 
those two corpses which were lying there like tw.o 
bunches of bananas wrapped in two sacks. One of those 

d faces was covered with a beard like the black horse
hair in a brush* and Nanda recognized that face at once. 
After recognizing that corpse* tears welled up in her 
qyes* but she did not show any other sign of the sharp 
pain and agony in her mind but rested her hand against 
the wall.)

This is how Nanda faced a frightful* unexpected experience. 
Jinadasa* her first husband* was supposed to have died and 
she had married Piyal some time later. Suddenly she receives 
a telegram saying that her husband is taken to hospital at 
Ratnapura. She thought it might be Piyal and went to see him 
with his mother. In G-amperaliya the tension in Nanda*s mind* 
and how doubt grew since the moment she received that teleg
ram* is interestingly presented. The reader can correctly 
guess that it is Jinadasa but not Piyal who is in hospital 
and so does Nanda* though with much pain. In the above pas
sage we see Nanda discovering herself it was Jinadasa* her 
first husband* who had died in hospital. The restrained style 
prepares our mind to face something unexpected. The imagery 
of the two bunches of bananas and the brush made of horse 
hair are typical of Wickramasingha*s style. He is fond of 
creating new imagery* though they are not always of functional 
effectiveness. The image of the rubber ball full of water in
the earlier passage may be taken as another example. The last 
sentence in this passage is noteworthy as the agony* shame 
and self-control that Nanda experienced at that moment is



effectively expressed in it.
Theoriginality and intricacy in the main character in 

Viragaya has made its language poetic and sensitive. In 
Viragaya, Aravinda, the main character, relates his story.
Thus the use of the first person has made it easy to develop 
an individual style. Unlike in his previous works, Wickrama
singha has carefully selected poetic expressions and symbols 
in this novel. For example;

"tattata mage sitehivu adaraya adu noviya. ehet ohuge
>4 *

kamarayehi minittu pahak gat a kirima dan nolcala haki 
kariyaki. mage sita ekinekata patahani hangim gatena rana- 
bimak vanna0 tatta leda vuvita ohuge anda langin noselvi 
sitagena sattukirimata taram anukampavak matula hatagat- 
teya. uganma mata amataka viya . mage pasal yahaluveda

r t

mage siten gilihuhoya* dan ledage kamarayata yanta pava 
mata nositenne kumak nisada?H(Viragaya 0p .9^0
(My love for my father has not diminished at all. But it 
is impossible for me to stay even five minutes in his 
room now. My mind* where contradictory ideas clash, is 
like a battlefield. When father first fell ill, I felt 
that I could attend on him Yirithout leaving his bedside.
I forgot about my studies and about my school friends, 
too. But now why don!t I feel like even going into the 
sick room?)

This fast moving, simple style presents us a clear picture 
of Aravinda!s mind. The image of the battlefield suggests not 
only the confused state of his mind but also the painfulness 
of those contradictory ideas. The author always pays more 
attention to the internal conflicts of Aravinda than to his 
external behaviour. To achieve this aim he employs a style



devoid of ornamental figures of language and pedantic Sanskrit 
words, which results in a sincere and intimate tone in Aravin
da fs narration® Consider the following passages

nande vatiri mage kaya nisolman vuvada, sita behevin sa- 
salaveyi. nidanta vayam karatma vahi davasehi poloven 
?ava giyo1 pita vannak men mage sitata situvili nangiyi®’ 
?Sarat age liyumat gana sitana mage sita vata ravume 
duvannaku vanna® vataravume divimenma hembatvu mage 
sita vagira bahira aramunu vanasana rayehi kaluvara an- 
dura ha ekvanta yannak men mata danina® nindatat non-

? 4! 5

indatat atara lovakata pivisena mage lcakulak devarak 
gassina® dadi lesa kedettuvu mage sita e devarehima man- 
dak sasalava yalit pana adinta viya * ,f(Viragaya ®p ® 122)
(When I am lying in bed, my body is still but my mind is 
very confused® When I try to sleep, various ideas rush 
into my mind just like moths rising from the ground on 
a rainy day®'
'My mind, when I engage in thoughts of Sara and her let- 
ters, is like some one running in a circle. It seemed 
to me as if my mind, tired of running in a circle, was 
melting and going to be absorbed in the dark of 'the night 
which conceals the external objects of thought. When I 
fell into a state in between sleep and non-sleep, one 
of my legs jerked twice® At those times my mind, which 
was extremely exhausted, quivered slightly and began to 
gasp.’)

Here we see again the depiction of the internal conflict, 
of Aravinda in relation to his physical reactions® The pen
sive nature of Aravinda grows as the story develops. As most 
of his relations and friends fail to understand him he turns 
more and more into his own mind and to the imaginary world 
created by his mind. What Aravinda thinks as his reality is



seen as a sickness by others® This sickness or inability to 
face life with common sense and practical attitude is well dis
played at the above instance when he struggles in his mind ' . 
after receiving Sarojini*s letter® She suggests that Aravinda 
should elope with her and marry her as it is impossible to 
obtain her parents* consent® This sensible suggestion .is 
enough to throw Aravinda into a great mental crisis® He begins 
to think and worry about the consequences of running away with 
a girl® As is seen in the above instance these thoughts trou
ble not only his mind but his body too® The difficulty of 
sleeping and the jerking of a leg twice indicate Aravinda*s 
nervous disturbance as a result of mental turmoil® Unlike the 
imagery discussed in the quotations from G-amperaliya* which 
were inappi’opriat e * the imagery in Viragaya seems to be sym
bolic and poetic* For instance* the image of *ava giyo* (the 
moths) in the passage above* help us to see how all sorts of 
unpleasant ideas rushed into Aravinda*s mind® These particu
lar tiny creatures suddenly appear in great multitudes on 
rain, days* fly a short distance and crawl in all directions 
and die within minutes after birth* Aravinda*s ideas are like 
these moths appearing in great numbers* crawling and dying soon 
afterwards* Sometimes Aravinda finds his mind taking the same 
train of thoughts again and again* just like some one running 
along a circle* This image also implies Aravinda*s inability 
to achieve peace of mind by thinking of his own problems* 
which are of cotu’se not grave ones to others®
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It is this style which is developed to deal with personal 

problems? especially to expose and analyse the psychological 
life of the characters, that make Viragaya an. important novel* 
A. great number of novels have been written after 1956 which 
followed the style of Viragaya* The young novelists were 
fascinated and inspired by both subject and language in 
Viragaya* Wickramasingha1s method of describing mental states 
of the character has been appreciated by many critics of Vi
ragaya* In the following extract we can examine the use of 
symbols in this novel:

tfahduru lagumpala soyana vavulaku men mage sit a kamaraya 
soyayi, ek dora paluvak haragena mama kamarayata atulu- 
vimi* m'esaya uda dal vena lampuva ahdura palavanu sand aha 
kala satanin hembatya ahdurata goduru vanta yayi* mama 
lampu tiraya ussa eliya vadi kalemi. manda velavakin 
yalit eliya aduviya. telhinduna pahanata tel damanta 
nositu mama venadata vada kalin nidanta situvemi* lampu- 
vehi gini dalla pana adiyi. eya tun varak *popf hahda 
nangamin ihala nanga hataravana varayehi aturu dahan 
viya* "(Viragaya * p*l8?)
(My mind longs for my room like a bat looking for its
- dark dwellings* I entered the room, opening one half of
the door* The lamp on the table was going to be defeated 

■ by the dark* I tried to Increase the light by raising 
the wick* But after a moment the light dimmed again* 
Although oil had run out, I did not want to fill the
lamp with oil* I thought I would go to bed earlier than
usual* The flame was dying. It flickered three times 
making a popping sound and disappeared the fourth time*)

Aravinda had been fighting a loosing battle with his own 
mind which is symbolised here as a lamp being defeated after



a fight with the dark* The lamp is exhausted as the oil has 
run out, and so is Aravinda who is losing his battle with 
life* The growing problems and mental agony are destroying 
the last hope of winning* But just one last attempt, he 
raises the wick of the lamp; no, It would not increase the light, 
just like the last hope of his life, Bati* She would not un
derstand him and stay with him- After Bati decides to get 
married to Jinadasa, Aravinda does not feel like reviving any 
hope for life just as he does not want to fill the lamp with 
oil* His only i*efuge is the dark* The word *andura*(dark) 
is used three times in this passage, indicating the final sor
rowful defeat, and the unhappiness in Aravinda*s mind*

Thus Wickramasingha uses meaningful and effective symbols 
often in this novel* He likes describing atmosphere and nature 
using new imagery in relation to the situation of the character* 
The strength of his language achieved by poetry and nuances 
of meaning shov/s the extent to which the language of Sinhalese 
fiction had developed by 1956* The standard of this language 
is so high that we can assume that it had developed sufficiently 
to be suitable to write any kind of novel* Through this lan
guage a novelist can create a work dealing with the complicated 
human problems of modern times.



CHAPTER IV

The Contemporary Sinhalese Nbvel,

The works of some major Sinhalese novelists of the 1950s 
and ’60s will he discussed in the present chapter whom we pre
fer to call ’contemporaries* rather than ’moderns** If we 
consider the definitions of these two terms given by some 
English critics we will be able to see why we must describe 
these major Sinhalese novelists as contemporaries. According 
to some critics of English literature, a- novelist need not be 
a * modern* simply because he is writing in modern times. Most 
of the western novelists of the present times are considered 
as ’contemporaries* but not as ’moderns’. The major Sinhalese 
novelists of the period after I9i4.li- can also be called ’contem
poraries’ as they share many similar aspects with the contem
porary western novelists. Let us examine the following inter
pretation of the terms ’modern’ and ’contemporary*:

!,..the word modern is increasingly used to refer to a 
particular period-i.e., the years between 1900 and 1930- 
and the kind of writing that flourished at that time.
It has, in fact, become another descriptive term, like 
Augustan Romantic, to be freely used or misused by 
literary historians. In its broadest sense the Modern 
Movement was international and embraced all the arts; 
representative names would include not only Joyce and 
Eliot,but Proust and Kafka, Schoenberg and Stravinsky, 
Picasso and Diaghilev."(l.)

(l) Sphere History of Literature in the English Language.Vo1.7. 
The Twentieth century, ed. Efernard Bergonzi. London.1970 
p.17.
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The modern writer is mostly concerned with aesthetic 

aspects and individual sensibility while the contemporary 
is more concerned about social conditions and not greatly 
interested in artistic innovations. As Stephen Spender thinks, 
'The contemporary belongs to the modern world, represents it 
in his work, and accepts the historic force moving through it, 
its values of science and progress.••.The contemporary is in
volved in conflicts, but fundamentally he accepts the forces 
and the values of today which are fighting one another, with 
the same weapons of power, ideology and utilitarian philosophy 
for different goals’.(l)

The main difference, then, of the contemporary from the 
modern is that though both are concerned with contemporary 
society and its values, the latter rejects them. 'The modern 
is acutely conscious of the contemporary scene, but he does 
not accept its values* To the modern, it seems that a world 
of unprecedented phenomena has today cut us off from the life 
of the past, and in doing so from traditional consciousness.
At the same time it is of no use trying to get back into the 
past by ignoring the present.'(2)

If we think in the light of these observations it will be 
clear that it is not easy to draw a dividing line between the 
Sinhalese novelists of the present times as 'contemporaries'

(1) Spender,Stephen. The struggle of the modern. London.19&3 
P.77

(2) The struggle of the modern, p.78.
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and 1moderns*• But most of the Sinhalese novelists, after 
Martin Wickramasingha, have heen conscious of the contempo
rary scene in Sinhalese society and also have criticised its 
values. Due to this fact we can take them as contemporaries 
though some of then show some aspects of the moderns at the 
same time since they have also been interested in the aesthetic 
development of the Sinhalese novel.

The period after 1955 is an extremely prolific era of the 
Sinhalese novel. This era has witnessed the appearance of a 
number of good and mediocre novelists, but we will be discus
sing only the works of the good novelists under the categories 
*major contemporaries* and ’modern experimentalists*. Among 
the majjor contemporaries, only the works of Gunadasa Amarase- 
kara, K. Jayatilaka and B.R. Saratchandra will be discussed 
at length in the present chapter, as the space and require
ments of our study will not permit a long discussion of such 
novelists as Madavalai Ratnayaka and G.B.Sfenanayalca. These 
major Sinhalese novelists are inspired by the great modern 
novelists of world literature, and they have succeeded in 
establishing a taste for the serious novel among Sinhalese 
readers. The experience and understanding of life and reality 
in contemporary Sinhalese society shown by these novelists are 
notably wider and subtler than those of their predecessors. 
Also the works of the contemporary novelists are important.

The experimental moderns are more enthusiastic and am
bitious than these major contemporaries in exploring the



medium of the novel. It is these young experimentalists who 
dominate the Sinhalese literary scene in the 1960s with their 
experiments in the form and language of the novel to challenge 
the stagnant state of the novels of the major contemporaries*

In a sense most of the contemporaries too were experimen
talists in contrast with the early fiction writers. They 
have understood the basic requirements and aspects of the 
modern novel whose chief concern is dealing with the problems 
and real human situation of their society. Unlike the writers 
of the early twentieth century they do not intend to entertain 
the reader with a mere interesting story* Instead they are 
more concerned with exploring the psychic life of characters 
and analysing human relationships. Due to these different 
attitudes of the novelists of the past two decades, the form 
and the language of the Sinhalese novel have enormously changed 
and developed.

The appearance of Karumakkarayo (Les Miserables)(1955) 
of Gunadasa Amarasekara Is of the same significance as that 
of Wickramasingha1 s G-amperaliya in 194U* in the history of the 
Sinhalese novel. It was in 1955 that Wickramasingha published 
his masterpiece, Viragaya (Dispassion) which exerted a con
siderable influence on the contemporary Sinhalese novel. At 
the time when these two novels, Karumakkarayo and Yirdgaya, 
were published, the most popular Sinhalese novelist was W.A. 
Silva whose thrillers and romantic stories were still in great 
demand. Saratchandra1s criticisms of the novels of Piyadasa



Sirisena and W.A. Silva had not yet reached the common 
Sinhalese reader and even for those few who had read Sarat- 
chandrafs booh there were no alternatives other than the 
later novels of Wickramasingha.

The early writers of fiction had developed the language 
to a considerable level and the task of the contemporary 
novelist was to continue their efforts to improve the flexi
bility and the sensitivity of the language so as to be suitable 
to express the experience of the modern age. Although the 
early writers had occassionally used the natural speech of 
characters they were mostly dependent on the classical styles 
and conventional grammar. Some of the contemporary novelists 
started from where Wickramasingha had developed the language 
and some of them did not go any fux^ther than the level of the 
style in Viragaya. In the early novels of G-unadasa Araarase- 
kara, K. Jayatilaka and Hemaratna Liyanaracci, a close resem
blance to the style of Wickramasingha is to be seen. But they 
have later succeeded in developing individual styles.

Gunadasa Amarasekara.(b.1929) Direct influence from the modern 
western novel.

Amarasekara, who is one of the most popular major contem
porary novelists, is also a successful short story writer and 
a poet. His admiration for and inspiration from the short 
stories of Chekov was well reflected in his first collection 
of short stories, ’Ratu Rosa Mala’.(The Red Rose)(1953)- In 
his first novel, Karumakkarayo (Lfes Miserable^ published in



1955? the influence of both the Russian novel and the English 
novel is to be seen. This novel appeared at a time when the 
Sinhalese novel was ready for a natural break-through away 
from popular sensational fiction. However, when it first ap
peared it was not highly thought of by the Sinhalese reader 
despite its many important aspects as a novel.

The theme of Karumakkarayo is the fate and decline of a 
village family in south of Ceylon. Wilson, the hero, relates 
the story. He is the younger son of the family and narrates 
his sexual relations with the wife of his brother. He gives 
an account of the family struggle to overcome economic dif
ficulties and their defeat brought about by the injustice of 
society. The new commercial values are presented as a great 
power disrupting peaceful human relationships in the village. 
The sexual conflicts and dissatisfactions are implied to be 
the real, internal causes affecting the mental sanity and 
strength of this family. The story is built up around the 
small hotel which is also the family house. This hotel was 
opened with a great deal of hope for the future. After some 
time, the elder brother arrives with his wife to join Wilson 
and their father to help them with the business. Soon after 
her arrival, Soma, the brother’s wife, begins to dominate the 
scene. The growing love of Wilson for Soma is presented on 
a parallel with the flourishing business. Meanwhile, we see 
how Soma’s relationship with her husband deteriorates and 
also the secret and tactful advances of the father towards her.



Wilson becomes more and more interested and enthusiastic 
in his work as he enjoys the secret love of Soma, while his 
brother withdraws to the bach of the scene recoiling from both 
sex and ordinary life. The narrator realizes this fact about 
his brother though he does not seem to guess the affair bet
ween Soma and his father* After some time Wilson1s sister 
and elder brother leave home and go away as they could not 
stand this situation any longer. The hostility of the neigh
bours grows and Wilson and his father face a lot of difficul
ties and troubles. They fail to save their business from 
ruin and Soma, who is still with them, falls ill. After some 
time she dies in child birth and Wilson *,s father sells the 
only remaining property to the perpetual rival of the familjr.
How Wilson is alone at home, as his father has gone away soon 
after Soma’s funeral. Then the elder brother and sister 
return to take Wilson away with them. After listening to his 
sister and learning about his father’s affair with Soma, Wilson 
gets utterly disillusioned with life and runs away and goes 
to a forest monastery.

In this novel, quite apart from the influence of some 
Russian novels we can see some similarities to certain Buddhist 
stories as well. The author’s primary intention seems to be exp
ressing- the truth of certain Buddhist teachings, to judge by 
the end of the story. Another example of Amarasekara’s interest 
in certain Buddhist teachings is the famous stanza he has 
quoted at the beginning of the novel. This stanza proclaims
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that human "beings are pulled and burdened with various inter
nal and external problems. The story in Karumakkarayo in
cludes a similar vision* According to the Buddhist stories 
the only remedy for the prbblems and sufferings of life is 
to renounce worldly life, and in the same way Amarasekara 
too sends Wilson to a monastery in the end. But this novel, 
on the whole, does not seem to have been written only to 
point a religious moral. More than any other previous novelist, 
Amarasekara treats the sexual behaviour of his characters 
freely and naturally. The portrayal of Soma as an object of 
strong sexual appeal and the behaviour of all other family 
members as governed by their individual relations with her 
show the influence of Freud’s ideas.

The language in this novel displays the author’s skill 
in giving interesting descriptions of nature and human beha
viour. He presents some pleasant pictures of the countryside 
and depicts villlage life in a believable way. Amarasekara 
has obviously made use of true experiences of his own youth in 
a village in the south of Ceylon. As he went to school and was 
brought up in that area he knows both the life and speech of 
the villagers. But it is only to a small extent that Amara
sekara uses the actual idiom and the speech of the villagers 
in this novel.

The second novel of Amarasekara, Yali Upannemi (i960)
(I am reborn), can be introduced as one of the most revolu
tionary works by a contemporary. In this work his view of life



is different from that in his first work. The outlook of 
the theme and the author’s Ideas clearly show that Amarasekara 
has been, by this time, greatly influenced by D.H.Lawrence. 
Lawrence was deeply shocked by the impact of industrialization 
on the life of his count ry-men and thought that the best way 
to achieve the lost beauty and harmony of life Is sex. So he 
dealt with sexual themes quite freely and openly in his novels. 
Amarasekara too in this novel treats sex as a major power con
trolling one’s life and speaks openly about what had been a 
closed subject so far in the Sinhalese novel.

The principal character, Ranatunga, tells his story, 
beginning with his childhood experiences in the village where 
he was brought up by his mother with too much care. Later he 
comes to the university and lives in the city where his tradi
tional background clashes with the new values of westernized 
society. The dominant cause for Ranatunga’s dissatisfaction 
is his peculiar attitude towards love and life. He Is romantic 
and what he expected from the girls with whom he was in love 
was pure form of love unspoilt by sexual desire. Because of 
this peculiar attitude he fails in his many love affairs and 
the next substitute he finds is various mystic meditations and 
philosophies. After experimenting on his own philosophical 
idea, Ranatunga goes to India to meet suitable philosophers 
to discuss his ideas. There also he does not find happiness 
and comes back to Colombo. Soon afterwards his parents take 
him home where he marries a girl chosen by them. The details



of this unhappy marriage are given in diary form. As Rana
tunga could not find any sexual attraction in his wife he
leaves her and comes back to Colombo and lives a carefree life. 
Soon he becomes completely disillusioned with ’respectable1 
society and goes to live with the ’underground* soceity In 
Colombo. He meets various prostitutes, pimps and pickpockets 
etc., in whom he finds a frank and honest behaviour which he 
had never seen in ordinary society. He seems to be obsessed 
with the idea that he cannot find sexual satisfaction with 
any woman, but he goes on meeting various harlots until he 
met Handa with whom he could be really happy for the first 
time in his life. A new desire for life is born in Ranatunga
who finds a job with the help of a friend and marries Handa and
comes back to a settled ’normal1 life.

When we read this novel the most significant feature we 
find in it is the writei^’s interest in various eastern and 
western philosophers. Sometimes one may feel that Amarasekara 
has written this novel only to prove some ideas gathered from 
his wide readings of some great philosophers of the world and 
not to create a novel of good literary qualities. On many 
occasions he refers to Schopenhauer, Hietzsche, Bertrand Russell 
etc., and Hindu and Buddhist meditations and Yoga methods. 
Meanwhile in the way he discusses sex and the abnormal beha
viour of his characters he reminds us of the novels of D. H* 
Lawrence. He speaks quite often about a ’holy soul* (*sud- 
dhatmaya,’Yali Upannemi.p.199) which could be burnt and through



its ashes one coxild achieve a new holy soul, These ideas 
resemble those of* Lawrence about the ’phoenix*, a mythical 
bird which consumes itself in a fire and is reborn out of the 
ashes* Like this bird, ^awvence thought that modern man too 
should find a way to be born again, (l). In the way Amarasekara 
describes the sexual act too he seems to be following the 
bold and frank style of Lawrence. The direct influence of this
work, as far as the description of sex is concerned, is Lady
Chatterley*s Lover.

Amarasekara seems to be a great admirer of Andre Gide as 
well. There are many events in ’The Immoralist* by Gide which 
are comparable with incidents in Yali Upannemi. The hero in 
Gide’s work, Michel, is similar to Ranatunga in many ways* Both 
of them are sensitive and romantic and suffer from some chronic 
physical illness* They are both from rich families, and both 
marry the girls proposed by their parents and are unable to 
have sexual satisfaction with them. Instead they admire the 
physical vigour and energy in handsome boys. Consider the 
similarity of these instances:

,f The next day I saw a brother of Lassif’s; he was a little
older and not so handsome; he was called Lachmi. By
means of the kind of ladder made in the trunk of the tree 
by the old stumps of excised palm leaves he climbed up 
to the top of a pollarded palm; then he came swiftly down 
again; showing a golden nudity beneath his floating

(l) Sagar, Keith. The Art of D.H. Lawrence. Cambridge Univer
sity Press. 1966,



garment * "(p.1+2)
"Ah! how well he looked I That was what I had fallen In 
love with his health. The health of that little body 
was a beautiful thing."(p.28)(l).
"I stopped walking and watched. Jinadasa walks ahead of 
me holding up his sarong so as not to let it get wet from 
the water. His two naked thighs are like bright light
ning. An acute pain spreads all over my body."(Yali Upan- 
nemi.p.lSl)
"After swimming in the stream, he lies on the sand. How 
beautiful is his nakedness which is washed in the stream 
and then shines in the sun. I feel like looking at my own 
body too, removing my sarong to see whether it is also 
as beautiful as his body."(Yali Upannemi.p.158)

Although there are a lot of reflections of The Immoralist 
in Yali Upannemi the latter seems to have debased the beauty 
of some occasions found in the former work by crude allusions 
to sex. The homosexual tendency in Michel is implied by Gide 
in subtle situations, mostly speaking about how he apprecia
ted the physical beauty of the boys without any crude allusions, 
whereas in Yali Upannemi, Ranatunga*s preference for boys is 
shown always with reference to his boiling sexual desires. In 
The Immoralist Michel’s longing for boys is justified as he is 
physically weak and fails to be happy with his wife though he 
loved her very much. She too helps him to find handsome boys 
as she thought their presence, their bodies full of energy and

(l) Gide, Andre. The Immoralist. Penguin.1971



vitality would help him overcome his obsessions. Through 
subsequent events Gide shows that this psychological trick 
was really effective. The situation in Yali Upannemi is 
somewhat different from this. At the time when Ranatunga 
married he was not suffering from his physical weakness and he 
believed through his past experiences that he could be happy 
with a woman if he really loved her. He despises his wife and 
sneaks out from the bed-room to meet a boy, ruthlessly leav 
ing the newly married wife to suffer. His ’perversion1seems 
not a natural force but only an imagination of his own con
fused mind, which is full of ideas gathered from reading va
rious books. For instance, at this particular time, when he 
was on honeymoon at Polonnaruva he says that he was reading a 
novel by Andre Gide. So we can assume that while creating 
this situation Amarasekara must have definitely been impressed 
by Gide's The Immoralist.(l)

In his third novel, Depanoladdo (1961) (The Disabled), 
Amarasekara deals with a less autobiographical but more ge
nuine subject than in his previous novels. The reality about 
the traditional middle classes in rural Ceylon is symbolised 
here through the story of Podi Ayya and his family. Despite 
the constant attempts of the leader of the family, it declines 
and disintegrates as the children fail to achieve the ideal 
objects of the parents. Podi Ayya says again and again that

(l)See Amarasekara, Gunadasa. Yali Upannemi.33?d.impression.p.167



the decline of his family has gone on ever since his elder 
brother married into a lower family despite his parents’ 
strong objections. Then he describes how this incident was 
regarded as a vital and crucial blow to both the material and 
spiritual life of the whole family. Then the father dies and 
Podi Ayya suffers from the burden of responsibilities towards 
his mother and sisters. The marriage he arranged for one of 
his sisters creates more troubles for him as his sister begins 
to complain that he arranged it only to get rid of her. The 
second sister to whom he had a strong emotional attachment 
falls in love with a family friend, who is a cripple and a 
musician by trade. This lame youth comes from a lower class 
family and his love for Vimala meets with strong objections 
from Podi Ayya, as he considers Piyasena unworthy of his sister 
due to his poor social status.

Podi Ayya claims that he is always ready to sacrifice his 
personal happiness to make the others of his family happy.
Vimala*s love affair with Piyasena is considered by him as a 
great disaster. Podi Ayya’s sickness, and his land to which 
he refers quite often, and the lame leg of Piyasena are all used 
as symbols in this novel. Prom the very beginning until the 
end Podi Ayya recites from Buddhist scriptures and thinks of 
Buddha’s teachings, showing how his character is governed by 
Buddhism. He considers himself as an ideal Buddhist or a 
’Bodhisatta’ (A future Budda) and yet he is not free from natu
ral human weaknesses and emotions. Thus his character becomes
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hypocritical. Piyasena!s letters which Podi Ayya reads after 
sending Vimala away with the elder sister make him understand 
his real position and that it was because of his own negligence 
and selfish behaviour that Vimala had had to stay such a long 
time unmarried. Piyasena is sensitive but finds no love be
cause of his physical defect until Vimala begins to be kind 
to him. He too realizes Vimala1s loneliness and lack of love 
and begins to love her. Vimala loves; him despite his lameness 
and he loves her and does not care how much older she was than 
him. Podi Ayya does not look from a natural and rational point 
of view like that; he objects, saying that fPiyasena could not 
even stand firmly on the ground on both feet.1 But Piyasena 
proves that he was lame only physically; mentally he was strong. 
It was Podi Ayya and his family who are really lame though not 
physically; they are lame mentally.

Amarasekarars fourth novel is Gandhabba Apadanaya (1964) 
(The life of a Gandhabba) which too incorporates the same sort 
of values and social atmosphere as in his previous novels. As 
the time and space in this novel are much greater than in any 
of his previous novels a correspondingly^, complicated character 
and social phenomena have been dealt with in G-andhabba Apada
naya. The protagonist in this novel shares most of the charac
teristics of Ranatunga in Yali Upannemi and Podi Ayya in 
Depanoladdo. The unrest and emotional confusion in the life 
of . educated youth from middle class families was first 
incorporated by Martin Wickramasingha in Viragaya. Thereafter
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as we have seen before, most other contemporary Sinhalese nove
lists have made this one of their pet themes.

According to some Buddhist works the G-andhabba is the 
life departed from one’s body after one’s death existing in a 
floating and obscure state before attaining the next life.(l) 
Though this indefinite state of being is not accepted by all 
Buddhists alike, Amarasekara employs it as a symbol to il
lustrate the confused, floating and lost character of Gunaratna. 
G-unaratna relates his life story, dividing into two distinct 
phases. The first part is only a report of his youthful expe
riences. The typical middleclass life portrayed in the con
temporary Sinhalese novel; the growth of a sensitive but frus
trated young intellectual is presented in the first part.

The second phase is directly concerned with Gunaratna*s 
’Gandhabba’-Tike relation with Hita, who is a Tamil girl. At 
this time Gunaratna has just started to change his views- of 
certain aspects of the society to which he belonged and has 
taken up a job in the government service which is supposed to 
be ’respectable’. He finds himself in a. great difficulty in 
choosing between his own free will and his parents’ will. If 
he marries Rita, he will have to give up all relations with 
his parents. He feared that he would be condemned in conven
tional Sinhalese society if he marries Rita. The only solution 
he could think of is to go away from the country leaving his 
problems behind him to find their own courses. Through one
(l) Papancasudani Majjimanikayatthakatha. London.1928. part.II 

p.310* S:ee also Malalasekara,G.P. Dictionary of Pali Proper 
Names .London. 1937 *P • 7M> •
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of his Tamil friends Gunaratna tries to find a suitable 
husband for Rita and goes to London. When he gets there he 
begins to repent over his sudden decision to leave Rita without 
giving any explanation and suffers from severe mental pains 
and agonies* Meanwhile he realizes that he should have married 
Rita disregarding all objections from society and goes bach 
to Geylon to find that Rita was mari*ied to a Tamil person and 
living happily with him*

In this novel Amarasekara!s attempt is to raise some 
questions about the existing social pattern in his country and 
to indicate that it needs a drastic change and a serious self- 
examination:

"I can now see the picture of the first half of my life 
in clearer perspective than before. Although the battle 
I fought at that early age was daring, I am not sure 
whether my purpose was definite and solemn* Was it a 
fight of good will? I kicked off the mean, degraded values 
that were around me. And I refused them* But can I 
admit that I had a clear understanding of some greater 
and better values I wished to achieve by rejecting the 
previous ones? Is it not the task of a man’s culture to 
display those ideal values with examples?“(Gandhabba 
Apadanaya *p *i+8lj-)

After reflecting thus over his mental crisis; Gunaratna 
thinks about a possible solution to the problems of society 
as follows:

"I know very well, the whole of this society, sooner or 
later, will have to face these questions raised by my 
life. They will not be able to run away from these



questions . As this stupid epoch, draws to a close, they 
will have to consider these questions. This stupid, 
foolish era must expire one day. Society must become 
intelligent. An intellectually maturing society will 
find it difficult to avoid facing these questions.’*

(Gandhabba Apadanaya.p.55)
As we read this novel we may begin to doubt the honesty

and reality of the questions that Gunaratna raises through his 
life. Sometimes he considers society as the chief force con
trolling his emotional life and complains that as a result of 
conventions he has to sacrifice his personal happiness. Judg
ing by his behaviour in the first part of his life it is dif
ficult to understand why he could not follow the path prefer
red by his own mind. Beginning his life as a revolutionary he 
drifts towards middle class values without any credible reasons. 
For instance, after graduating from the university he dislikes 
becoming ai civil servant, though his parents insisted, because 
he despised the idea of becoming a typical petiVbourgoeis 
person. But when he stays at home without any job the neigh
bours laugh at him. This changes his ideas at once and he 
finds respectable employment and buys a car as a symbol of his 
belonging to the bourgeoisie. After that he talks happily 
about how those same neighbours began to respect him again. 
Through incidents like these, it is true that a realistic 
picture of certain aspects of Ceylonese society could be drawn, 
but these incidents, in fact, prevent the character becoming 

i deep and serious.
The reader may also question whether there were really so
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many questions raised by Gunaratna*s life? A marriage between 
the two races, Sinhalese and Tamil, though somewhat rare, can
not be considered a serious problem at the present time.
Because such marriages do happen, this character especially, 
if he really was interested, could have married his Tamil 
girl friend despite his parents* objections. Some other as
pects of Sinhalese society which he criticises are only uni
versal characteristics and not idiosyncratic of this particular 
society* The recurrent attacks against ’this stupid epoch’ 
seem not to be very appropriate in the Ceylonese social context, 
they can only be taken as an attempt of the novelist to imi
tate some novelist-prophets such as Tolstoy or B.H. Lawrence.

The development of an emotional and sensitive language.

By contrast with the language of Wickramasingha, Amarase- 
kara’s language is of less importance. In the early works of 
Amarasekara we can find his great appreciation of Wio&^amasin- 
gha’s language. He has gradually developed an individual style 
with a predominant inspiration from the spoken language of the 
south of Ceylon. He borrows lavishly from the vocabulary of 
the classical prose writer and uses a great deal of Sanskrit 
and Pali words in new contexts. His prose Is poetic though he 
often uses some words which do not convey a clear meaning. 
Another typical feature in Amarasekara*s language is the use 
of exclamatory sounds and words to emphasise the emotions.
These features of his language may be exemplified in the fol
lowing analysis of excerpts from his novels*
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His narrative style is generally simple and pleasant; 

lie tries to write ’grammatically.1
"ikbitiva api galtalaya pasukota kandu bavumakavu kuda 
kataragama devalayata paminiyemu. ehi atte. ek devalayak 
nove. devala gananaki. ek devalayak atte meha ivurehiya. 
meha ivura sevana karana davanta nuga gashi sevanali 
udaya hiruras samaga patitava at a. devala ya idiriyehi 
vu demala minis ek at in gat gini kabalakin yutuva yadinnak 
kiyamin sitiyeya. udaya avva devalayebi istoppu kaliehi 
vati tibuneya.H(1)
(After that, passing tbe rock, we reached tbe little temple 
of Kataragama tbat was on tbe slope of a bill. There is 
not only one temple tliere, but many. One of tbem is on 
tbe nearer bank. Tbe shadows of tbe huge Nuga trees 
sheltering this bank were disappearing as tbe morning sun 
was rising. A Tamil man, standing in front of tbe temple 
bolding a bowl of fire with one band, was chanting a hymn* ' 
Tbe morning sun was falling over tbe verandah of tbe 
temple.)

While narrating some incidents Amarasekara describes tbe 
location and surroundings as well. Words such as a 1patitaf 
(fallen)'davanta1(huge), yadinnak ( a prayer) etc., and tbe 
rhythm of tbe sentences have been carefully selected to create 
an appropriate feeling about tbe temple of Kataragama which is 
believed to be of miraculous powers.

In tbe following passage from Depanoladdo we see tbe style 
becoming more flexible and more based on spoken idiom:

(l) Amarasekara, G-unadasa. Karumakkarayo. Colombo. 1955* p-̂ l-l
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"mata vada avurudu pahakin bala malaya, bala nangata
vada vadimalu-vanne ek avuimddakin pamani. Tatta apa
atarin an hama ekakutama vada adamdbaravuye bala malaya
ganaya. Ayya igena gatte siniyar pasvanaturu pamani,
mama Kembrij juniyar pantiyata pasvimata palamu pasalen

*

asvi gedai*a navatunemi. apa ha mat a vada igena gat malli 
matrik vibliagaya pas kirimen pasu vaidya vidyalayata 
bandi apotikari vibhagayenda samat viya.T(l)
(My brother who is five years younger than me is one 
year older than my sister, Father was more proud of him 
than any other of us. My elder brother only went to 
school until he passed Senior Examination, I left school 
just before passing into the Cambridge Junior class. My 
younger bx»other who studied higher than any of us, after 
passing the matriculation examination joined the medical 
college and studied to become an apothecary.)
In Depanoladdo the narrative, while representing the 

actual speech of the narrator, tends to be poetic at times*
t

The tendency towards poetry becomes a dominant aspect in Ama- j
t

rasekara's other novels too. In a lengthy novel like G-andhabba ; 
Apadanaya, the simplicity of the narrative deteriorates at times i 
into journalistic reportage:

tfe avurudu kipaya tula mama potpat visalagananak kiyavimi, ‘ 
ma kiyavu ingirisi navakata karuvan atarin mage sita 
behevin adagatte Dikans ha Tomas Hadi yana navakata 
karuvan dedenaya. Iiadige navakata valin mavena manas- 
kanta visituru lokaya mag<§ samanal sitatama arunak viya. 
mage nava yovun hada e tula sari saruye e visituru asurin 
hadarisi sihinayan mavamini, Tolstoy mage px*iyatama

(l) Amarasekara, Gunadasa. Depanoladdo. Maharagama,196l.p,39
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lekhakaya vuye in kalakata .pasuvaya. ohuge sama nava- 
katavakma pa he kiyavu matula ativuye bhakti purva pra- 
sadayaki. ohuge navakata pamanak nova ohu visin liyana- 
lada darsanika lipida mama mahat asaven kiyavimi.**(l)
(During those few years I read a large number of hooks* 
Among the English novelists I read, Thomas Hardy and 
Dickens were my favourites. The wonderful imaginary 
world created by Hardy’s novels was very soothing to 
my blooming romantic mind. My adolescent mind dwelt in 
that world dreaming of all sorts of fantasies. It was 

* some time later that Tolstoy became my favourite writer.
A\. respectful reverence for him arose in me after I had 
read most of his novels. Thereafter I continued to read 
his philosophical writings too.)

This is information tempered with a few emotive words, 
e.g.’manaskanta visituru lokaya’,!samanal sita* and ’bhakti 
purva prasadaya’. These words generally fall into the poetic 
category in the Sinhalese language. But according to the con
text in which they are used here they fail to give a m tural 
and coherent attraction to the language.

The descriptive styles of the contemporary novelists 
show how far they have been impressed by the classical prose 
styles. Amarasekara is guite fond of making new blends of 
styles with classical vocabulary and new words. But the 
general outlook of the descriptions is the same as that of the 
contemporary novel in many other countries. Consider the 
following description from Karumakkarayo:

(l) Amarasekara, G-unadasa. Gandhabba Apadanaya.
Colombo.I96U.P.5
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f,apa devalayata atulu vatma dekan bihirikaravana ghaut a
nadayen mulu abhyanatarayama alali giyeya. ma devalayata
atulu vuye biyak vani hahgumakini* ghanta nadaya vadivat-« *
ma mage biya dadi viya. visa la bitti valiix vatavu ehi 
atulehi, das ganan pahan dalve. poltelin nahavuna bimada, 
kulunuda, kalu pahati bittida, natana poltel pahanehi 
dalle dilise. eva biya upadavana suluya. idiripasa atte 
durvarna vu tirayaki. tirayehi andina lada mayura vaha- 
narudha divya rajayanange pratapavat rupaya natana pahan 
siluvala eliya nisa, jivamanava dilise. siyadahas ganan 
ghantaven nahguna ruduru hahda yalit ma biya gannana su- 
luviya . ek pa tt akin nangena visala dumkanda-nisa avata 
veli ata. anik patten manginne siyalla gila. ganimata 
viliiduna gini daluvalin yutu davena kapurugodaya. dohot 
mudun kotagat kipa denek kataven torava biyen alaluna 
muhunin divya rajaya desa. bala sititi.tf(Karumakkarayo.p.3T)’
(As we entered, the whole interior of the temple rocked 
with the deafening roar of the bells. There was a. feel
ing of fea'r in my mind. That fear in my mind grew with

}

the increasing roar of the bells. Thousands of lamps :
were alight in this temple of huge, thick walls. The !
floor smeared with coconut oil, the columns, and black 
walls were all shining with the reflection of the danc
ing flickers of the oil lamps. The whole scene was 
terrifying. There was a discoloured curtain in the front. 
The majestic figure of the god of Kataragama, seated on 
his peacock vehicle, was drawn on the curtain and it was. 
also dancing in the lamplight as if it were alive. The 
loud ringing of thousands of bells made me frightened 
again. The smoke coming from one side overwhelms the 
whole atmosphere. In the other corner a heap of camphor 
was burning with blazing flames as if it was going to 
devour everything. A few devotees, keeping their hands 
clasped on their heads, silently and with awe-struck



faces keep vigil round the G-od-king.)
The tone of the sentences is calm and controlled. They 

are not used to make a mere description of the famous temple. 
For thousands of years the god of Kataragama has been conside
red and revered as the god of war and various miraculous po
wers have been attributed to him. As he enters the temple 
the narrator, who is an ordinary countryman, is naturally 
filled with fear and respect. With all this confusions in his 
mind he is concerned about the girl who accompanied him there. 
The various objects and persons described thus become symbols 
of his mental state and the W;hole description becomes meaning
ful in the context. As we mentioned before, classical words 
and new words are mixed in this style to gain special effects. 
Consider these phrases:1ghanta nadayen mulu abhyantrayama 
alali giyeya.1,’durvarnavu tirayak1,1mayura vahanarudha kata
ragama divyarajayange pratapavat muhuna*, while the phrases 
Tnatana poltel pahane dalle dilise1,’visala dum kanda nisa 
avata veli ataf etc., which are devoid of Sanskrit words, 
harmonise the whole description.

The imagery in the above passage is noteworthy. The rattle 
of the bells is treated as an active force and the flames are 
seen as trying to devour everything. The sight of the oil 
lamps is frightening. The faces of the devotees reflect fear.

The following passage is from a description from Yali 
Upannemi:

"amutu siriyavak mehi bittivala pava at a. kama mesaya
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asala sitina Nan&a ehi tibena vanjana valin Raneget 
maget pihgan piravlmata tatkarayi. tala elalu pahati 
age muhunehi "atte puduma angali kamaki. e abiyasa tama 
amuttaku bava nosite• "(Yali Upannemi .p.8)
(There is a particular charm here, even aboiit the walls. 
Waiting at the table Nanada tries to serve more curry 
and rice in RanefsAand jny„ plates. Fair was her complexion 
and an unusual amiability was in her face. One could not 
feel a stranger in front of that face.)

Conventional vocabulary and rhetorical descriptions of 
women are not found here. Without the help of either old or 
new figures of language Amarasekara presents the most important 
facts about Nanda, i.e. her friendliness, kindness and hospi
tality. These qualities are of indispensable value for under
standing the central character in the novel. Ranatunga achie
ves resurrection through Nanda’s tenderness. First we are 
told that there was a particular charm even about the walls of 
the house. The Sinhalese phrase *amutu siriyavak mehi...1 
conveys the idea that the life of those who occupy that house 
is graceful and pleasant. These feelings are intensified when 
we read ftala elalu pahaf(fair in colour) and ’puduma angali 
kamaf(a strange friendly look) which are taken from the spoken 
idiom.

Further aspects of Amarasekara*s language can be seen in 
the following passage:

"kudayak at in gat masin piri siruralcin yutu gahaniyak 
apa pa su kara giyaya. navati edesa bala un mata age 
muhunada manavin penina. dutumanatin sitehi asa dalu 
liyalavana eya yalit varak daka ganu vas mama adi
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kipayak idiriyata gaman kalemi. tel ihena sulu penumakin 
Ha vivarava giya denetakin yutu e imuhuna maHat saragi 
bavak danavannakl* eya ma Hada viduliya daharak seyin 
dutuvanama ekavara bandagatte kesedayi nodanimi*tf

(Yali Upannemi.p,235)
(A-̂  full-bodied woman passed us with an umbrella in one 
hand* When I looked at her from where I was standing I 
could see her face clearly* It was such ax face as rekind
les the desire in one*s mind to see it again and again.
She was. of energetic appearance, and her eyes were open* 
Her face stirred desire in one*s mind at first sight. I 
was amazed how her face, like a flash of lightning «, 
captured my mind at the very first glance.)

This is a description of the same woman, ^anda. In the 
previous passage she was described as full of grace and kind
ness. But that was not from Ranatunga*s point of view. Here 
we witness how Ranatunga saw her for the first time. Though 
he was in a very desperate state at the time he was still as. 
passionate as ever. It was during one of his eveinng strolls 
with another pickpocket that he saw Nanda like this. She was* 
a. prostitute at that time and her make up, gait and appearance 
attract his experienced eyer But she seemed a strange type of 
street walker. He knew at once that he would not be unhappy 
or ashamed in her company. Thus the physical attraction of 
Handa is emphasised here to suit Ranatunga!s current state of 
mind.

What captured his eye and mind first were her 1 looks*.
First he sees her *masin plri*(full-bodyed) figure, then he 
finds her face, ’dutu manatin sitehi asa dalu liyalavana*
(which stirs desire in mind at the first sight.) Again he finds



a phrase from day-to-day speech, !tel ihena penumakin*
( a healthy, energetic appearance) to imply the sexual appeal 
about her body* The phrase *viduliya daharak seyin*(like a 
flash of lightning) is taken from the rhetoric of the classical 
poet •

Now let us consider this description from Gandhabba Apa- 
danaya which is also about a girl:

**a. kerehi masita premayak pilisihda gatte a mulin dutu e 
manatehidima yayi mata nisaka vasayen kiva haka, sulu 
velavak gasayata rahdi un age muhuna desa ma ball unne 
mata ita supurudu muhunak desa ba-la sitinn&k meni* boho- 
kalak nodaka venvaj gos tibi hadisiye yali muna gasunu 
muhunak desa bala sitinnak meni. vasa un timira patalaya

v  *

pala matuva a e artanvita muhuna desa mama vismayen men 
bala unimi. eya ma siyalahga viduliya patalayakin vela 
grahanayen katikota gattase mata danina.11

a *

( Gandhabb a Ap ad anaya. p . 2k.)
(I can say for sure that it was at the first sight of 
her that I began to love her. When she stopped for a 
short while under the tree I gazed at her face as if it 
were a quite familiar one to me. I looked at it as if 
it were a face which I had suddenly coane across after 
a long interval of oblivion. 1 looked with amazement, 
at that meaningful face which appeared at once through 
the dark curtain,(of oblivion). It captured me like a 
flash of lightning coiling around my body.)

Although this is from a different novel and about a dif
ferent girl met in a different situation, the method of des
cription is the same as with Nanda in Yali Upannemi. When 
describing a woman, Amarasekara is fond of focussing atten
tion on either the erotic, passionate look or the calm,
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soothing look in her face. Even his figures of language and. 
vocabulary are almost the same in all these descriptions. He 
uses the words Tdutu manatehima, !dutu vanamaf(at firt sight) 
quite often, and also the simile ‘viduliya daharak seyin1 
(like a flash of lightning). If he wishes to describe a woman 
with whom his hero is falling in love she always seems to be 
familiar and amiable.

His descriptive style is highly organized, following the 
classical styles. It is rich in expression and suits the 
sensibility of the narrator. For example:

uninda ganima sandaha vatira gat apa, nonavati nangana 
viTapayak bandu samudura gosa vet a kan yoma unne biyakaru 
bava visin jananaya karanu labana camatkarayen yutuvaya. 
samudura gosa mattehi ovunovunge kata handaval pava

C* f j

apata noase. sulangehi nonavati salena kudarama apa 
muvakota rakaganuvas karanne maha satanaki. samudura 
gosa enta entama vadive* lokantayehi samudixra goda vadl 
mihikata gilaganu atte melesa viyayutuya. apage katahahda 
e manda hiravi miyayana pranin dedenekuge kendiriyak vani 
noveda? dasatin vela apa gilaganu sandaha nangi a me 
pravahaya hamuvehi apa raese me vindina suvaya me nirupa- 
drita bhavaya handinviya yutte jivitaya saksat karagani- 
mak lesin misa an kavara lesakinda.”

(Gandhabba Ap adanaya.p .3U2.)
(We heard the perpetual wailing of the sea with a feeling 
of ecstacy caused by fear when we lay down to sleep. We 
could not even hear our own voices clearly because of the 
noise of the sea. The tent fights fiercely against the 
wind to protect us. The noise of the sea increases con
tinually* At the destruction of the world, it should be 
thus that the sea will devour the earth. Our voices 
are 3ust like those of two creatures drowning in that
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great flood. As this flood comes from all directions 
we are still enjoying ourselves, and that pleasure could 
only he regarded as reaping the best fruits of life. Is 
there any other explanation for it?)

This is an elevated style. Yet it is simple, as the 
situation is impressively depicted. The two lovers, Gunaratna 
and Rita, are spending a night by the sea in Northern Geylon, 
trying to forget their problems. The only solace for them is 
being together like this, hiding from society. The sea, its 
ferocious noise, etc., are symbols of their troubles. The 
narrator thinks of *lokantaya1(The last day of the world) and 
*hiravi miyayana pranin dedenaku*(two creatures drowning) 
indicating how his mind was confused with the possible unhappy 
ending of his affair with Rita. They are sleeping so close 
together, but they are unable even to hear each otherfs voices. 
Just like the powerful, mighty sea, society and its conventions 
will object to their relationship. The last sentence implies 
another aspect of Gunaratnafs character,I.e. his tendency to 
enjoy the existing moment.

Now let us consider a few examples of the conversational 
style in Amaresekara*s novels;

"piyuntat unge mula mataka nativela. ug& appa metana bala 
mehe karapu hati uta mataka nativela. ugB dutat dan In- 
girisi. ekata lasti vecca padadayo innakota mokada?....* 
uinbata puluvarmam udagedi dila uva arakige gubbayamata 
pitatkarala arapan.,•.ara vesi mayan mukulu karala dn&ma 
ilandariyek ravattaganna puluvan rahi. e vesi tamayi 
iss©llama uva otenta gal karaganna mayan danna atte."

e

(Depanoladdo. p.15)
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(The peon has also forgotten his beginning. He has for
gotten hov/ his old man did manual labour here. How 
even his daughter wants to learn English. Why not,
when there aire such cads, here to help them Yes, if you
can, help him to get inot the clutches of that hussy.... 
She is such a tart she could deceive any youth with her 
conquetry. I expect it is that tart who first started to 
drag him to her place.)

Here the author has tried to imitate the natural speech
of an .hrrltated person. The father is burning with anger about
his son who has started to visit a girl from a family which
they regarded as unworthy of their status. But he puts all
the blame on the girl and her family. Her father is a ’peon’
whose father was a servant at the speaker's house. Along with
* a:ll this she is an ill-mannered girl. He uses words such ais
'uva,'Padadayo* ,'vesd' ,'rsthi' etc., which are inevitably heard
in quarrels.

How let us consider a different type of dialogue:
"monava monavada tamuse hare? apitat kiyanava'•
'api kohomada oya komasaris mahatvaru vage loku vada ka- 
ranne?'
'apita moko kar tiyenavayi. apita pul a van oya gahi gahi 
kis ekak ganna eka vitarayi.'
'kis ekak gatta.' kohedida oyi?'
'kohedida it in kamare atuledi misak*
'tamuse hari s'restayekne •• .kohomada it in tamuse oya ikman-* *
at a oya tatvayata ave?u(G’andhabba Apadanaya.p.l3l)

('Tell me what else, what else did you do?'
'How can we do 'big things' like you commisioners, 
because we don't have cars. The only thing we can do 
is steal a kiss hurriedly.')



*What I you had a hiss? Where was that, man?1
’Where do you think, in the room of course*1
'You are a great man.* How did you manage to go so far in 
such a short time?')

Here we see Giinaratna who is a commisioner asking a boy 
anxiously about how he hissed Rita, the girl with whom he had 
just started to go out. Without telling the boy of his own 
relationship with Rita he tries to find out about her behaviour 
from the boy. Gunaratna's anxiety, suspicion and admiration 
of the boy's courage are all reflected in this short dialogue.
In the words, 'monava monavada'(what and what),'hohedida oyi' 
(where was. that, man), Gunaratna's boiling curiosity is well 
presented. His excitement, and attempt to flatter . 
the boy are seen in the phrases 'tamuse hari sresthayehne' 
and ' hohomadai oya tatvayata ave?'(you are a great man, how 
did you manage to go that far?)

To sum up the discussion on Amarasekara*s language we can 
observe some idiosyncratic characteristics such as suggesti- 

' vity and frequent use of emotional words:
"apa maradanata pamini bava oraldsu kanuvenda, avata vu 
hotal vala eliyenda mata yantam vataha gata hMkiviya. 
ehet daranipatayen vasina vassa elesama non&vati vasiyi. 
mage andum siyalla tetabariva ahgaja all ata. eva hiri- 
kita bava pava mata dan noange. ehet ma abhyantaraya ekama 
priti promodayakin avissi ata. viduli eliyak apa idiriyehi 
vihidiyatma Handa ma vet ata turuluveyi. surata* yav% tada- 
kota valahdagat a sirurehi unusuma ma gatata mehma.sitata- 
da daneyi. a visin hisehi galvana lada kisiyam alepayaka 
sugandaya varinvara matuvl eyi. v&ssa mulumahat avata



lbkaya vat a bahdina lada maha pavuraki. e mada jivatvana 
ekama pana atiyavun dedena apa pamani. viduliya avasanva 
asena senahaftda gorava nimavetma ma vet at a turuluvu 
Nanda sihin handin siriaveyi. age e sinava satutin matvu-

4  Ik

vaki.,!(Yali Upannemi.p.
(From the clock tower and the nearby hotels I could just 
see that we had come to Maradana. The torrent was still 
falling heavily. My clothes were all wet and stuck to 
to my body. BUt I did not feel how cold they were, for 
all of my interior was filled with a great joy. Whenever 

’A' r"/J/r lightning flashes in front of us Nanda embraces me. When 
I embrace her with my right hand, the warmth of her body 
is transferred into my body and mind as well. From time 
to time I felt a certain scent coming from her hair.
The rain is like a wall built around us separating us 
from the whole world. We two are the only living beings 
in it. After a flash of lightning as the thunder dies 
away Nanda, who was embracing me laughs softly. That 
laughter of Nanda was charged with joy.)

The imagery of rain, storm, etc., are used as symbols in 
this passage. Ranatunga has just found Nanda after she had 
run away from the brothel. Now she is his only concern* The 
heavy rain is a great wall protecting his love. Carefully 
selected lively words express the throbbing pleasurable emo
tions in Ranatunga1s mind. Words such as 'tetabariva* and *hi- 
rikita' are taken from colloquial speech and phrases such as 
'daranipatayen1,'abhyantaraya ekama pritipramodayakin*, and 
'alepayaka sugandaya' are from the classical prose, which 
keep the balance of the style while adding to its poetry. 
Neither Ranatunga nor Nanda is scared of the rain and the storm. 
When she clings to him and laughs softly it is as if to
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proclaim that she has found her protector at last. Poetic and 
creative instances lilce these can he taken as examples of the 
development of the language of Sinhalese fiction in the work 
of contemporary novelists.

Following are a few examples of Amarasekara*s sentimental 
use of language:

"aho ma jivana murtiyai sadakal oba ma hada madura alokamat
karamin in nahgina bati suvanda vihdimin vajambenna."

(Yali Upannemi. p.7k)
"me pivituru sundara udasana ma sita e atitaya veta tava 
tavat adagena yayi"(Yali Upannemi. p.20i+)
"oba vinita sundara ruva mavaganimata! yi ma dangalanne, 
ahol surangaha lokayak mavu e podina ratriyehi oba nosali 
bala un akaraya. niscala ddsehi vu premardra balma. aho! 
mahada sadakal eliya kala mini pahana, obe e vinita ruva 
hamuvehi me siyalla kotaram pahatda?"(Yali Upannemi.p.85)
"ma e avalan jivitaya veta adune etanin ho sanasimak, 
asvaslmak labiya hakiyayi yana adahasin yutuvaya"
"avalan asobhanatvayak dakvu age mulu anga pat a ha muhuna 
matula ekavarama asavak jananaya kaleya."
"pasugiya kalaya namati papi anduru sevanali pahava gos
e pivituru sundara bhumiya ma idiripita daknata ativase
mata hangina. papi kalu andura mama ekala nodattemi,"

(Yali Upannemi. pp. 200,201,20^.)
("Oh! idol of my life, May you dwell eternally in my heart, 

illuminating it and enjoying the scent of respect emana
ting from it."
"My mind is being carried back towards that past on this 
sublime and fascinating morning."
"I am trying to recall your modest, charming figure in my 
mind. Oh! how quietly you lnjer-e waiting on that heavenly 
'Poyaday* night! And the lovely glance in your eyes. Oh!
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My crystal lamp which, illuminates my heart eternally!
How mean are the rest (of the world) in front of your 
modest, fascinating beauty*"
"I allowed myself to fall into that dirty, low life because 
I fancied that I would at least find happiness there."
"A desire was begotten usuddenly in my mind when I saw her 
mean, dirty face, body and appearance."
"I felt as if that pure, fine land had appeared in front 
of me after the disappearance of the dark shadows of the 
past. In those days I did not know about the sinful 
black darkness.")

Amarasekara employed this emotive style mostly in Yali 
Upannemi and in his short stories. This style which is full of 
meaningless exclamatory words and phrases which are often re
peated has not become popular in the language of Sinhalese 
fiction. The vocabulary Amarasekara uses in his emotional style 
was once the repertoire of the school of popular Sinhalese 
poets generally known as the *poets of the Colombo period1, the 
poets such as Alwis Perera, Mimana Prematilaka, Kudaligama etc. 
Such words as ’ramaniya, sundara, pivituru1, 'nokiliti, ’bolan- 
daf etc., were quite often used by these poets and they were 
later called 'susum padai1 (empty words or sigh-words) by some 
critics.(l) In order to present the emotional excitements of 
his characters Amarasekara in his early works employed these 
words to the extent of harming the artistic balance and harmony 
in the style in a work like Yali Upannemi.

(l) See Wickramasingha, Martin. Havapadya Simhalaya.
Maharagama. 1959*



Another kind of favourite of Amarasekara is such words 
as *avalanf, fasobhana,*,1jadaf,1seluva1,'papi andura* .etc. 
These words are perhaps used in such abundance for the first 
time in Sinhalese fiction by Amarasekara. All these words 
existed in the language before him. But he uses them in new 
contexts and new combinations. This is an example of the 
novelist trying to express new ideas and experiences in new 
language. The creative writer creates new language not only 
with entirely new words but often with common or old words by 
using them in new contexts. For instance 'domnas sahagata* 
is a very old phrase in Sinhalese which was never before used 
in combination with a word like 'paluva'. Amarasekara uses 
this new phrase 'domnas sahagata paluva' to indicate the inde
finite, obscure, sad moods of his characters. Referring to 
nakedness he always writes 'jada* or T avalam seluva' and about 
erotic feelings as *papi anduru situvili1. These are new . 
phrases but they are used so often that they become a nuisance 
to the reader. The invention of such new terms can be consi
dered as a result of Amarasekara^ attempt to follow the style 
of an English novelist like D.H. Lawrence.

K.Jayatilaka (b.1926), back to social and cultural themes*

Jayatilaka is the most copious contemporary novelist who 
genuinely tries to depict the conflict between the established 
values of society and those of the contemporary individual 
which are new and contingent. As Saratchandra says fthe charac
ters of Jayatilaka, being unable to rely on any kind of values
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in life and failing to find happiness in any of their actions, 
live in perpetual disappointment. Their apathy is quite dif
ferent from that of Aravinda in Viragaya. Jayatilaka's charac
ters do not know what they should do or for what purpose they 
should live, they repent and regret and float here and there 
like dead leaves in the air. They have not even one foot planted 
in the traditional culture or its values. And in consequence 
they do not know where to stand. As they are not very reli
gious they try to seek pleasure through pseudo-philosophical 
investigations .f(l)

In & critical analysis of Jayatilaka’ s work we will be 
able to find that most of these ideas of Saratchandra are true 
and acceptable. But we must not forget the fact that Sarat
chandra has made his criticism only on the early work of Jaya- 
tilaka. In the later works, Jayatilaka1 s characters are not 
as lost as: those in his early novels. In these later novels 
there are some characters who have firm attachments with the 
traditional culture, though they are not so original*

Parajitayo (l96o)(The defeated) is Jayatilaka’s maiden 
work which is remarkable for its interesting portrayal of 
character. The author's main concern in this novel is the 
psychological behaviour of his characters. Udeni, the hero, 
while attending classes at the Law College in Colombo gets 
involved with leftist political activities. At the same time

(l) Shratchandra. ’Sinhala Navakata Itihasaya ha Vicaraya. 
p*136.



attention is drawn towards Udenifs obsession of sexual weak
ness. Because of this complex he decides to marry from a 
poor family. Thus he marries Chalani hoping that she would 
he happy as his wife despite his inability to satisfjr her 
sexually.

The portrayal of character in this novel can be examined 
from three dimensions: i. Udeni*s family background and his 
political activities, ii. the deteriorating conjugal relation
ship based on an illusion, iii.Chalani's family background and 
Udeni's economic situation. These three dimensions construct 
the motif of the novel through which the theme of cultural con- i
flict springs. Udeni becomes hopeless as regards most concerns j

t
tin his life, such as his profession, politics, marriage and :

his relationship with his parents. Other significant charac
ters such as Chalani, her father and Asoka also are defeated in . 
the end. Tb marry a: wealthy respectable person and to live a 
luxurious life had been the childhood dream of Chalani. So at 
the beginning Udeni seemed to her as a gift from the gods with 
magic powers to raise her from the slum to the luxuries of a 
middleclass house. After the marriage she finds that the won
derland she entered with so much hope was only a dream. Hen? 
father too becomes disappointed in the same way when he finds> 
that Udeni was not as rich as he expected and also is not 
friendly with him. The ardent socialist politician, Asoka,
is frustrated in the end as his honesty is challenged by his 
colleagues and he is eventually abandoned by them.



Aprasanna= Kat'SLvak(l963) (An. unpleasant story), Jayatila- 
lea’s second novel, is centred upon the theme of complicated 
human relations and the perpetual dissatisfaction of man. The 
unsatisfied sexual life plays a major role in this novel too, 
Fala, the protagonist, is not obsessed with sex in the same 
way as Udeni hut in a different way. He loves his wife at the 
beginning of their married life until she could not stand his 
perverted behaviour any longer. Quite ironically, in his youth 
Pala had been interested in various doctrines and mystic teach
ings; and tried to control his sexual feelings through them.
When he was learning English in Colombo he came to experience 
the new morality in the city and began to criticise conventional 
ideas •

When Pala comes back to the village from Colombo, it was
not only his life, but the village too which had been invaded
by commercialism. He tries in vain not to allow himself to be
tempted by the new values. Pala’s building a new house and
buying a car are symbolic incidents of his acceptance of the
values of the new middle class. He succeeds in securing a
place in the middle class but his personal life with Nirupa is
sorrowfully unhappy. Firupa is equally unhappy and takes up
teaching as a. change from monotonous family life. After a.
while she takes part in a school play which leads to an affair
with Jayasingha, the producer of the play. Meanwhile Pala
cultivates a fancy towards an attractive dance teacher, Prema- 
lata. Thus the plot consists of a, triple love affair:
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Fala-Nirupa,
Nirupa-Jayasingha and 
Pa1a-Fremala t a *

These persons do not seem to he concerned about morals 
or traditions. For do they care about society. When Pala 
contemplates flirting with Fremalata he is only concerned 
with self-justification. When considering Nirupa’s affair 
with Jayasingha the reader would wonder if this promiscuity 
is., not too bold for a girl like Nirupa. Being a girl brought 
up only in tradional society would she become so promiscuous?
We will not be able to understand these characters unless we- \
jconsider them as universal human beings and not as typical of
\
modern Ceylon.

A.A\?,f7
Charita. Tunak (19&3) (Three Characters) is the most dis

cussed and most praised novel by Jayatilaka. As the title 
indicates this short novel presents three characters from 
rural Ceylon. Isa, Sana and Ranjit , the three brothers, are 
typical of the Sinhalese village. Deep understanding of these 
characters and objective presentation of them is the most im
portant aspect of Charita Tunak. Isa., the oldest brother, is 
the narrator. After the death of the father Isa assumes the 
position of the leader of the family and thinks of his respon
sibilities seriously. Sana, the second brother, is disobedient 
and turns out to be ai typical village * thug* and the youngest 
brother, Ranjit studies to become a school master.

Isa is a 'Bodhisatva1 type of character like Podi Ayya



in Amarasekara1s Depanoladdo. They sone times think of their 
self-sacrificial acts as being like those of the Bodhisatvas 
in Buddhist literature, though they occasionally complain 
for not receiving gratitude* The occasional hesitations and 
grumblings of Isa seem to be natural as he is a human being. 
But Saratchandra regards this as an obstruction to the full 
enjoyment of this novel. Further he comments: *The doubts 
of the reader may arise from the fact that the narrator*s and 
the author*s views are mixed up in the story. As the narrator 
is an ordinary villager and the novelist is a sophisticated 
city-type, the reader is aware that their views could not be 
similar. Although the only means for the author to express 
his views is to do it through the narrator, it is sometimes 
inappropriate.*(1)

We can agree with Saratchandra on this point since this 
defect is also seen in some other novels of Jayatilaka. The 
most important feature in Charita Tunak, perhaps, is the well 
depicted characters. Each character stands out distinctly 
and in its own personality and yet belongs to the same root. 
The economic use of language is another interesting feature 
in Charita Tunak. Within its simple form the story absorbs 
functional significance from a. few minor characters such as 
the mother and Sana’s wife.

Delovata Nati Aya (196U) (Bbtween Two Worlds), Adhisthana
(1967) (The foundation/Determination), Kalo Ayan Te (1965) 
(it’s Time for you) and Pita Maha^( 1966_) (̂ The Grand FathexO 
(l)Saratchandra,*Sinhala Ravakata Itihasaya ha Vicaraya.p.138
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are later novels by Jayatilaka. I propose to consider the 
themes and plots of some of these novels, as it will help 
us to understand how some of the contemporary novelists 
tend to stick to the same sort of themes and experiences.

Delovata Nati Aya, fortunately, does not fall into the 
common category. It is the first novel written in Sinhalese 
involving true political history of the recent past. We may 
assume the victory of the leftist parties in 1956 as the 
central theme in this novel. We cannot resist from identify
ing some of the major characters with some historical persons 
who became famous after the 1956 elections in Ceylon. The 
fictitious characters of three youths from the village are 
given on a parallel with those of the political leaders.
After emigrating to the city these three youths take three 
different paths in life like the three brothers in Gharita 
Tunak.

The novelist seems to be deeply moved by the political 
situation in his society and tries to criticise and expose 
such features as corruption, nepotism and discrimination 
against caste etc., in this novel. Although the story in ge
neral is insipid and most characters tediously uninteresting 
this novel is not completely devoid of merits. Two of the 
three youths are strikingly portrayed. The style shows Jaya
tilaka *s growing concern with developing the language.

fAdhisthanat is another short, poetical novel. The 
number of characters is limited to two. Both the hero and



heroine are artists. While dealing with the love story of 
Gitananda and Miulasi, the novelist tries to criticise the 
malicious competition, corruption and hatred in artistic 
circles in contemporary Ceylonese society* Gitananada and 
Miulasi are being harassed by the malice and vicious deeds 
of their colleagues. The more cruel society was, the more 
firm they become. For a long time Miulasi controls her 
feelings and does not allow herself to be overcome by emotions, 
as she has, on the ruins of her past experiences, laid a new 
foundation for the future.

There are some unusual aspects in these two characters. 
Gitananda started his career as a musician but later has been 
forced by circumstances to go into journalism. His disappoint
ment leads to a frustrated loneliness. His behaviour seems 
unrealistic his long bachelor life has not been adequately 
portrayed. We cannot refrain from laughing when Gitananda. 
later speaks of his attempts at protecting his virginity. 
Miulasi is not much concerned about sex as her early experien
ces have taught her not to be carried away by love. The 
metamorphosis that occurred in Miulasi!s life while she was 
in India has not been described with sufficient care and de
tail.

In Pita Maha, which Is considered by some critics as one 
of the best novels by Jayatilaka, the hackneyed theme of / 
the change of life and values in rural society is the domi
nating theme. Jayatilaka is not fond of writing lengthy novels
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and this is also like most, of his other novels, very short.
It is set in a small village but there are a number of cha
racters, unlike in ether short novels by him. The people, 
customs, atmosphere are the same as we meet in Charita Tunak. 
According to the author’s note to the novel, his attempt is 
to present the change that took place in the life of the 
people in a village in western Ceylon about fifty years ago.
This is the same theme used by Jayatilaka himself in Charita 
Tunak and some other novelists like Wiekramasingha and Mada- 
vala Ratnayaka. The narrator, Podi Dombe, is similar to Isa 
In Charita Tunak and Podi Ayya in Amarasekara1s Depanoladdo.
The author’s claim is to have created a different character 
from Isa. The most distinct difference between these two 
characters is that Isa remains a bachelor until the end of 
his life while Podi Dombe marries and lives an ordinary family 
life.

From the beginning of the story the way Podi Dombe grows 
up and his attitude towards family affairs, the father’s death, 
and performing his duty towards the family are all reminiscent 
of Charita Tunak. Both Isa and Podi Dombe are prepared to 
sacrifice personal benefit for the sake of the welfare of 
others. The brothers and sisters in both the works are similar 
in character as regards their lack of respect and ingratitude 
towards these ’good Samaritans*. There is nothing newly explored 
about the behaviour or the way of life of these villagers and 
no new approach is made to show how commercialism has invaded



the static village society* Some of the symbols such as the 
’family house’ and its role in the story remind us of the 
’mahagedara’ in Wickramasingha ’ s G-amperaliya. The symbolic 
incident of giving the strip of land with the father’s grave 
for the new road and walking over it with the family cannot 
be taken as natural or spontaneous* The Pali word ’pitamaha’ 
means the father’s father. In the first half of the novel 
mostly the character of the narrator's father is depicted, and 
thereafter the attention is mostly drawn towards the narrator’s 
own life. Thereafter, when his son is born, a small part is 
devoted to relating this son’s peculiar characteristics and 
the village priest’s prediction that he might become a ’great 
person’ like his father's father (Pitamaha). Perhaps the author 
intends to predict that the values of the older generation

j

have not died with the death of the people like Maha Dombe, |
but will -gain resurrection with the growth of a new generation* : 
But he does not say whether those values of his father and his 
way of life can be universally accepted now or even whether 
they were really appreciated in his own time. While the newly 
prosperous people like his own elder brother are thriving 
and respected by everybody, 'Maha Dombe’ is forgotten and 
criticised by some and Podi Dombe Is neglected and laughed at.

Jayatilaka*s style is characterised by the inspiration of 
such leading contemporaries as Wickramasingha as well as of 
the classical prose styles. As we have seen in the earlier 
chapters of this .study some writers of the late 19th and
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early 20tli centuries had also sought inspiration from clas
sical styles. They were urged by devotional and puritanical 
motives and therefore they failed to develop the language 
for the requirements of the modern novelist* The contempo
raries consider classical styles* from a different angle since 
their a-im is neither to heighten the style as a superficial 
decoration nor to purify the language* They borrow from clas
sical vocabulary to improve the aesthetic .quality in their 
styles as well as to j express some ideas more impressively*
The style in Charita Tunak and Pitamaha of Jayatilaka is 
especially marked by this characteristic.

The general narrative style of Jayatilaka seems to be at 
times like a combination of those Wickramasingha and Amarase
kara. His method of description too shows his great admiration 
of Wickramasingha*s style. For example:

"Pasal noyana Sana vadima kalaya gatakaranng gedarin pita- 
taya* ohu ude varuve Batalavattata gos b01a gasayi. 
savasa liuruhdu vattata gos kad gasayi* natahot Pinvatte 
kadayak gane rastiysdu veyi. ohu gedara enne ra bovu- 
vata pasuvaya. gedara pamini pasuva hama denama ohuta 
bana vaditi. avavada karati. goluvaku men siyalu banum 
ivasana ohu e gana kisi takimak nativa pasuvadada ema. 
pilivetamai anugamanaya karayi*. mama ohuta a^apali kima 
siritak vasayen dinapatama karami. Sana hohda miniseku 
veya yana balaporottuvak tadin natat Hanjitvat narak 
noviyadi beraghnimata nam ese kalayutuyayi site."(l)

(l) Jayatilaka ,K. Charita Tunak. G-ampaha.l963*p.51
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(Sana, as lie does not go to school now, spends most of his 
time out of doors. In the morning he goes to Batala- 
watta to play ball games. He goes, in the afternoon, to 
Kurunduwatta to play cards or hangs around the *bouti
ques ’ in Pinwatta; comes home only after night fall.
The others start to reproach and lecture him. Like a 
dumb person he listens to all that, and repeats the same 
routine the next day as well. As a habit I keep on 
blaming him everyday. Although I did not expect Sana 
to be reformed, it seemed to me that my reproaches were 
necessary for Ranjit’s sake.)

This kind of dull and insipid style is seen occasionally 
in some of the works of Wickramasingha and Amarasekara. This 
is the simple style of the journalist, which does not require 
much concentration or experience* Jayatilaka has afterwards 
begun to be independent. While Wickramasingha and Amarasekara 
learn from the idiom of the sou.thern region Jayatilaka concen
trates on the colloquial idiom of the western villages near
Colombo. These developed aspects in Jayatilaka.1 s style will

/

be exemplified in several following examples:
,fkussiye bitti siyallama dumvadi kaputu kalu pahagena tibu 
namut istoppuve bitti monapata dayi balaganimata nohaki 
taramata ehi pintura ella tibini. pinturayen novasi kala- 
turakin ho itirivu tanak tibini nam eya dina darsanayen 
vasitibini.u(l)
(The walls in the kitchen had turned ’crow-black1 with 
soot, but one could not see the colour of the walls in 
the verandah as they had been covered with pictures.

(l) Jayatilaka,K. Parajitayo. Colombo.,19^0.p .16



The few spots where there were no pictures had been 
covered with calendars*)

This description gives a clear picture of the small house 
of Chalahi in Parajitayo. ’kaputu kalu paha?(crow-black) is the 
kind of phrase typical of Jayatilaka. At the same time he 
tries to achieve a measure of discipline to his style by 
following the classical structures. Phrases such as ftibu namut’ 
’nohaki taramata*, ’tibini nam’ etc., are examples of ’eleva
ting* the style. Consider this example from Parajitayo:

"natuma balagena sitima Udenita mahat sitvedanavak viya.* ft a
ohu putu andata hettuvi uda baliya. pankavangen vadina

9 A *

sulangin leladena vividha varna balun ohuta penina. 
pit in lassana vuvat me gahanu hama dehama balun bola men
hisyayi sitannata ohu utsaha kaleya. ehet e balun bola

%

gahanunta vada tama sitata samaveyayi ohuta sitina. evada 
tama sita menma ekama tanakata bandi sitina namut stira- 
tvayak nativa nitara cancala veyi.."(Parajitayo.p.l6.)
(Udeni found it very painful to watch the dance. He looked 
up, leaning against the back of the chair, and saw some 
balloons of various colours shaken by the wind from the 
fans. Then he wondered if those balloons were not like 
the women at that dance. Ho, they were more similar to 
his mind. The balloons too, though they were bound to 
one place just like his own mind, were shaking all the 
time and had no stability.)

At this time Udeni, the hero in Parajitayo, was confused 
and disappointed with himself as well as with society. He 
wished to criticise both. The image of the balloons, void,
bright in colour, transient, produces a double effect. Udeni 
disliked the snobbish westernised society, and the ladies at



the dance were like those balloons. At the same time he 
perceives his own condition, the instability, confusion, 
feeling of loss, and compares himself with the balloons.
Though he went to the dance he did not have the slightest 
intention of Joining the dance* But the circumstances forced 
him to dance, or rather he longed for it. This waa a new 
experience to him, as he never knew that his mind was so un
controllable* He wished some one would drag him to the dance 
as he did not have courage to invite a lady to dance with 
him. Inexperienced and naive as he was, he imagined that a 
girl would come up. to him and invite him to dance with her* 
When he saw that nobody cared for him and no girl was coming 
to invite him he got into the confusion seen in the above 
passage. Through such descriptions the portrayal of character 
in a novel becomes really interesting and subtle.

In the following extracts we can see Jayatilaka attempt
ing to colour his style with poetry:

i.!,kalin hama geyak avatama pahe tibunu kalaroda elivi 
ata. dumburu pata bittara bihdagena ena sudu ha kaha 
kurulu pa tavern men mati geval tubu tanvala sudu hunu 
ha samara geval matuveyi. ma sita sitiye ma, gama pasu- 
kara boho dura gos ata yanuya. namut venat atakin gama 
tarangayakat'a^ men ma pasukara dania diveyi.,f(l)
(The woods surrounding every house had been cut down.
Hew white and yellow houses were coming up ..in the 
places where there had been brown clay houses, like

(l) Jayatilaka,K. Apprasanna Katavak. Colombo.1963. p*67*
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white and yellow birds emerging from brown eggs, I was 
thinking that I had gone a long way and left the village 
far behind. Yet the village runs before me in another 
direction*)
"kalin pirisiduva. pavati namut kramayen kilitivemin 
pavati kihipa palakda tibina. in ekak handiye pihiti 
ambalamaya* e asalama vu pasalat lita kelavaraka pihiti 
pansalat tavat depalaki. ambalame visuvan tula pirisidu 
kamak notibunu namut kavuru visin ho ekala eyata pirisidu 
penumak labuna sati pudumaya. mese novupasala ha. pansala
gamadekalava-ra nanganalada pahan d'ekak men babalina."

(.Aprasanna Katavak. p . 67)
(There were a few places gradually becoming dirty though 
they had been clean before. One of them was the *amba- 
lama* (the roadside free rest house) which was situated 
at the crossroads. Two other such places were the vil
lage school and temple situated at the far end of the 
village. Although the people who rested in the ’ambala- 
ma* were not quite clean themselves I was surprised to 
see that the place was kept clean by someone. The school 
and the temple were different, they were shining like 
two lamps set up at the two ends of the village.)

ii.Hapi boho vel^vak senahgata muvavi e desa bala sitiyemu. 
a sudu lama sariyak anda sudu malvattiyak gena, sudu 
sahda ras piramin oba moba pavena vita perata vada 
priyankarayayi mata site, gavumata vada damuna penumak 
lama sariya andivita a tula ata• "(Aprasanna Katavak.p*78)
(We were watching her for a long time hiding among the 
crowds. As she floated gracefully in the white moon
light, carrying a tray of white flowers and wearing 
a white girl!s sari she looked much prettier than before.

; The girl’s sari gave her a more disciplined look than 
the skirt.)
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The first example is significant due to the clarity of 

expression through impressive figures of language* As men
tioned above, like many other contemporary Sinhalese nove
lists Jayatilaka also deals with changing aspects of the 
village. Some of the early novelists like Piyadasa Sirisena 
have also written about the same subject. The difference is 
that they did not understand the inevitability of the change 
and did not analyse it objectively. They reported the change 
in rural society in a style showing their strong disapproval 
of what was happening. The contemporary novelist writes about 
it to achieve some literary aims.

In the first of the above passages despite its extrane
ous outlook, the arrival of commercialism and its effects on 
both external and internal life in the village are reflected.
The style is rich with imagery* The likening of newly emerg
ing houses to birds coining out of eggs has its full effect 
here as an original image. The old houses were brown, just 
like the egg shells,while the new houses are white and yellow 
like the small birds emerging through brown egg shells. In 
the past, the village temple and school were considered the 
most important places, the centres of education, moral guidance, 
keeping peace etc., and therefore they were like two great 
lamps set up at the two ends of the village. Cbnsider the
power and clarity in the expressions ’ma sita sitiye ma....
ma pasukara diveyi.’, which show the development of the lan
guage in expressive power and as a perfect medium for the novel*
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The extract no,ii delights us with its poetry, The 

careful selection of words is noteworthy, The young nar
rator is secretly watching his future wife. The repetitive 
use of the word 1sudu*(white) is the most important feature 
here* The atmosphere at the temple on this fpoyaf day is 
calm and pleasant. The moonlit night was adding to this ro
mantic atmosphere. After creating this suitable background 
for his stealthy admiration of the girl he allows us to know 
some of his feelings too* In her white *lama sari* she seemed 
to him more attractive than usual.

In descriptions of personal relationships or sexual 
sxsenes Jayatilaka fs language is full of suggestion. Unlike 
Amaras:ekara he hesitates to speak openly about sex. In fact, 
all the contemporary novelists when they had to write about 
sex have been inhibited and reserved. The reason for this, 
perhaps, is the problem of language, as the classical vocabu
lary is too closed and elevated and the colloquial vocabulary 
too open and usually considered obscene. Some contemporary 
novelists like Amarasekara and Jayatilaka have therefore tried 
to invent a new vocabulary, mostly by moulding old words:

"Nlrupage £ariraye punarutpattiya labatibu akramanasili 
svarupayat, unusumat kramayen ksayavl yayi. api yalit 
yantrika rupamen jivat venta. puruduvemu, edinedn kata- 
yutu eyin ituvena bava sabavaki, ehet manusya ;jivitaya 
jivitayak bavata patkarana asvadaya eyin nolabeyi, 
manusyaya yantra sutravalin venkotaliya hakke jivita- 
yatat vada ohu satuva pavatha asvadanai saktiya nisa 
noveda?"



(The re-kindled aggressive vitality and the warmth in 
ITirupa’s body is dying again* We are again getting 
back to our routine. It was sufficient just for our 
daily needs. Yet it does not give the satisfaction 
which makes human life a real life. Is it not one’s 
sensitivity and not just life itself that makes man 
different from machines?)

Apparently the subject is sex. But it is not directly 
referred to. The reader knows that ’rekindled aggressive 
nature1(akramanasili avarupaya) is Eirupa’s renewed interest 
in sex after the time during which she was flirting with 
Jayasingha. Pala who was desperate in his sexual desire, as 
Nirupa was not responsive to him, found that he could excite 
her by talking about Jayasingha in bed. This trick worked for 
some time but after a while he was in trouble again as she 
could not be made interested .in, any way. This sexual con
flict between the husband and wife is presented in the above 
passage with the help of such words as ’akramana sili’ (ag
gressive), ’kramayen ksayaveyi*(diminishes),’asvadaya’ 
(pleasure) etc.

The language in Adhisthana is remarkable for its poetic 
and lyrical quality:

"malaka peti ekineka paravi gilihi vatenhakmen tarun- 
yaya avurudden avuruddata igili vatenu dakina vita ati- 
venne balavat sanvBgayaki. yovun viya pipunu malak men 
priyankaratvaya, prabodhaya ha sugandhaya yana mevayin 
p i ri t i rT pava t ina.T
’bamarun visin vatakaragat mal pokurumen, apa ekala 
yahaluvan visin vatakaraganu laba ka bi priti vimu.
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yavvanatvayen piri babalunu muhunu vayase hiru rasin 
davi kalavarna vigena yayi.!i(l)
(’One feels very sad when one witnesses how one!s youth 
wears out year by year like the petals of a flower 
falling one by one. Youth was full of attraction, 
life and fragrance.*
’In those days, just like flowers surrounded by bees, 
we enjoyed ourselves in the company of our friends.
But now those faces which had been full of youth were 
turning dark, burnt with the blazing sun of time.)

ii."eya atisayinma manaskanta vaktrayaki. e muhuna vadat
alankara karana madahasak ehi ata. kisiyam kitikavimakin 
mag”e sakala sarirayama hirivati giyeya.” (Adhistana.p.18)

. ( There was a fascinating smile
; f on that face which was extremely pleasant. The whole

of my body was thrilled at once with a certain tickling.)
In our discussion on the novels of Saratchandra v/e will 

see that his style is quite similar to this style of Jayatilaka, 
as seen in these passages. This lyrical style has been selec- j 
ted by Jayatilaka for this particular novel as it suits the 
lyrical, romantic elements in the plot. Consider the image 
of falling petals of a flower. It is likened to the years 
dropping from one’s life. The whole of life is thus compared 
to a flower; when it is in full bloom, it is young, the friends 
are the bees, time (old age) is the sun that burns the petals 
of the flower of life. In the second example „ ■ we
see short simple sentences mixed with poetic idiom (’alankara

(l) Jayatilaka, K. Adhistana. Colombo.1967* p.ll.
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karana madahasak’) and colloquial words (’kiti* ’hirivati 
giyeya).

The conversational style in Jayatilaka’s works reminds
us of Amarasekara*s style regarding the care and ease with
which it is handled. It is interesting to watch the drama
in the conversations as follows:

” ’Piyadasa’
’enava nona’ Piyadasa paminiyeya.
’umbata kojrinda balun?'
’kaden gatta’yi Piyadasa ambaremin uttara duimeya. 
’kaden gatta? kavuda umbata kaden balun ganna salli 
dunne? *
' amnia ’
’amnia? kiyak dunnada?’
'rupiyalayi’
’balun valata kiyak giyada?’
’sata pahayi’
’ko balanna itiri salli’
’Piyadasa sata ahupahak genavut pennuveya.(Parajitayo.

p .153.)
(’Piyadasa’
’Here I am, madam’, said Piyadasa coming forward.
’How did you get balloons?’
’I bought them from the shop* Piyadasa answered fidget 
ting.
’You bought them from the shop? Who gave you money to 
buy balloons?’
’My mother*
’Your mother? .how much did she give you?’
’One rupee*
’How much did you spend on the balloons?’
’Only five cents’
’Let. me see the balance’
Piyadasa showed her ninety-five cents.)



This is given in the novel as an example of the anta
gonistic attitude of Chalani towards the servant boy. She 
made him her scape goat as she was unable to clash directly 
with her husband. Chalani suspects the boy and tidies to 
find whether he has stolen money from her. Her tone is rude. 
The boy’s is timid and innocent. In contrast with this we 
can find how the tone of the speech changes in a different 
sitiiation:

"lajja nadda malli? malli monavada me karana eva? tavama 
megana kisit Udeni danne naha. namut danagattot?*
’itdneka eyat karapu dema nova? Vasanta sihasemin kiya. 
Vasantage me vacanayen Chalanige sita kiri gasina.
*eka venne kohomada? Udeni soyagena ave duppat vunat 
vadagat kellak. mokadda ekige ati vadagat kama?’
*ane mage kata’"(Parajitayo.p.107)
(’Brother, aren’t you ashamed? What is this all about, 
brother? Udeni doesn’t know anything about this yet.
But just think if he comes to know?’
’Well, isn’t it the same thing as he has done?’, Vasanta 
said smiling. This suggestion of Vasanta gave a shock to 
Chalani.
tHow do you mean? The girl Udeni was going after was 
respectable though she was poor. But tell me, is this 
girl respectable?’
*1 daren’t tell you’)

This is a conversation between Chalani and her brother.
Her tone is not as rude as that with the servant boy, but it 
is confidential. She tries to convince the boy that the girl 
he was meeting was not suitable for him and to express her 
strong disapproval in the expression ’mokadda ekige vadagatkarna



(What’s her respectability?) The boy is too smart and reminds 
her of Udeni*s behaviour, implying that she was not in a safe 
position to advise him and at the same time that he did not 
care for her husband(Udeni). The conversational styles in 
such works as Gharita Tunak and Pitamaha are based on the 
idiom of the speech of the villagers:

"madayi hal seru tunakut uyala anit para gedetta kanda
■> c  f

ayimat rata uyanta unayi* bata lipe tiya istoppuvata 
pamini amma kivaya.
’Hal seru tunakut ivvada? naraka ha, ki denada vada kale?* 
’koccara ivvat ituru vela nane bat hahdi dekakata vatjiiyen. 
koheda gamema inna kollo kurutto tika hatta pitinma avit 
vaha vatunane etana *

a

’anika kanta bari minihane Kiristiyan bas*
’mama tun parakma bat beduva. anit para nobeda innakota 
katinma illuva. kohomatavat lial seruvakatavat vagat * v
ki yant a at i•’(Chari t a Tunak•p •3k)

(’This is too bad, I cooked three measures of rice (for 
lunch) but now I have to cook again for our dinner’, 
my mother said as she was coming from the kitchen after 
putting the rice on the oven.
’What?'you cooked three measures of rice, that is not bad, 
how many people came to help with the work?’
’How ever much cooked, not more than two spoonfuls of 
rice is left* How could there be any more left, when 
all the children of the village dashed in to eat.*
’And think of Kristiyan Bas, he is such a great eater’
’I served him three times, and when I didn’t after that 
he asked me himself. He must have eaten at least one 
measure of rice.’)
"okat oya Indurage kuttu kirillak venda ona* uta tama 
mona vayasakda ganu ganda? oka tamayi mama muladima oya



gamana yanavata virudda urie. koheda, ammatayi putatayi 
ona une natayi pani haliya badaganda.*
’ut kamati nam itin monava karandada? anit eka kellat 
ahata kanata varadak ati ekiyakya? ut dan babek neveyi. 
ena duruttata visi hatarakne.*d
’visi hatara tiya hata hataralc nnat u tane ata arala ki 
dohada, umbalata bakkek vage penunata’ t!(l)
(’Surely this must be another beguiling of Indura. Other
wise just imagine our son thinking of marriage at his 
age. That is why I opposed M s  going there from the 
beginning. But it was you two, mother and son, who made 
such a fuss to rush for that ’pot of honey’ (to go to 
that place hoping it to be marvellous)*
’If he is really keen, what can we do? And also the girl 
is not bad looking. And he is no longer a child. He 
will be twenty-four by next December.*
’Twenty-four or sixty-four, what ever it might be, it’s 
not so long, since he stopped being breast-fed, though 
you may think that he is a big man.*)

Both these passages clearly show that Jayatilaka does 
not attempt to mould or elevate the speech of the villagers 
in order to protect the aesthetic quality of the novel as some 
earlier novelists like Wickramasingha have done. By using the 
natural speech like this, in fact he creates a dramatic and 
lively effect. Unlike in some of the previous examples, in 
these two extracts we eiannot emphasise the importance of a 
few words or phrases only. Words, phrases, and tone, every 
thing suits the characters concerned in the relevant situations#

(l) Jayatilaka,K. Pitmaha0 Colombo.1966* P»39*



The following passages exemplify how Jayatilaka has 
developed his inspiration from classical prose styles in his 
later works:

!,Pol atu bandima arambhavu svalpa velavakin devata dige 
Sta ena minis ruvak mage asa gasina. e Indura Mama yanu- 
ven apa vis in handunvanu labu amnia ge ma Iliya, kalakata 
ihata Indurugallen pitava Vaharaka miniran patalayaka 
vhda kirlmata giya ohu dan temema minisun yodava miniran 
liaravayi * "(Pitamaha. p. 13)
(A few minutes after the thatching of the roof with 
cadjams ( coconut leaves) had begun I saw the figure 
of a man coming along the foot-path. That was the younger 
brother of my mother whom we used to call Indura Mama.
He went from Indurugalla to work in a graphite mine in 
Vaharaka some time ago, and now he employs men in his 
own mine.
"hituvakkara kamata giyat, mala ka abharanayak e malat 
samagama gena palandinnase demav piyo ovun dedena nobo 
kalakinma gedarata vadda gat^ha." (Pitamaha.p.h5)
(Although they eloped, after a.short while, the parents 
received them in their house, just like putting on a 
rusty ornament rust and all.)
"tattage dina cariyava arambha vanne ita pandarini. uda- 
sana ahden nangina unda poravagena siti sanama ekas
kota vatta hatara vate avida bhavabhoga sampat vavena

*  <

akaraya pariksakara balayi. r£ vata vassakin ha mu
hulahgin palStiyak idiri perali gos atnam eya palamu
paridden sakas karayi. loku gasak idiri vati atnam
bhavana karanhBk men mahda velavak e desa bala siti.

$

min pasu harakun bandina unda devata dige kumburata yayi"
(Pitamaha. p.56)
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(Father’s day begins very early in the morning. After 
getting up, wearing the same sarong that he wore in bed, 
he walks around the garden to inspect how crops and 
plants are growing. If any plant has fallen in the rain 
and wind in the night, he puts it back in its former 

mposition. If a big tree has fallen he will watch it for 
some time as if meditating. He attends to the cattle 
after this and goes towards the paddy field down the 
foot-path.)

This style reminds us of the style in such classical 
works as Saddharma Ratnavadiya and Saddharmalankaraya. The 
vocabulary Is generally heightened or taken from the ’written* 
language, and such terms as *temema*,*gedarata vadda gat_ha* 
and ’anden nahgina undl* are typical of the language of clas
sical prose works. To add to this Jayatilaka often employs 
a large number of figures of language, for example, *mala ka
abharanayak......1 which shows how closely he has followed the
style of Saddharma Ratnavaliya. The style thus developed by 
Jayatilaka is pleasant and lucid but one may ask for what 
purpose he is employing this particular style in novels such 
as Gharita Tunak, Pitamaha etc. Is it entirely in the hope 
of developing an individual style or for giving a special ef
fect to the work? The ordinary language of most other contem
porary and modern novelists is mainly based on the comtempo- 
rary spoken language, while such writers as: Jayatilaka and 
Saratchandra concentrate largely on the classical styles. In 
the dialogues, we have seen that Jayatilaka employs the na
tural speech of the villagers about whom he writes his novels,



which helps a great deal in dramatic portrayal of character.
But in other narrative and descriptive parts he prefers to 
employ archaic imagery, vocabulary etc., along with new words 
and imagery. The author of Saddharma Ratnavaliya used the 
idiom of the villagers in the li+th century. But Jayatilaka 
writes about his contemporary villagers and tries to use the 
idiom of the lii-th century. This does not seem to be plausible.

From the beginning of the Sinhalese novel most of the 
prominent writers have been conscious of the importance of 
language and have tried to develop individual styles. The 
novelists who came up immediately after the success of Wick- 
ramasingha's later works are Amarasekara and Jayatilaka. In 
our foregoing discussion of their novels and language we 
could see that these two writers too have tried to develop 
individual styles fox1 fiction and have been successful in 
their attempts to some extent. Bot of these writers started 
from where Wickramasingha had developed the language and have 
not taken very distinct ways from each other at the early 
stage of their writings. But they have both contributed to
wards the expansion of the scope of the Sinhalese novel and 
towards establishing it as a serious artform. They use the 
resources of the language for artistic aims while concentra
ting on serious character study. As they began to be prolific 
and had gained the advantage of having a steady audience they 
have become careless about the artistic quality of their work 
and have let the language fall into stagnancy by not bother-
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ing to continue with their experiments in language and by 
exploiting the same ldhd of experiences and themes* Of these 
two novelists, Jayatilaka is the more enthusiastic admirer 
of the classical prose* This aspect of his language is to 
be seen more often though with less coherence and less ef
fectiveness in his later works* In the style of some of 
Jayatilaka1s later works the blending of the classical voca
bulary with that of the speech of villagers carries a tinge of 
insincerity and inappropriateness* Like Amarasekara*s style 
Jayatilaka*s style has been, however, developed to such a 
level which we can accept as sufficient for the requirements 
of the kind of novels they aî e so fond of producing, which 
can be taken only as mediocre fiction by international standards*

E.H* Saratchandra(b.1914); Modern experiences in lyrical prose*

When we analyse the novels of Saratchandra in the light 
of the ideas which we considered at the beginning of this chap
ter, especially those of Stephen Spender, we will find Sarat
chandra as a novelist linking the contemporary and modern 
movements in the Sinhalese novel • fThe modern is the past 
become conscious at certain points*, says Spender in his sur
vey of the modern movement* In the works of Joyce, Picasso 
etc., he sees the great fusion of present and past.(l) Another 
welknown critic, G*S.Eraser, expresses a similar view; *one 
of the important aspects of that movement wa© a new reverence

(l) Spender,Stephen.The struggle of the modern. p.79
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for the pastf.(l)ln the most widely discussed novels of 
Saratchandra, for example, Malagiya Atto (1959)(The Departed) 
and fMalavunge ' Avurudu Da (1965) (The Festival Day of the 
Departed) ,the main theme is not a reverence for the past or 
a reassessment of a great past, but experiences of modern man 
in the general sense of the word. Eut in a novel like 'Val- 
matvi Hasarak Midutimf(1962) (i lost my way and was confounded) 
there is a clear trace of such reverence and of having 
recourse to the past. These signs of modernism heighten the 
novels of Saratchandra above the rest of contemporary Sinha
lese fiction, creating a new dimension in it and widening the 
field of sensibility.

The setting in both Malagiya ‘Atto and Malavunge 
Avurudu Da is Japan. Therefore it is easier to discuss these 
two novels together. In the former the hero,Devendora San, 
relates his love story with Horiko, a Japanese girl. After 
travelling in many countries to improve his art and holding 
exhibitions he goes to Japan to learn traditional Japanese 
painting. While living in Tokyo he finds Japanese culture 
fascinating and begins to love it. He realizes before long 
'that he could not become ep part of that culture despite his

• >  *  j  {  i

^understanding and extreme appreciation of it. This realisation 
results in a growing feeling of loneliness in Devendorafs 
mind. Then he meets Horiko, a sensitive Japanese girl, who

(l)Fraser,U.S.The Modern Writer and His World. Penguin.l970.p.l2
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helps him explore and understand the Japanese culture and 
art. They meet secretly at first, then overcome the fear of 
society and live through many kinds of experiences struggling 
to avoid the inevitable question of narriage. Like any other 
normal girl, Noriko expected not only love, but a permanent 
companion, though Devendora is reluctant to think of marriage. 
He thinks that it would raise a lot of unnecessary problems 
both personal and social, to injure the beauty in his 1dream
land1 • Further, he is not quite sure of his love for Noriko. 
Once assuming that his love is simply sensual, he goes away 
to Kyoto and tries to find relief through sex. This period 
of separation becomes a strong trial of his intense love for 
Noriko. Meanwhile she too tries to understand the problem, 
to forget Devendora and to get married to a Japanese person. 
This attempt of both of them does not succeed and they begin 
to meet again. Noriko1s relatives seem to approve of their 
marriage though with some reluctance. But Devendora is still 
uncertain of his mind as he looks at his problem not only from 
an ordinary point of view but from an aesthetic one as well. 
Noriko embodies the whole of Japanese culture to him, she is a 
symbol. The real beauty of Noriko, perhaps, exists only in 
the Japanese background. His aesthetic mind does not allow 
him to marry Noriko and to take her away from where she really 
belonged to. At the same time, he perceives the reality of 
her expectations and gives a vague promise to marry her, and 
then comes back to Ceylon.



'Malavunge Avurudu Da1 is the sequel to this story.
Here the narrator is Noriko. We see the story through her eyes. 
In the first few chapters most of the incidents are/same as 
those in Malagiya Atto. They are, however, interesting as they 
are presented through a different dimension and we can read 
about some peculiar aspects in Devendora*s life about which 
he has not said anything in Malagiya Atto. As we listen to 
Noriko; we discover some interesting aspects of Devendorafs 
character. Noriko expects a type of love and protection, si
milar to that she had from her father, from Devendora which 
he realises and yet refuses to provide. She endures Deven
dora *s strange love as well as his peculiar cruelties towards 
her for a long time. She prepares to leave her country and 
come to Ceylon if he wished to marry her. Devendora*s mental 
confusion grows and he pretends not to understand Norikofs 
problem. One day when Devendora is back in Japan, Noriko 
loses her temper, quarrels with Devendora and leaves him. The 
following day when she returns to him, what she found was 
his dead body. He had died due to an over dose of sleeping 
tablets•

The love story of Devendora and Noriko is one of the most 
interesting and moving stories in the Sinhalese novel. Deven
dora !s unusual love forJapan runs through the story with recur
rent symbols of the impermanence of human life. The style is
extremely lyrical. A stroiJg?'*link which holds the two princi-t , ■ V;!
pal characters?'together throughout the story is Noriko s



growing belief in Devendora as a person belonging to her own 
culture though he was not a native by birth. Nor instance, 
Devendora proposes one day that they should commit suicide in 
the traditional Japanese way. This surprised Noriko as she 
knew that it was extremely difficult for a foreigner to realize 
the beauty of death in the same way as a Japanese.

The general assumption among critics of these two novels 
is that they are based mainly on cultural problems. The 
obvious objection to Devendora1s marrying Noriko is cultural.
At a closer investigation we may see that there are deeper 
and subtler reasons. On Devendora*s part it is apparent that 
he did not have strong cultural bonds with his own country.
He had been travelling in foreign lands for a long time and 
had become a sort of international character. His own people 
did not realize his art and ignored him causing him to reta
liate against them. In contrast with this, Japanese society 
is highly and rapidly westernising. The young generation in 
Japan experience the cultural change with more response and 
understanding than the young generation in a country like 
Ceylon. Noriko represents some features of this modern Japanese 
society. Hex1 father did not oppose her relationship with 
Devendora and her brother and sister too did not have strong 
obe jet ions. If Devendora wished to marry hex1 and live in 
Japan he could easily do so, as there was no urgent need for 
him to return to Ceylon. Norikofs fear of a strange society, 
her doubts about whether she would be able to adapt to Ceylo
nese society, all arise from the fact that Devendora wanted



to return to Ceylon. Even the suspicions of Noriko about 
the possibility of being lonely in a new society are not 
quite convincing. Therefore the cultural issue attributed 
to these two novels by most Sinhalese critics cannot be . 
accepted as the best approach to them.

From the beginning of their courtship Devendora was not 
as keen as Noriko on marriage. His vision of life was similar
to that of Buddhism. Mere existence itself is an illusion.
What is real about life is impermanence and suffering. As life 
is ever changing one shoxild not have too much hope. Separation 
is inevitable and painful. As Devendora looked at life from 
a point of view based on these ideas we cannot expect him to 
believe in a customary union like marriage. Yet at times he 
is contradictoi^y. He expects Noriko to be hopeful though he 
himself does not believe in keeping hope. He thinks of death
as a beautiful experience but longs for love; enjoys the
pleasures of lpve and suffers from the pains of love like any 
other human. Before facing the more serious problems he dies, 
leaving Noriko to wait for his return. The departed of a 
family return to the living members on a certain day every 
year, according to Japanese belief. When her father died 
Noriko thought it was only a temporary separation as he would 
return to her on the festival day of the dead. Now that 
Devendora is departed he too would return to her on the same 
day, as she believed that he too was one of her own family.

Devendora in Saratchandra*s novel is obviously a character



from modern society. He represents trends common to most 
artists of international mentality and experience along with 
the national cultural tendencies he inherited as a Sinhalese 
person. The loneliness one faces in big cities has been the 
theme of a great number of modern novels in many countries.
As we have seen, this is the most significant characteristic 
of Devendora too. Thus Sai»atchandra, while dealing with a 
modern theme attempts to heighten the taste of the Sinhalese 
reader from a stagnant, parochial level to an international 
one.

’Valmatvi Hasarak Nudutimi* (l962)(l lost my way and was 
confounded) was widely discussed and criticised but seems to 
have failed to gain such popularity as the two other novels 
of Saratchandra. At a first reading it would seem to be a 
dull work. One critic calls it ’an unpleasant story’.(l)

Readers were highly impressed by the first novel of 
Saratchandra, its terse style charged with poetry, intimacy 
of narrative, nev/ness of experience, all of which had thrilled 
the Sinhalese reader who expected another novel of the same 
qualities from him. Blit this work, *Valmativi Hasarak Nudutimi1, 
was a complete disappointment for most of them due to the 
staleness of some of the story and the vague depiction of some 
of the characters. The social stratum presented in this novel 
is the westernised bourgeoisie who did not have clear connec
tions either with indigenous or western cultures, though they
tended usually more towards the latter in theiinexplicit 
(l) See Vimansa.Vol.il-. Article by G-amini Seneviratne.



behaviour • Although the hero and some other characters come 
from this society, in this novel there are persons drawn from 
many other circles in Ceylonese society. Figures such as 
Sirimanna, Upali and Sonny are examples of these various 
characters in Valamatvi Hasarak Nudutimi, who represent some 
special features of modern Ceylonese society.

The ideas and aspects put forward. through these charac
ters are, we must admit at the outset, not entirely new in the 
Sinhalese novel. In the novels of Martin Wickramasingha and 
Gunadasa Amarasekara similar ideas and characters are to be 
found. As the novel progresses towards its climax, we feel 
that Saratchandra is trying to introduce some new ideas about 
the cultural conflicts and spiritual predicament of the modern 
Ceylonese middle classes. We cannot directly presume that 
S;aratchandraTs attempt was to show the first signs of the col
lapse of this society, though at times we find some implica
tions tending to such a conclusion.

Vietor and his friends, are brought up in a special social 
background and their specialized education helped them to 
cultivate a growing interest for wide and avid reading of 
various authors and philosophies etc. This premature knowledge 
and curiosity is, perhaps, one of the main reasons for the 
later confusions and quickly changeable ideas of Victor, Upali 
and their friends. Sometimes we feel here that Hermann Hesse 
has exerted some influence on Saratchandra. Especially, when 
we consider the friendship of Victor and Upali we recall some



characters in his novels such as Demian and Narzis and 
Goldmund. The philosophical, and personal reverence of Victor 
for Upali and the later influence of Upali on Victor’s life 
is somewhat similar to the relationship of Emil Sinclair and 
Max Demian in Hesse's Demian.

Towards the end of the story most of these 'idealists' 
get disillusioned with their diversebeliefs and doctrines as 
a result of the experiences they have of life. Upali is, 
apparently, the only one who persistently continues with a 
firm obejctive of investigating the 'truth'. From the begin
ning we see a tendency in him towards following things closer 
to his origins rather than imported and transplanted ideas 
from foreign lands. He changes his field of education from 
English, Greek, Latin etc., to Sinhalese, Pali, Sanskrit etc., 
goes to India to learn ancient philosophy and mysticisms and 
comes home to live a strange life with poor villagers in a far 
awqy region. His friend Victor has similar ideals at first 
but does not try to escape from his family circle, becomes a 
doctor, marries, goes to England., studies the behaviour of the 
Sinhalese community in London more than the life of the English 
people and comes back home, to be forced to divorce his wife. 
Upali gets fed up with all his previous philosophical inves
tigations and tries to discover a precious pa st in his own 
culture by educating the people in a remote village. But 
Victor in his confusion does not see any meaning in his past 
behaviour, in Upali's ideas or in the whole system around him.



When they reach this confused and bewildered state the reader 
begins to wonder whether these young intellectuals ever had 
any real problems. If they could achieve a deep understanding 
of some alien cultures and doctrines why could they not under
stand their own culture, religion and people? It is not easy 
to believe that philosophers like Krishna Murti or Schopen
hauer really got into their minds and that their ideas; really 
mattered to them or affected their real intentions. Can't we 
think that Victor was just dragged into this situation by his 
friends and that there waa no intrinsic urge in him to bother 
himself with meditations, philosophical discussions etc? Let; 
us, for example, consider Sita's character. When Victor first 
met her she was an ardent organiser of a philosophical soceity 
whose main concern was Krishna Murti. Soon after meeting 
Victor, her interest in Krishna Murti diminished and finally 
she gave up even going to the meditation classes. At an earlier 
stage Victor v/as interested in learning about new biological 
discoveries - and wrote letters to such scientists as Julian 
Huxley, not, however, out of pure interest in science but out 
of his personal needs, to verify whether he could marry his 
first cousin, Monica. Another example is his short lived 
interest in Marxism while he was in London.

Thus, there is some air of insincerity about all the main 
characters in this novel. Sometimes they seem to us like 
hypocrites and not to contribute any thing to improve the 
artistic quality of the work. Among the many minor characters,



such people as Sirimanna and his wire Rani have been sin
cerely depicted and they appeal to our minds more impres- |
sively than the major roles.

Like many other novelists in world literature 
Sai*atchandra too embodies his experiences gained during his 
travels abroad in his novels. In Malagiya Atto and Mala- 
vunge Avurudu Da, he draws such clear and impressive pictures 
of Japanese culture and life that the reader becomes fascinated 
with it to the extent of falling in love with Japan as Deven
dora himself did. About half of the story in Valmatvi Hasarak 
Nudutimi is set in London. As mentioned before, the author 
makes it a good opportunity to express his views on the life 
of the fairly large Ceylonese community in London without 
obstructing the smooth flow of the narrative. In the pacifying 
effects of the Japanese life and culture in Tokyo Devendora 
finds a perpetual refuge for his sensitive life, while Victor 
finds the gloomy, unfriendly atmosphere in London contamina
ting his soul and morals. In the same novel, Saratchandra 
includes some of his experiences in India, when Upali and his 
friends go there for a philosophy conference. As a novelist 
who has travelled widely in the world and lived abroad for a 
considerable time Sdratchandra1s attempt at including his own 
experiences in his novels has resulted in making his contem
porary writers aware of the fact that it is time for them to 
spread the boundaries of their literature beyond the remote 
shores of the island towards the outer world.
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The language in the novels of Saratchandra is poetic, 
individual and of unprecendented beauty* His style is almost; 
unique* Let us consider a few passages:

“mudu molok vacanayakin sangrahayak nolaba ma gat aka la 
nisaru jivitayehi adarayaka piliruvak vat labune Meme- 
vakagenya. ma agen sevuye saba adaraya nova, adaraye 
vyajayaki. a ebandak ma idiriyehi tabanta vayam kalaya. 
eya bihda damme maya. adaraye pratirupaya adarayata vada 
hondaya. sabh adaraya jivitaye patulata kindabasa ehi 
ati dukin tavareyi,. adaraye vyajaya jivitaya matupita 
paveyi. eya kridavaki. eyin alum bandum hataganne nata. 
nalu nili dedena naluves daragena natana bava avabodha 
kata yutuya. ekeku anikage vesaya galava muhuna desa 
balanta tat kirima varadiya. ese kirima, e kridave ni- 
yogayanta viruddhaya*"(l)
(in my desperate life where there was not even a single 
word of tenderness, it was only from Mamevaka that I 
had at least an illusion of love. What I expected from 
her was such an illusion of love, but not a true love.
She tried to provide me with that. But I destroyed it. 
The reflection of love is always better than the reality. 
The real love goes right down to the bottom of life and 
smears itself with the pains existing there. The il
lusion of love floats on the surface of life. It is 
only a game. No emotional attachments result from it.
The actor and actress, hovtrever, should realize that they 
are only acting. It is against the rules of the game to 
unmask and to look at the faces of each other.)

The ease with which Saratchandra controls his language 
is notable. Very short sentences such as *eya kridavaki* (it

(l) Saratchandra, Bdirivira. Malagiya Atto. Colombo.1969*P.116
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is a game) and feya binda damme maya^It was I who destroyed 
it) create a beautiful balance in the style. Also the power 
and beauty of such phrases as !mudu molok vacana *, (soft, 
tender words) and ’adaraye vyajaya*(the illusion of love) are 
noteworthy as characteristic of this style. The objectivity 
is impressive and ironic at the same time, which is another 
significant feature in Saratchandra's style.

The intimate, melancholic tone in the words of Noriko is 
implicit in the style in ’Mala vunge Avurudu Da* as seen in 
this example:

"ma dan bala sitimie malavunge avrudu da paminena tekya. 
eda ma piyano perala melovata eti. mevara ohu rahdava- 
gata nohakinam mama ohu katuva yanta sarasennemi. Naka-

•  r

jima sohonata atulvanta matula vu asava mevara sansind-
tt p

dava gannemi. epamanaki mata d&n sesavi atte. ma Deven- 
dorasanta aneka varayak kiya yavve nopamava enta kiyaya.

s> **

ehet ohu no "aveya. dan ma patamin sitinne mala vunge 
avurudu da nopamava pamineva kiyaya. malavunge avurudu 
da mage asli nusun kota enabava mama dan dannemi. t!( l)
(I am now waiting for the arrival of the Festival Day of 
the Dead. My father will return to this world that day. 
If I cannot make him stay with me this time, I shall try 
to go with him* This time I shall fulfil my desire to 
enter the Nakajima cemetry. That is all I have left. 
Several times I have written to Devendorasan asking him 
to come back immediately. But he has not come. Now I 
am hoping that the Festival day of The Dead will come 
quickly.Now I know that day will come, to fulfil my hope.)

(l) Saratchandra,Edirivira.Malavunge Avurudu Da.Colombo.1965.p.1
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A melodious tone similar to this can be found through

out the whole novel. Some time it is like a sad song. The 
I combination of words and phrases from classical prose with 

syi Sanskrit words, unlike in some earlier novelists1 styles is 
not inappropriate, but creates a sweet harmony. The incidents 
of the story are symbolic and they require a musical style 
like this to achieve their full meaning:

"masayakin pamana ohu citra dahayak pamana anda ek irida 
davasaka eva polova mata diga hara mata pennuveya, mage 
as idiriyehi kisiyam pratiharyayak siduvuvak men mage 
siyolahga kilipola giyeya. ohu mage janma bhumiyehi 
sittaru parapuren pavata ena kenek novedayi kiya mata 
situni. mama ohu desa baluvemi. ohu kaluvanya. ohuge 
nasaya usaya. ehet ohuge dasa etaram visala nata. eya 
mage rate kenekuge net yuvalak novetiyi kiva nohaki 
taramaya. ohu mapiyanange doterava anda siti, ohu mage 
basin mata dodayi. mage basin hadavat rakavalun amata 
doragulu arava gatteya. a.ttenma ascaryayaki. adbhutayaki . 
mapiyanange cavivarnayada kaluya. mohuge cavi varnaya 
ha mapiyanange cavivarnayada atara etaram venasak nata* 
mohu mage ratema dakunu dupataka kenelrn viya hakiya. 
ohu ave daksina disavenya. daksina nippon dupatakin 
viyayutuya.w(Mala vunge Avurudu Da. p .72.)
(After finishing about ten paintings within about a month, 
one Sunday, opening them on the floor he displayed them 
to me. As if witnessing a sudden miracle, my body 
quivered. I wondered if he did not belong to the indige
nous lineage of the artists of my own country. I looked 
at him. He is dark. His nose is prominent. But his eyes 
a-re not big. They are almost similar to the eyes of a 
person of my own country. He wears my father!s Motera*. 
He speaks to me in my own tongue. He made the sentries



at the gates of my heart open the doors for him by 
addressing them in our own language. It is, indeed, a 
wonder* It is a miracle. My fatherfs complexion is dark. 
There’s not much difference between their complexions.
He comes, perhaps, from a southern island of my own 
country. Possibly from a southern Nippon island.)
The poetry of the language, in this passage, for example, 

lies in the repetition of some words and ■ phrases. Words such 
as ’ascaryayaki1 and ’adbhutayakif(a wonder,a miracle) remind 
us of the style in such classical works as Butsarana and 
Amavatura. The incident related in this passage is of symbo
lic significance made effective through the sentimentality in 
the language. Noriko’s attachment to Devendorasan was not 
based on common grounds but was on a deeper level. His cha
racter was fascinating to her mainly through his unusual ap
preciation of Japanese culture. This fact made her believe j
that he would understand her mind better than a Japanese person.^
At the same time she considers him as similar to a Japanese 
person in his physical appearance too. He reminds her espe
cially of her father, who was the most important attachment
in her life. Thus we can understand the psychology of the 
strong love of Noriko for Devendorasan. He combined both her 
father and lover to Noriko.

The long novel ’Valmatvi Hasarak Nudutimi* lacks the 
poetic beauty of the narrative style in the other two novels 
though there are some sporadic exhibitions of skilful mastery 
over language as is seen in the following passages:



’’dumriya pitatva giya kenehima Upali tama hisa atulata 
dama gatteya. kavuluvalin eliyata damana lada muhunu 
rasiya desada vanena at rasiya desada mama balagena 
sitiyemi. dumriya nopeni yana tek ma bala sitiyada mama 
ohu yalit nudutuvemi. tava boho kalakata mata ohu dakinta
nofabena bava mata ita balavat lesa pratyalcsa vuye eve-

■* >

lehiya. siyalla siduvuye kotaram hadisiyenda kiyatot 
mata e gana sitanta vat idak nolabuni. ma apasu hiari 
yanta pitavu vita mata danune ma jivitaye venama man- 
gakata pa tabu bavakya. metek ma gaman kala man peta 
avasan viya. itiri kotasa soyaganta tibe. soyagena eya 
osse nia gaman kalayutte hudakalavaya. ma nodanuvatvama 
Monikage m'agat mage mangin at vigena giyeya. ehet 
Upalige manga ha mage mahga yalit ek noveyayi mata 
visvasa kala nohaki viya. siduvanta yanne ma situ deyata 
venas ekak viya hakiya. ehet Upalige iranama kavada 
namut istaviya yutuyayi mama adahuyemi. kisiveku noyana 
niarga osse mese ohu apuru andamata elavanu labanne ira- 
nama visin yayi mama situvemi.1f (l)
(Soon after the train pulled out Upali took in his head.
I kept on looking at many other faces at the windows of 
the train and at the hands being waved. Although 1 kept 
looking until the train disappeared I could not see him 
again. It was only at that moment that I knew that I 
wouldn’t be able to see him for a long time. All this 
had happened so quickly that I had not time even to con
template over it. When I started to leave the station 
I realised that I was taking a different path in life.
I had reached the end of one section of my path. Now 
I have to find the rest of it. When I find it I will 
have to walk all alone. Monica’s way diverted from mine 
even without my realising it. But what I cannot believe

Saratchandra, Edirivira. Valamatvi Hasarak Nudutimi.
Colombo.1962. pp.150/151



is that Upali*s and my ways will not meet again. What 
is going to happen now, may be something I had never 
expected, I hoped that Upali would reach his goal one 
day. I thought that it was his fate which led him like 
this along strange paths not taken by any one else 
before.)

The sincerity and emotional tone appeal to our mind.
Upali, the moral guide of Victor, the narrator, is leaving the 
country. Victor expresses some of his feelings when he went 
to the station to see his friend off. From the beginning 
Upali had not been dependent on his friends since he was in- 
dependent in his thought. He liked to explore new ideas while 
his friends like Victor expected guidance from him, admiring him 
as a hero. Now he is going away and Victor sees that he is 
left behind to fight his battle alone. At moments like these 
it is natural to find one’s heart filling with various senti
ments* He remembers his lost love, Monica whomhe could not 
possess because she was his first cousin. Upali and Monica 
were the most important persons in Victor’s life in this 
period and now he has lost both of them. Quite reasonably 
he thinks ’now I have to find the rest of the path.’

Here is a completely different situation from the above 
one, in which human behaviour is presented in much clearer 
perspective:

nSani sindu kiyanta patan gatteya. ohug^ muvin pitavuye 
kalaka Ingirisi katakarana tarunayan b.ailavakata harava- 
gena gayu hindi citrapata sinduvaki. ehet ohuta eka 
svai*ayakvat hariyata gayahakala nohakiviya. tama gayanne
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visvarayen bava ohu nodatteya. mata lajj’a at I viya. |
Tess ohuta sinaseyayi mama situvemi. kumak karanta dayi

* t-

mata notere* Sani varadiyata gayana hava ohuta angavan- 
tada mama akamativimi. ehet mohotakin Tess sapattu 
kuttama gasa dania, mes pitin natanta patan gattaya. U

•  «  * . *  a  ^

dalata data digukaramin, atla vihiduva karalcavamin, bella
natavanta tat karannase urahisa solavamin, kamaraya pura
karanam gasanta vuvaya. age muhunehi ita jugupsa janaka
s ilia Yak arudha Y i  tibuni • lf(Valmatvi Hasarak Nudutimi*

p • li-i-0)
(Then Sonny began to sing* The song he sang was a Hindi 
film-song which the young English speaking men used to 
sing as a ’baila*. But he could not even sing a solitary 
note properly* And also he was unaware that he was 
singinging out of tune. I was ashamed. I thought that 
Tess might laugh at him* I did not know what dto do. I 
did not even like to indicate to Sonny that his singing 
was not in tune. But suddenly, shoving off her shoes,
Tess started to dance with her socks on. Opening and 
stretching her arms, turning her open palms round and 
round, shaking her shoulders as if she were trying to 
twist her neck, she rocked and rolled all over the room. 
There was a repulsive smile on her face.)
In this style the poy/er of creating an atmosphere of veri

similitude is very high. Our knowledge of Sonny and Tess, 
accumulated through the previous happenings, are more strongly 
justified by this situation. They are both ’lower* in taste 
and culture than Victoi* and Sita according to the latterfs 
opinion. Here, Sonny, Tess and Victor all of them are drunk, 
they need some light entertainment, dancing, singing etc.
Victor criticises Sonny’s singing and Tess*s dancing since it 
was a new experience to him who was used to do everything in



’style*. Sonny does not care about the tune while Victor 
thinks it very important, showing that he was not easily 
adaptable to new situations. Nor does he appreciate Thss’s 
dance as he says it was repulsive to him. This repulsion 
runs through a large part of the story hereafter, especially 
with regard to Victor’s relations with Tess.,. for example, his 
feelings after going to bed with her and later his attempts 
at preventing Sonny marrying Tess. Words such as *karanam 
gasanta vuvaya!(rocked and rolled) and 1jugupsa janaka* 
(repulsive) in the above passage are suggestive of these ideas.

Now let us consider a few passages fz»om Saratehandx^a1 s 
novels to discuss some other aspects in his descriptive style: 

ue ratata pamini vahama mata Kangune, balubalu at a' vividha
-■> ZJ t

varnayen dasa pinavana vena ratak ma daka nati bavaya. 
gini pettiya, te koppaya vani tama pavicci karana saraa 
kudu deyakatama apuru hhdayak dama, vicitra. varnayak 
kava savundaryayen vatavi jivatvima JTapanun agaya lea2?ana 
pairamartayak bava mata peneyi. savundaryayen yut parisa- 
rayaka- visima sitdngi samata kirimehi la kotaram upayogi 
vannakda? kadayakata sappuvakata giyada, siruvata nir- 
manaya karanalada kisiyana suvundaryayakin indriyayo 
pibideti. yantraye upakarayen kerena nirasa jivitayata 
vuvada ovuhu rasayak atulat karati. pahapat 
varnayan kava vataye birani gatiya pahakara damati. sit 
pit nati yantx^aya tula ovuhu manusya hrudayak tanpat 
karati. ketaram yanti»a pavicci kalat, tama gauudenu karan- 
he yantra sutra sarnaga nova manusyayan samagaya yana 
hangima kenekuta ative."(Malagiya Atto.p*6)
(Soon after arriving in that country I felt that I had 
snen no other country which so pleased the eye with
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various colours as this one. I saw that Japanese people 
try to live surrounded by beautiful things, for instance, 
by giving nice colours and shapes even to such small 
things as the tea-cup and the box of matches. How help
ful it is to live in a place full of beauty for the ful
filment of one’s wishes. Your senses will be delighted 
even at a stall or a shop with skilfully created beau
tiful things. They even make dull mechanical life interes
ting. They use bright colours to make the bleak air 
pleasant. .Inside lifeless machines, they place a human 
heart, so that one feels that one is dealing with humans, 
and not with machines.)

In this somewhat sentimental style Saratchandra describes 
Devendora’s first impressions of Tokyo. He describes some of 
the most conspicuous attractions in that city. Consider the 
repealed allusions to colours. This is because Devendora is 
an artist. Colours, shapes, patterns are the most important 
elements in the life of an artist. The first thing he men
tions is that ’where ever you look in that city, your eye is 
gratified with bright colours. The dignified slyle suits the 
delighted, highly impressed mental state of the narrator.
Through Saratchandra’s use, we find a. new beauty, new power 
in some Sinhalese words. The combination of words in the 
phrases, 'balu balu ata vividha varnayen dasa pinavana’, ’siru- 
vata nirmanaya karanalada’ and ’ sit pit nati yantraya tula..* 
are good examples of using words from different layers of the 
language in order to express modern ideas, preserving both 
power and poetry.

’’Tokyo koy taram amutuda? ehi visesa suvahdak tibe. viduli



kocciyakata nangat, senaga atarin aviddat, mata nitara 
e suvaiida dane. Kiyotovala siti mulu avurudda tuladi 
mata ev’ani suvahd^k danune nata, dan e suvandin mage 
gata sit a pibideyi. boh'o kalakata nodanuna vidiye priti- 
suvayak ma atulehi patiri yayi."(Malagiya Atto.p.l3l)
(How different Tokyo is I There exists a special .scent 
about it* While getting into an electric train or walk
ing through the crowds I always feel that scent. I had 
not felt such a scent at Kyoto during the whole year I 
was there. A pleasant feeling of happiness, which I had

‘‘Hdk \ ̂known for a long time, permeates within me.;
In the previous example we saw that DevendoraTs impression

of Tokyo was mostly of an aesthetic nature. Through occasional 
descriptions of the city this aspect is entwined with the cen
tral theme. In this passage there is no physical description of
this city. Instead it gives an idea of the feelings of Deven
dora when he came back to Tokyo after being away for a year.
In Kyoto he spent a sort of exile's life which .was a self- 
punishment in a way. As soon as he came back, the old memories 
about Tokyo return to his mind. Consider the repetition of the 
word *suvanda*(the scent) which is suggestive of all the sweet 
memories and sentimental attachments he is nurturing for Tokyo. 
’Suvanda' is a 'romantic* type of Sinhalese word mostly admired 
by the folk poet, for example:

"suvanda bojun valahdu mage himi sahduta
nibanda bojun rasakara dun valandanta
suvanda palapala vaviyan himiyanta 
suvanda ma! nitara tibiyan ran kanda$a"(l)

(l)Yasodaravata. Sirisara Press. G-inigathena. n.d. p.ll



(To my Lord who was used to sweet smelling food,
Often I prepared sweet tasting food,
May there be sweet smelling fruits for my Lord,
May there be sweet smelling flowers for my Lord.)

By thus repeating the word 'suvanda* the folk poet creates 
an idea of the feelings in the mind of the heart-broken Queen 
of Prince Slddhartha, after he left the place to attain 
Bnddhahood. When she refers to everything about him as .scented 
we feel the tenderness and pleasure and also the respect in 
her feelings about her husband. In contrast with this, in the 
passage from Malagiya Atto we find the same word used slightly 
differently. We are not informed where that 'fragrance* emerged 
from. But we realize that it is the fragrance of Devendora’s 
love. After his return from Kyoto it took some time for 
Devendora to meet Nbriko again. Without losing hope he wanders 
about in town trying to recall some sweet memories about Noriko. 
During these lonely walks full of suspense and doubt he feels 
this particular scBnt in Tokyo. He realises one day that 
Tokyo has actually changed for him. As he walks alone he tries 
to find a restuarant which was the favourite place of himself 
and Noriko. He could not find it as it had been pulled down 
to build a new one:

"me aranciya asa mage sitehi mahat kanassalak ativiya. 
ma Tokiyovata avit ehi giya avurudde tibunu de sevimai    t
nispala. vayamak bava mata penini... "(Malagiya Atto.p.lh5)
(A deep sorrow was born in my mind after hearing this. It 
sjeemed to me it was useless now, for me, to look for 
those things in Tokyo which existed there last year.)
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Through the physical changes that had taken place in 

Tokyo during his absence, Devendora implies how his sensations 
about ^okyo had also changed. Soon after his return to Tokyo 
he knew that Noriko had changed, or at least she pretended 
that she wished to avoid Devendorafs company. So he thinks 
that it wgfs not only some of his favourite features in that 
city but also his love that had changed. These examples may 
help  ̂us understand how Saratchandra, like a skilful crafts
man, makes use of descriptions with meaningful coherence with 
the central theme of the novel.

A comparison of the following passages will show how 
Saratchandra tries to depict character through description:

Hpriti vu avastavehi Norikoge muhuna taram pahapat: muhunak 
ma daka nati taramya. e vagema dukin peluna vita age 
muhuna taram malanika muhunakda ma daka nata. a duka sapa 
dekehima eka samana tiyunu hsvadayak vindinniyayi mata 
sitina".(Malagiya Atto. p*83)
(i hadn’t seen any other face aa gay and sparkling as 
Noriko’s when she was happy. In the same way when she 
was unhappy, I hadn’t seen any other face as gloomy as 
her*s. I supposed that she was equally sensitive to 
both suffering and happiness.)
"Devendorasange citta sant'anaya kriya kale apuru lesakinayi
mata hanguni. ohu vin’oda vanta kamatta se mata penini.
ehet vinoda vanavita ohuge muhune pilibimbu vanne priti-
yak nova biyakayi mata site, prakrutiyen visala.vu ohuge
denet vadat vis'ala vannase mata pene* ohuge detola viyali
yayio muhuna malave. biye salakunu daknata nati vitat
ohuge somnasa tula sangavuna domnasak nitara atayi mata
site, ohu maranaya gana nitara dodayi*"(Malavunge Avurudu-

Da.p *9)
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(it occurred to me that Devendora1s mind worked in a 
very interesting way. I imagined sometimes that he 
liked enjoyment very much. But I think that it is not 
happiness "but fear that is reflected in his face when 
he tries to enjoy himself. Then I see his eyes, which
are naturally large, become even larger. And his lips
dry up. His face withers. Even at the moments when 
there are no obvious signs of fear, I feel that there is 
a submerged sadness beneath his happiness. He speaks 
about death quite often.)
In the first passage we see Noriko through Devendora*s 

eyes. And in the second it is through the eyes of the former 
we see the latter. The most significant feature of Noriko*s 
character is her acute sensitivity. This is implied by saying 
that she was equally sensitive to both suffering and happiness,
which is obviously the main attraction of her for Devendora.
It was only with a girl like Noriko that he could explore the 
art and culture of Japan. In her own simple way of enjoyment 
she appreciates Devendora1s love, despite its many unsympathetic 
aspects. In the second passage we get a clear picture of 
Devendora. By the disciplined tone of the style, we can see 
Noriko*s observation of his character. We feel that Devendora 
i's. almost incapable of enjoying himself, as he often spoke 
and thought of death.

In the above passage from Malagiya Atto, there are only 
three sentences of moderate length. But they convey most 
important, subtle information about Noriko* The balance of 
the phrases, *pahapat muhuna* and * malanika muhuna* (the 
bright face, the gloomy face), and beautiful combinations of



words such as fduka sapa dekehima tiyunu asvadayalc' ( an acute 
enjoyment in both, suffering and happiness) are characteristic 
of Saratchandra1s language# Mostly his sentences are short 
and he prefers using simple words# In the second example above, 
except for a few words auch as fcitta santatiyaf(the working 
of the mind) and ’prakrutiyen1(by nature) all the other words 
are very simple# But through these simple words a very deep 
probing into the character has been achieved.

Because of the lyrical quality in the language these two 
novels (Malagiya. Atto and Malavunge Avuruda Da) can be read as 
pilose poems:

"vasantaye mudu hiru rasmiyen vikasita vu Sakura kusum 
men ma tula pibiduna abhinava alaya mama eda ohuge 
hadavat pudasuna mata tab a ohuta kapa kalemi.1'

(Malavunge Avurudu Da.p.59)
lfehet ohu yanta tiranaya kota atnam pama novi giya taramata 
manavayi mama sanasunemi.pama novi giya taramata pama novi 

A yalit hamuviya hakiya.11 (Mala vunge Avurudu Da.p.78)
(!0n the altar of his heart I offered the new born love 
in my heart like the Sakura blossom in the soft rays of 
the Spring sun.1
11 consoled myself by thinking that it was so much 
better for him to leave as soon as possible if he had 
already so decided. The earlier the separation the
j sooner will be the reunion, though it is not known when
I or where•f)i *

This prose pleases us like a melodious song. In the slow- 
moving rhythm of the second example, the whole vision of life 
of the novel is implicit, as in various other descriptions and
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reflective parts. Devendora talks of going away soon in order 
to come back earlier. For him ’going away’ is inevitable.
This has a symbolic connection with the theme of death in 
these two novels. Devendora talks happily about death, Noriko 
waits for the return of her dead father and finally, Devendora 
himself joins the ’dead!He is buried in the ’Nakajima* cemetry, 
where Noriko too hoped to be buried.

The poetry and musicality in the language is not a super
ficial ornamentation for Saratchandra. There is life, human 
predicament in the modern world and the novelist’s sensibility 
involved in his lyrical style.Inspiration of classical prose, 
though the general structure of sentences is mostly modern, 
is the most significant and successful feature in SaratChan
dra’s style. In a situation as follows we can learn how this 
poetic style fits in with the theme of these two novels:

"ehet eda ratriyehi ruppavala hindagena gi gayamin rama- 
naya kala nuvarun atara priti pramodayen visagna vu 
kalakmen nihahdava ohu samanga sakman karamin hun velehi 
apa dedena sina lovaka sari sarannavun se penunada matu 
mattehi kumak vetat yovun viyehi mata mesa asvada vihdinta 
labima mahat bhagyakyayi kalpana kalemi. maliga prakaraya 
asala vu ve manga ,,mudunehi unun veta namburu vu atu pata- 
ra ati sakura vruksayangen gavasigat depasin hebiye malin 
gotana lada udu viyanin alankruta vu ekama dlrgha liya 
madullak se viya. ohuge hama avayavayakin mamannase vu 
nisasala suvaya mage angatada nodanuvatva vadl ehi pati- 
rayana lesak mata danuni. avurudu gananavakma Sakura 
balanta ma gos tibuT namut evaye savundarya desa mage 
sita niyama lesa yoanu vuye me vatave pamani.”

(Malavunge Avurudu Da.p.102)



(Although it seemed to me that the two of* us were like 
dwellers in a dream world while I was quietly strolling 
with him as if overwhelmed with great ecstasy, among 
the gaily singing citizens under the trees, I thought 
that whatever may happen in the future, I am very for
tunate to be able to enjoy myself like this, in my youth. 
The path along the wall of the palace was sheltered from 
both sides with branches of Sakura trees, forming a long 
thicket like a floral ceiling. A soothing pleasure 
emanating from every part of his body, quite uninten
tionally, seemed to be entering into my body and permeat
ing it. I had gone to see Sakura blossom several times 
before, but it was only at this time that I perceived 
its beauty properly.)

' Even a Sinhalese reader who is not quite familiar with 
the classical Sinhalese prose would know that this style is 
not ba'sed on the general modern style of fiction. The opening
sentence 1 ehet eda ratriyehi. * and phrases such as *yovun
viyehi mata? mesa' asvada vindinta labima f etc., are reminiscent 

e  ̂ of the prose of the 13th century. With the help of this style 
Saratchandra creates a picture which is homogeneous with 
NorikoTs experience at this particular time and also with the 
aesthetic quality of the theme. The relationship of Noriko 
and Devendora was of a level between fantasy and reality. 
Sometimes both of them behave as if they are scared of the 
reality. On this occasion the natural atmosphere has been 
described in this dignified but highly individual style, reveal
ing the subtle nature of their love. As the classical prose 
was mostly used to relate imaginary and romantic stories, it



still carries those implications to a large extent. In 
novels like Malagiya Atto and Malavunge Avurudu Da, this 
language can be us.ed, as the theme is partly romantic and also 
they are set in a foreign country and most of the characters 
are not Sinhalese. If the words in this passage were heard 
from a modern Sinhalese girl, the effect would have been dif
ferent •

Although the words and phrases are from classical prose, 
the expected result is gained through redolent suggestive 
meanings. When Noriko says that they were walking like two 
dwellers in a dream world, and tells how other citizens enjoyed 
themselves under Sakura trees, we feel the higher, aesthetic 
state of their love. Their affection was so strong, pure 
and different from the common type that they attained such a 
pleasure, which is far above reality, by mere nearness to each 
other, by feeling each otherfs presence. Noriko feels a 
strange, but pacifying pleasure transfusing from his body to 
hers. But with all this, she is a human being after all, so 
the reality appears for a moment in her mind, she thinks of 
her future which is obscure and tries to forget it as she knew 
that she must be content with this particular moment. The 
beauty of nature, the Sakura flowers, the cool night air draws 
her attention back to the fantasy.

In the language in fValmatvi hasarak nudutimi* though it 
lacks the finesse and artistic consistency of the two other 
novels, a great variety of styles have been employed. This



may be the result of the more realistic themes and the shift 
of the scenes to different locations and the large number of 
characters in this novel. For instance:

"Candrasekara kiyana eka atta, Vikta, ’brahmavid brahmaiva 
bhavati* kiyala tiyanavane. eka tamayi Bharatiya darsa- 
naye itama vadagat padanama. batahira darsanaya vage 
nove. parama satyaya avabodha karaganimata, e parama 
satyaya ha ekvenna ona. pita ihdala balala tarkanukulava 
ati karaganna avabodhaya niyama pratyaksavabodhayak nove. 
e nisa niyama darsanikaya, tama darsanaya pasak kara 
gattu kenek venna onaya kiyana eka atta..11

(Valmatvi Hasarak Nudutimi.
p.120)

(Victor, it is true what Chandrasekara s a y s H a v e n 11 you 
he aid that *he who knows the Brahma (the truth), is him
self a Brahma*. This is the most important basis of 
the Indian philosophy. It is different from Western 
philosophy. You must become one with the ideal truth 
to understand it. Learning it while being away from it 
is not real perception. Therefore it is true that the 
real philosopher must have perceived his own philosophy.)

This is one example of the many philosophical discussions 
in this novel. Despite the use of some Sanskrit words which 
are natural in such discussions, the style is pleasant and live
ly, the reason being its close affinity with general conver
sational language. Even in a description meant for humour and 
irony Saratchandra*s style is restrained:

"Pilimatalava matiniya udarata osariya anda siti, madiviya 
ikraavu striyak vuvaya. age udukaya pamanata vada visala-

* e -t

yayi aya dutu vigasa mata situni. kenekuge dasa ibema *
adigiye age mahat lama pedesa desataya. age piyayuru

$

mandala hattayat samanga kadavatenta onna menna kiya



tibennase avadanam adiyaka pavatuna heyin, sama danagema
salakilla e desataadigiya se viya. me kese vuvada a sina-
sunu vita age muhuna$a kisiyam piyakaru vilasayak arudha
viya. adak nivigiya ragagniyen yut age dasa, jivana su-
vahdin varin vara dalvennase muhuna mata ihdahita baba-

*

luni • "(Valmatvi Hasarak Nudutimi. p.90)
(Mrs. Pilimatalava was wearing a Kandyan Sari, and she 
was just past middle age. I thought that her upper body 
waa too big, as soon as I saw her. OneTs eye is in
evitably drawn towards her large bosom. Every one1s at- 
tention is drawn towards her breasts since they seemed 
to be on the verge of falling down along with her 
blouse. However this may be, when she smiles, her face 
becomes attractive. Her eyes with half faded sexual 
desire reflected in them, shone on her face from time to 
time as if they were occasionally lightened with the 
smell of life.)

The disappointment of the narrator with the physical ap
pearance of the lady is the first thing that strikes us as we 
read this passage. When he says that she was just past her 
middle age, it seems that he is trying to simplify the rash
ness of the subsequent sarcastic statements. He says that the 
first impression he had of her was that her bust was too big 
in proportion to the lower part of her body. With the intended 
humour this implies that his attitude is not going to be in 
favour of her. The image created by saying that her breasts 
looked as if they were going to fall off is only a distortion 
of a figure of language in ancient poetry. The ancient poet, 
to indicate the largeness of a lady*s breasts would say that 
her chest span was too small in relation to the size of her



breasts.(l) By distorting this figurative saying which 
conveys a pleasant feeling, Saratchandra makes the reader 
laugh.

The conversational style in Saratchandra’s novels has two 
aspects; In ’Malagiya Atto’ and 'Malavunge Avurudu Da’ a some
what stylised dialogue is used which blends well with poetic 
quality of the rest of the style. The conversational style 
in ’Valmatvi Hasarak Nudutimi’ is more or less similar to that 
in other contemporary Sinhalese novels. This is the natural 
spoken language of the present time. Provincial and regional 
dialectical differences are not so distinct in the Sinhalese 
novel as in the English novel. (Novels of Joyce and Lawrence 
can be mentioned as examples.) A slight touch of regional idiom 
is seen in the works of such Sinhalese novelists as Wickrama- 
singha, Amarasekara etc., but it is difficult to see any such 
traces in Saratchandra’s work. As a result of the special nature 
■of theme and characters in ’Malagiya Atto* and Malavunge Avurudu 
Da’, Saratchandra could easily use a moulded form of conversa
tional language. But at times we find quite natural conversa
tions as follows:

"’monavada Devendorasanta kamata haduveyi, ohu Norikogen
4 4aslya.

’Devendorasan Japan khmata kamati hinda Susi haduva.’
’mama gihilla bira gennada?’
*epa, Sake tiyenava, Devendorasan Sake valata kamatine 
bira valata vada’ yi Noriko magen asuvaya.

(l) See Siyabaslakara Vistara Varnanava, ed.G-nanasiha Tera. 
Colombo.196k* P*5* Verse.55



'ovu, attenma mamanam kamati Sakevalata tamayi, Norikosan
vadakarana avan hale Sake nane?1 

*

devendorasan hariyata Japankarayek vag'emayi,1 age piya 
madahasin yutuva .kiveya**'(Malagiya Atto.p.35)

('What have you prepared for Devendorasan?*, he asked 
Noriko•
fI made some Susi as. Devendorasan prefers Japanese food.'
1 Shall I "buy some beer?1
*No, we have some Sake, You prefer Sake to beer, don't
you?'Noriko asked me,
'Yes, indeed, I prefer Sake, but do you get Sake in the 
restaurant where you work?'
'You are like a real Japanese person*, her father said 
smiling.)

The notable feature here is the restrained tone of all
the speakers. Except for a rare word like 'avan hala' which
is not used in common speech all the rest represent the natural
speech of urban middle classes. Let us consider the drama 
and symbolic implications of some of the converstaions in 
these novels:

"'yanna epa Devendorasan' yi a mage muhuna desa dukbara 
balmak helamin kivaya.
mage sirura tula ginnak hatagena. hisa dakva aviligena 
enh&se mata danini. mama eyin mulumaninma davl giyemi. 
'kohomada nogihin? man ihdala palak n'aha. tava koccara kal
mehema tiyeyida? apata hama damabane me vidiyata. kavada

■> *

hari venvenna venava. dan venvena eka vada lesi nadda?1
&

a riami tama muhuna mesaya mata taba gattaya.
'yanava nam Devendorasange sirure suvanda, me ahdumvala 
suvanda tiyala yannayi*, madav'elavakata pasu a kivaya."

(Malagiya Atto.p.88)



(’Don’t go away, Devendorasan,’ she said looking into my 
face.
I felt that a sudden fire (pain) was horn in my body 
and was spreading towards my head. Yes, I was burnt with 
that fire.
’What else can I do? There is no point in my staying.
How much longer will this last? Gan we go on lilce this 
forever? We will have to separate one day. Isn’t it 
easier to separate now?’
She bent down and put her face on the table.
’If you are going away, Devendorasan, leave the scent of 
your body, the scent of these clothes’ she said after1 a 
while.*)

Norikofs words are moving. They indicate the suffering 
and agony in her mind when Devendora informed her of his 
decision to go away from Tokyo. Devendora’s words are also 
moving. As the narrator he says that *a fire was born in him, 
as he heard Noriko imploring him not to go away and leave her 
behind. We feel that both of them are about to break out̂ . We 
feel that we see the tears gathering in their eyes, when we 
hear auch phrases as ’kohomada nogihin inne’ (How can I stay?). 
Also Noriko’s words, ’devendorasange sirure suvanda, me andum- 
vala suvanda* ,(’the s-.cent of your body, Devendoi^asan, the odour 
of your clothes) are so highly charged with poetry that. they, 
express most strikingly how much.she loved him. ‘ And the style 
itself, unlike the previous example, is different from the 
natural conversational idiom of today, as it is organised to 
suit the sentimental but deep experience of the characters.

As some other contemporary and early Sinhalese novelists



have sometimes used a mixed style in conversation, mostly 
English words, rarely Tamil words, for the sake of* natural
ness, Saratchandra includes a large number of J/apanese words 
in conversations in these two novels.

"koca. koca* yi a hahduvaya.
fYulcikochan. nennevi . aya vadagena Chieko kivaya.
Had a imayj aya kivaya.
Hkayiri nasa.vi. Hideji ha Ghiyeko kiyati."

(Malagiya Atto. p.tfY )
The underlined words are Japanese. They do not obstruct 

the reader as the author gives the meanings in footnotes.
Using a mixed conversational style is a popular device of the 
novelists of other countries too. It creates variety in the 
novel and (as long as the reader is provided with meanings) 
is effective in other ways too. The realistic depiction of 
character and drama in dialogue are the most siginficant effects.

This discussion on the language of SaratchandraTs novels 
was intended to emphasise his attempt at developing an indi
vidual style in Sinhalese fiction. The most interesting fact 
about his style is that it is also unique, like his themes. 
Through three novels discussed here we find him striving to 
widen the area of subject-matter and themes in the Sinhalese 
novel. Wickraraasingha, Amarasekara and Jayatilaka, all contem
porary novelists have created interesting works with remarkable 
artistic virtues. But the question is whether they have been 
able to heighten the standard of the Sinhalese novel to inter
national standards. Pexfbaps Saratchandra knew this problem



and made these attempts to deal with cosmopolitan characters. /■ 
He abandoned the popular family chronicles in his early novels 
and brought more modern characters into the Sinhalese novel.(l) 
But through his soft, lyrical, melancholic style one may not 
feel the true dynamic, confused and fast life of the modern 
world. .

(l) Saratchandra1s latest novel, Bandulage Paravartaya is 
an exception. (Published: 1971)



CHAPTER V

The Experimental Period in the Sinhalese Novel.

In the decade 1960-1970, most of the contemporary nove
lists were producing interesting works, though with abating 
ambition for exploring new trends; but this decade is signi
ficant for the emergence of a new calibre of young novelists. 
Their understanding of the cuxrrent trends and attitudes of the 
modern world novel is considerable and an awareness of the life 
of their own modern society characterizes most of their work. 
Among these experimentalists, who can be called the moderns in 
contrast with the well established contemporaries, it is in
tended to discuss only the works of Siri G-unasingha, Sunanda 
Mahendra de Mel, R.R. Samarakoon, Hemaratna Liyanaracchi,
Eva Ranavira and Tenneson Perera at length in the present 
chapter.

Siri Gunasingha.(b .193l)> writes the first Stream of Conscious
ness novel in Sinhalese.

Siri G-unasinghafs novel Hevanalla (l96o)(The Shadow) 
deserves: to be considered as the starting point of a hopeful, 
new era in the Sinhalese novel. It differs from the conven
tional Sinhalese novel with respect to its style and technique. 
The xmique style in Hevanalla and the deep understanding of 
human nature and fusion of contemporary consciousness heighten 
this novel to the standard of one of the best Sinhalese novels 
ever written. To most critics of Hevanalla the main attraction



has been the depiction of !stream of consciousness*, which 
they have regarded as a new type of technique in the Sinhalese 
novel.

Hefore going into a detailed discussion of the theme and 
style in Hevanalla it will “be useful to consider whether it is 
correct to refer to * stream of consciousness1 as, a technique.
In the western novel, e..g. the works of James Joyce and Virginia 
Woolf, the stream of consciousness of the character is used as; 
the subject matter rather than only as a technique. Robert 
Humphrey observes:

11 The stream-of-consciousness novel is identified most 
quickly by its subject matter. This, rather than its 
techniques, its purposes, or its themes, distinguishes 
it. Hence, the novels that are said to use the stream- 
of-consciousness ’technique* to a considerable degree 
prove, upon analysis, to be novels which have as their 
essential subject matter the consciousness of one or more 
characters; that is, the depicted consciousness serves 
as a screen on which the material in these novels is;. 
presented.*1 (l)

To present the stream of consciousness of characters the 
novelist has to use some techniques, which are common to most 
types of the novel, such as dialogue, location, description, 
sudden shift of scenes and persons, logical and gradual deve
lopment of plot etc. But the * consciousness’ as it has been 
analysed by psychologists indicates the entire area of mental 
attention, with all deep levels and layers of the mind up to
(l) Humphrey, Robert. Stream of Consciousness in the Modern 

Novel.University of California Press. 1968.p.2.



the communicable awareness; and this shows that what w.e can 
expect a normal novelist to depict in his work is only the 
uppex1 and clearer states of consciousness. In the older psy
chological novel the mental awareness of the character is 
rationalized and organized, whereas in the stream-of-choscious- 
ness novel the natural levels of the mind to the deepest possib
le point are revealed.

In the Sinhalese novel it is in Hevanalla that an attempt 
has been made to present the stream-of-consciousness on a large 
scale, though there are some other novels in which occasional 
use of stream of consciousness, is found. When the conscious
ness of a particular character is used only occasionally, then 
it serves as a 1technique1 along with other common ones. What; 
makes the reader of a stream of consciousness novel think of it 
as a new ’technique1 is probably the difference of the language. 
As the stream of consciousness novel is extremely naturalistic, 
its language becomes natural as a result. In the style of 
Hevanalla and in some other experimental Sinhalese novels, a 
considerable newness and frankness can be seen, as opposed to 
the styles of earlier contemporary novels. According to the 
needs of the new novel, especially when the novelist is con
cerned about the consciousness of his characters, the language 
takes a suitable form as Leonard Lutwick has observed:

uIt is speech without the use of syntax, or speech in 
which conventional syntax is replaced by a personal 
rhetoric of associations employed just below the level 
of communication. The style of such passages must be



an appropriate imitation of* potential or incipient 
speech, just as speaking style in conventional fiction 
imitates actual or achieved speech* Vi/hen the contents 
of a character*s consciousness is composed of sensations 
however, the style cannot he modelled upon the non-imi- 
tative imagination of the novelist working with the syn
tax and vocabulary of poetry. In either event, opportu
nities for mixed style novels have been immeasurably 
increased by the stream of consciousness technique; for 
in a single novel there may be as many styles as there 
are characters, and single character may have more than
one style assigned to him, depending upon the level of
consciousness in which he is revealed.u(l)

In our analysis of the style in Hevanalla, we will see 
how Siri G-unasingha too has sometimes used ’speech without the 
use of syntax*, as Lutwick refers to it. The lack of syntax 
in this case should be considered only as a general disregard
ing of the grammar of the written language, but not of the 
natural flow and sequence of the thoughts and feelings of the 
characters.

In Hevanalla the story is related in the third person.
The novel is centred upon the theme of the mental struggle of
a village youth to adapt himself to the modern cultural situa
tion at the university by breaking away from his traditional 
morals. When we look at it like this it seems not very dif
ferent from the themes of most other contemporary novels. One 
of the reasons for this is that some of the novels we have

(l) James L.Clalderwood and Harold E.Toliver. Perspectives on 
Fiction. Oxford University Press. New York.Leonard Lutwick 
article.p.36



discussed in the previous chapter were written after the 
appearance of this novel; for example Bepanoladdo (1961) 
by Amarasekara and most of the novels by Jayatilaka. Some 
may point to the fact that the main character in Hevanalla 
is somewhat similar to Aravinda in Wickrama singha * s Viragaya.
The only significant similarity in these two characters that 
we can trace is the conspicuous defeat of them both in the 
end. Unlike in Viragaya and other mag or Sinhalese novels of the 
recent past, we do not find an attempt at portraying a number 
of characters in detail in Hevanalla. Though there are some 
important characters in it, other than the main character, 
they are not depicted at any considerable length. For instance, 
the mother in Hevanalla; we feel her presence from the begin
ning of the story right upto the end, but only as a force, not 
as a person. So is the character of Loku Hamuduruvo, the high 
priest. Even the character of ICanti, who is one of the most 
dynamic forces that shocks Jinadasa, is not depicted in such 
a way as to leave a clear picture of her in the reader*s mind.

The plot in this novel is simple if we make a summary of 
it. Jinadasa, the only son of a village middleclass family, 
who is brought up under strict control of Buddhist morals by 
his mother and the village priest, enters the university. First 
he laughs at the 1sillyness', ‘meanness* and 'corruption* of 
others who follow western manners. His friend, Wijepala, helps 
him understand that the common life at the University and in 
the town is not harmful or sinful. Jinadasa tries to adapt. He



questions the meaningfulness of old values and becomes unable
to bear the confusion in his mind this sudden change caused.
Then he forgets his mother for some time but goes bade to her
again to regain peace of mind. She turns him out. Then
he comes bach to Colombo and attempts to forget his sufferings
by drinking and visiting prostitutes. All his attempts turn
out to be fruitless as the force of his mother haunts him.
She follows him (in his now abnormal imagination) as a shadow*
Most critics of this novel, while emphasising its being the
first stream of consciousness novel in Sinhalese, have analysed
it on a moral and cultural basis. As Saratchandra observes:

"Jinadasa faces a rather difficult conflict about values 
of life. His mother and the chief priest are the symbols 
of conventional values. He feels that it is because of 
the spiritual influence exerted by them upon his life that 
he is unable to conform to the new life. Blit he does 
not understand the meaning of the nev/ life either. It is 
the bottle of arrack and the prostitute that he sees as 
its quintessence. However the shadow of his past falls
upon him and mars his progress ....Perhaps the author
is saying that Jinadasa should break with his past vio
lently. To drag Jinadasa out of his naivety he should 
be subjected to a sudden shock. Even the bottle of 
arrack and the prostitute can be used for this purpose.’ 
’But readers may wonder whether those things that the 
author indicates Jinadasa had to discard were really 
futile or not. Is it really necessary for him to forget 
his past in order ,to conform to the new life? Is .not 
his genuine discipline more important than the impudence 
of his friends? It could be because of doUbts like these 
that the reader finds it difficult to sympathise with
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the author*s view. It may he for this same reason that 
the reader of this novel may not he deeply moved. !,(l)

At a closer glance at Hevanalla we may find that it is 
difficult to agree completely with these ideas of Saratchandra. 
First of all we can see that Siri G-unasingha1 s purpose has not 
heen approving one type of life hy rejecting another. He sim
ply shows how a youth like Jinadasai faced a great catastrophe 
in his attempts to enter a new way of life. He is forced to 
do so hy circumstances in the atmosphere. The author does not 
recommend the hottle of arrack and the prostitute as the sole 
way of entering new life. Jinadasa is not a symbol of a parti
cular class hut he is representative of a whole culture. The 
author*s intention, nevertheless, has not heen to deal with a 
cultural conflict, as some other Sinhalese novelists, in an 
historical perspective. The cultural elements dominate the 
exteimal layers of the novel like a great force. What the 
author really intends to present is the individual experiences 
of the character through his consciousness. Jinadasa does not 
suffer from a lack of will to adjust himself to new conditions. 
It is the unexpected shock which resulted from the adjustment 
that upset Jinadasa. Also the s.orrow of losing his past is 
another reason for his suffering.

As Hevanalla involves the problems of a person whose life 
is strongly inspired hy the personality of his mother it may

(l) Saratchandra,Edirivira. Sinhala Navakata Itihasaya ha 
vicaraya. p.135*
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be worthwhile to consider whether there is any influence of 
D.H. Lawrence*s Sons and Lovers on it. This work, which can 
be considered as one of the best English novels, is mostly 
autobiographical; it includes genuine and interesting pictures 
of the life of miners in Nottingham, and relates the story of 
Walter Morel and his family who are compared by the critics 
to Lawrence’s real family. As the story develops, the main 
character, Paul Morel, is s.een drifting in between his ardent 
love for his mother and his passionate love affairs with Miriam 
and Glara. In sSbns and Lovers most of the important charac
ters are well developed and natural* Paul loves his mother, 
perhaps more strongly than she loved him, and tries to be faith
ful to her until the end. His character runs deep with various 
complications of his sensitivity as an artist, strange aspects 
of the love Miriam offered him and his surprisingly tenacious 
willpower.

When we think of Jinadasa in Hevanalla in contrast with
Paul in Sons and Lovers we can see a slight similarity. There
is, of course, some evidence in Hevanalla which indicates that
the author has been an admirer of Sons and Lovers. The basic
idea of both these novelists is creating a character strictly
governed by his mother. As we read Hevanalla we find various
references to Sons and Lovers in it. This shows, presumably,
that the author has been thinking of Sons and Lovers while
he was writing Hevanalla.(l) There is a considerable difference
(l) See G-unasingha, Siri. Hevanalla* 3rd.edition.Colombo. 1967 

pp.91,92,93.



between Jinadasa*s love of his mother and Paul’s love of his 
mother. Jinadasa’s mother tried to bring him up as an ideal 
Buddhist and to educate him so that he might become a high 
ranking government official. Paul’s mother does not care 
about the purity of his character, she would not mind if he 
smokes, drinks or goes with girls. Her only concern is that 
he must stay with her like a lover as she had lost the pleasure 
she expected from her husband and her first son. Mrs. Morel 
is an educated woman with an acute sensitivity. But she wa-s 
jealous when she saw that Paul was going to be taken away 
from her by Miriam. The character of Jinadasa’s mother in 
Hevanalla does not stand out in clear light like this. She is 
obscure and stands only for a vague driving force. Although 
Jinadasa suffers from his disobedient behaviour we feel that 
he could gain control over liis mind if he were not badly 
hurt by the separation from Kanti. His early religious educa
tion too has been presented as another hurdle in his life, 
whereas in Paul’s life there is no frustration from love and 
no dynamic religious power. Hevanalla embodies the experiences 
of the author in the descriptions of the university life in 
Colombo in the same sincere manner as the experiences of Law
rence in Nottingham mining society.

The following few passages from Hevanalla and Sons and 
Lovers are somewhat comparable:

!,He thought that he was the only pride of his mother.
His mother is the only friend for him also, even if he
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loses all others. But Jinadasa concealed everything 
from his mother. Is that because of shyness or fear?
Is it because of his unwillingness to make his mother 
annoyed? He himself does not know*.
TIt is difficult to hide these things. Trying to hide 
them makes things worse. I must tell everything to my 
mother. My mother will be a little annoyed. But if I 
can tell her everything it will be a great relief to 
my mind.*(Hevanalla.p.16?)

Paul also finds his mother as the last and only reliable 
refuge:

“He had come back to his mother. Hers was the strongest 
tie in his life. When he thought round, Miriam shrank 
away. There was a vague, unreal feel about her. And 
nobody else mattered. There was one place in the world 
that stood solid and did not melt into unreality: the 
place where his mother was. Everybody else could grow 
shadowy, almost non-existent to him, but she could not.
It was as if the pivot and pole of his life, from which 
he could not escape, was his mother.“(l)

Towards the end of both the novels, both Paul and Jinadasa 
find themselves in a *derelict* state. ('Derelict* is the title 
of Lawrence*s last chapter):

“Although Jinadasa went out to the road he could not make 
up his mind where to go. Where should I go? It doesn*t 
matter where ever it is. Is there any difference, whether 
it be to the right or left? It will be the same whether 
it is forward or backward."(Hevanalla.p.195•)

Towards the end of Sons and Lovers we find Paul also in

(l) Lawrence,D.H. Sons and Lovers. Collins.London 1969-p.226
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a similar state:

"The real agony was that he had nowhere to go, nothing to
do, nothing to say, and was nothing himself1. Sometimes
he ran down the streets as if he were mad: sometimes he
was mad; things werenft there, things were there,f

(Sons and Lovers .p.b-03)
One of the main differences between Hevanalla and Sons 

and Lovers is the technique of presenting the psychological 
crisis of the characters. In the former the stream of con
sciousness is often revealed to us directly while in the latter 
it is described to us from the third person point of view.

In the style in Hevanalla the dialogue plays a vital role 
though it has not been used very frequently. The following 
dialogue takes place between Jinadasa and his best friend at 
the university, Wijepala:

’’Attada, Kanti enavada?*
’tamuse gana Kanti tikak asavela vageyi*
’ e moko, inoko, Kant i kive ? *
’rilt, kiyapu deyak na, tamuse enavalco, tamuseta etakota
tereyi, rupiyal pahak denava*
’hat ilavvayi, dan naha, kavadada trip eka?’
’Senasurada, ude hatata enava ’Kolej havus’ eka langata,”

(Hevanalla.p.ilO)
(’Really, is Kanti coming?*
* It seems that Kanti fancies you a bit1 
’How’s that? What did Kanti say?’
’Nothing particularly,.You just come along. Then you’ll 
realise. Give me five rupees.’
’Damn it, I haven’t got it now. When is the trip?* 
’Saturday, At seven in the morning. Wait at the college 
Hous e.*)

The drama lies in the shortness and sharpness in the
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phrases* Wijepala knows very well how JinadasaTs mind works 
and therefore he draws the attention towards Kanti, the girl
for whom Jinadasa pined* Being Jinadasa's best friend Wijepala
frankly attempts to give him a chance to meet the girl at
leisure* The trip he was organizing is the best for this
purpose* As soon as he hears the girl!s name, Jinadasa asks
'Really, is Kanti coming?' * Wijepala talks again and again
about Kanti as the excitement in Jinadasa increases. This
growing interest in Jinadasa is ironical as involvement with
a girl, according to his earlier attitude, was the worst that
could happen to a man. Without his knowing it, Jinadasa begins
to appreciate everything which he used to criticise and condemn
some time ago:

"'Wije, I see Jinadasa. is now very fond of reading dirty 
bookss1 said Jayasekara who was sitting at the next 
table, coming up to the table where Jinadasa was sitting. 
Why doesn't Jayasekara mind his own business without 
coming to meddle with ours. The bugger. Why does he 
bother himself. 'How do you know these are dirty books?' 
said Jinadasa frowning at Jayasekara.
'Do you think that I haven't read those books? That's how 
I know. You guys think that it is only you who read this 
type of books. But we don't go mad like you'.
Neither Wigepala nor Jinadasa could imagine why Jayasekara 
was so angry. However it affected Jinadasa, it made 
Wi 3 epala laugh•
'But you must have read it with a dirty mind', said Jina
dasa and looked at Jayasekara as if to burn him. Wijepala 
sees very well the blazing rage in Jinadasa's mind.
'With whatever mind you read it, dirt is dirt. You must 
have perhaps read it with a 'Bodhisatta' mind. Why man



tilings about nude prostitutes, what people do and say 
to them, are these not dirty?*
fSo what’s wrong in writing about them? Aren’t these 
things what you call life? Ho matter if you do them, 
but bad to talk about them I suppose* Why do ’Upasakas* 
(pious devotees) like you regard sexual intercourse asj 
such a secret thing? It, is not only a secret to you, but 
you think of it as an impure thing* Something barbarous, 
as something even lower than, going to the lavatory.1,1

(Hevanalla. p.102)
Through this incident the sudden change, the drastic

change in Jinadasa*s mind is well depicted. Here he strives 
to defend the very same things which he previously considered 
as dirty, mean and harmful. Mien Jinadasa. first came to the 
university, it was of him that the word *upasnka* was used by 
his friends.. How* he has gone far away from that stage and he 
calls others *upasaka*. Although Jinadasa criticises the 
hypocrites in society, the reader knows that it is only Jinada
sa1* s new friend, Jayaratna, who speaks like this through him. 
Because it was this person who really exerted a dynamic in
fluence upon Jinadasa as a result of which he began to question 
the value of the things he had been admiring and hallowing in 
his. village.

The narrative in Hevanalla is generally compendious. It 
is full of original figures of language and to emphasise a 
certain idea repetition is sometimes used;

"keseho kasada bahda avurudu hayakata pasu ayata Jinadasa 
labuni. set kavi, tovil pavil, puda puja nisd viya haka. 
Jinadasa deviyangema varayaki. ekek kal a nomari sitiye



Jinadasa ata labenna tibunu nisayi. age hitata alokayak 
dhnune Jinadasa upanhata pasuya. age angata panak ave 
Jinadasa upannatapasuya. Jinadasa age ekama sampatayi. 
ata dan age hitakata pura atte Jinadasa pamanayi. Jina
dasa paressam karagannavata vada vadagat vadak Sta tavat

* #i « *

notibini.............age sapata Jinadasage sapatayi.
Jinadasate ibagate yanna hariyot ohut tatta vagema vinasa 
venavata sakayak nata. mohotakata bo ahata nopenl inna 
diya yutu nata, gedara natnam iskole. iskole natnam< loku 
iskole mahattayalayi gedara. loku iskole mahattayalayi 
gedara natnam pansale. Jinadasata vena kotanakatavat 
ya nohaka.u(Hevanalla.p.15)
(it was after six years of marriage that sbe bad bad 
Jinadasa. It may bave been due to all kinds of1 magic or 
religious deeds. Jinadasa was a gift from tbe gods. It 
was because sbe bad to bave Jinadasa that sbe survived 
so long without dying. Jinadasa is tbe light of her 
heart. Life was rekindled in her body after Jinadasa w.as 
born. Her only treasux^e is Jinadasa. Now Jinadasa fills 
all her body and soul. There was no other task for her, 
more important than looking after Jinadasa.......Her
pleasure is Jinadasa*s pleasure. If be is allowed to idle 
there is no doubt that be too will ruin himself like bis 
father. He must not be allowed to be away from her eye 
even for a moment. If be is not at borne be must be in 
school. If be is not in tbe school be must be at the 
Headmaster's• If not at tbe Headmaster*s be must be at 
tbe temple. Jinadasa cannot go to any other place.)

Siri Gunasingha prefers simple, short sentences to long 
ones with stereotyped rhetoric. We must not, nevertheless, 
forget tbe fact that Gunasingha is a poet. Consider tbe rhythm 
in tbe endings of tbe sentences in tbe passage above,*labuni!, 
varayaki, nisayi, pamanayi*. They are melodic. Also tbe



repetition of the meaning is notable; the reason for Jinadasa’s
mother to care so much for him. Most of the sentences include
the name ’Jinadasa;t. And the alliterative phrases ’age hitata

«

alokayak danune! %  and ’age angata panak ave’, illustrate the 
mother’s affection as well as her happiness. The last few 
phrases indicate how she strove to confine Jinadasa to a small 
atmosphere, home, school and temple.

G-unasingha’s style is characterized by beautiful and power
ful imagery. This has become successful due to the fact that 
the character he created, Jinadasa is also an artist like him
self. For example:

“Although Layisa.. was not a pretty woman, Jinadasa was at
tracted to her '.by something strange about her movements. 
Like a Naga woman in her gait.(gamanin sadisi naliya.) 
Jinadasa likes her very much due to her piercing (vinvi- 
dayana) eyes•11 (Hevanalla.p.95)

At this moment when Jinadasa thinks of Layisa, he had been 
excited by thinking about sexual adventures of one of his 
friends and by thinking that he too should change and have some 
experience. So his thoughts about the girl are naturally pas
sionate. But at a later stage we find him looking at the same 
girl from an artistic point of view:

"Jinadasa gedara a a varayehi ohu dutuve Layisa pasugiya 
varayata vada amutu vi tibena bavaya. age vadima ohu vipa- 
ram kale ahdina situvamak rekhaven rekhava, varnalepayen 
varnalepaya vadena sati viparam karana sittarek lesini. 
age ladaru as deka hiti hatiye tiyunu alokayak laba 
tibunu hati ek nivaduvakadf ohuta penina. anik nivaduve 
age manda sinahave sinidu gatiya ohuta vatahina. ilanga

* t



nivaduvedi ohuge das a yomu vuye bhgili tudin gat a hakiva 
tibunu sihgiti tanapudu dodam gata dekak men dadiva nera .

« it t •>

tibunu hatiyatayi. age ingatiya sihin karamin ukula 
depasata mahativiya. me hama venas vimakma elca avurudu 
dekakadi natnam tunakadi siduvuna hati Jinadasata pudu- 
mayaki." (Hevanalla. p.177)
(Each, time Jinadasa went home he found that Layisa had 
changed from the last time he saw her. He observed her 
growing up like an artist scrutinizing a painting taking 
shape with every new line and every new stroke of the 
brush. In one vacation he witnessed how her childlike 
eyes had acquired a sudden brightness. During the next 
vacation he experienced the tnederness in her smile. In 
the vacation after that his eyes were captured by her 
breasts, now like two oranges though formerly so tiny 
that one could hold one by one’s finger tips. Her hips 
broadened making her waist slimmer. To think that all 
these changes had occured during a period of two or three 
years was a surprise to Jinadasa.)

While presenting the growth of Layisa, G-unasingha tries 
to create an impression in the reader’s mind similar to that that 
Jinadasa had in his secret appreciation of the girl’s beauty. 
Although Layisa’s growing up is described without using any 
conventional tropes, in every reference to her figure there 
is a pleasant erotic implication, corresponding to the current 
mental state of Jinadasa. While observing the transformation 
of the girl’s body he feels it. Some new terms such as ’sinave 
sinindu ga-.tiya’, ’ ladaru as deka’,and ’singititana pudu’, add 
to the poetry in G-unasingha * s style.

As we have seen, the most significant feature in Hevanalla 
is the presentation of the stream of consciousness. The style
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becomes extremely natural in the passages in which the cha
racters consciousness is exposed with a few narrative sen
tences •

_ —  to."Virasekara gana kalpana karamin yana Jinad'ass^ hadisiyen
men skullen muvadora galu pare ehata meliata yana ratha 
vahana penenta viya. eva ohuta penune godurakata ivavati
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kadinrudiye pana pana diva yana satun ralak meni. parak- 
kuda danne naha. Vijeya bana bana ati. avva vati dilisena 
duvillen tamage alut afidum kilutu vedayi Jinadasata hitu- 
ni. bambuva. kamak naha* Jinadasage hita yomuvi tibenne 
havasata tibena priyasambhasanayatayi. ehi gos kala yutte 
kumakdayi hitenta viya. raonava hari vihilu deval kiyanna. 
ona. hinaha venna ona. ane mata baha. mata puluvanda 
vihilu kiyanna, mama vihilu danne naha* mokada bari. 
tikak kunuhabba vage eva. tamayi kiyanna ona* Vijeya lafrgin 
vadivunama oklcoma hari* u dannava ona padan kunuhabba 
vihilu. habatama mehema pati ekakata giyahama mokada 
karanne. monavada karanne. kanava. bonava. hinaha venava. 
sellam, mama danna sellamak naha. mata baha ova* Kantit 
evida danne naha. eda sosal ekata giya eka koccara hon~ 
dada. nogiya nam kavadavat Kanti yalu karahanna hambu 
venavayi. Kanti ekka mama kohomada eda kata karanna pat.an

9

gatte. Vije tamayi ekatat manga padala dunne. Vije hoftda 
eka. kohoma hari mava adan gihilla Kanti langin vadi 
kerevvane* hoiida eka.”(Hevanalla.p.63*)
(Suddenly Jinadasa saw the traffic on the G-alle Road at: 

the end of the School Lane as he was walking thinking 
of Virasekara. The vehicles seemed to him as a pack of 
beasts chasing fast after a prey they have smelled. I 
might be late. Vije must be cursing me now. Jinadasa 
worried if his new clothes would get dirty with the dust 
which glittered in the sun. Rubbish. H:ot to worry.
Jinadasa is absorbed in thoughts of the party in the
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evening-. He wondered vwhat He could do at the party.
I must make some jokes. Must laugh. Oh, no, I can't 
Gan I crack jokes? I don!t know any jokes. But come. 
Anything dirty would do. Best thing would be to sit 
near Vije. He knows enough dirty jokes. What should one 
really do at a party like this,? What else other than 
eating, drinking, and dancing. But I don!t know any 
dancing. I can't do those things. I wonder if Kanti will 
come too. What a good thing I went to the fsocial1 the 
other day. If I hadn't gone I would never have been 
able to meet Kanti. How did I start chatting with Kanti. 
Vije helped me in that too. Vije is a good bloke. Any
how he made me sit beside Kanti. Good bloke.)

At this juncture in Jinadasa's life, he has just begun 
to come out of his cocoon. The naive, shy and simple village 
boy is now beginning to mix with the westernized society. The 
change that was taking place in his mind is reflected in this 
piece of interior monologue. Jinadasa bothers himself about 
the cleanliness of his clothes, and he is worried about being 
a little late. Consider the image of the traffic at the begin
ning of the passage. Jinadasa thinks of the traffic as a herd 
of animals chasing after a prey. It resembles the state of his 
own mind. He is chasing after a 'prey1, which might be either 
pleasure and enjoyment at the party or the girl he was interes- 
ted in. His mind gradually fills with various ideas about the 
party, mostly revealing his inexperience and natural excitement. 
Words such as 'bambuva' and * kamak naha* show how Jinadasa 
tries to encourage himself. Single words, incomplete phrases, 
etc., are characteristic of this style which tends to be most



natural and realistic. It shows the confused, illogical, and 
unexpected nature of the stream of consciousness.

In the above passage Jinadasa*s feelings reveal not only 
his consciousness at that particular moment but also his social 
background. When he thinks,*Oh no, I can*t, can I make jokes?* 
and *really, what is one stipposed to do at these parties?*, 
the reality in his mind is exposed to us and we can sympathise 
with his nervousness and hesitation since we feel it is natural.

The effectiveness of the above passage is created by the 
meticulous choise of words. For example, consider the phrases 
*vihilu karanava* (to joke) and *sellam karanava*(to dance), 
which are not normally used by the average university student.
We can hear them saying *jok gahatsava’ and ’dans karanava* 
instead. If Jinadasa had adjusted himself to tiniversity life 
right from the beginning he would have used these common words. 
But at this stage as he was only beginning to change he thinks 
of making jokes and dancing in rather naive terms revealing 
his village background. Jinadasa thinks, at times, in new mixed 
terms such as ’pati eka*( a party) and ’sosial eka* ( a social * 
evening) because these concepts themselves are new to him and 
probably he had not heard of them at home. One side of Jinadasa’s 
mind pushes him into these parties while the other side drags 
him back. We realize this struggle in his mind when we hear 
him thinking *ane mat a b"aha*( Oh no I can’t) ’mat a baha ova’

j «

(I can’t do those things) and *eda sosial ekata giya eka koc- 
cara hondada*,(what a good thing I went to the social the other
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day.) These thoughts show that Jinadasa was ashamed of himself 
on the one hand, for letting himself he tempted like this; 
and on the other hand he is aware of the advantages of mixing 
with his friends at parties as he knew that it was the only 
way to meet Kanti:

!ltJinef, Jinadasata e velave tamama hahduna gata nohaki 
viya. Kanti e kata kale tama; samagada. Kanti e kivve 
tamage namada. 'Jine1. ehema namak ita pera asa tibunu 
bavak Jinadasata sit a gata nohaki viya. ’Jine* koccara 
lassanada. Ka-ntige katin kiyavena kota tavat lassanayi. 
ridi sinu hahdava. Kantige tol lassana handa Jine kiyala 
kiyana kota tavat lassanayi. lassana ganiyak vitara las
sana deyak tavat me lokema naha. Kanti koccara lassanada. 
tava eka podittak hin una nam.11 (Hevanalla.p.65)
(VTine*, Jinadasa could not recognise himself at that 
moment. Was it really with him that Kanti was talking? 
Was it his name that Kanti called? ’Jine*, Jinadasa 
could not imagine that he had heard such a name before. 
*Jinef, Oh, how sweetl It*s even sweeter when it comes 
from Kanti!s mouth. Ringing silver bells. When Kanti 
says fJine*, it sounds so sweet because her lips are 
beautiful. There is nothing in this world as beautiful 
as a beautiful woman. How beautiful Kanti is. But if 
only she were a little bit thinner.)

This appreciation of a woman by Jinadasa is completely 
different from how he appreciated the beauty of Layisa. (see 
page 3S6.) In that instance he admired Layisa attaining maturity 
from the point of view of an artist. He' was not in love with 
her. At this moment his attitude is different when he thinks 
of Kanti, because he fancied her and wanted to fall in love 
with her. To suit the mood of Jinadasa, the style in the above



passage has become sentimental. Through the reflections in 
Jinadasa!s consciousness we understand that Kanti is a pret
ty girl, though no conventional type of description has "been 
made. When he sees the first glimpse of love in his life, 
Jinadasai becomes over excited. So he begins to imagine things. 
The moment he hears his name being called by Kanti he is car
ried away by emotions. He thinks again and again how she cal
led him fJinef. Consider the effect of the independent 
phrase fridi sinu handava* (ringing, silver bells*), which is 
drawn from the folk idiom. When ordinary people refer to a 
sweet voice of somebody they can be heax°d saying *hariyata 
ridi sinuvak gahanava vagef (Just like ringing a silver bell). 
Jinadasa is a villager. So he remembers his natural idiom.
Kanti’s voice and her lips are very beautiful for Jinadasa and 
he feels she is almost perfect. And yet in his coy imagination 
he fancies that Hava eka podittak..„•1(if only she were a 
litte thinner.)

The following example will show how intensely and power
fully the character can be analysed by presenting the stream 
of consciousness:

"me gMnige jivite hohda honda dSval tiyenna ati. vistera 
ahagattot. hohda potak liyanna puluvan. potak. navakata- 
vak. prasiddha venna nam pot liyana eka taram hohda 
vadak nahd. sivil paskalata ati deyak naha. djanta hamu- 
duruvo. minissu kamati sahityayata tamayi, nila tala 
valata noveyi. olu gediya. sahityaya. bambuva. duppat 
minissunta mona snhityayada. e minissu jivat venna baru- 
va dangalanava. anit minissu e minissu . gana pot liyanava.



liyala hambu karanava* usas venava* pohosoat minissu 
duppat minissunge duppat kamen pohosat venava. pohosat 
minissu duppat minissu pohosat duppat. honda. naraka. 
asarana. sarana. saranankara.11 (Hevanalla.pp.75/76)
(There must've been plenty of interesting things in this 
woman*s life. If only I could ask her about them. Then 
I could write a good book, a book, a novel. There’s 
nothing better than writing a book to become famous.
What good is there in passing into the civil service? 
Honourable Agent. What people really like is literature, 
but not titles, my foot, literature, rubbish. What good 
is there in literature for poor people? They fight for 
their life. And others write books about them. To make 
profit. Then they prosper. The rich thrive on the pover
ty of the poor. The rich. The poor. The rich and the 
poor. The good, the bad. 'Asarana, sarana, Saranankara.*)

The rising up of ideas in waves and the resulting com
motion in the mind of the character is depicted here. And the 
train of ideas turn into a complex maze. Under the explicit 
intricacy a submerged logical connection too can be traced.
As Jinadasa walks down a street, in a hurry he happens to pass 
a beggar woman. First his mind melts with pity. Soon he begins 
to think about the past of that woman, but only for a moment. 
All other ideas in this passage spring from the initial pity 
he felt for the beggar woman and they are connected with his 
current mental state. At that time he had gust begun to asso
ciate with intellectuals like Jayaratna and was cultivating 
an interest in art and literature. He gets irritated when the 
hidden futility of the writer*s *business* occurs to him. The 
single words such as *olugediya*(my foot) 'bambuva (literal
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translation: a pipe, but here rubbish) indicate the unsettled 
and uncertain state of his ideas. The word *bambuva1 is used 
in the same way in some other places in Hevanalla. It becomes 
a favourite word in Jinadasa1s interior monologue. When vari
ous ideas concerning the poor and the rich appear in his mind, 
Jinadasa hits upon the word *asarana*(helpless) and naturally 
the word * sarana1 (help) follows it. When these tv/o words 
fasarana and sarana* are put together any Sinhalese speaker 
would remember the famous name *Asarana Sarana Saranankara*. 
This would expladn how the last phrase in the above passage 
has come up.

Almost every page in Hevanalla abounds in alluring poetic 
expressions, new similes or powerful imagery. Heie are a few 
examples:

’’Kanti tamata habatama adareda nadda yanna saka sahitaya. 
sakaya bin urek men hita atula tika tika harayi. bin ura 
inda hita matu pitatada eyi. Jinadasata baya hitenne 
evitaya.” (Hevanalla. p.127)

(Jinadasa is doubtful whether Kanti loves him truly or 
not. Suspicion digs slowly into his mind like a *bin ura* 
(a mole cricket). The *bin ura* comes up to the surface 
from time to time. Then Jinadasa becomes frightened.)
”pena vidahagena tumbasin ena. nayinta men Jinadasa tamage
adahas valata biya viya.”( Hevanalla.p.132)

*

(Jinadasa was scared of his own ideas as of cobras ap
pearing from ant-hills with open hoods.)
’’visvavidyalayata atuluvu palamu avurudde nam Jinadasa. 
hasurune moda gama rala keneku meni. gadavilaku men 
mullaka gulivi sitima ohuge sirita viya. ehet Jinadasa



hiti hatiye eliyata aveya. bittara katuven eliyata ena
O ' * 4 < (

lcukulu patavaku men Jinadasa sinasemin kici bici gamin
eliyata aveya. ira eliyata ohuge as purudu viya. ohu 
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eka varama. gd kiyana kurullek viya* ohuta sellam kirimata 
tavat pana pana duvana kukul patav hama tanama dakinta 
labina."(Hevanalla. p.135)
(in his first year in the university Jinadasa lived like 
a foolish peasant. He used to stay crouched in a corner 
like an earthworm. But Jinadasa came out suddenly. Like 
a chicken emerging out of the egg-shell, smiling and 
chirping he came out. His eyes got used to the sunlight. 
He transformed into a singing bird at once. So many other 
chickens who were gaily running about w e r e t o b e s e e n  
whom he could play with.)
"tun masak tiss'e nokiv adaraye bar in liadavata pelagena
sitiye aniyam daruvaku kusin darana gahaniyak meni."

(Hevanalla. p.137)
(His heart was oppressed by the weight of his undeclared 
love, and had been for three months, like a woman bear
ing an illegitimate child in her womb.)
"Jinadasata ivasiya nohakke hita ekamutu karagata nohaki 
vimayi. kaputu ralakataasuvu maskaballak men tamage atma-
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ya kabali kabaltvalata iri yannak men Jinadasata daneyi."
(Hevanalla.p.151)

(However much he tried, it was impossible for Jinadasa 
to concentrate. It was this confusion in his mind which 
Jinadasa really hated. Jinadasa*s soul was torn away bit 
by bit like a piece of flesh grabbed by a flock of crows.)
"gas gal peralagena, gorahMdi hahda nanvamin galana. maha 
gan vaturak men dahasak situvili ohu pasu pasin enna 
patan gatteya." (Hevanalla. p.206)
(Thousands of ideas began to chase after him, like a 
great flood which devastates trees and rocks in its 
flow with a fearful noise.)
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When we consider these examples we find that G-unasingha 

quite often uses animals as images. This may not he a con
scious choice* But in the examples given above we find him 
using fa mole cricket* 'cobras'; * c h i c k e n s a  flock of crows* 
etc* The imagery thus created is, however, pleasant and power
ful. Especially the images of the mole cricket and that of the 
piece of flesh grabbed by crows present the mental turmoil of 
Jinadasa vividly and strikingly* The second characteristic 
of these images is their originality* Gunasingha borrows from 
others very rarely, and when he does it is not to the extent of 
harming the beauty of his original ideas*

As we have seen in our earlier discussions, the Sinhalese 
novelists have been very aware of the importance of the style*
In his only work of fiction Siri Gunasingha has heightened the 
language of fiction in poetic and sensitive qualities more 
than most other writers. Gunasingha*s style can be regarded 
as the most significant one in the 'new wave* on the same level 
as Saratchandra*s style which is unique among the 'contempo
raries. *(l) Both Saratchandra and Gunasingha enrich their styles 
with fresh imagery and poetry. The former's style is usually 
inspired by classical prose whereas the latter's is inspired 
by the current written and spoken idiom*

(l) The novelists discussed in Chapter IV
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Sunanda Mahendra Be Mel (b*1938),deals with the modem 
urban life*

Hevanali Ada Minissu (Men with crooked shadows)(1964) 
gained immediate fame for Sunanda Mahendra as a promising, 
experimental modern novelist. He shows a deep understanding 
of the art of fiction and contemporary society in his maiden 
novel, creating a fresh and hopeful trend for ambitious young 
novelists* The new novelists like Sunanda Mahendra sought 
influence from the same kind of world novelists as. the earlier 
major Sinhalese novelists, but they have at the same time been 
more interested in such novelists as James Joyce, Virginia 
Woolf, William Faulkner, J*D* Salinger etc* More than the major 
contemporary novelists, these young experimentalists are con
scious of the current trends in world literature and were 
determined to save the Sinhalese novel from stagnancy. While 
attempting to give a new look to the form of the Sinhalese 
novel, these new novelists have been incessantly aware of the 
development of the language as their prime medium*

After the success of Hevanali Ada Minissu, Sunanda Mahendra 
has published three other novels, viz, G-uruvarayakuge Katava 
(1965)(The story of a teacher), Eya Mese Siduviya (1967)(Thus 
has it happened) and Valmiki Obata Kive Sita (1968) (Valmiki 
called you 'Sita* 0)0 These works were not all received with the 
same warm welcome by the readers as t.he first novel of the 
author* He deals with a limited number of characters and his 
stoid.es are consequently short. This structure becomes
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naturally simple and externally less complicated.,

In Hevanali Ada Minissu we meet a new social group Tor the 
first time in the Sinhalese novel , though we still feel that 
these people are Sinhalese and that they belong to the period 
in which we live* The novelty in the theme is caused by the 
lack of conflicts between village and town values which was, 
as we have seen, a pet theme of most of the earlier contem
porary Sinhalese novelists* The two families in this novel are 
westernised middle class people though they still have not 
completely severed links with the indigenous culture* For ins
tance, Mr. Siriwardana who is presented as a modern scholar, 
becomes more and mox*e interested in local myths, rituals, 
black magic, astrology etc., while Victor, the hero is forced 
to wear a charm by his adults to pass his exam. Victor's parents 
and Srima!s parents are shown at first as interested in western 
style pai>ties and dancing but later they become devoted to 
religion. The motive of the novelist is to depict the life of 
the young generation of this floating society in Colombo. Victor, 
Justin, Piyawati and Srima represent the young generation from 
several different aspects. Justin, the elder brother, is a 
scientist who is not emotional and not sensitive as opposed to 
Victor who is an arts graduate. In contrast with these two 
male characters,Piyawati and Srima enter the scene from two 
different social backgorunds, the former from a village but 
with modern education and fine sensitivity and the latter from 
the city, without high education but with a taste for western



music and dancing etc. Justin marries Piyawati and Victor 
marries Srima, the wrong partner in both cases, with the 
result that the marriages are unsuccessful.

Everybody at home pays special attention and respect to 
Justin though he drifts away from his family and spends his 
time mostly with his friends in night clubs. Victor feels from 
the beginning that Srima could not share his tastes and that 
it was impossible to elevate her taste to a higher level; and 
yet he gets married to her disregarding his parents1 objection. 
He admires Piyawati from the beginning because she is capable 
of appreciating good literature and other art forms. Victor 
suffers not only from his personal problems but also from Piya
wati *s problems. He realises how unhappy her marriage was with 
Justin but does not see any way of helping since no one in the 
family dared to advise Justin. The friendship between Piyawati 
and Victor is misunderstood by Srima who fails to conform with 
the atmosphere at Victor’s home. Justin dies suddenly and 
Piyawati goes bach to her parents after some time. Srima too 
threatens to leave Victor because she continues to think that 
Victor was really in love with Piyawati. The story ends with 
a quarrel between Victor and Srima making us understand that 
it is the end of their marriage.

Of interest in this novel as regards the form is the 
presentation of the stream of consciousness of the main cha
racter which shows the influence of Hevanalla to a considerable 
extent. In some places the presentation of Victor’s stream of



consciousness is so highly charged with drama that we feel 
Sunanda Mahendra has advanced the technique introduced by 
Siri Gunasingha to the Sinhalese novel, to an admirable level. 
The general narrative seems to be influenced by the novels 
of Lawrence and Joyce. Like these two western novelists 
Sunanda Mahendra too likes changing the form of the novel and 
he also is fond of some common techniques such as poetic des
cription. and use of symbols.(We discuss these features, in 
detail in the analysis of the language of this novel,later 
in this chapter.)

Guruvarayakuge Kaiava, the second novel by Sunanda. Mahendra, 
is centred upon the life of a young teacher whose character 
is more or less similar to that of Victor in Hevanali Ada 
Minissu. Sunanda Mahendra seems to be fond of dealing with the , 
life of teachers in Golombo since the main character in !Eya 
mese siduviya* too is a. teacher. However, he analyses or looks 
at the problems of the teachers not from a professional angle 
but from more complicated points of view as regards the emo
tional life. It is not only the main characters but also such 
roles as the father, mother and the mother-in-law in these 
novels who share similar characteristics.

Virasingha in Guruvai»yakuge Katava has just come out from 
the university with a degree when he faces severe objections 
from his father about his relationship with Ramya. Like Victor 
in Hevanali Ada Minissu, Virasingha also fails to understand 
his girl friend very well despite his love of hex*. Ramya



remains a vauge figure in this novel, until the very end, 
whereas Srima is depicted more clearly. In the beginning an 
impression is given that it was due to the despei^ate tradi
tional attitude of the parents that Virasingha*s problems 
began. As a result of a bitter dispute with his father, 
Virasingha goes away from home and lives alone in a dingy 
room and takes av teaching post in a private school where he 
meets Sumi, a student, who begins soon to be interested in his 
life. Virasingha is one of those men who thinks his problems 
are the most important in the world and every body must sym
pathise with him. Ramya continues to be concerned only with 
getting married and fails to understand Virasingha*a life. He 
does not think of how she must be suffering and complains about 
her being too self conscious. Through Sumi’s sympathy he gains 
courage to face life, but hesitates about his growing love for 
her. B:oth of them know they loved each other though they pre
ferred to think of their relationship only as an ordinary 
1 teacher-student * friendship.

Samarasingha and Premaratna are two other characters in 
this novel who represent the normal and practical side of the 
teachers in modern Ceylonese society. Virasingha appreciates 
their friendly concern for him and the courage and ease with 
which they face life. Premaratna asks Virasingha to forget 
about Ramya and to marry Sumi which seems to be the most 
sensible solution though the latter does not admit at first. 
When he eventually makes up his mind to marry Ramya and goes
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to see her she lets him down# After this incident Virasingha 
begins to think in a different way, and sees things in clearer 
perspective and decides to go back to his parents# From his 
decision to visit Sumi at her home we can guess that he will 
marry her#

The major theme in this novel is the spiritual and psy
chological experiences of Virasingha with regard to his con
flicts and relationship with his parents, Ramya, his friends, 
and Sumi# The approach to this theme is extremely indivi
dualistic. The common social and cultural phenomena are driven 
into the background. On the surface of the story an attempt 
has been made at presenting ai realistic account of the life 
of a particular layer of modern society. The teachers and 
other free lance journalists like Jayasena are so naturally 
and interestingly portrayed that we can assume that they are 
drawn from the actual experiences of the author. Through their 
lives we wee how genuine human relationships, delicate feel
ings, honesty etc., have been destroyed and replaced by the 
competition of modern city life and commercial values.

In Sunanda Mahendra!s third novel fSya Mese Slduviya*
(Thus has it happened) we are confronted once again with the 
same social group as in his two previous novels. This time 
the hero is not a university graduate but a trained teacher.
But his mentality and character is similar to the young in
tellectuals from the university with whom we have been familiar 
in a. number of Sinhalese novels. One of the important charac
ters in this novel is Kamala who is presented as a radical



university intellectual in the beginning but she becomes more 
and more interested in occult sciences and astrology etc., 
later on. In the first part of the story Karunapala*s life 
is related in fast moving summary form which is rather dull 
compared to the previous works of this author. The area of 
experience found in this novel, when we consider it as whole 
seems to be new and full of contemporary consciousness.

The story begins with Karunapalafs early school days 
which we see from his point of view. He thinks of himself as 
different from others at school; finds it difficult to mix 
with them and becomes watchful of how natural feelings and 
desires were beginning to accumulate in his mind. The early 
life of Karunapala reminds us of Stephen Bedalus in Joyc's A 
Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man. Joyce*s work has ob
viously exerted some influence on the first part of Sunanda*s 
work. The latter part of the life of Karunapala has not been 
patterned on Joyce's character. At the beginning of his love 
affair with Kamala, the young hero was not sure whether he 
loved her in a normal way or was only attracted to her for her 
peculiar characteristics. The reader may find this relation
ship to be based chiefly on intellectual grounds. Without 
having any response from Kamala for physical contact Karunapa
la tries to kiss her, in which act he finds only a frigid in
difference in the girl. In contrast with the mysterious charac
ter of Kamala, he meets Prema, the wife of the headmaster of 
the school where he was teaching. As the headmaster was more



interested in social work than in his family, Prema had been 
living a lonely life at home, without the love and affection 
she expected by marrying, Mr. Siriwardhana (the headmaster). 
Karunapala sees attractive feminine qualities in Prema which 
he could never find in Kamala and fosters a love for her which 
culminates in adultery. Only after commiting adultery does 
Karunapala begin to think how he had been living in a small 
world of his own forgetting the reality about him. He realises 
how strongly Siriwardhana must have loved his wife though he 
did not show it and also becomes extremely confused about the 
situation Prema was in. He finds it impossible to take her 
away from her husband and eventually decides to leave his job 
in that school.

The vision of life the author intends to express through 
this novel seems to be the banality of the life of some intel
lectuals in modern society and how they create problems for them
selves and suffer as a result of suppressing the 'primitive* 
or 'natural* impulses. The only character in this novel who 
tries to suppress natural human feelings is Kamala. Perhaps 
the author's intention must have been to depict Karunapala 
also as a person of this type. But according to his behaviour 
he seems to us only as a normal young man in modern Geylonese 
society. He is interested in both intellectualism and sex 
whereas Kamala is interested only in intellectual matters, 
which disparity makes it impossible for them to understand each 
other though they have known each other since childhood. The
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sexual relation Karunapala could develop with Prema cannot be 
regarded as abnormal or of special significance, as the atmos
phere at the school and the behaviour of Mr. Siriwarchana are 
presented in such a way that the reader begins to feel that it 
was going to happen, and when it actually happens it seems 
natural•

Valmiki Obata Itive Sita (1968) is centred upon the theme 
of a young boyfs love for a girl who is older than him by a 
few years. In this novel Sunanda Mahendra has attempted to 
deal with a theme different from his previous novels and to 
express his experiences of a relationship with a ’virtuous* 
woman. The author has been highly moved by the qualities of 
a woman whose character is beautiful because of her tolerance, 
understanding, courage, tenderness and faithfulness. In the 
classical Sanskrit literature the famous ideal woman is ’Sita* 
and Valmiki is supposed to be the author of Ramayana in which 
he made the character of Sita eternal, the ideal wife to whom 
all the Hindus aspired. Lat^r in classical Sinhalese poems 
we find her name referred to as the embodiment of all virtues 
expected from a woman.(l) When we think about the historical 
or traditional significance of the title of this novel we can 
assume that it has been written as a tribute to a modern Sita.

The hero, Virasingha, is not from the familiar bilingual, 
middleclasses of Colombo, but from the country. He is always

(l) See Rahula, Totagamuve. Kavyasekara. Canto 1. Verse.15.



annoyed with his father’s ’contemptuous behaviour’. Virasingha 
meets Oitra on his visits to his friend, Senarat. Mien they 
fall in love they have to hide it from Citra’s family as 
they knew.that strong objections were inevitable. Senarat and 
Virasingha fail their examination and presently Citra takes 
up teaching. She is fond of small children and Virasingha 
approves her work, imagining . that it would be a good dis
traction for Citra. Virasingha begins to work for a newspaper 
and occassionally meets Citra secretly on her way back from 
school. Their secret love becomes known to Citra’s family 
before long and Senarat writes to Virasingha asking him to stop 
this ’inappropriate’ relationship. Citra does not show much 
exitement after this incident though Virasingha becomes quite 
confused. She realizes the impossibility of their love and 
encourages Virasingha in finding another suitable girl for 
himself. She is later married to Ranavaka, a choice made by 
her adults, and tries to be happy with him. However, she can
not forget Virasingha and tries to console him by inviting 
him to her house and introducing him to her husband. He meets 
her a few times thereafter during which visits he shows his 
affection for her by embracing her and even by trying to sleep 
with her. She recoils from his advances, heing very kind to 
him at the same time. After some time, he finds that Citra’s 
marriage with Ranavaka was not successful though she never 
complained. The novel ends with the sudden death of Citra 
which is not unexpected as she had been suffering from a
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chronic illness for a long time,

Sunanda Mahendra has created some highly moral characters 
in this novel, Clti^a is the symbol of all good qualities. Vira
singha is also as strict as Citra about morals in the begin- 
ning, for instance, hating his father for committing adultery. 
But with time he forgets his ’principlesT and wishes to have 
sex with Citra after she was married. Even though she begged 
him again and again to find a girl friend for himself he would 
not do it and keeps hoping for Citra. These features make his 
character complicated while Citra*-s character is clear, though 
we never feel it as common or dull.

The b:eauty of the language and impressive imagery and 
skilful portrayal of character make this novel interesting.

When we consider the evolution of the language of Sinha
lese fiction the works of the new generation of writers such 
as G-unasingha and Sunanda Mahendra seem to be of great signi
ficance due to their attempts at breaking away from the tradi
tions of the contemporary major writers such as Wickramasingha 
and Saratchandra. Most of the features seen in the language 
of Siri G-unasingha are to be found in the language of Sunanda 
Mahendra which shows that the latter has greatly admired the 
former. From the above accounts of the themes and nature of the 
novels of Sunanda Mahendra we can see that he has tried to 
become an innovator of the Sinhalese novel as far as the form 
and subject-matter is concerned. He has been equally concerned 
about the enrichment of the language, in which he has mostly



followed, the style of Hevanalla. In the following discussion 
of his language we shall he chiefly examining the styles in 
Hevanali Ada Minissu and Guruvarayakuge Katava,

Sunanda’s first novel Hevanali Ada Minissu is told in the 
first person and the direct presentation of the stream of con
sciousness makes it a mixed-form novel. The general narrative 
which is often mixed with reported speech and summary suddenly 
breaks into interior monologue:

r ^"ayyo Srima oyS tavama kiyavanne oya kabal Denis Robins

Robins0 Ruby Byars. Holken, araken. mekeil.modayanva
i garana potkarayo."

(0, Srima, do you still read Denise Robins*s books, aren’t 
they of a very low standard? I asked. Srima shrugged one 
of her shoulders. I love that. Srima likes living in 
those books. She tries to do that. I have realized 
recently that those are low-standard books. Even if you 
read ten of those books they are of the same pattern, 
the same structure, the same sequence of incidents—  all 
nonsense. I can make my sister understand the uselessness 
of those books but it is impossible to convince Srima. 
Denise Robins. Ruby Ayres. Hall Gaine. that Caine, this 
Caine. These are writers who make profit by deceiving 
foolish men and women.)

(l) Sunanda Mahendra De Mel. Hevanali Ada Minissu.Colombo.

ge potda hari bolanda potne, mama kimi. Srima urahisak 
gassuvaya. mama 11a kamatiyi. Srima e pot tula jivatvima-
ta da priyaya. Jivat vimatada veheseyi. eva bolahda pot

e  *

bava mama mataka sita pasakkara gattemi. pot dahayak
kiyeyvat ekama vidiha. ekama kata ramuva ekama siduvim 
pela. vikara. ehet ehi ati nissara kama akkata kiyadi- 
yah’aki mut Srimata avabodhakaradiya nohakiya. Denis 

1964*p.8



This is a good example of the mixed style in Sunanda rs 
works* The first three sentences are narrative* Then the 
narrative changes at once to reflective and then into stream 
of consciousness. The underlined phrases in the quotation 
present the stream of consciousness* This style makes us 
understand the character closely and clearly* In this ins
tance, it presents one aspect of the struggle between Victor 

, and Srima* The discrepancy of interests of the two charac
ters develops into a very vital stumbling block which ulti
mately breaks up their relation. Disconnected words such as 
*vikara’,’araken, meken’ etc*, are to be taken in the same 
way as fbambuva! which we saw in the language of Hevanalla*
These words are used not for alliteration, but to show the 
illogical, confused nature of the consciousness„ Let us take 
another example* Srima is Victor’s first love and when he 
thinks of her his adolescent mind fills with sentimental joy

and excitement.
j _______________________________ _ t"Srimata mH tula mahat biyak raftdi tibuni. Srimage atak
allimata hc5 muhuna sipa gsinimata magg yatihite balavat
ladilcamak tibuna namut mat a eya madagata liaki saktiyak
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tibuni. siyalla kriya: kerenne ape lingika ladikam anu-
va. Froyid geda koheda matayak. Srimage diga sihin angili
mesaya mata eha: meha duvaddi mata eva alia tada kirimata
asavak tibuni. diga sihin gitamaya angili tudu. ma yata-
sin lamadat muhunat desa baluvemi. ehet ganitaya niravula
mage sitata gala eyi. age angili tudu. eva gitarayak * s
sitarayak vadanaya kirimata ho citrayak ahdimata bihivu

*  ■

evaya. Srimage kamaniya sihin dehaya. mata me siyalla 
issarata vada manavin dan pene. ma kiyavu saina caritayakma



ayage yayi mata hituni. 'Alisa. Gartrud. Lina. Noriko. 
Srima. vikara. me mona vikarayakada? navakatavaka ena 
kalpita carita jivitaye inna atta ganun ekka sansanda- 
naya karanne komada?" (Hevanali Ada Minissu.p.25)
(I was very scared of Srima. I could therefore, suppress 
the strong desire in my mind to touch her hand or to 
kiss her face. All our actions are controlled by our 
sexual impulses. Perhaps a theory of Preud. 1 had a 
desire to squeeze Srimafs long slender fingers when they 
were moving on the table. Long, thin, melodious finger 
tips. I cast a secret glance at her face and bosom. And 
still the mathematics flows clearly in my mind. Her fin
ger tips. These are naturally shaped to play a, guitar, 
sitar or to hold a brush. Srimafs captivating slim 
figure. How I can see all this better than before. I 
thought Srima v/as like all the heroines in the novels 
I had read. Alice, Gertrude, Lina. Noriko. Srima* non
sense. What nonsense is this? How could we compare fic
titious characters in novels with the real women of our 
lives?)

Here we see Victor’s admiration of Srima at the beginning
of their relationship. The hesitation of Victor’s mind to kiss
the girl and the style in which it is presented remind us of
the stories of James Joyce. The influence of Joyce is seen not
only in Hevanali Ada Minissu but also in Hya Mese Siduviya.
The following excerpt will show the occasional resemblence of
Sunanda’s characters to those of James Joyce:

"They seemed to listen, he on the upper step and she on 
the lower. She came lip to his step many times and went 
down to hers again between their phrases and once or 
twice stood close beside him for some moments on the 
upper step, forgetting to go down, and then went down.
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His heart danced upon her movements like a cork upon 
a tide. He heard what her eyes said to him from beneath 
their cowl and knew that in some dim past, whether 
in life or in revery, he had heard their tale before.
He saw her urge her vanities, her fine dress and sash 
and long black stockings, and knew that he had yielded
to them a thousand times.......
-She too wants me to catch hold of her, he thought.

That*s why she came with me to the tram. I could easily 
catch hold of her when she comes up to my step: nobody 
is looking# I could hold her and ‘ kiss her.
But he did nothing: and, when he was sitting alone in 

the deserted tram, he tore his ticket into shreds and 
stared gloomily at the corrugated foot board."(l)

What the Sinhalese novelist lacks is the detachedness 
seen in Joyce. He makes his character more sentimental though 
the inspiration is obviously Joyce. Sunanda*s technique in 
the above passage is mixing reported ' speech with stream of 
consciousness. The word 1vikara* occurs again, making it a 
key-word or a cliche of this character. The phrase 'eva gitara- 
yak....1 is remeniscent of the style of Hevanalla.

Sometimes in depicting the adolescent exhilaration at the 
touch of the experiences of first love Sunanda becomes even 
more indebted to Joyce:

"mama mage pr'emaya kisivekuta no.kivemi. adaraya pilibailda
kisidu kalpanavan bihiviya nohaki tanvaladi pava Srimage
svarupaya mama sihiyata nanga gattemi. sama udasanakama
kisiyam karyayak kirimata nati mama janelaya tulin taruna
hiruras vihidena ayuru bala sitiyemi. eva ceri gasrvala,
gadinaya, anturiyam gasvala vihidi nava panak devayi.

*

_ e pranaya mage mulu sirura purl duvannak meni. mema hiru
(l)Joyoe,James. A Portrait of the Artist As a Young Man.London.1952 ed.pp.71-72



nangena udasana kotaram piyakaruda? nangena hiru gana 
hariyata kaviyakvat liya nata. Srima sangitaya igeni- 
mata yamata gedarin navayata pamana nikutveyi. mamada

S '  >5 __

velasanin yanne a ha katakaramin giya haki bavini. a 
gedarin nikutvi tikak dura yannata hara mama da aya 
pasu pasa hora giyemi. manda durak giya pasu aya ma 
pasti pasin ena bava handuria gani."(Hevanali Ada Minissu.

p . 28)
(I didn't tell anybody about my love. I recalled Srimafs 
beauty even at the places most hostile to love. Every 
morning when I didn't have any thing to do in particular 
I used to enjoy the (beams of the ) morning sun coming 
through the window. The morning sun falls upon gardinia, 
cherry, and anthurium pldnts rekindling life in them.
1 feel as if that new life is spreading all over my body. 
How beautiful is this morning at the sun rise. No one 
has even written a good poem about the rising sun. Srima 
leaves home at about nine to go to her music class. I 
too leave early so that I can talk with Srima. A little 
while after she leaves, I begin to follow her secretly. 
After walking a little way she realises that I am follow
ing her.)

The following extract from Joyce is comparable with the 
above passage:

"Her image accompanied me even in the places most hostile 
to romance."
"When she came out on the doorstep my heart leaped. I ran 
to the hall, seised my books and followed her. I kept 
her brown figure always in my eye and, when we came near 
the point at which our ways diverged, I quickened my 
pace and passed her. This happened morning after morning. 
I had never spoken to her, except for a few casual words, 
and yet her name was like a summons to all my foolish 
blood."(l)

(l)Joyce.James.Dubliners.Penguin.1971s 'Araby*,pp.28-29



These examples show that Sunanda has admired the stories
and style of Joyce a great deal and he has naturally remembered
some interesting sayings and incidents of Joyce while writing
his novels. The development of the characters is not identical
or similar. The similarity is seen only in some incidents and
descriptions as seen in the above examples. Vividness in the
style is the great advantage that Sunanda has achieved as a
result of his admiration of Joyce9 Due to the difference of
the characters and atmosphere Sunanda has not been able to
create a humour as subtle as that in Joycean style. (Siri
G-unasingha has also depicted the juvenile ecstasy of first
love in Hevanalla in which he laughs at his hero even more bitterly
than Joyce. See Hevanalla p.l32« 'Lokaye ati agahama vastuva
gahaniyayi 0 *».<,.„*)

In his books Sunanda has attempted to develop the poetic
quality and the expressive power of the language of fiction,
mostly preferring the simplicity in the modern poetic and spoken
idiom to figurative classical styles. For instance:

"Sirivardhana kotaram satutjn jivat vanneda? ohuge adarani* 
ya birihda, adai’aniya pustakalaya. potin pota ekatu ka- 
rala godanangnpu pustakale. e siyallama ohuge jivitayayi* 
jivite h&ma sapata hama rasaya jivite. midule hituva ati 
saman picca mal. eka birihdage vadak. birihdat saman

i —.picca malak. Srimat mal vavavi. a anturium mal vavavi. 
anturium valata ma kamati nS. kavi hahgimak gena nodena 
mal."(Hevanali Ada Minissu.pp.37”38)
(How happily Siriwardhana lives! His dear wife and his 
dear library. The library built by collecting books 
one by one. All this is his life. All joy and happiness



in life. The jasmine flowers growing in the yard. That 
is his "wife’s work. The wife is also a jasmine flower. 
Srima also will grow flowers. She will grow anthurium 
flowers. I don’t like anthurium. Those flowers give no 
poetic feelings.)

As we have seen in the previous examples this is also 
written in mixed style. This style suits the introspective 
mood of the character. Victor is a poet and he observes the 
world like a poet. Siriwardhana and his wife are the friends 
of Victor. First he admires everything about them; Mr. Siri
wardhana as a good teacher and his wife as a charming friend.
He thinks of Siriwardhana as a happy man and the imagery of 
the library implies though satirically his regard for Mr. Siri
wardhana as a scholar. The rhythm of the phrase,’ potin pota..* 
adds to the poetry of the style and so does the phrase ’birin- 
dat saman picca malak.’ Here it is not only the sound of the 
words but the image of the jasmine flowers which indicates 
Victor’s fondness for Mrs. Siriwardhana. This imagery is con
nected to the image of the anthurium implying Victor’s attitude 
to his girl friend Srima and creating a comparison between the 
two ladies simultaneously. Mrs. Siriwardhana likes the jasmine 
flowers which is romantic and nice smelling, whereas Srima 
likes the anthurium, with no romantic allusions or smell. The 
rhythm of the sentences as well as the vocabulary is similar 
to that of Sinhalese free-verse. For example, the phrase ’jivi
te hama sapata hama rasaya jivite*, is taken from a poem by



Siri G-unasingha•(l)
In G-uruvarayakuge Katava conversational language is used 

to a large extent. The normal method of* including dialogues is
not followed; and it is incorporated in the narrative. The
opening passage of this novel is an example:

"tota mehe inna barinan man kiyana vidihata to ona dihaka
pala mage ahata nopeni. avajataka balia. tatta mage mu-
hunatama kada paniyi. mata e velave karagata haki deyak 
noviya. apa atara basa digin digatama vadi yana ayuru 
mata pratyaksaya. ovu mama avajataka balla, ehema ekage 
tatta kavuda? mava me loketa j at aka keruve mokatada? mama

*  tT-

e prasnaya mita ihatadi vareka asuvemi. ovu umba vage eke- 
kuva jataka keruva eka tamayi varadda. tatta kiyayi.amma 
karabagena hitiyi. ammata karagata haki deyak nata.u

(G-uruvarayakuge Katava.p.l)
\ (if you can't live here as I tell you, get out of here and 
 ̂ go where ever you like, you dirty dog. father shouts in 

my face. I did not know what to do at that time. I was 
sure that the quarrel between us was growing. Yes, I am 
a dirty dog, what is the father of such a dog then? Why 
did you make me come into this world? I have asked this 
(once) before. Yes, it is my fault to have brought some 
one like you into this world, says my father. Mother 
keeps quiet. She cannot do anything.)

By means of this mixed style the narrative and the drama 
can be put together creating a fine feeling of the immediacy 
of the action. In the conventional novel the method is to pre
sent the narrative and descriptions separately. Sunanda '
(l) Siri Gunasingha. Abhinikmana. ^aharagama. 1958.

1Jivite hama_sapata 
hama rasa jivite 
buddhiye jujakata
ambeni kota dunimi dan.f(from the last poem of the

collection)



Mahendra follows this method occasionally in his novels.-
An important aspect in Sunandafs novels is the use of 

this mixed style to present the stream of consciousness of 
characters. Consider the following instance where the lan
guage reflects the confusion in the mind of the character 
most effectively:

"mama Premaratnage kataven mandak kipi nissabda vemi. 
klab eke vahale savikara ati fs£n karakeyi. bamba gananak 
atin kipa denek tenis sellam karanu pene. pittata tanis 
bolaya vadina vita bum bum yana handak nanveyi. mama dan 
hondatama kalakanni velatiyennd munva assaraya karala 
tamayi. mata inna tibune* mage paduve. kamarayata gihilla 
nida gattanam ivarayi» mun onavata vada dannava. onavata 
vada danna evun maha bhayanaka evun. un kohomada mage 
hita danne. nikan haya hatarak danne n’ati modayo ugatunt

c  4

vada hondayi." , ( Guruvarayakuge Katava .p. 8i|)
(Premaratna1s talk makes me angry and I keep quiet. The 
fans^are turning on the ceiling of the club. Some people

vare playing tennis a few yards away. The ball makes a 
'boom*, 'boom* noise when it hits the racket. It is 
because of the company of these (fools) that I have 
become as miserable as this. I might have kept to myself 
I*would have been better if I had gone to my room and 
slept. These guys know too much. Those who know too 
much are very dangerous. How do they know what I am? 
Complete idiots,who do not even know A B C are better 
than these educated ones.)
11 o.ooumbala etakotavat mana ganilla me Virasingha mona- 
vage minihekda kiyala. klab eke anit evun ma desa bala 
gat gamanmaya. un hitanne mata pissu kiyala. mama kata 
karanne atta. hik. hik.hik.luk at dat ful. hi ot tu bi 
a pikuliya karakta. a trajik kes. ona deyak kiyapuvave.
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mama mokatada eka ekage katavalata ahunkan denne."

( G-uruvarayakuge Iiat ava .p .85 ) 
(.....at last then you will realise what sort of a 
man this Virasingha is. The others at the club continue 
to stare at me. They think I am mad. But I speak the 
truth. Ho.Ho.Ho. Look at that fool. He ought to be 
a peculiar character. —  a tragic case-(l) Letthemsay 
what they like. Why must I bother about their talk?)
On this occasion Virasingha is with some of his friends 

at a club where he becomes irritated about the inability of 
his friends to understand him. The focus is on the atmosphere 
as well as on the mental condition of the character. From the 
beginning of the story a resentment has been growing in Vira
singha !s mind. He was angry with the situation at home and 
then the surroundings of his lodgings make him more angry. The 
same thing happens with his friends; and in the above passage 
we see how he struggles against the hostile atmosphere. He 
comes to the club because of his friends, but it is not a 
favourable place for his distraught unind. The imagery of the 
fans and the tennis players indicate the uneasy nature in his 
mind. He cannot concentrate on one aim. The 'boom' noise of 
the tennis ball is a symbol of the hostility and the futility 
of the atmosphere which reinforced Virasinghafs anger and 
despair. The sentences and phrases beginning with 'mama dan 
hondatama..' present the stream of consciousness in the author's 
favourite vivid style. The direct use of English phrases 
('look at that fool') intensifies the drama of the situation

(1) Narrator's own words.
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and exemplifies how closely the author follows the natural 
speech of his characters.

Let us consider another passage from G-uruvarayakuge 
Katava t

"disal dumriyak parisaraya devanat karavana sabdayen 
nalava pimbagena yayio e handin kan bihiri veyi. muhude 
rala gedi hos hos hahdin bihdi yayi. ge atulata dalvuna 
layit eka. udukaya ha muhuna penena miniha. Ramya pamina 
net vida yayi. salaye ati piyanova. ratupata gavuma. 
mage pitata tattu karayi. me siyalla sankirna citra 
rasiyaki."(G-uruvarayakuge Katava. p.llj-O)
(A diesel train runs fast blowing its whistle which pier
ced the air. The waves break in the sea making a 'hos1 
Thosf sound. The light in the house. The man whose bust 
and face were visible. Ramya comes, opens her eyes and 
turns back. The piano in the lounge..the red skirt, taps 
on my back. All these are complicated images.)

We find this occasion towards the end of the story where 
Virasingha visits Ramya to make a final decision. At her home 
he faces an unexpected situation. There was no warm welcome 
from the girl and in fact she refuses even to talk with him. 
Virasingha becomes extremely confused and leaves Ramya*s home 
in this painful and hopeless state of mind. On the one hand he 
is happy as he feels he is now free and he can propose to Sumi, 
the girl who understood him and cared for him. But the fas.t 
train and its penetrating whistle increases the pain he suf
fered from Ramyafs attitude. The image of the breaking w%ves 
suggest the turmoil in his mind and the final breakdown of his 
hope in Ramya. The rest of the imagery, such as the light,



the piano, the man in the house etc., reflects Virasingha1 s 
experiences at this last visit to Hamya. They imply the cold, 
unfavourable situation he found and also Virasingha's attempt 
at justifying his preconceptions of Ramya.

The kind of style we have seen in the novels of these new 
writers can be taken as the latest trend in the language of 
Sinhalese fiction. They pay more attention to effectiveness 
and the presentation of character than to the conventions 
of the language. As is aeen in the above examples realistic 
presentation of the stream of consciousness is one of the most 
important factors for the beginning of this new trend in the 
language.

Sunanda Mahendra's style is characterised by the careful 
use of symbols. His style suffers from a paucity of original 
imagery in contrast to the style of Siri G-unasingha. This may 
not be a great disadvantage for the success of his work, as 
he concentrates on the meaningful use of symbols. Some of the 
imagery in his novels is naturally symbolic for example we can 
consider the symbolic significance of the glass pane in Heva
nali Ada Minissu and the 'thunbergia' flower in 'Valmiki Obata 
Kive Sita*. Like the symbol of the shadow in Hevanalla, a glass, 
pane is used in Sunanda*s novel at various important phases 
of the story so as to be entwined with the central theme. From 
time to time, Victor, the hero, comes up to the chequered glass 
panel and looks through it at the outside world. The thunber
gia flower is referred to from time to time in Valmiki Obata



Kive Sita, reflecting the attitude of Virasingha to Citra and
his presentiment of their future. The use of the symbol of the
glass pane can be seen in the following extracts:

"ape janela valata yoda atte mal viduruya. evayin baluvita 
anit viduru valin men pitatin ati vastu pahadiliva nopene. 
ratriya vatma len eke viduli pahan dalve. evita mama 
,'janelaye viduru tahaduvata asa lankota balami. pitata ati 
vastu kisivak vinivida nopenetat pitatin ati eliya nisa 
ehata meliata vihidigiya irikali dahasak pamana pene.”

(Hevanali Xda Minissu.p.7)
(Some glass with floral patterns has been used for our 
windows. Unlike other glass, outside objects cannot be 
seen clearly through this glass. The light on the lane 
is turned on at nightfall. At that time I go to the 
window and try to look through, keeping my eye close to 
the glass. Although none of the objects outside are 
visible clearly, I can see a maze of thousands of lines 
from the light outside.)

After this Victor repeats this action on various occasions
and it develops into a symbol in the novel. The vision is
slightly changed at every successive instance to suit the
current mental state of the character:

’'mama ingirisi keti katavak dekak sinhalata parivartanaya
*  •»

kalemi. eyin pasu mata ativuna satuta nisa mama istoppuve 
ehata mehata aviddemi•janelaye mal viduruva lahgata gos 
eLipatta baluvemi. mal viduru tulin penenne keseda? pen- 
enne iri kali dahasak parnani.(op.cit.p.18)

(I translated one or two English short stories into 
Sinhalese. Feeling very happy after that I walked about 
in the parlour. Then I went to the window and looked 
through the floral glass. What does one see through 
this glass. Thousands of lines only.)



Thus the symbol of the glass pane develops with the 
progress of the story implying a sense of the difficulty of 
gaining a clear view of ■ reality for Victor and the others of 
his family, as the pattern of values they appreciated was 
obstructing their vision like the thick floral glass. In the 
middle of the story, this symbol is used as follows:

"mania istoppuve eha meha avida vasa ati janelaya tulin 
pitata baluvemi. pare viduli pahana dalve. mal viduru- 
ven penenne irikali. ehata meha.ta giya irikali. dahasak 
irikali. mada nabhiya men atte viduli balb eka."

(op.cit .lô i)
(After walking to and fro in the parlour for a while I 
stopped and looked through the closed window. The elec
tric light on the lane was burning. Numbers of lines 
could be seen through the glass. Lines confused in all 
directions. A thousand lines. What looks like the 
nucleus of the pattern is the bulb.)

Unlike in the previous situation,. Victor is confused and 
irritated here, and accordingly he sees the usual pattern of 
lines as more complex and more puzzling. The lines of all 
lengths in great numbers indicate Victor's agitated and rest
less mental state. He is annoyed at the way his brother was 
treating Piyawati and extremely worried about the future of 
his sister and his forebodings of the sudden death of his 
parents. He knows that he must think realistically, though 
reality is vague like the dim nucleus of the maze of lines, 
the bulb.

When he reaches the climax of his problems this is how 
Victor sees the same confusion of lines through the window
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pane:

"mama vasa ati jane la tahaduve mal viduruva veta muhuna 
oba pit at a balimata ta"t kale mi* kisivak vinivida pahadili- 
va nopene. pitatin ati pahana nabhiyak. e nabhiya vata 
vatuna eliya siya dahasak irikaliya. ehata mehata vihi- 
dunu laida irikaliya. hiruge rasmi kadamba siyadahasak 
patita vuvak meni. eirikalivala kramavat hadahuru kamak 
nata. hadahuru kamak natikama ektara hadahuru kamaki. 
sihin iri* madin bindunu iri. digati iri* iri. iri. iri. 
iri."(op*cit. p.195) the last passage.)
(Pressing my face on the floral glass pane of the closed 
window I tried to look through it* Nothing is clearly 
visible. The bulb outside is a nucleus* The light that 
emanates from it is a thousand segments of lines. They 
are like thousands of beams of the sun* There is no 
regular pattern of these lines. The lack of a pattern 
itself is a pattern. Thin lines. Lines broken in the 
middle, long lines, lines, lines, lines, lines.)
The meaning of the title of this novel is *Men with „ ...

crooked shadows1,and we may conjectiire that the lines in this 
imagery are suggestive of the psyche of the characters in the 
novel.As we have already observed ,the thick ,chequered glass 
is the social atmosphere these people have built up for them
selves which confines them into their own small world,prevent
ing them from seeing the reality. .‘The glass is thick and 
beautiful,though it is an obstruction which prevents them 
from seeing anything clearly from outside or inside.And the 
window is closed most of the time.Victor does not dare open 
it and look out ,probably for-fear of seeing the reality



symbolised by the bulb which he thinks of as the nucleus.
We have seen that Sunanda Mahendra has been influenced 

by James Joyce to a large extent as regards some aspects in 
his style, the form and the presentation of character. In 
the symbolic use of imagery too Joyce seems to have exerted 
some influence on Sunanda, the best example, perhaps, being 
this symbol of looking through the floral glass:

"This was- the end; and a faint glimmer of fear began to 
pierce the fog of his mind. He pressed his face against 
the pane of the window and gazed out into the darkening 
street. Forms passed this way and that .through the dull 
light. And that was life."

(A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man.p.115)
This similarity may be a coincidence, but it can also

be taken as borrowing the image from Joyce and developing it 
to suit the theme of Hevanali Ada Minissu.

The purple thunbergia flower with a black bee in it is the 
most conspicuous and interesting symbolic image in Valmiki 
Obata Kive Sita.Virasingha and Citra both like flowers.
But Virasingha does not like this particular flower because 
of its colour aaid the black bee that always comes to it;

"e vanavita a mata kata kale Vire yanuveni. a mata pen- 
nuve la dam pata'ti, tambarrjiya: malaki. ehi kisiyam 
piyakaru kamak da biyakaru kamak da viya. mama e mala 
desa bal'a sitiyemi* e mal vala atulata kalu bamarun 
da ata. kalu bamareku malata ringa gat vita u da male- 
hima kotasak lesa pene."(Valmiki:p.20)
(By that time she had started to call me Vire. She showed 
me athunbergia flower, which is light puiple in colour.



This flower was beautiful and frightening at the same 
time* I looked at that flower. There are black b:ees 
inside these flowers. When a black bee entres the flower 
it too becomes a part of the flower.)

By this time Virasingha and Citra had just started to 
be affectionate and to understand each other. Virasingha had, 
however, thought a lot about Citra from the beginning and he 
knew how tender, fragile and sensitive she was. This preconcep
tion led him to cultivate a fear about the future of Citra in 
particular and their love in general. According to the way 
the story ends, when Citra dies, we begin to realise the mean
ing of some of the symbols. The dual nature of the flower, 
being beautiful and frightening, is suggestive of the sudden 
death or imminent disaster that was hidden behind the charm 
and beauty of Citra*s life. The style is more restrained and 
the tone is more poetic in this novel than in the earlier novels 
of the author. Let us examine another occasion of the use of 
the same symbol:

"Citra p&sala ari gedara pamina istoppuve mahda velavak 
sakman karayi. anaturuva putuvaka indaganiyi. navata 
nangita bata palalla lahgata gos eya ihalata karayi. 
metek vela dadiva tibunu hirurhs malanika bavata hari 
ata. gas val siyalla penenhe niscala chayarupa rasak 
meni. siyalla noselvi ata. kalayada nogevenu pene. ta- 
mabarjiya malaka atulata vasa si£inne kalu bamareki. 
malat satvayat ven ven vasayen salakiya 'nohakiya...."
(After coming home from school Citra walk^0§b8tit *5A7§Ae 
parlour for a short while. Then she sits in a chair.
Again she gets up and goes to the Venetian blind and
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rolls it up. The blazing sun has just begun to fade.
All trees and hedges seem like still pictures. Every
thing is still. Time too does not seem to be passing.
It is a black bee which perches in a thunbergia flower.
It is difficult to separate the insect from the flower.)

Here we find not only the image of the flower but another 
image too; i.e. the scene of Citra waiting in the parlour and 
rolling up the Venetian blind. This is a powerful image of the 
loneliness of the girl and the routine life at her home. Vira
singha imagines a thunbergia flower and a black bee. Again 
he thinks of the inseparability of the flower from the insect, 
which recalls his fear of an unexpected .death for the girl.
The laconic style creates vivid imagery as is seen in the 
reference to treesas a still picture.

In our discussion of the language of G-uruvarayakuge Katava 
we saw how jasmine and anthurium flowers were used symbolically 
to illustrate two different characters. In this work the sym
bol of the thunbergia flower is developed strikingly in the 
same way as the glass pane in Hevanali Ada Minissu. At a later 
stage of the story we find how Citra feels about the thunbergia 
flower.

uapa gedara giya vitaka tavat mal pala kihipayak genavit
midule pala lcala yutuyayi kalpana kala. mage dasata nita-
ra purudu tamabarjiya mal valak palakala yutuyayi hituvd.
mata in obada matak veyi. eva ita ikmanin va$i mal hata
gannava. mata eva desa balagena sitiya hakiyi.1'

(op.cit.p.89)
(I thought that I must bring some more flower-plants when 
I go home again, to grow in our yard. I thought that I 
must plant thunbergia as it is so familiar to my eyes.
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It will remind me of you as well* Thunbergia grows 
rapidly and flower’s quickly. I like to see it.)

This is Citra writing to Virasingha. She too remembers 
thunbergia flowers. Her attitude to this particular flower 
is different from that of Virasingha. It brings pleasant 
memories . of the past to Citra because she enjoys the beauty 
of the flower In a different way from Virasingha. She is not 
scared of the black bees; probably she preferes to see both 
beautiful and frightening aspects of life. The employment 
of symbols with a proper understanding of their importance in 
portraying the character, and with appropriate coherence with 
the motive of the novel, can be regarded as a significant fea
ture in the language of the novels of Sunanda Mahendra. He 
disregards some of the common grammatical rules of the written 
language. (The interchangeable use of *maf and!mama! is an 
example which may be found frequently in Eya mese siduviya 
and Valmiki...; according to the grammar of written Sinhala, 
the form 'mama* is used with the verb forms ending with 'mi*. 
But this writer mostly uses ’ma* with fmif verb forms.) He 
is more fond of narrative than of dialogue; and the narrative 
is usually used together with conversation which is again mixed 
with interior monologue.

R.R. Samarakoon. A promising talent.
Samarakoon is’ noteworthy as a modern novelist due to the 

novelty of his subject-matter and his independence in depicting 
character, though he is less enthusiastic in experiment
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than the other young novelists we have discussed earlier in 
the present chapter» There are four principal novels to his 
credit: Gahaniyakage Caritayak (A woman* s Character) (i960) * 
Dehadak Atara (Between Two Hearts )(l96d)* Oabyya Katavak 
(One Decent Story) (1967) and Ge Kurullo (Sparrows)(1972)* As 
the last of these works does not come under the period of our 
study we will not discuss it in detail with illustrative pas
sages about the use of language.

Gahaniyakage Caritayak (A Woman*s Character) is centred 
upon the life of a woman in the up-country of Ceylon. This 
change of setting, i.e. from Colombo or the south of Ceylon to 
a remote village in the up-country is a novelty for the reader. 
Samarakoon who was born and brought up in this area does not 
pay much attention to the day-to-day social or economic problems 
of these villagers; but he probes into the problems and nature 
of their private life. This writer does not regard villagers as 
guardians of a pure indigenous culture; hence he looks at them 
as normal human beings liable to sin and subject to natural 
human impulses. He expresses this vision through the characters; 
in this novel; for instance, Nilame, the narrator of the story, 
witnesses how his elder sister was receiving improper favours 
from her father leading to an incestuous love. First he thinks 
father was so fond of Lasanda because she was the first child 
and he was attached to her simply out of paternal love. One 
day Nilame actually sees his sister in his father*s bed and 
becomes greatly confused at mother’s indifference even after*



he had told her about the despicable behaviour oh his father 
and sister,, Nilame finds no peace at home and receives no 
solace from his girl friend, so he goes to see a prostitute,
Jane Alcka. After a few visits to her he falls into a worse 
situation as he realises that his father too had been visiting 
the same woman. Despite father's reluctance, Lasanda is married 
to Tissa and she seems to be quite happy with him. One day 
Nilarne goes to see his sister and finds that she was not really 
happy with her husband but was having another secret affair 
with her husband's father. Being unable to control himself in 
utter confusion, fury and panic Nilame strangles this elderly 
lover of his sister□ Thus the end of the story is tragic and 
leaves the reader to wonder why on earth Nilame strangled the 
old man instead of his sister who was the cause of his troubles 
from the beginning.

Thus we find that in this novel villagers are not presen
ted as the protectors of a great culture based on Buddhism.
They are sinful and they are not typical of Ceylon only but 
may be seen in any other part of the world as well. When 
Nilame begins to get worried and angry about father's special 
favours for his sister it seems to be quite natural because 
he was only a boy at the time and that type of jealousy is 
very natural for his age. Then his doubts grow with time, due 
to evidence which is presented credibly. The most obvious 
defect in the novel is that the reader is not given any chance 
to look deep into the mind of Lasanda who is the most important
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and complicated character in the 'novel. We hear about her 
behaviour from Nilame and occasionally we heax1 a few words 
from her, which is not sufficient to satisfy our desire to 
know why she was so fond of her father or of elderly men in
general. We can guess that lack of opportunities to mix with
young men and being very close to her father for a long time, 
and his personality, may have been some of the reasons. Al
though the motherfs character has not been portrayed in great 
detail it is as interesting as all the other main characters
in this novel. In one sense she may be taken as a typical
Sinhalese villager from the way she maintains an indifferent 
attitude towards the vicissitudes of life.

Dehadak A-tara (Between Two Hearts) is the second novel of 
this author in which he begins his favourite subject, i.e. 
office life in Colombo. As the title of the novel implies, 
this is a love story which seems to be written for the young 
readers who are fond of sensational love stoi^ies. Samarakoon 
has tried to save his novel from falling into the category of 
common place love stories by creating some depth in the cha
racter of Sunanda, the clerk who falls in love with Vasanti.
It is the girl who tells the story in this novel. She is from 
an urban middle class family whose mother aspired to marry all 
her daughters to doctors, barristers and engineers. This is 
the mentality of most middleclass parents, which is exposed 
here as a hindrance to the happiness and personal freedom of 
the younger generation. Vasanti, soon after falling in love



with Sunanda, thinks that she can revolt against the will of 
her mother, and promises to marry him whether her mother likes 
it or not. Sunanda is from the country and his mentality is 
strictly governed by his values which are somewhat different 
from those of Vasanti and her family* Through carefully se
lected events the development of love between Vasanti and 
Sunanda is presented, and at the same time the disparity of 
their character too is implied.

Vasanti*s mother objects to Sunanda because he is only 
a common clerk, but quite ironically she does not object 
to her own daughter doing the same job. Further the mother 
thinks that Sunanda would not be able to support a family with 
the meagre salary he gets as a clerk. When her other daughters 
meet persons doing ’respectable* jobs she treats them with more 
respect and stops paying any attention to Vasanti. The latter 
undergoes all this hostility and illtreatment at home for 
Sunanda*s sake. But he does not understand Vasanti*s situation 
and begins to be cruel to her. He is always suspicious about 
her and even when she gets a telephone call at the office he 
rushes to her table and asks who it was. After a few quarels 
between them which were due to the unreasonable doubts of 
Sunanda, Vasanti decides that it will not be easy for her to 
live with him if she marries him and accepts the love of her 
secret admirer Upali, who is a family friend and to whom there 
will be no objection from the mother.

The most interesting aspect of this novel is the presen- 
tation of the gradual growth of Vasanti's love for Sunanda



and its subsequent deterioration. As it is presented through 
a sequence of naturalistic occasions we can peep into the minds 
of the two characters. Vasanti does not attract our interest 
as a complicated character; ' she is only a normal type of girl 
who is confused between infatuation and real love and who thinks 
she can sacrifice everything for the sake of her first love, 
but begins to realize after a few bitter experiences that first 
love is not all that important. The social background is a 
considerable force controlling the characters, as we find that 
it was mainly because of the circumstances created by their 
respective social backgrounds that Vasanti and Sunanda failed 

 ̂ to continue their relationship to a successful end. We can 
appreciate the objective depiction of character as a virtue 
of this novel but one might wonder whether the character of 
Sunanda should not deserve rather more sympathetic treatment.

Ek Sabhya Katavak (One Decent Story) is based on an in
teresting feature of modern Sinhalese society. The hero,
Cand.ana, represents the educated younger generation in upper 
class society while Podimenike, the heroine, represents that 
in rural society who come to cities to work. Candana intends 
to revolt against the values of his parents, and yet fails 
at first to break away from them until he meets Podimenike. 
Candana is a staff officer in the Central bank and Podimenike 
is an ordinary clerk working under him. He begins to change 
his strict attitudes towards the minor staff when he begins 
to love Podimenike whom he marries despite his parents’ strong



objections• Thus Candana sacrifices a great deal to free 
himself from the dream world of bourgeois values of the upper 
classes; but Podimenike begins to drift in the opposite direc
tion after her marriage. The simple rustic girl, as she was 
before marriage with Candana, now longs for high society and 
admires their fashionable manners; tries to become a high 
society lady and complains against Candana*s new attitude to 
life. After some time Candana hears about Podimenike having 
a. lover and yet does not get upset, takes his duty at office 
as more important than personal matters and by his unusual 
tolerance of the painful and despicable behaviour of his wife 
becomes a highly romantic and unique character.

Thus Candana is a new type of character in the Sinhalese 
novel; he is highly moral and his problems are presented with 
sympathy. With the help of some other characters such as Aruni, 
Manjula and Hilerien the superficial nature of the struggle of 
the middle classes is displayed through which we see why Can
dana wanted to escape from them. But life is such that he fails 
to gain what he expected by marrying Podimenike, as she begins 
to admire what he hates. The author attempts to analyse the 
mentality of these two groups of the modern young generation 
by this juxtaposition of Candana and Podimenike, Some of the 
new intellectuals like Candana look down upon the vaTues of 
the westernized upper classes to which they really belonged 
and try to appreciate rural culture, fancying that they might 
gain a stable and genuine inspiration. The educated young



generation of the country side do not realize that they belong 
to such a stable and genuine culture and aspire for the values 
of the westernised society. Most of them, as a result, become 
frustrated, which aspect is depicted in many Sinhalese novels.

A large part of the story in this novel, as in Samarakooiis 
second novel, takes place in the office where the hero and 
heroine work. Samarakoon is familiar with office life; so he 
writes through his experiences. Therefore a realistic picture 
of the clerical workers and officers has been drawn in these 
two novels. This is a new aspect in the Sinhalese novel. Most 
contemporary and modern Sinhalese writers have not explored 
this area in modern Ceylonese society, instead they repeatedly 
write on university life, school teachers and on the themes of 
cultural conflicts. As a result of dealing with office life 
Samarakoon has occasionally used speech of the cleriaal servants. 
This feature of his language will be dismissed in the following 
pages of this chapter.

Before starting to discuss the language in Samarakoon!s 
style, it seems to be appropriate to say a few words about 
his latest novel, i.e. G-e Kurullo (Sparrows).. In this novel, 
Samarakoon again takes up the theme of the life of clerks. But 
this time it is about an elderly clerk and the emphasis is on 
his problems at heme-.; his struggle against growing economic 
problems and the education and future of his children.

In a close examination of the language of Samarakoon it 
will be clearly seen that he has not been keen in developing



an individual style. Although in ambition and the novelty of 
his subject-matter he may be considered as a modern novelist, 
he has filowed the styles of contemporary novelists like 
Amarasekai>a, Jayatilaka etc. In his first novel, Gahaniyakage 
Caritayak, the general style is the same as that of the con
temporary novelists with the single ideosyncratic characteris- 
tic of occasional use of the natural speech of the villagers 
in up-country Ceylon. Sometimes he deliberately uses appro
priate rhetoric in order to enrich his descriptions with 
poetry. The dialogue Is mostly full of drama, natural and 
straightforward. In his second and third novels, the conver
sation and introspection changes according to the change of the 
setting, i.e. the urban office life. These features in Sama
rakoon *s language are exemplified in the following discussion.

The following examples are reminiscent of the vivid and 
simple style of contemporary novelists:

f "Tattage kata hahdata savan dimata risiyak ma tula noviya. 
ohuge muvin gilihena h&ma vadanakinma mage gata sitat 
daveyi. tatta katakale bohoseyin lcalakirimata patvu 
ekakuiieni* idiriyata nera ati ohuge dasehi vuye daragata 
nohaki dvesayakayi mata hahgina. mama situvillema 
midulata basa galpadipelada pasukota linda desata giyemi. 
linda asalin galana kuda dolaparak veyi„ eyin egoda vT- 
mata dama ati kitul kotaya matata nangi mama ata velyaya 
desa bala unimi. vel ivurehi kalu unagas pahduru tulin 
ahasata nahguna kiri kokku sivu denek Puvalu kande 
tevatta desata igili yannata vuha. ahase visala kotasaka 

dam pahati vala pelak rokvi ata. tava mohotakin vassa 
kada vatenu atayi mata sitina.tr (l)

(l) Samarakoon,R.R.Gahaniyakage Caritayak.Colombo,1966. p .9



, I (’I didn’t feel like listening to my father. Every word 
* that came from his mouth made my mind and body burn.

He spoke like someone very disappointed. I felt that 
what one could see in his protruded eyes was unbearable 
hatred. Pensively, going down the steps I walked to
wards the well. A small stream flows by the well. Stand
ing on the kitul trunic that served as a bridge to cross 
the stream, I looked at the far away fields. Presently 
four white cranes sprang up from the black bamboo bush 
and flew towards the tea-estate in Puvalu hill. A vast 
area of the sky was covered with purple clouds. I thought 
it would rain in a moment.’)

Here the description illustrates the mental state of 
the character. The narrator in this passage is Nilame who 
dislikes his father’s talk as he knew it was biased. The father 
is biased as regards his duty to his family as well as to the 
village of which he is the headman. Still Hilame cannot hate 
him or argue with him as he feels that his father was also 
suffering from his own problems. The narrator goes out of 
doors to be alone and the well, the stream and the vast stretch 
of fields indicate both solitude and the pacifying effect he 
expected by being alone. The jma;ges of the black bamboo bush 
and white cranes imply the sadness and sudden flashes of pain
ful ideas in his mind. He looks at the sky and sees gathering 
clouds and feels it is going to rain very soon. This has been 
mentioned to intensify the sad, depressing mood the author in
tended to create. The same method of using nature with ef
fective relation to the current mental states of characters 
can be seen in the following passages too:



tfbata Icalayakata gini gattak men amnia nonavatvama kiya-
vayi o mama aiigili dekakin desavan vasagena yahanehi munin
talavi sitiyemio nivasin pitavi hisa harunu ata yayutu
yayi mata hahgina. vyaloilatvayen tali podivunu sit at a
alpa matrayaka aisvasillakudu nolabeyi. savas yamaye sita
paya kipayak yana turu mama eka digata nid'agena unnemio
ratri ahara pava nogat bava mata sihiv'uye madiyam rayehi

©

ma ninden aharuna pasuvaya. evelehi abase haffia payamin 
tibina. jahelayen gala ena sahdaras sandakada pahana vani 
ratavak anuva bittiyebi vatira ata. midule ceri gase atu 
naliyana ayuru ema ratava tula maiia lesa sittam vi ata. 
vav tera sihgiti diya rali natana ayurin atu iti selave- 
nuye cancala vu badaka atulu patta me yayi golu basakin 
kiyamiak meni. janelayata ilialin ati kavulu valin adi ena 
pinna kamaraya sisara patira yayi. mama poronayen devura 
vasagena data yahana mata oba, passata varuvi bolio vela- 
vak sanda rekhavan desa. bala unimi.,f(l)
(Mother goes on talking like a burning bamboo forest. I 
was lying in bed blocking my ears with two fingers. I 
felt like, going away from home. My mind which is crushed 
by confusion gets no drop of consolation here. Prom 
afternoon I slept for several hours. It was only when I 
woke up at midnight that I realised that I had not even 
had my dinner. At that time the moon was shining. The 
moon-beams flowing through the window lay on the wall in 
a pattern similar to that of a Moonstone. In that pattern 
one could clearly see the reflection of the movement of 
the boughs of the cherry tree in the yard. Like the 
dancing tiny waves near the bank of a lake those boughs 
moved as if telling in a soft voice that this was how a 
restless heart moves. Through the hole over the window 
some mist was coming into the room. Covering my shoulders

(l) Samarakoon, R.R. Dehadalt Atara.Nugegoda 1968.2nd.impression p.270



witli the sheet, leaning hack on my elbows, I stayed 
looking at the moon beams for a long time.)

The novel, Dehadak Atara, from, which this passage is taken 
abounds with descriptions like this. Here we find Vasanti, the 
heroine and the narrator of the story, observing nature in a 
situation of agony and despair. She is still madly in love 
with Sunanda about whom Vasanti!s mother had been scolding her 
ever since she came to know about it. At this stage of the 
story the mother had completely stopped treating Vasanti kindly 
as a punishment for her obstinacy. She even does not care if 
Vasanti does not eat. This unsympathetic treatment by her 
mother and sister sometimes causes selfpity in Vasanti, but she 
continues to be firm in her love for Sunanda. Her admiration 
of the nocturnal phenomena on the above occasion is suggestive 
of her solitary fight at home as well as the sensitivity of her 
character. The images are presented in fine montage; the moon 
beams, their pattern on the wall, superimposing pattern of 
moving cherry boughs on the moon beams and the eventual atten
tion to Vasanti*s confused mind. She is disgusted, hurt, in
sulted, starving and her vision gradually becomes blurred, 
which may be the symbolic meaning of the mist filling in the 
room. Still she cannot sleep..as she had slept several hours 
since afternoon; the night is soothing mo she continues to 
admire the moon.

In the third novel of Samarakoon, Ek Sabhya Katavak, 
descriptions of atmosphere and mental states are enriched with 
lucid and striking imagery.
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For example:
"karyaliya jivitaya kerehi pera nopavati priya manapabavak 
ha udyogayak ma tula kramikava vagnvi ati seyak mata kaly- 
atma danina. vividhatvayen torava* aramunu virahitava* e 
ekakari svarupayen galayannata vu jivitaya hada tula 
satuta unana ayurin venasvi gosini. b&lutek manayehi 
dakiya hakke, ma avatati lokayehi bahala timira vinivida 
keremin, alutin paya ati hiru eliyaka rasvalaluya. kisiyam 
vadalta yedi sitina mama sihinayakin avadi vu kalaka men 
hisa osav'a vata pita balami. bodaya palagena matuvana 
karatiyak men hita tula satuta moduvemin -pavati. n( l)
(I perceived later on that a new liking and enthusiasm for 
' office life was growing in me. This life which had been 
monotonous3 aimless and routine had changed so as to 
cause happiness in my mind. As far as the eye could . 
reach5 what I could see was the rays of a newly arising 
sun piercing the thick darkness in the world around me. 
While absorbed in my work I lifted my head and looked 
around as if woken up suddenly from a dream. Happiness 
flourishes in my mind like a shoot coming out of a 
* bodaya1 (the top tender part of a pa.pm tree.)

Here Candana* the hero in this novel* concentrates on the
sudden change in his life which is the result of his love for
Podimenike. In the previous passage from Dehadak Atara we
saw how Vasanti was admiring the moon in her solitude* and here
Candana thinks of a newly arising sun. The sun in this passage
is imaginary whereas the moon In the other passage is real.
Candana thinks in terms of rhetoric. At this moment he is in
the office but he thinks of the thick darkness of the world

(l) Samarakoon* P.P. Ek Sabhya Katavak. Colombo.1967 p.191



around him, which is symbolic of his mental turmoih, and the 
beams of the new sun is his love which replaces the darkness 
in his mind with happiness. Sanskrit words such as fpriyama- 
napa', !vividhatvaya', 'virahita*, fekakari svarupaya' etc., 
make this style elegant. Among these words he uses such terms 
as Tsatuta unana’ and *satuta moduvana* creating beautiful 
harmony in the style. A word like ’moduvana* is not used in 
combination with such words as *satutaT in ordinary usage but 
with words meaning some kind of plants, (e.g. 'palati moduvi- 
gena enava1. Plants are coming up nicely). This new combi
nation conveys the intended meaning quite effectively. In the 
same sentence we find Samarakoon using the words bodaya* and 
1karatiya1 which are specific words about plants in the spoken 
Sinhalese.

If we analyse a few passages of narrative from Samarakoonk 
novels \nre will be able to see that the same power and vividness 
as in the above examples is maintained in this aspect of his 
style too. Following is the instance where Nilarae in Gahani
yakage Caritayak peeps into his fatherfs bedroom to find him 
sleeping with Lasanda:

11 •.. .ijLama gahena ha din yutuva, handa nonagina se piyavara 
obamin tattage kamaraye dorakada asala navatunemi. vevu- 
lana datin ■foe eka allagena, mama ehi eliya adukota bi- 
ttiyata el la kale mi. tatta tada nindaka vati sitiyi. S’ 
asalama akkada vatiragena sitiyaya. hardaspandanaya hiti 
garnan navatuna seyak mata danina. mama dorapaluva bada- 
gena gata ghta etanin ayinvuye klantava ada vatennata

•  * '  j

yanriak meni. mage mulu anga patama dahadiyen navi gosini.
A



kakarena krodhayen hembatva ati mage manasa hiri vati
ata, yathavabodhayen yutuva metek siduvi ati siyalla
akaradi pilivelin gonu karannata mama vehesa gatimi.
tattat akkat atara ati sambandhaya metaram tucca ekakayi
mata kisima vitaka situhe nata*" (Gahaniyakage Caritayak,

p*c37o)
(•...With trembling heart, stepping carefully and silently 
I went and stood by the door of father*s room* Holding 
the torch with trembling hands and reducing its light,
I flashed it against the wall. Father was fast asleep* 
Besides him lay my sister* I felt as if my heart stopped 
at once* Clasping the door I staggered away as if 1 was 
going to collapse* My whole body was soaked in sweat. My 
heart was benumbed, exhausted by boiling rage* I fried 
to meditate over the things that had happened hither to 
taking them in alphabetical order* It had never occured 
to me that the relationship between my father and sister 
was so despicable*)

The style here is laconic but most effective. It is on 
this occasion that the doubts of Hilame about his father and 
sister reach their climax* The long and slow moving rhythm of 
the sentences suit the stealthy and suspicious movements of 
the narrator. In the dim light of the torch which Hilame 
flashes into his father*s bed-room the reader too visualises 
the sleeping father and daughter which is the most appalling 
sight to the narrator. The sentence Thardaspandanaya.* * * 1 
(I felt as if my heart stopped) is relatively short but expres
ses the sudden pain and anguish that occurred in Hilame*s mind. 
Mental agony and confusion is made clear by describing how his 
body became soaked with perspiration* A term such as *manasa 
hiri vati ata* ('mind is benumbed') despite being unusual shows
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Hilame1s anger and helplessness at the same time. He cannot 
shout or wake up his mother to show her what he has seen. The 
only thing he can do is to think over the things that had hap
pened in the past and find out whether all that was leading 
towards this climax.

Harrative in the second novel of Samarakoon, in general, 
is tinged with an emotionality which reminds us of the style 
of the popular, sensational fiction:

"eliya tikin tika tuni vemin gos salava andurin vasi 
giyeya. putu anda matavu mage ata Sunandage at at a asu- 
veyi. tiraya mata vatena situvam kerehi randuna net 
ativa sitiyada, mage sita piri yanuye vividhakaravu 
hangim valini. avata vatasraye sisilasa gatata yantamin 
dane. nagnavu urahisata danena ohuge pahasin angapata 
kemen unusum veyi. avadiva sitina induran pinavimata 
matula ati asava ma mada ganne dadi nianasika pidanayaka- 
ta asuvemini. sita ekanga karagata nohakiva latavana ma 
vani taruniyan tavat ki denek me salave adda? Sunandage 
detola mage nalala mata atillenu mata danina."

(Dehadak Atara.p.219)
(Light disappeared slowly and the hall became dark. My 
hand which lay on the arm of the chair was being touched 
by Sunanda. Although I was looking at the pictures 011 
the screen, my mind was filling with various feelings.
I felt a little coolness in the air. My body began to 
warm up slowly from his touch on my bare shoulder. I 
I undergo a terrible mental agony to suppress the desire 
in my mind to gratify, body. How many other girls must 
be in this hall worrying about their inability to con
centrate? I felt Sunanda*s lips touching; my forehead.)

This is one of the happy moments in Vasanti!s relation



with Sunanda, As this is her first love she enjoys every 
moment of it* To suit the simplicity of her character the 
narrative becomes aptly simple and tinged with sentimenta
lity. Even with a kiss or by holding hands Vasanti gets 
excited and her mind fills with passionate feelings. Sama
rakoon fs characters differ from most other characters in the 
Sinhalese novel due to their realistic attitude to love. They 
do not hallow love as permanent but regard it as human and 
changeableo Vasanti!s decision to break with Sunanda and to 
accept Upali’s love, despite her great regard for first love, 
may be the best example for this aspect of Samarakoon1s charan 
ters o

The narrative style in the other works of Samarakoon is 
as pleasant and vivid as the style seen in the above passages, 
and especially in Ek Sabhya ICatavak the ease with which he 
writes strikes us. The dialogue in his novels represent the 
natural speech of his characters. In Gahaniyakage Caritayak, 
as we have mentioned before, the idiom of the villagers is 
followed while in the subsequent novels the jargon of the 
offices is used for the sake of naturalness. For examples

"mama dan gihjh ena gaman polisiyatat gihin ave, heta 
Adarapalayage ra allanna ralahamila dennek enava. okata 
yahatin ' innata mama denne naha meyin passe.T
Tdan itin oka diggassanna hadanne ahaval ekataya? balla
kakula hapuvayi kiyala api uge lcakula hapanna yana eka
harida? uva jammanta vairakkarayek karaganhe natuva oka
otanin amataka karala dana ekayi atte, neda mohotti ayye

~ *

yi amnia kivaya.



’ane umba onna obe kata piyagena indin, mage yaka avns- |
sanne natuva, apit unta pemiamaa ona apitat yarnak 
karanna puluvan minissu vittiya. ebema nokalot okala ape 
oluvata ata hodanna enava. boruda mama kiyanne?’ asamin

B

tatta silanata ayya desa baliya.
’dan terenava neda me game inna hatta aracci mahattaya 
ekka koroden inna vaga. kisi kenek visvaseta ganna hakayi.’ 
*eka mama dana gatte ada iye neveyi. umbala hitannepa mama 
totta babekya kiyala. ohoma hitahallako*..oya nagaran 
karayinta mama langadima . dennan para*,r

(Gahaniyakage Caratiyak.p.73/) 
(’I dropped in at the police station too on the way. Two v 
constables will come tomorrow to raid Adarapala’s arrack 
den. Hereafter I won’t leave him in peace.f 
’Vi/hy do you still want to continue this? If a dog bites 
our leg should we bite its leg? How youTd better forget 
it and not make him a life-long enemy. Bon’t you agree, 
brother Mohotti?’ mother said.
’You just keep your mouth shut, and donft try to make me 
damn wild. We too must show them what we can do. Other
wise they’ll try to wash their hands over our heads 
(to tease us). Isn’t that true?’so saying, father looked 
at brother Silanata.
’Bo you realise at least now that the whole lot in this 
village hate you, headman? It is bad to trust anyone.’
’It is not just lately that I have discovered that. You 
must not think I am a child. You just wait and see.
I’ll teach those thugs a good lesson very soon.’)

The tone and the rhythm of the phrases in this passage is 
obviously representative of the talk of the villagers of the 
up-country. Phrases such as ’okata yahatin....’ show the 
boiling anger of the speaker and it also shows the author’s 
familiarity with the rural idiom. Also the phrases and idioms 
such as ’mage yaka avussanne..*, ’ballek kakula•..’’jammanta



vairakkarayek...! are very rural and reveal the mentality of 
the speaker. Mother is always forgiving and she insists that 
father should not take revenge against Adarapala. On an oc
casion like this any Sinhalese country woman would use the 
saying ’ballek kakula...'. Sayings like ’oluvata ata hodanava 
( to v/ash the hand over one’s head) and ’yaka avussanava* (to 
make wildly angry) are originally the rural Idiom but now are 
used by even the most sophisticated Sinhalese speaker. Most 
of the sentence-endings of this passage can be regarded as 
natural in the villagers’ speech.

In the following extract from Dehadak Atara, Samarakoon 
uses the speech of young people working in offices:

"’vadak natnam me figars tika balans karanna*. Edirisu- 
riya rejistarayak genavit mage rnesaya mata tabiya.
*me t aram god ak? *
’ara mashin eka tiyenne. mama kiyannam Pitarta eka 
gennaya kiyala. dannava heda mashin eken ad karana hat

o t

’dannava kavuda meka venadata karanne?’
’mista SugatapSla.’
’itin eyayita karanna kiyanna.’
’ eya nivadu gihin. C.C. kivva Miss Senaratnata denneyi 
kiyala.’" (Dehadak Atara .p.7l)
(’If you are free now, will you balance these figures?’ 
Edirisuriya brought a register and put it on my table. 
’So much?’
’You can use that machine. I’ll ask Peter to bring it 
for you. Do you know how to add by the machine?(
’Yes, I know. But who does this usually?’
'Mr. Sugatapala.’
’So you must ask him to do it.’
’He is on leave today. C.C. asked me to give this to
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you, Miss Senaratna.*)

The realistic depiction of character in Samarakoon1s 
novels is dependent to a large extent on the natural conver
sation* The government office-workers, who are the characters 
in most of his novels, are mostly bilingual. Until very 
recently most of them worked in English and spoke English in 
office and at home* When speaking Sinhalese they use a number 
of English words which are often related with their work*
Thus in the example above we find the English words, ffigures, 
balance, machine, add, miss, mister,* and C.C*(chief clerk) 
being used unaltered as Sinhalese words.

As we have seen, Samarakoon is an admirer of the language 
of some contemporary Sinhalese novelists. The inspiration he 
has had from them is seen in his general descriptions and nar
ratives, and especially when he tries to fuse his style with 
poetry. This attempt has sometimes been successful and some
times has created only sentimentality and harm to the intensity 
of character. Consider the following examples:

le"ohu hisa riussama hada mohanaya karana sulu sihin handakin 
ma amatiya. e handa desavan tulin atulu hada gabata pi- 
visa giye mag^ mulu sirurama pubuda lamini. Sunanda 
samaga boho kalayak dadi premayakin pasuvu ekiyalca men 
ohu pilibahda nositu viru hangumin hadavata utura yannata 
viya*lf( Dehadak Atara. p.107)
(lie spoke to me in an enchanting tone without lifting his 
head. That tone entered my heart and made my whole body 
excited with happiness. As if I had been in love with 
Sunanda for a long time my heart began to overflow with 
unforeseen feelings about him.)
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il o11 ohuge sparsayen ma labana asvadaya vena kisirna pirimiya- 

kugen kisirna kaleka labiya nohakiyayi mata hange. ohu 
harennata an kavaraku samanga vivaha vuvada mage jivita- 
ya asartaka vanu ata, palarau premaya avyaja pirisidu 
ekaki. eya sunu visunu vi gos anikaku hata adaraya kalada, 
ese kala hakke hitata vada dimen misa avanka hangumin 
noveV* (Dehadak Atara.p.213)

( I feel that I can never get the same satisfaction as I 
get from him from any other man. My life will be un
successful if I get married to any other man except him. 
First love is true and pure. If we try to love someone 
else after the destruction of first love we will have to 
be dishonest and force ourselves to do so,)

iii."kalayutu vadak palak nomativa nikarune gedarata vi sitina 
kala mata kiva nohaki taram kansiyak daneyi. kamarayata 
vi yahanehi vatira sitimada sitata vida gena dennaki. 
elesa vatira sita koyi ata kalpaha kalada, mage sitivili 
gaman karanuye ekama vata ravumaltaya*"

(Dehadak Atara. p.250)
(i begin to suffer from an unutterable loneliness when I 
have to spend my time idly without doing anything in 
particular. To lie on my bed in my room too is depress
ing. vVhen I try to think lying in bed like that, my 
thoughts take the same circle again and again.)

The first two of the above extracts show Samarakoon writ
ing in a sentimental style which reminds us of Amarasekara1s 
style in Yali Upannemi. (see Chapter if.) Due to the sentimental 
nature in the story and especially the emotional temperament 
of the narrator a style like this would not be completely in
appropriate. In ' example No.iii, we can see Vasanti, the 
protagonist, suffering from mental agony caused by her problems* 
The language here is similar to that of most other modern



novelists who deal with the same kind of themes. The rhetoric 
used here e.g. train of thoughts running round the same cause, 
can be found in other novels on similar occasions. Ardso can 
the way Vasanti thinks of her first love, which makes her cha
racter common and shallow.

In the following passage from Ek Sabhya Katavak, the in
fluence of Saratchandra can be seen on Samarakoon^ style:

"Manike ma pura visi vasarak koyyamma vitakadivat prayo-
janayakata nogena mullakata daiiia tibuna hada vinava turul
kota, duli gasa damaT ehi tat pririmada liamatva vatira
siti induran avadi kalaya. aya muna nogasennata eya kisi-
vekuta nopeni malabahdi dira patvannata tibina.u(p.239)

* *

(Manike found the Vina of my heart which had been hidden 
in a corner without being used for twenty years, and hold
ing it against her lap and dusting it and playing it, 
made my senses revive that were lying starved. Had I not 
met her it would have been ruined with rust and unseen 
by any one.)

This emotive and poetic style reminds us at once of that 
in Malavunge Avurudu Da of Sarathcandra. But Samarakoon, as 
we have seen, does not maintain the same style throughout the 
whole work or in his other works. The restrained, meditative 
narrative and reflective tone of the narrator of this novel 
can be regarded as a result of the inspiration of Sarat chandra^s 
style. Samarakoon seems to be still attempting to develop a 
personal style. He has been able to present, in Dehadak Atara 
and Ek Sabhya Katavak, despite the lack of an independent and 
uniform style, the life and some new experiences of the modern
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urban society, approaching it from a new direction.

Hemaratna Liyanaracci. (b.1933)

Liyanaracci gained recognition as a promising young nove
list with his maiden work, Padadayalmgen, (l965)(Prom a Vaga
bond) • The reader of this novel indentifies himself with the 
narrator, Vijesiri, due to the intimacy and sincerity in his 
tone which indicates the skill and understanding of the author 
in the craft of fiction. The theme is the experiences of a 
young, sensitive school teacher, his struggle to lead a serene 
life and his eventual failure under circumstances created by 
unrewarding love and injustice and misunderstandings of society. 
At the time of the creation of this novel, Liyanacacci was a 
school teacher and like Sunanda Mahendra he too has made use 
of his experiences. The main concern of these novelssts is 
not drawing realistic pictures of the life of school teachers 
or criticizing it from a social point of view but presenting 
an analytical picture of the psychological experiences of a 
certain person against the background of school life. The 
school-teacher heroes are not very different from the under
graduate and graduate heroes in the campus novel which was 
brought into popularity by the contemporary novelists.

This remark may be well exemplified by comparing Vijesiri, 
the hero in Padadayakugen, with Ranatunga in Amarasekara1s 
Yali Upannemi. Both of them are highly sensitive, like fiction 
and poetry and are well versed in western literature, they see 
the world and life with the eyes of poets, hold strong and



strange views of love and are careless about their duties.
Like Ranatunga, at the beginning, Vijesiri too regards love as 
pure and transcendental, refrains from any physical contact 
with his girl friend and subsequently suffers from frustration* 
But eventually, both Ranatunga and Vijesiri become more aware 
of physical needs and behave sometimes abnormally disregarding 
law and social conventions,

Vi;jesiri falls in love with Vj_mala ,a teacher at the same 
schooj., tries to avoid any reference to marriage in conversa
tions with her which is so often brought in by her, and gets 
annoyed when she expected some physical contact with him. No 
sooner does she realize that he wanted her only as a ’golden 
image’ in his poetic world and not for a common human relation
ship than she breaks with him.. Now he thies to see things in 
idealistic perspective, pleads with her to love him again, in 
vain. Soon afterwards he gets himself transferred to another 
school where he achieves peace of mind by beginning a friend
ship with Padma who is one of his students. Pirst he wonders 
why this small girl attracted him so much and finds that she 
had a close resemblence to his little sister who had died a 
few years ago. This fraternal love is misunderstood by the 
school and neighbours; and Vi^esiri faces hostile criticisms 
and humiliation. Padma!s father takes her away from that school 
and persuades the landlord to throw Vijesiri out of his lodg
ings .

After these bitter experiences Vi j esiri determines to con
form with social conventions and to live as a respectable



school master. Living in a small house with another teacher 
from his school, he spends most of his free time in reading 
literature and feeds his emotional life with the beauty of the 
nature. One day, after returning home from school he goes for 
a bath in the near by stream and feeling compelled by the 
pleasant weather and beautiful landscape begins to walk up
stream into the wood. There in the wood he sees Siriyawati, 
a girl from his school, collecting firewood all alone. The 
dark quietness in the wood, the filtering sun through the 
thicket, and most of all the dark, healthy body of the girl 
makes him lose self control and he rapes her. On realising the 
seriousness of his crime he gets into an hysteriaiand falls ill. 
When he recovers from it, he is tried and sentenced to a long 
imprisonment.

In this novel Liyanaracci employs three types of narrative 
techniques. The general technjque is the first person point of 
view; the narrator begins to tell his story to a friend, which 
reminds us of some novels of Andre G-ide (also some Sinhalese 
novelists too have used it prior to Liyanaracci.) To avoid 
unnecessary description and to create the illusion of reality 
some parts of the story are presented in diary form. When the 
story reaches its dramatic climax the narrative is superimposed 
with stream of consciousness. All these techniques have been 
exploited by other modern novelists, but Liyanaracci’s language 
and dexterity in creating vivid pictures of character and in
sight into the problems of a young teacher in modern society
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make him deserve to he place among the modern, experimental 
novelists *

Antima Da (1967)(The Last Day) is Lyianaraccifs second 
novel in which he deals with a theme based on the experiences 
of a poor, uneducated village man who aspired to be happy by 
educating his younger brother. The style as well as the treat- 
ment of subject-matter in this novel is more independent than 
in Padadayakugen. The elder brother, Suvanda, is the narrator 
of the story. Suvanda does not want to live as the others of 
his caste who were satisfied with their traditional way of life 
and thinks that he must educate his younger brother, so that 
he might get a government job. So Premadasa, the younger bro
ther, is sent to an English school in town and Suvanda finds 
money for his education by working hard as the village boat- 
sman. At the end of his successful school education Premadasa 
is admitted to university making it even more difficult for

• • v

Suvanda to support him. But he is not discouraged, making all 
kind of self sacrifice and taking great pains Suvanda helps 
his brother to accomplish his education.

After passing out from university as an engineer PremadasaA
gets a job in Colombo and gets married to the girl he had been 
in love with, without consulting his elder brother. Suvanda 
is still happy and thinks Premadasa is now superior to him, 
does not expect much help from him and sends his mother to 
stay with Premadasa. Some time later, Premadasa invites Suvanda 
to his house in Colombo and asks him to live with them. Suvanda
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goes there, finds his mother quite happy in this new urban 
atmosphere but finds it difficult for himself to adapt to it.
The new house, furniture, food, the speech, new friends of 
Premadasa, are all new and strange things to Suvanda, but still 
he feels that he is the one who is responsible for creating 
most of these things though he could not enter into this new 
world. Being unable to live in his own brother*s house as an 
outsider he secretly leaves it one day and goes bach to his 
village. He arrives at the river at night, remembers how he 
worked as the boatsman to earn a living and looks at the land 
and hut where he used to live which does not belong to him any 
longer as he had to sell it to get money .for Premadasa*s 
education.

Suvanda*s character is somewhat similar to those of Isa 
in Garita Tunak and Podi Dombe in Pitamaha by Jayatilaka. All 
these characters attempt to perform their duty towards the other 
members of the family but become unhappy in the end. Suvanda 
is not a copy of Isa because he does not expect his brother to 
be greateful to him, nor does he complain about Premadasa*s 
behaviour. The sister’s character in Antima Da is also similar 
to the sisters in these two novels by Jayatilaka. Sometimes 
in fact we find that some thoughts and expressions of Jayati- ‘ 1 
laka*s characters are not appropriate whereas Liyanaracci has 
been careful to free his characters from this defect. Through. 
Suvanda*s naive and sincere feelings and rustic manners we 
become intimate with him, which help us understand him deeply.



Antima Da is an enjoyable piece of fiction with its pleasant 
and terse style, though it is less experimental than Padada
yakugen.

In our discussions on the work of other modern novelists 
we have seen that some of them have been influenced by some 
western novelists as regards several aspects of fiction,, In 
the same way this novelist too shows influence of such western 
novelists as G-ide, Camus and Lawrence. The main character in 
Padadayakugen bears a clear resemblance to that of L fEtranger 
of Albert Camus. The behaviour of Vijesiri just before the
most important incident in the novel, his sensitiveness toX
weather and nature and the final trial show the extent to which 
Liyanaracci has drawn inspiration from Camus. The incident of 
Vimala breaking the shadow of the moon in the lake by throw
ing stones remind us of a similar incident in Women in Love by 
DpH.Lawrence.(l)

If we compare the following passages from Padadayakugen 
with a few passages from l’Etranger, we will be able to see the 
indebtedness of the Sinhalese novelist to Camus:

l,avata vuye palu bavaki. tadin avva pay a ati bavin avata * /
dilisenhak vani penumalc tibuneya. mata vida gatiyak danina. 
dahadiya nivena tek mandak vida hariya yutuyayi sltunu 
bavin mama hevanaka vu galak uda hiildagena bala sitinnata 
vimi. ek pattakin att'e atata vihidayana kumburu yayaki. 
anek patten atte kalavaki. dola gala yanne me kalava 
madini. dola galavsitena hahdata savan demin siti mama

* ’ ** n

(l) See Women in Love. Chapter.19. (Moony)



siti tan in selaviya nohakivak men kamm'ali kamin yutuva 
sitiyemi."(l)
(The surroundings were deserted, In the blazing sun the 
atmosphere seemed to be glittering* I felt exhaused. As 
I felt that I must rest until my body cooled, I sat on 
a rock in a shade and began to look around.On coe side some 
paddy fields stretched into the far distance. On the 
other side there was a forest. The stream flows through 
this forest. Listening to the sound of the stream I felt . 
lazy as if unable to move from where I was sitting.)
"mama sabdaya ena patta desa pariksaven baluvemi. ma siri- 
yavati dakke vinadiyakata pamana pasuvaya. dola nami, 
vanguvak gena, nopeni yana tanata udin vu miti pahduru 
kipayak asala sita aya dara kadayi."(op.cit* p.128)
(i looked carefully in the direction that I heard the noise. 
It was after about a minute that I saw Siriyavati. Near 
a bend of the stream she was collecting firewood by some 
small shrubs.)
"aya inne galata eha patteya. tava ekama adiyakvat idiri
yata tabima mahat anuvana kamak bava mata pahadiliva 
vatahina. ehet yantranusarayen men mage kakula esavi 
idiriyata giyeya. e tiranatmaka socaniya piyavara 
mavisin gannalada bava ekenehima mata pratyaksa viya,
mama yantrayak men adiyen adiya idiriyata o’i v&mi .,r' >■ «
(She was on the other side of the rock. It occured to me 
quite clearly that it was a terrible mistake to take one 
more step forward. But as if by a mechanical power my 
feet were lifted and moved forward. I knew at once that 
I had taken that decisive and remorseful step. Step by 
step I moved forw.ard j’ust like a machine.)

(l) Liyanaracci, Hemaratna. Padadayakugen. Lugegoda 1965«P*12U



The following passages are from 1'Stranger which show 
Meursault's behaviour, his sensitiveness to the heat of the 
sun and the atmosphere where he committed the crime of kill
ing the Arab.

"Pendant tout ce temps, il n'y a plus eu que le soleil 
et ce silence, avec le petit bruit de la source et les 
trois notes."(l)
"Je marchais lentement vers les rochers et je sentais mon 
front se gonfler sous le soleil. Toute cette chaleur 
s'apppyait sur moi et s'opposait a mon avance. Et chaque 
fois que je sentais son grand souffle chaud sur mon 
visage, je serrais les dents, je fermais les poings dans 
les poches de mon pantalon, je me tendais tout entier 
pour triompher du soleil et de cette ivresse opaque 
qui'il me d^versait.'
fJe pensais a la source fraiche derriere le rocher.
J'avals envie de retrouver le murmur de son eau, envie 
de fuir le soleil, 1'effort et les pleurs de femme, envie 
enfin de retrouver 1'ombre et son repos. Mais quand 
j'ai ete plus pres j'ai vu que le type de Paraond etait 
revenu.' (op.cit.p. 8U)
'A cause de cette brulure que je ne pouvais plus supporter 
j'ai fait un mouvement en avant. Je savais que c*etait 
stupide, que je ne me debarrasserais pas du soleil en 
me deplagant d'un pas. Mais j'ai fait un pas, un seul pas 
en avant." (pp. cit. p.86)

In both the instances the principal characters are about 
to commit the crimes which are the central incidents of both 
the novels. They are both, as the reader sees, not criminals,

(l) Camus, Albert. L'Etranger. G-allimard. Paris, p.82.



but they are forced by circumstances to commit the respective 
crimes. Prom the beginning of the novel we see Meursault as 
distracted and disinterested in the world around him, but 
extremely sensitive to the sun and other attractions of nature 
The sun is a great force upon him so he goes to the stream to 
find cool air and shade by it, but not to find the Arab. Camus 
shows with meticulous detail how the surroundings and the sun 
pushed Meursault towards the beach, and also from the moment 
of seeing the Arab how he tried to restrain himself from 
going up to the stream. We also know that Meursault did not 
intend to start a fight with the Arab until it really happened 

This part of L'Etranger must have been helpful to Liya
naracci in showing the approach of Vijesiri to his crime of 
raping the girl. His crime too is unpremeditated. The tire
dness after school, the heat of the sun and loneliness drag 
Vijesiri towards the stream and the wood. The quiet, dark and 
cool wood forces him to walk into it. Instead of the sea in 
L'Etranger here the wood has been used as the setting for the 
crime. Meursault finds the Arab under a rock by the stream 
and likewise Vijesiri finds Siriyavati, his victim , behind a 
rock by the stream. We can see in the above quotations how 
both the characters were reluctant to move forward and yet are 
pushed forth and realize at the same time they had taken a 
stupid and unfortunate step.

The trial at the end of Padadayakugen too resembles that 
in L'Etranger, though the mentality and reactions of the two



characters are different. The disinterestedness and humour
of Meursault is not seen in Vijesiri. Certain incidents
which did not seem to be important at the time they happened
become Important evidence against both these characters at the
trial. As regards these similarities we can assume that
Liyanaracci has been largely influenced by Camus.

Liyanaracci writes in clear, powerful, grammatically
correct and pleasant language in which we can find an influence
of the language of G-unadasa Amarasekara. Especially when his
narrators speak emotionally, the language they use remind us
of such works of Amarasekara as Yali Upannemi and Lepanaladdo.
(see Chapter I}-) The following passages are a few examples of
the influence of Amarasekara on Lyianaracci:

"ap'e kata baha me rudu parisarayehi noyek gar ahum avaman 
valata lakvimata ida ati heyini. ape nimal suvarlda lova

t S) t

unge gorahadi nohobina vadanvalin daduruva bihda vatenu 
dakima mata ivasagata hakivanu adda?"(Padadayakugen.p.30) 
(it is because of the possibility of our conversations 
being subjected to various malicious criticisms in this 
indecent society. Would it be possible for me to bear to 
see the destruction and fall of our pure wox^ld of 
fragrance by their mean and obscene words?)
"e mohotehi e ahduru lovehi jivatvuye rasonmadayen ekata
veil unun aiiga masehi rasa sevu apa siruru pamanaki.
siruru doragul bindagena pitavimata yatna daru asava
tula gilunu masita piyavi tatvayata enavita aya hahdamin

* * *

sitiyaya." (Padadayakugen. p.134)
(it was only the two bodies of us, seeking pleasure in 
each other's flesh, embracing tightly in extreme desire 
which existed in that dark world. When my mind was



coming back to its natural state after being sumberged 
in the desire which was trying to free itself by breaking 
through the doors of my body, she was weeping*)

A long comparison with Amarasekara*s language is not 
necessary to show how much Liyanaracci has been influenced 
from it* The passages quoted on page of Chapter k would be 
sufficient *

The general narrative in Antima Da is simple, devoid of 
poetic expressions and fast moving* For example:

!,mama par sal delta gena metek vela pudumayen men as loku 
karagena bala siti vada kuriyata dunimi* a eya gatte 
tamage atin siduvu varadata samava ayadinnak v&ni baga- 
pat balmak in'a veta helamini* mama vat a pita bala asala 
vu kusan putuvaka hihda gattemi. ma putuvehi adiyak 
pamana gila bassak men danina. ma tula ativuye apahasu 
gatiyaki. mage iriyavvehi nuhuru gatiyak danunu bavin 
mama e me atata ambarunemi. Anomata mage apahasu gatiya 
penenta adda? mama dat dandu. putu andi mat a randava eka 
vidiyakata vadi vimata tatkalemi* sinahavu namut mage 
katata vacanayak vat nopiviseyi*" (Antima Da. p.8b)

I %

(I handed over the two parcels to the maid who was looking 
at me with wide open eyes. While taking them from me 
she cast a timid, apologetic glance at me for her unin
tentional mistake (of not xiecognising me). I sat in a 
cushion chair after looking around for a while. I felt 
as if I had sunk about a foot in the chair. It made me 
uneasy. As I felt uncomfortable in my posture I began 
to fidget. I wonder if Anoma noticed my uneasy position. 
Hesting my arms on the arms of the chair I tried to 
steady myself. Then I smiled, but not a single word 
came out of my mouth.)

This simple style changes into rapid, natural speech of



the villagers in showing the actual feelings of Suvanda in 
dramatic form:

”mu danagatte kohomada? peranta patan aran sumanayakvat* $
na. u kivva vidiyata hamatanama pabilik vela. amarejanu- 
yi kasippuyi dekama tiyana bava mu danne na. ada mana- 
yak n*a. Ukkuva tamayi kiyanna atte. u pandan allanne 
Baduvatte Matin Vidaneta ne. Vidanege kasippu javaramata 
padu hinda mata katinnayi hadanne...balamuko...mama semen 
apasu ha rune mi.11 ( Antima Da. p. 23)
(How on earth has he come to know about this? Hasn’t been 
even one week since I began to brew. As he said, now 
everybody knows. But he doesn’t know that I have both 
amarejan and kasippu. I’m dead sure. It must be Ukkuva 
who has told him about this. I know, it is with the 
Yidane of Baduvatta that he curries favour. lie is trying 
to run me down to save Vidane’s kasippu business....Well, 
let’s see*. I slowly turned back.)

’'uta vadak nane. api kiyak vat hamba karagattama uta 
mokada tiyana rudava? u mona ehekatiada mat iy at a pandan 
allanne? mama uta kisi varaddak karala nM. mama uge ge 
penenta patan gat tan sita amu kunuharupayen baninta 
patan gatimi. veri mata nisa hohda lassana kunuharupa 
vatura men ibema katata gala eyi.” (Antima Da. p.28)
(it’s none of his business. Why does he bother himself 
when we try to earn something? What makes him curry 
favour with Martin? I’ve done no wrong to him? I began 
to scold him with dirty words when his house became 
visible. Because of my drunkenness some really dirty 
'words rushed into my mouth.)

Being a country-born author, Liyanaracci is quite familiar 
with the idiom of the villagers. In the passages above we s-.ee 
how easily he makes use of his knowledge of the natural speech



of the type of characters he is creating, thus revealing their 
mentality at the same time. In the first passage, the term 
’pabilik vela’ means something has become known everywhere, 
by every body; the word ’pabilik’ is how the Sinhalese villager 
pronounces the English word ’public’. Other phrases and words 
such as *ada manayak na* (no doubt), ’pandan allanava’ ( to 
support someone expecting favours in return), ’katinna hada- 
nava’ (trying to trap somebody), ’rudava’ (literal meanings 
pain; but here, one’s duty, business), ’amu kunuharupa’,(dirty 
words), ’honda lassana kunuharupa* (really (beautiful) dirty, 
dirty words) etc., show how often and how appropriately Liya
naracci uses the spoken idiom of the villagers to create drama 
in his novel.

Liyanaracci’s language in his second novel is thus less 
imitative than that in his first novel and more individual and 
pleasant. In the first one (Padadayakugen) we cannot help 
feeling that the writer is trying to be inspired by another 
novelist, obviously Amarasekara. But in this work we do not 
feel that as the style has become well harmonised with the 
theme and character.

Eva Ranavira introduces a new form of novel.

Eva Panavira is the only female novelist who has produced 
Tirorks which place her among the experimentalists of the modern 
period. Hence she deserves to be discussed in our study. Prom 
the beginning of the Sinhalese novel, we have noticed that 
there has been a scarcity of female authors. Mien we come to



the last decade we find some female short story writers and 
novelists such as Punyakanti W i jenayaka* to ,  M .M * Swarnala t a 
(Kandulen Sinaven Torava Valalimi), (1969) (I have buried without 
tears or laughters) and Karuna Perera, (Ahdurata Eliyak, 1971)
(A Light for the Lark)* Eva Ranavira had already gained popu
larity as a playwright and a short story writer before pub
lishing her first novel, Layisa (1967)°

The structui*e of Layisa is the first of its type in the 
Sinhalese novel., Its style is quite different from most other

i

Sinhalese novels as the writer has tried to be independent. The 
story is about the miseries in the life of Layisa, who is the 
illegitimate daughter of a poor country woman* Layisafs mother 
is proud of her daughter as her father was an educated man from 
a rich family. Her first daughter Helena was illegitimate, 
but her father* v̂ as not educated and respectable as Layisa*s was* 
The mother works hard to bring up her two daughters; especially 
to educate Layisa so that she can rise to respectable society 
and get a respectable job* Before Layisa!s education was 
finished her mother dies* Helena, the elder sister, is taken 
as a servant by ‘ Hamine, another important character in the 
novel, and Layisa goes to stay with. Mrs. Rajapaksa,a teacher 
at Layisa's school* Before long Helena becomes pregnant, the 
man being Hamine!s husband. Layisa cultivates a secret love 
for Mr. Rajapaksa which leads her also to pregnancy. She is 
immediately sent to the house of Mrs. Rajapaksa's sister and 
after the^birth of^the child theysdopt it and Layisa is laid 
(l) Punyakanti writes in English.
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off. By this time Helena has had her second child too by the 
same person.

Now the two sisters live together in the hut where they 
used to live with their mother arid try to be happy9 as they 
have learnt quite a lot about life through their past experien
ces. After sometime Hamine asks Layisa to become her servant. 
However much she had determined not to repeat her past mistakes, 
Layisa is persuaded to go to Hamine* s house by poverty. Nov/ 
the * respectable * husband of Hamine begins to cast his greedy 
eye upon Layisa. Her resistance does not last long and she 
becomes pregnant again.

Even the male servants of this rich family try to tease 
Layisa. Tliey all believe that Layisa is pining for love and 
arrange a mock v/edding for her in order to receive favours 
from her. Before the secret of her pregnancy is out Layisa 
runs away.

This story is not related in the usual narrative nor is it 
pres.ented through the stream of consciousness of the characters. 
The structure of this novel is a mixture of general narrative, 
stream of consciousness and a number of points of view. Every 
part of the story is related by different characters. At the 
beginning of the novel, it is the little daughter of Hamine who 
becomes known to us; we see Cuti*s (the little daughter) play
ful behaviour, and also most of the important characters. Cuti 
is alone most of the time, as she does not receive proper at
tention from her parents. So she playsalone and the writer



probes into her mind with a subtle understanding. After Guti 
intorduces the dramatic indicent of Layisa leaving her house
one evening, Aranolis begins to talk, and tells how he saw
the drama at Haminefs house, how Hamine treated her servants
and how he, despite his being a poor man himself, tried to
deceive Layisa and had improper favours from her . .sister.
Helena is the narrator after Aranolis. She is innocent and
angry, believing the poor are .always illtreated and wronged
by the rich, and proud about Layisa, her sister, because she
has got some educ.ation. Rosalin, the best friend of Layisa,
is the next narrator, who is both happy and annoyed at the
same time. She is happy as she has a lover with whom she was
planning to run away on the night that Layisa came to her
house. Now Rosalind is annoyed with Layisa as she thinks that
her arrival there might disturb her plans.

In the second part we hear Layisa, the heroine, giving her 
version of the story. She does not contradict the previous 
narrators. But we see the happenings in her life in greater 
detail. She speaks in a way implying that the circumstances 
which led her to misery are not the fault of those who are 
concerned, but the result of economic and social conditions.
It is not only the well-to-do educated who suffer from depres
sion and loneliness, but the poor too. It is the eternal human 
tragedy that exists all over the world that these characters 
represent. Every one of them suffers from frustration in 
their own ways.

The characters created by Eva seem to be quite natural



against the rural background and a fragrance of Sinhaleseness 
in them has been achieved through their speech. In selecting 
this particular technique for1 her novel Eva has apparently 
had influence from William Faulkner's As I Lay Lying.In Faulk
ner* s masterpiece the theme is the death and burial of Addie 
Bundren. The narrative flows not in a conventional form but 
as successive episodes recounted by various members of the 
family and a few friends. The husband of Addie has promised to 
take her to Jefferson, after her death, to bury her among her 
own people. When the death occurs, the weather turns to be 
unfavourable for the journey and the neighbours ask them to 
bury her near where they lived. But Anse, the husband, would 
not break his word of honour to his wife, and set off with his 
sons and daughter taking the corpse in a cart. From the very 
start of the journey they face a number of unfortunate obstacles 
and dangers. They are not discouraged by any of these and take 
Addie to Jefferson. By the time they have accomplished their 
task they have lost their property and the second son who was 
the most sensible at the beginning has gone crazy and is sent 
to an asylum.

This story is presented in As I Lay Dying in successive 
episodes from the point of view of various characters in the 
story so as to reveal their desires, fears and rivalries by 
using their natural speech. This is the vernacular speech of 
the south of the United States. Faulkner uses the vernacular 
speech with such ease and sense of appropriateness that it helps 
us to gain a deep and wide understanding of the life of these



people. The simplicity and naivety of these American country 
people and their way of thinking is similar to those of the 
Sinhalese country folks in many ways. This similarity may 
have, probably, inspired Eva to write a novel like 'Layisa'.
The plots are different as we have seen in the synopses given 
above. But the structures of the two novels are quite similar 
and so is the setting, use of language and the mentality of 
the characters.

In the first episode of Layisa, it is a little girl who 
is presented to us and who recounts some important parts of the 
story. To suit this character Eva uses a style based on the 
speech of children. The vocabulary is not always that of 
children. But she catches the rhythm of the talk of children 
skilfully:
 ̂ uamma bet danava. tuvalavalata bet danava. piccicca tuva- 

1 avalata nilpafa bet danava. tinta gava vage tamayi. ara 
diga bet pettiya aran tikak mirikala ganna podi duvage 
tuvale. podi duva ka gahanne na. sanipeta innava. honda 
podi duva. honda lamayata alut potak denava. assayo inna 
ballo inna potak denava. pota iranne natuva balanna podi 
duva. hondata kiyavanda. pota iruve natnam vena pot dena
va. hungak pot dunna hama iskole giya haki. podi duvata< *
pot d'anna bag ekak denava. ,r(l)
(Mother applies some medicine. She puts some medicine on 
wounds. She puts blue medicine on burns. Just like apply
ing ink. Take that long tube of medicine, squeeze it a 
little and put on the wound of the little daughter. Little

(l) Ranavira, Eva. Layisa. G-ampaha. 1967* p. 19



daughter doesn't cry. She is comfortable* Nice little 
daughter* I'll give a book to my nice child. Yes, I'll 
give you a book with horses and dogs in it. Don't tear 
the book my little daughter. You must read well. If 
you don't tear this I'll give you some more books. When 
I give you a lot of books you can go to school. I'll 
give a bag to my little daughter to carry books.)

The tone of this speech is that of a mother speaking to 
her little daughter. But the speaker here, in fact, is little 
Cuti to her doll which she calls 'my little daughter'. As 
children are naturally great imitators Cuti talks to her doll 
as her mother would. liowevex*, natural this language is, when 
we read some pages from the beginning we feel that the whole 
story is going to be in the same style and we begin to wonder 
whether the whole story is about a child. But in the next 
episode when Aranolis begins to give his account this doubt 
disappears as the story changes into the experiences of adults 
and more serious problems, ^or example:

"Layisa hamba vela mata ahanda hitayi mokada panala giye 
kiyala. mokak hari karanayak tiyenda epaya. pissi unat 
mokak hari karanayak tiyenda epaya. amuma amu pissi taraa- 
yi. ara piduru maduvata vela budiyagena innava. ona vela-

* i

vaka vada ivara vunahama piduru maduve. a Akrnan, umbata 
hoiTda nadda eki? ara nambita vadiya kohornat hondayi. 
uyanda puluvan. umbata uyala kanda deyi. gedara dora bala 
ganiyi. rupen varadak nb. Helenata vadiya m’una hondayi. 
habayi Helena paraddanna bb angen paten."(Layisa. p.75)
(I feel like meeting Layisa and asking her why she ran 
away. There must be some reason. Although she is crazy 
there must be a reason. She is a real ..mad one. Just



lies in that hay stack. Whenever she is free she goes to | 
the hay stack. Iiey, Ackman, don't you fancy her? Anyway, j 
she is better than that cow. She can cook. She'll cook 
for you. She'll keep house for you. Her appearance is 
reasonable. Her face is better than Helena's. But she 
can't beat Helena in her body.)

Aranolis, the speaker here, is the one who arranged a mock 
wedding for Layisa and laughed at her from behind. Now he is 
worried about her and thinks of finding out the reason for her
runningaway. Ackman is another servant of Hamine. He keeps’ ‘^ _
one of their estates, but he is not cunning like Aranolis.
Helena is Layisa's sister with whom Aranolis used to have some 
fun. The language is a mixture of the interior monologue of 
Aranolis and his actual dialogue with Ackman. The usual writ
ten style is not interspersed here. Also the dialogue is always 
one sided. The person who is spoken to never replies, while 
the speaker continues his part of the dialogue. This method 
does not obstruct the flow of the story; we do not feel we 
miss part of the dialogue as we find it in subsequent parts 
of the story, when the other characters speak. Faulkner too 
has used a. similar style though he occasionally includes the 
speech of other characters with that of the current narrator.
For example:

"'We are too high up, ' Cash says. Vernon is shouting too, 
but we cannot make out what he is saying for the noise 
of the water. It runs steady and deep now, unbroken, 
without sense of motion until a log ; comes along, turning 
slowly. 'Watch it, ' Cash says. We watch it and see it 
falter and hang for a moment, the current building up
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behind it in a thick wave, submerging it for an instant 
before it shoots up and tumbles on*
’There it is,1 I say*
’Ay,* Cash says. ’It is there’* We look at Vernon again.
He is now flapping his arms up and down*.We move on down
stream, slowly and carefully, watching Vernon* He drops 
his hands. ’This is the place’, Cash says*
’Well, goddamn it, let’s get across, then,’ Jewel says. He 
moves the horse on*"(l)

Faulkner uses this method of including dialogue to preserve 
the drama of situations. The narrator of the above passage is 
Dari, the brother who goes craxy at the end. Here the brothers 
are trying to get the cart with the corpse of their mother ac- 
ross the river, where they encounter the worst misfortune of the 
journey. In Layisa, the writer has not followed this method of 
using the full dialogue. Her style is similar to the one seen 
in the following passage:

”’Jewel dives again. We stand there, leaning back against
the current, watching the water where he disappeared,
holding the dead rope between us like two men holding
the nozzle of a fire-hose, waiting for water . ’You make
him come back, ’ she says. ’Jewell, she says. He comes
up again, tossing his hair back from his eyes. He is
swimming now, towards the bank, the current sweeping him
downstream quartering, ’you Jewell’ Dewey Dell says. We
stand holding the rope and see him .gain the bank and
climb out. As he rises from the water, he stoops and
Picks up something. He comes back along the bank.....*)

(As I Lay Dying, p.127)

(l) Faulkner, William. As I Lay Dying. Penguin. 1972*p.lli+



Eva’s style too is simple and fast moving like this. 
Consider how she expresses her feelings about the life of the 
uneducated, poor country people in the following passage:

"umbat damava katava kohoma unat Helena akka kisi bayak 
natuva taniyama innava. matat ona anna ehema inna puluvan 
davasak hoyaganda. tanikama aragandane api pavul venne. 
natnan taniyama innava. man nan tanikama araganda neme 
Layiso, mata visala adarayak hitata enava. itin ekat 
tanikamak vage tamayi. natnan taniyama inna bariya panala 
duvanne natuva. uinbatat oya tanikama tiyena bava mata 
hondata terenava. umba handavata piyaru gala bulat vitak 

. hapa hapa innava dakala mage" ahata kandulu ava. nikan 
uffibe" tanikama matat gahuva vage danuna. “eka kiyanda bari 
deyak, mata e velave danune. mama umbata hina venava neme"

(Layisa. p.lOl)
(You too know it, however she talks, sister Helena lives 
alone without any fear. I am also waiting for a day to 
live like that. Is’nt it to cure our loneliness we want 
to get married? Otherwise we could live alone. But,
Layisa, it’s different in my case, it’s not because of 
loneliness, but there’s a great love in my heart. That’s 
also a kind of loneliness. That’s why I can’t live alone 
and want to run av/ay. I know that you too suffer from 
this loneliness* When I saw you with powdered face, 
waiting in the parlour, chewing some betle, tears rushed 
to my eyes. I felt as if your loneliness came over to me. 
How I felt at that time is difficult to express in words. 
Don’t think that I laugh at you.)

This is Rosalind talking to Layisa. The former is happy 
because she has a lover with whom she was planning to elope. 
Through this speech we find common human desires and feelings 
being expressed in a moving way. It is not only characters
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from the upper and elite circles of society but these villagers 
too who suffer from lack of love and solitude. Sinhalese nove
lists, for some time, used to depict villagers as always busy 
with more materialistic problems. Through the characters in 
Layisa, Eva exposes their spiritual and emotional life too.

In the above passage, through Rosalind’s words we hear 
something about all the important female characters in the novel 
i.e. Helena, Rosalind and Layisa, with regard to their emotio
nal problems. Helena is healthy and lonely, but now she is 
unaware of her loneliness as she is always busy with her two 
children. Rosalind was once lonely and was needing to get. 
married, but now she thinks it is more because of overflowing 
love in her mind than from loneliness that she wished to elope 
with her lover. Unlike a sophisticated girl she does not think 
of the possible after-effects of her decision. How her only 
worry is Layisa*s problem. Rosalind sympathises with Layisa, 
and how deeply she was concerned about her is shown when she 
says that her eyes filled with tears on seeing Layisa waiting 
in her desperate loneliness.

The passages quoted above and the richness of expressive 
power seen in the style show that Eva Ranavira’s attempt has 
been to create a novel without using the general narrative 
style of the day and the general characteristics of the written 
Sinhalese. We have seen that most other Sinhalese novelists 
too have used the idiom of the spoken language, in dialogue and 
in presenting stream of consciousness. But this writer uses the
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speech of the characters throughout the whole novel. She has 
taken great pains to avoid mixing Sanskrit words except a few 
such as ’adaraf?(love), ’prasna'(questions) which are not un
natural even in the speech of uneducated villagers. When 
Layisa begins to talk in the last part of the novel, the style 
is slightly changed as she is more educated than any of the 
other narrators:

"Rajapaksa nona mahattaya tama kuda loke jivat vuna. mama 
mage kuda loke jivat vuna. a iskole pot lakunu kirimat, 
nida ganimat, kendirigamat iskole yamat kala. mama te 
hada, bat uya, bat malu parsal kara, larnayi nava kava 
priti vuna. Rajapaksa nona mahattayage sampurna lokaya 
mama dana hitiya. a mage Lokaya dana hitiye na. itin mage 
lokaya Rajapaksa hona mahattayage lokayata vada gatalu 
ati ekak vuna. mata visala rahasak sangavagena jivat 
vimata siduvunaT. a*̂ a ese kisivak tibune na. samaharavita 
mama ata me ganat irisiya kala."(Layisa. p.127)
(Mrs. Rajapaksa lived in her small world. I lived in my 
small world. What she did was, marking the school exercise 
books, sleeping, moaning and going to school. Meanwhile,
I cooked rice, made tea, made parcels of rice and curry, 
washed, fed and put to bed the children and enjoyed it.
I knew the whole world of Mrs. Rajapaksa. But she did 
not know my world. And that made my world more problematic 
than that of Mrs. Rajapaksa. I had to live while trying 
to hide a great secret. She did not have any such problem. 
I, therefore, envied her- about this.)

This style is obviously slightly more elevated than the 
style of the other parts of this novel. Layisa uses more figur
ative words than any of the other narrators. Even in this 
passage, we find such terms as *kudalokaya!(small world),
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'mama age sampurna lokaya dana sitiyaT(l knew all her world) 
'gatalu ati1(problematic) etc®, which add some poetry to 
Layisa*s words. LayisaTs world and great secret is her love 
Lor Mr. Rajapaksa of which Mrs. Rajapaksa did not know any thing. 
In this part of the novel the pleasure, tension, Lear and Jea
lousy oL Layisa resulting Irom this secret love is presented 
in a highly striking and sensitive style. Thus we can see that 
Eva Ranavira has developed a suitable style Lor her novel, 
which is independent and which marks a successful stage in the 
experimental period oL the Sinhalese novel.

Tenneson Perera:An angry young novelist.

Tenneson Perera is one of the most controversial writers 
among the experimental young novelists oL the modern period. 
Although he has published works oL Liction since i960, (Luk 
G-indarak Madin,196o), (Through a Eire oL Misery), Viplavaya,
1963? (The Revolution), Pahan Kanda Mula Andura ,1961+, (Park at 
the Root of the Lamp Post), he was not recognised as a writer 
of talent and seriousness until the appearance of the collec
tion of short stories, Dati Roden Upan Budun,(1976)(The Buddha 
Born from a Gog Wheel)• This work was immediately subjected 
to severe criticism by certain groups of society who were bit
terly hurt by Perera * s attacks and as a result of their protests., 
it was banned by the government. But most serious readers of 
Liction had time to secure copies of this work and they recog
nised Perera as a young writer of ambition to experiment and an 
angry man about corruption and various other rackets of politics,



clerET and society in general. He is especially familiar with 
the life and problems of the working class in Colombo and the 
poor living in slums. In writing about the life of this long 
neglected community, Perera has used their natural speech and 
slang words, This was criticised even by some leading novelists 
who condemned it as *pidgin language,*

Perera has not been discouraged by what happened to his 
work nor by other criticisms, but he has followed the same 
method of social criticism using the same kind of language in 
his next work, Duttha Garnini Noma la Vagayi (Duttha G-amini is 
still alive). This piece of farcical writing satirizes the 
hypocritical life of some religious and political leaders, though 
its principal character is an ordinary clerk. Although some 
other novelists have criticised corruption in various social 
and religious institutions none of them have done it as seven
ty and openly as Perera, Some early novelists such as Piyad,asa 
Sirisena and Silva have criticized these institutions with
the intentions of real nationalists, but not as real artists, 
Tenneson Perera has not allowed the artistic beauty of his 
work to be covered with social criticism. His characters are 
down-to-earth in their manners and speech.

The plot of Duttha G-amini Noma la Vagayi (Duttha Garnini 
is still alive) is centred upon the life of Dfyasena, a timid, 
ordinary clerk in Colombo, At the beginning we see him suffer
ing from poverty, contriving to make ends meet by satisfying 
money lenders and fighting with natural desires. He cannot get



married and live a normal life because of his insufficient 
salary and mounting debts® To satisfy his sexual desires he 
can go to a brothel, but he is scared of it because of the 
various stories he had heard about venereal diseases.

After some time he begins an affair with Miss Nahena, a 
new clerk at his office, who pays all his debts from her sav
ings 0 Soon afterwards Diyasena gets married to Miss Nahena 
only to be happy for a very short period® On the very first 
night he finds that she was not a virgin; but forgives her 
thinking of his own past; and a few days later learns that 
she was having a doubtful relationship with Sraddhasena who 
claims to be the president of All-Ceylon Buddhist Association. 
When questioned by Diyasena, Nahena says she was only helping 
Sraddhasena in his religious activities. Diyasena fails to 
interfere effectively in this affair as Sraddhasena is a power
ful person in all social, religious and political circles.

Meanwhile, Nahena has a child, who suffers from hereditary 
venereal disease and dies soon afterwards. Nahena doubts that 
Diyasena must have been suffering from it and Diyasena complains, 
that she must have had it. Sraddhasena organizes a gheat 
pageant to represent the great procession of victory of the 
King Dutthagamini. The. external aims of this pageant are shown 
as religious and cultural, but when Sraddahsena organises it 
we find that his purpose is to support the governing party.
By this time Diyasena too is a member on the working committee 
of Sraddhasena*s Buddhist association and being forced and com
pelled with money and liquor, Diyasena helps Sraddhasena though



he was not even sure whether he was a Buddhist or not #
To represent the great national hero, Dutthagamini, 

Sraddhasena dresses himself up as the king. Now they need a 
Viharamaha Devi for whom they hire the Miss Ceylon of that 
yearn The royal procession would not he complete without the 
ten great warriors of Dutthagamini, and to represent them 
Sraddhasena hires some thugs, pimps and tramps from the under- 
ground, A figure of the royal elephant, Kadol, is made in a 
special way to be able to carry bottles of kasippu, hand bombs 
etc,, in its belly. At tost, every thing is complete to the 
satisfaction of Sraddhasena and the press gives all possible 
publicity for this 'religious and cultural' pageant.

The great pageant arrives in Anuradhapura with much 
rejoicing and success on the scheduled day. The leaders and 
organisess get together at the rest house to celebrate their 
victory where Sraddhasena treats his supporters lavishly with 
liquor. As the power of alcohol begins to work on him, Sradd- 
hasena falls asleep in the chair and dreams himself to be the 
real king Dutthagamini and as trying to capture a Naga queen 
who had come to worship the great Dagoba in Anuradhapura. He 
wakes up soon after this and failing to realise that he had 
keen only dreaming he takes Hahena as the Naga Queen and tries 
to embrace her. Diyasena and others interfere but Sraddhasena 
fights with them and drags Nahena into a room. When this hap- 
hens we take Sraddhasena as insane, but in the next part of the 
story, instead of him, we find Diyasena insane. This is the
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last part of the story in which, in the course of a trial 
against Diyasena, we are told that he has killed-Hahena and 
their two children with a pistol. Sraddhasena gives evidence 
against Diyasena.

At the time of committing these multiple murders, we are 
told that Diyasena had heen identifying himself with king 
Elara, the rival of Dutthagamini. At the incident at the rest 
house, when Sraddhasena took himself to be the real Dutthagami
ni, he challenged Diyasena to a fight, calling him Elara. Thus 
the story is related to these historical names at various 
points for the sake of satire and humour. Even the names of 
the two male characters are of historical and cultural signi
ficance and are used ironically. Diyasena is the name given 
in legend to a king who was supposed to appear in the year 
2500 of the Buddhist calendar, with great poYrers to unite 
Ceylon and restore DUddhism into its early purity.(l) When the 
Buddhists of Ceylon celebrated the 2500th anniversary of Bud
dhism in 1956, some Buddhists really expected that this hero 
would appear to purify Buddhism and to save their country* 
Probably, Tenneson Perera must have thought of these implica
tions around the name Diyasena, Yhien he gave it to his hero.
His Diyasena is the opposite of the legendary Diyasena. He 
does not believe in religion because he has many other impor
tant things in his life to worry about. His life is not com
plete, endless problems make him even forget about himself and
the reader finds that he is the representative of thousands of
(l) See Parakumba Sir it a, verse No.116. ed. D.G-. Abhayaguna- 

ratna. Colombo. 1922*



such people who suffer from various economic and social prob
lems as results of the defects of the existing social, poli
tical and economic patterns.

The name Sraddhasena, too is ironical, though it is not 
legendary. This name means the pjuiosn of faith, the pious 
one; to become the president of the Buddhist association, this 
seems to be a quite suitable name. But Sraddhasena*s real 
behaviour proves that he is far from being faithful either to 
religion or to his friends. Under cover of his name and re
ligion he commits every imaginable kind of misdeed.

The techniques of relating this story are quite new in 
the Sinhalese novel. Sudden breakings into stream of conscious
ness, drama, visual figures and ordinary narrative etc., have 
been used with considerable skill to suit the theme. Tenneson 
Perera has been quite brave and open in his social criticisms 
and references to sex.

In the language of modern Sinhalese fiction, a special 
place should be given to the language of this novel. T-he imi
tation of the natural speech of the type of characters depicted 
in the novel is the main method of Tenneson Perera, but this, 
nevertheless, is not something new in the Sinhalese novel; from 
the earliest days several authors have tried to use the real 
speech of their characters. What is most significant in this 
writerfs language is the brave and genuine approach to the 
subject-matter and the authorfs uninhibitedness. It also 
shows the latest stage of the language of Sinhalese fiction,
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admirable flexibility, fine sensitivity and capability of 
expressing the complicated problems and experiences of modern 
man.

For example, we can consider the following passages in 
which we can listen to the. interior monologue of Diyasena :

11 mama kohomda meccara nay a vune. naya vune ganu passe 
gihillada? sudu kelalada- ammata tattata salakalada? 
leda dukata viyadam karalada? me siyallatama salli yanta 
ati. salli noyana deyak tavat adda? kokatat salli• salli 
natuva ba malli.n(l)

j
(How is it that I have borrowed so much money? Was it to 
spend on women- to gamble- or to keep my parents- or on 
medicine? I?ve borrowed for all these0 Yes, itfs possible, 
I must have spent money on all these. There's nothing 
that you can do without money. 0 brother, it's impossible 
to survive without money.)
u-*' Shylock- if you do not repay me I shall take a pound 
of your flesh, to be cut from any part of your body that 
I choose-cut from breast-breast-' naya nodunnot kakul 
kadanava. panata adarenam payin yanna epakamara kuli 
ariyas masa pahalca kohoma hari eka gevala danna-(dayabara 
karunabara misihamine obe hadavata kotaram mololcda? obe 
hadavata sipa ganna ida denna) ape mitra kama mekenma 
kelavara veyi. mama hituve nhha mista Diyasena me vage

9

minihek kiyala.tatta1 gen ayitivuna ekama mudda ugas kade- 
tava davas ganakin ugasa sinna venava- matiya koranna 
dek na, api rimayindal evva. veri cori cori cori.u

( op.cit. p.ll)
"Shylock if you do not repay me I shall take a pound of 
your flesh, to be cut from any part of your body that I

(l) Perera, Tenneson. Duttha G-amini Nomala Vagayi. Colombo.1969p.10.



choose-cut from breast-breast. I'll break your legs 
if you don't pay the loan. If you have any love for yom? 
life don't walk- You haven't paid room rent for five 
months, try to pay it somehow. (Dear, kind Misi Hamine, 
your heart is so tender, let me kiss your heart.) This 
may be the end of our friendship. Mr. Diyasena, I had 
never imagined that you are such a person. The only ring 
I inherited from my father Is at the pawn broker's. Time 
to save it will soon be over. Now, we can't help sir, 
we have sent you reminders, very sorry, very sorry, sorry)
In these passages the stream of consciousness of Diyasena 

shows his private world of problems created by extreme poverty. 
He has been working for years on end, and yet he cannot even 
get rid of his debts. He has applied for increments and trea
sury loans which have been refused due to his having taken too 
many leaves. He cannot imagine the reason why he has to suffer 
so much from .financial difficulties though he lias always been 
careful about his expenditure. In the second passage, at the 
beginning, some lines from the Merchant of Venice come into 
Diyasena*s mind, and when he thinks of the local Shylocks, who 
flock around him on pay-day these lines from the Shakespeare 
play rush into his consciousness. He remembers immediately 
afterthis about his room rent, the landlady whom he calls 
Missi Hamine. When he says *0 Missi Hamine, how tender your 
heart is,', we find that he is only being ironical. Hoorn rent 
is not the last problem, there is the pawn broker, from whom 
he has to get back the only ring he inherited from his father. 
The last line is supposed to be heard from the Tamil pawn 
broker. Thus by means of carefully used language, Perera



presents a large and important part of the life of Diyasena.
Throughout the whole work there is a sarcastic criticism 

of the existing political system which is shown as the main 
cause of the sufferings of the common people. For example:

"ape tatta U.N.P. aratuvak. a mm a tattage valige. put a
mokak hari niv we?, kanda n'd, bond a na. inda na, mokakda* 7 * t 7 

/paksaya. U.N.P. mokakda paksaya. Sri Lanka, apata ona 
Sirima nona. apata ona Dudley Hamu. hamu* hamu. hamu. 
hama pattatama hamu. dhanavadayen nirdhana vadayata. 
nirdhana vadayen dhanavadayata. hamu ba. Don nam Don.
Siman nam Siman. D0n Siman dekak ba." (op.cit. p. 13)
(Our father is a fervant U.N.P. supporter. And .mother is 
his shadow. But the son is in one of the new waves.
Nothing to eat. Nothing to drink. No house to live in. 
Whatrs your party? U.N.P. Whatfs your party? Sri Lanka.
We want honourable Srima. We want honourable Dudley. 
Honourable. Honourable. Honourable. There is a !hamuT 
(an honourable) in every party. From capitalism to socia
lism. From socialism to capitalism.What *s this ’hamu’ 
(mixing or honourable). If it!s Don, let it be Don. If 
it is Simon, let it be so. Canft be both Don and Simon.)
It is quite obvious that the author expresses his bitter 

disappoinment with the present party political system in 
Geylon. But he does not digress from the dramatic presenta
tion of character in order to include these political ideas.
They are only spontaneous reflections in the consciousness of 
Diyasena. He is not easily persuaded by the other fellow 
clerks in his office to join their political party as he be
lieves that politics would not help solve his personal problems. 
In a previous passage quoted from this novel vie saw the phrase
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fSalli natuva ba malli!(Cannot do anything without money, 
brother.)o And in this passage a similar hind of saying is 
seen:fdon siman dekak ba* (Can*t be both Don and Simon*)0 The 
frequent use of this kind of sayings from the colloqujal speech 
of Colombo is characteristic in the style of Tenneson Perera.

Prank and direct mention of sex is another characteristic 
on PereraTs language. The following passages can be regarded 
as examples:

"Diyasena Wilmat riati velavata ohuge sangara goden ekalc 
dekak gena balayi. me mis Nahena. muna e vagemayi. kettut 
na mahatat na. nagna sirura me vage ati. ohuge sirura 
kitikavi pibidennak men ^iyasenata dane. uda bdli atata 
perali dena vihida hala ruyak Diyasena daki. Diyasenata 
tama hahdunana ganikavak matak ve. e siyalla amataka kala 
yutuya. ispiritale pahe vattuva. polime inne ^iyasena 
lieda? injeksan silinjare ahgal ha yak digayi."(op.cit.

pp.19/20)
(^hen Wllmot is gone out of the room, Diyasena takes one
or two from his pile of magazines and looks at them.
This one is Miss Nahena. Pace is just like hers. Neither 
lean nor fat. Her naked body must be just like this one. 
^iyasena feels that his body was awakening and being 
aroused. He begins to see a figure, lying on back, with 
legs ;stretched apart. It reminds him of a prostitute of 
his acquaintance. It is better to forget all this. Ward 
No.5 of the hospital. IsnTt that Diyasena who is in the 
queue? ^he injection sryinge is six inches long....)
"dhanapatiyanta rnehi atulvima tahanam-meya padadayintayi- 
enta mahattaya me enakam tamayi balan inne-me sundara 
vasa bhavana- buru ande ekama sarana- suda api buru ande 
sudi karamu. polisiya red kalot me mage gal frend labana 
sumane honi mun yanta purudu venava. 0 yes, I believe 1 
habayi matat ona hit ekak.u
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(Bintranee prohibited to the rich-this place is for 
vagrants. Gome in Sir. I am waiting for you. this beau
tiful mansion, this camp bed, our only refuge- darling, 
let us make fun on the camp bed. In case of a police 
raid, you must say this is my girl friend„ Nov/ we are 
practicing for our honey moon, next week. 0 yes, I 
believe. But I too must have a go.)

There are some other passages in this novel which would
seem quite obscene if they are extracted from the context. One 
reason for this is that for a long time Sinhalese writers had 
not been used to refer to sex and sexual behaviour of men and 
women as directly and openly as this. Although the spoken 
language is rich in a vocabulary to express any thing about 
sex, suchwords are used only among very close friends and in 
quarelling. In literature the usual way to speak about sex 
is to use a special, sophisticated vocabulary. In the novels 
of Amarasekara and Jayatilaka, as we have seen, they have used 
this poetic vocabulary and new words and terms were invented 
by them according to conventional vocabulary, though they deal
with sex quite often in their works. Tenneson Perera seems to
have understood this difficulty of the previous writers and has 
started to use the actual words regarding sex, though within a 
limit so as not to embarass the conventionally moral reader.

Some times Perera uses extracts from classical prose 
works. On p.32 we find that Diyasena remembers a description 
from Dharmapradipika, (Kiyaga sondura mahabarnba tema sandin 
somi gena...) when he thinks of the beauty of his fiancee,
Miss Nahena. And again, on his first night after marrying



Nahena, he remembers some sayingsfrom Kamasutra and Piruvana 
Pot Vahanse.(p.3U) Perera must have thought to use this device 
of using extracts from classic al works in order to avoid mak
ing long, embarrassing descriptions of sex and to save his 
style being monotonous.

On'some occasions Perera disregards even the common rules 
of the grammar of the written language:

"Nahenat Diyasenat jodu- da rakiyavata yayi-gedarin bat* i
mulak uyagena gihin demia samase beda kayi."

(op.cit. Po3b)
(Nahena and Diyasena go to work together. And take a 
packet of rice with them and share it equally.)
But this kind of grammatical mistake and a general narra

tive style which sometimes resembles that of the other nove
lists of this time are not the really significant features in 
the language of Perera, as he employs a number of techniques 
in his style; for instance we can examine the page 54* This 
page is divided into two columns, under two titles, i.e. The 
room where Sraddhasena is, and the room where Diyasena is. 
Under the first title there are a few phrases from the conver
sation of Sraddhasena and Nahena, who are committing adultery 
while Diyasena is asleep in the next room. The penultimate 
sentence indicates the climax and abatement of their sexual 
pleasure. The last line consists of a succession of the word 
’suda1. Under the second title (opposite the description of 
Sraddhasena*s and Nahena’s room) there is a black oblong 
figure under which this description is given in small types:
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’Diyasena!s subconsciousness. Na, Sraddhasena. Venereal dis
eases, she gets no sexual pleasure from me. I’m impotent,
(ba, ba, ba,) can’t can’t canft0 just like a she goat, continue 
to breed, Sraddhasena. Na, (Sod bless you. T

These techniques help a great deal to dramatise the action 
of the novel and avoid long descriptions. The attempt of the 
novelist has been to develop an independent style of novelty 
while helping the reader to create visual images. His fondness 
for presenting some incidents as short plays, e.g. SraddhasenaTs 
birthday party, and the incident in the rest house, may be 
mentioned as similar instances.



C o n c l u s i o n

In the present study of the language of Sinhalese 
fiction, an attempt has been made to present a compre
hensive picture of the long history of Sinhalese prose.
This brief survey is intended to help understand the 
nature and the problems of language of Sinhalese fiction 
writers from the late nineteenth century onwards. The 
Buddhist as well as the Christian writers at this time 
were still admiring the classical styles of ancient 
Sinhalese prose writers who paid more attention to develop 
elevated styles on the basis of the conventional grammar 
and less attention to the current idiom and speech. At the 
turn of the nineteenth century the Sinhalese language was 
being used for various purposes and was changing through 
a number of religious, national, educational and literary 
movements, resulting in the expansion of its vocabulary 
and the power of expression. It is after this time that 
(we see the first signs of the every day speech and colloquial 
Sinhalese begininng to be used in writing, on a very small 
scale of course, for which the sochalarly writers had a 
peculiar dislike for a long time.

When Sinhalese writers began to produce fiction after 
the models of Western literature in the 20th century, despite 
their poor knowledge of the literary aspects of modern 
fiction, they were keenly interested in the importance of
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the role of language in their new art fornu But it took 
a long time for them to cease being dependent on classical 
prose and to concentrate on developing new styles according 
to the requirements of the novel® Although some major 
novelists after the 1 20s have contributed a great deal to 
popularize the novel in Sinhalese society it was the nove
lists of the * 50s who first produced a few interesting 
novels of world standards dealing with problems, experiences 
and sensibility of the modern times® They understood that 
the change of subject matter and of the form of the novel 
should essentially change the language as well.

The realistic novel requires the use of realistic lan
guage. The Sinhalese novelists after 1950 were aware of 
this fact which made them use spoken Sinhalese as well as 
a large number of new terms and words while writing about 
the new life in a new era. Newly emerging writers from 
various regions and social strata endeavour to develop in
dividual styles, causing further development of the language 
of Sinhalese fiction.

In the language of modern S i n h a l e s e  fiction a perpetual 
aspect is the influence of the classical Sinhalese prose 
despite its often being fed with new terms, speech of diffe
rent regions, slang words of the city, cliches, jargons and 
various other features of the current speech. Some Sinhalese 
novelists after the fUOs whose work is discussed in this 
study have greatly benefitted by their knowledge of world
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literature and especially the new trends in the novel. As 
\a» result they have created most of the new types of thewjinovel in Sinhalese too, such as the family chronicle, family
n
; romance romantic love story, the historical novel, crime and 
detective fiction, the psychological novel, the stream of 
consciousness novel, the lyrical novel, the new novel 
i (nouveau roman) etc.

While the major novelists who gained popularity after 
the '60s and some of the young experimentalists of the 160s 
still nurture a great respect for the 'written Sinhalese' or 
the literary Sinhalese governed Toy the traditional grammar, 
there are a few young writers who try to liberate themselves 
from these barriers to develop free and independent styles.

Thus the language of Sinhalese fiction from the late 
nineteenth century and up to date has undergone various 
experiments and has now reached such a stage that the nove
list of the present times can concentrate more on the other 
aspects of the novel because he will no longer find the 
language a problem or a barrier to express the sensibility 
of today and to write about the complicated human problems 
of our times#
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10. Sarartha Sangrahaya . ed.P.C. Gunasekara.Colombo.1910.
1̂11. Simhala Kadayim ha Vittipot. ed.Marambe Hate mahatmaya.

Kandy. 1926
Sinhalese translations of some English and Sanskrit works.
Plate 19th century.)
1. Arab! Yamini Vilasaya. tr. by D.M. Abhayasekara.Colombo.1891 !
2. Arabi Nisollasaya. tr.by H.S. Fernando. Colombo.1891•
3. Kristiyani karayage vandanagamana.(Sinhalese version of 

Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s Progress. Translator’s name not given) 
Colombo.1895

ho Ramayanaya hevat Havana Samharaya.Colombo 1886
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Works of fiction; Sinhalese.

lc Amarasekara, Gunadasa (b.1929):
Karumakkarayo (1955)
Yali Upannemi (i960)
Depanoladdo (1961)
Gandhabba Apadanaya (1964)

2• Gunasingha, Siri (b.1925)"
Hevanalla (i960)

3* Jayatilaka, K, (b.1926):
Parajitayo (i960)
Aprasanna Katavak (1963)
Capita Tunak (1963)
Delova-£a Hati Aya (1964)
Pitarnaha (1966)
Adhistana (1967)
Kalo Ayante (1965)

ho Jinadasa, A.T*C;
Baddha Vairaya Hevat Nanda Saha Leli(l923) 
Jayaratna Hevat Nirbhita Baladaksaya(l925) 
Tilaka Hevat Nirbhita Taruniya (1930)

5* Liyanaracci, Hemaratna (b.1938)2
Padadayakugen (1965)
Antima Da (1967)

So Mahendra, Sunanda (b.1938);
Hevanali &da Minissu (1964)
Guruvarayakuge Katava(1965)
Eya Mese Siduviya (1967)
Valmiki Obata Kive Sita (1968$

7* Munidasa, Hemapala,- (1903-1957)J
Prasadasimha (1924)
Vayala Hevat Bihisunu Ranabima (1925) 
Malavun Atara Jivitaya (1934)
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8, Perera,M.C.P. (l879“1922):

Mage Karume (1906)
Mage Pembari (1907)
Lanka Abhirahas (1907)
Siri Madura (1908)
Vinasavu Havkava (1910)
Lalita Hevat Ratna Manikyaya (1911)

9* Perera,Tenneson (b.l9Uo):
Dutthagamini Nomalavagayi (1970)

10, Ranavira,3Sva s
Layisa (1967)

11* Ratnayaka, Madavala. (b.1929)s
Akkara Paha (1959)
Sitanali Bambalova (1961)
Panen Andurata (1963)

12* Samarakoon,R.R*s
Dehadak Atara (1965)
Gahaniyakage Garitayak (1966)
Ek Sabhya Katavak (1969)
Ge Kurullo (1971)

13* Saratchandra, Edirivira (b.1914):
Malagiya Atto (1959)
Malavunge Avurudu Da (1963)
Valmatvi Hasarak Nudutim (1962)
Lokuputa Nohot Randulage Paravartaya(l97l)

lit. De Silva, Alberts (1866-1919°
Vimala (1892)
Adara Hasuna (1892)
Siribari (I89J+)
Vesak Dutaya (189̂ 4-)

15. De Silva, Isaac. (l89i|U--1907) :
Vasanananta Saha Kalakanni Pavul • (1866-88)
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16. De Silva,- Simon. (1874-1920-):

Mina (1905)
Terisa (19O7)
Ape Agama(l91Q)

17* De Silva,Sugatapala (b.1928)
Eitti Hatara 1963 

18. Suva, W #A* (1890-1957)!
Siriyalata Hevat Anata Taruniya (190$)
Laksmi Hevat Honasena Rajiniya (1922)
Hingana Kolia (1923)
Pasal G-uruvari (1924)
Deyyanne Pafe saha lavat Kata (1927)
Kalahanda (1933 )
Sunetra nohot Avicara Samaya (1936)
Daiva ^ogaya (1936)
Vijayabakollaya (1938)
Radala Piliruva (1939)
Hand a 55ana1  ̂ (l94l)
Juli Hata (l'94l)
Ridi Havadiya (n.d

circa 1955)
19*sirisena,Piyadasa (1875-1946)-

^asanavanta Vivahaya Hevat Hosalin
Saha Jayatissa 
Apata Vecca D§1
Mah§ Viyavula 
Taruniyakage Premaya 
Sri Lanka Mata 
Sucaritadarsaya 
Adbhuta Agantukaya 
C int ainanikya Ratnaya

(1906)
(1909)
(1909)
(1910) 
(1922) 
(1926) 
(1928) 
(1930)

contd./-
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Yantam G-alavuna (1934)
Parivartanaya (193U) . -
Pasan Hivasa (1936)
Palamuvana Pasala(1938)
Antima Kamatta (n«d.)
Dingirimenika Hevat Vikrama Palage
Palamuvana Vikramaya (1918)
Vimalatlssa Hamuduruvange Mudal Pettiya
Hevat Vikramapalage Devani Vikramaya(1919)
Valavvaka Palahilavva Hevat Vikramapalage.
Tunvana Vikramaya (1921)
'Istadeviya Hevat Vikrama Palage
Hat ar;aveni Vikramaya (1925)
Mahesvari Hevat Vikramapalage Pasveni
Vikramaya„ (1938)
Debara Kella Hevat Vikramapalage 

%

Ilayaveni ^ikramaya (19̂ 4-̂ -)

20 * Swarnalata4M *M s
Kandulen Sinaven Torava Valalimi (1969)

21• Valivita* Alexander?» *
Horunge G-uhava (1913)
Lilige Adara Hasuna (191I1)
Taruniyak Soyayama (1927)
Simhala Lansi Vivahaya (1927)

22 o Vimalanata, N.G-.A;
Mayasopnaya (1929)
Vanapuspaya Hevat Asolcamala (1929) 
Sisiliyage Panividaya (1928)
Sisiliyage .vivahaya (1929)
Premarasaya Hevat Somage tcu(K\y* jiva. O ^ c0 
Tanuta Sapaya (1930)
Poshita Premaya Hohot Anuragaye 
Rahasa (1930)
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Mangala Yatrava Holiot Sagarika (1930) 
Pativrataya Hevat Soma (1931)
Anuratiya Holiot Anula (1931)
Komalapani Hevat Snehaye Ulpata (1932) 
Sumanage Puduma G-alavima Noliot 
Mar aka Diyamantiya (19I4.8)
Taruniyakage Antima Lamatta Nohot 
Soniavatio (1948)

'/ickramas inglia 3 Mart in * (b * 1891) “
Lila (1914)
Soma Hevat Nitya Premaya (1920) 
Ayirangini Hevat Papocearanaya (1923) 
Sita (1923)
M i r ingudiya (19 25)
Rohini (1929)
G-amperaliya (1944)
Yugantaya (1949)
Viragaya (1956)
Iialiyugaya (1957)
Karuvalagedara (1965)


